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Preamble 
 

by Vincenzo Saturni 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Avis periodically conducts research in collaboration with University 
Institutes to acquire knowledge of the current situation, but also to define 
medium and long term trends. 

In 2011 we commissioned, to the Centre for Research on Health and 
Social Care Management (Cergas) of the Bocconi University, an analysis of 
the Italian transfusion system from our point of view, which resulted in the 
publication of the book: “Avis in the Italian transfusion system. The White 
Paper of the Association: analyses and prospects.” 

The document is based on the awareness that the Italian transfusion 
system stands out in the international scenario for some significant 
peculiarities, in terms of close synergy among the different players  – 
organized blood volunteers, institutions, operators – and of complete 
convergence on the goals to be achieved, which mean providing, to the 
people who need them, appropriate quantities of blood components and 
plasma derivatives of the highest quality and safety, coming from regular, 
voluntary, non-remunerated, anonymous, responsible and member donors; 
moreover, it is aimed at promoting the role of Associations like Avis. The 
book examines the transfusion system in detail, through a scientific analysis 
of the existing membership models and through the identification of 
efficiency, effectiveness and territorial proximity indicators. 

The conclusions of the document stimulated us to deal with the social  
impact - in particular in terms of social capital and human capital – as well 
as with the economic impact of Avis on the society, focusing in particular 
on aspects being more healthcare-related, such as prevention and health 
promotion, but also on more strategic ones, such as the first deferred 
donation and the scheduled call to donation, with special attention to two of 
the membership models identified in the White Paper. 

The assessment of social impacts is a highly topical issue, and is 
discussed in the Third Sector Reform Law 106 of 2016 but also in some 
European guidelines (Box 1). 
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Box 1 – European Resolution: P8_TA-PROV(2016)0425 – European 
Voluntary Service 
European Parliament Resolution of 27 October 2016 concerning the 
European voluntary service and the promotion of volunteering in 
Europe (2016/2872(RSP)) 

 
………………… 
- whereas volunteering is a key factor in active citizenship and democracy, 
as well as in personal development, embodying European values such as 
solidarity and non-discrimination, and whereas it also helps to boost 
participatory democracy and promote human rights inside and outside the 
EU; 
- stressing that volunteering has a value and importance as one of the most 
visible expressions of solidarity, that it promotes and facilitates social 
inclusion, builds social capital and produces a transformative effect on 
society, and that volunteering contributes both to the development of a 
thriving civil society, which can offer creative and innovative solutions to 
common challenges and to economic growth, and that as such, it deserves 
to be measured in a specific, targeted way in terms of both economic and 
social capital; 
- recalling that a supportive environment is key to ensuring engagement by 
more European citizens in volunteering, thus guaranteeing fair funding for 
the volunteering infrastructure, including organisations involving volunteers, 
in order to benefit the volunteers themselves and their activities; 
………………… 
- emphasising that recognition of the social and economic value of 
volunteering is also crucial, in order to encourage appropriate incentives for 
all stakeholders and increase in this way the quantity, quality and impact of 
volunteering; 
………………… 
- notes that in Europe nearly 100 million citizens of all ages are volunteers, 
whose work contributes to the production of approximately 5 % of its GDP; 
- calls on the Commission to consider the economic value of goods and 
services provided by volunteers through more volunteer-focused policy 
making; 
- Suggests that the idea of making volunteer time eligible as co-funding for 
EU grants, as recently proposed by the Commission in the new Financial 
Regulation proposal, needs to be supported and implemented; 
- Calls on Eurostat to support Member States in this exercise in order to 
ensure that comparative data are collected in Europe, also by developing 
common EU-wide indicators and methodologies for measuring the social 
impact of volunteering; urges the Member States to adopt the system 
developed by the International Labour Organisation to measure the 
economic value of volunteering 
………………………….. 
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Volunteering differs from the other components of the Third Sector also 
because its function is not limited to providing, experimenting and 
managing interventions and services, but has its core in its attitude, in 
representing and conveying certain values, and therefore in the function of 
solidarity development and creating relational goods 

According to one of the possible definitions it has been given over time, 
volunteering represents an essential part of every civilization and society, 
and is considered as a set of non-profit, non-remunerated initiatives offering 
no career prospects, in which individuals participate for the well-being of 
their neighbours, of their community or of the society at large, and which 
can take different forms. 

People volunteer for free and without any coercion, usually for long 
periods and according to a schedule, without expecting any material 
rewards, and being aware that volunteering also requires significant 
commitment and hard work. 

Moreover, organized volunteering has considerably evolved over time. 
In fact, it started by answering (with material and symbolic resources) the 
needs that public social policies failed to meet. Then, while continuing to 
provide services which integrated or replaced the public offer, volunteering 
organizations gradually developed their ability to anticipate social needs and 
to provide innovative answers for them. 

This evolution concerned not only the nature of volunteering, but also its 
organizational structure, and created the conditions for greater visibility, a 
more specific competence, greater integration with the territory and 
networking skills. “A good institutional performance can be explained, 
rather than by socio-economic wealth, by the presence of a strong civic 
community, that is, a social fabric made of socio-political commitment and 
solidarity” (Putnam, 1993); here, the concept of  “civic community” is used 
to underline, as core values of the community itself, civic commitment, 
political equality, solidarity, trust, tolerance, associationism. 

Bearing this in mind, it is possible to say that, especially at a local level, 
organized volunteering has become part of policy communities (policies 
resulting from a continuous negotiation in which a certain degree of stability 
exists between policy-makers and representatives of interest groups). 

It is widely acknowledged that voluntary commitment has an intrinsic 
educational value which goes beyond the kind of activity performed, and it 
is worth encouraging it for its positive effects on the society, since it is able 
to produce social capital, intended as a “network of cooperative relations 
(both ascribed and acquired, formal and informal, inclusive and exclusive) 
built on trust and norms of reciprocity, and characterized by a certain 
stability over time” (Mutti, 2002). Volunteering creates ties, relational 
goods, trust relationships and cooperation between individuals and 
organizations, thus contributing to increase and enhance the social capital of 
the context it operates in. Volunteering is in fact a school of solidarity, 
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as its contributes to the education of a solidarity-based humanity and of 
responsible citizens. 

Volunteering is considered as the source and driver of participatory 
democracy, which results in the ability not only to be an alternative to the 
Institutions, but also to interact and cooperate with them.  

Volunteering, in fact: 
 

a)  intervenes directly and in full autonomy on the needs and problems of 
the community; 

b) activates citizen participation, and is therefore a constituent phenomenon 
of the social capital, since it bridges citizens and institutions, promotes 
solidarity, responsible participation and people empowerment, thus 
allowing the society to be cohesive and face its problems; 

c)  represents the culture of general interest and enables its pursuance. The 
motivation for volunteering is not much given by a generic altruism, but 
rather by the fact of recognizing elements of common interest for which 
it is worth building relationships as well as protecting and enhancing 
“common goods”. 

 

However, attention must be paid to some possible criticalities existing in 
the interaction with reference Authorities, such as the risk to work as a 
service provider or as one of the many companies to which a service may be 
outsourced, thus losing sight of the real prerogatives of volunteering, such 
as the protection of citizens and common goods, the critical and proactive 
stimulation of public administrations, the testing of new services, the 
education to solidarity. 

In such a complex scenario (Box 2), while reaffirming the noble essence 
of a Volunteering association like ours, it seems interesting to recall two 
analyses, conducted during the last few years, which stressed the importance 
of volunteering and the values it expresses, also of an "economic" nature. 

 
Box 2 – Volunteering actions in Italy 

 
Official estimates suggest that volunteering actions account for 5% of GDP, 
but this figure does not represent their contribution in terms of quality, 
innovation and social experimentation. 
The first survey on voluntary work, which resulted from the partnership 
stipulated between the Italian Institute of Statistics (Istat), CSVnet (network 
of Volunteering Service Centres) and the Volunteering and Participation 
Foundation– http://www.istat.it/it/archivio/88167 – of 2015 shows that: 
- almost one Italian out of eight carries out activities for free to the benefit of 
other people or of the community. In Italy, there are an estimated 6.63 
million volunteers (and the total volunteer rate is 12.6%); 
…………………… 
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- men are more active than women (13.3% against 11.9%), thanks to a 
higher number of men in organized volunteering. Volunteers belong mainly 
to the age group 55-64 years (15.9%); 
- the percentage of people who volunteer grows as the level of education 
increases. 22.1% of those who hold a university degree have had 
volunteering experiences, against 6.1% of those with primary education. 
- in terms of employment status, the most active volunteers are employed 
people (14.8%) and students (12.9%). Moreover, the highest participation is 
found among members of wealthy families (23.4%), the lowest among 
members of families whose resources as totally insufficient (9.7%). 

 
 

The first one is a research published in 2011 (“The economic promotion 
of voluntary work in the non-profit sector” by Istat and Cnel (National 
Council for Economics and Labour) and conducted through a method called 
Viva (Volunteer Investment and Value Audit) in which the inputs aimed at 
supporting volunteering activities (recruitment, management, training, 
reimbursements of expenses, insurance, etc.) are correlated to the outputs 
(economic value of the time offered by volunteers). The research indicated 
that the economic value of voluntary activities in Italy was about 8 million 
Euro. The wealth produced by this sector in Italy can be quantified as higher 
than  4% of the gross domestic product and the specific indicator as being 
11.8; this means that, on average, each Euro reimbursed to volunteers 
corresponds to an economic return of about 12 Euro. 

The other research was instead conducted by Professor Giorgio 
Fiorentini of Cergas Bocconi: “The recruitment work carried out by the 
Associations of donors is of vital importance, and enables public facilities 
to save considerable sums of money every year. Our research was 
conducted in 2010, considering cost centres and calculating the total hours 
spent by volunteers for the activities every year, which amounted to no less 
than 16,600. The goal of the research was to prove that these actions, 
within the so-called integrated transfusion process – which includes 
donation promotion, telephone contact with donors, updating of databases 
and membership cards and  much more - generate an economic benefit for 
the hospital which is worth approximately 126,000 Euro per year. Another 
important element obtained from the research is that the total production 
costs, namely the sum of money which should be paid to employees to 
replace volunteers in their normal activities as members of the association, 
is of 278,000 Euro”. 

In this context, there is growing evidence that the overall well-being of 
people depends on multiple variables, which are not exclusively represented 
by the economic and material elements mainly considered for policy 
choices. They also include aspects related to lifestyles, food choices, health 
and environmental protection. 

The most common and used historical indicator, in this sense, is the GDP 
(Gross Domestic Product). Many (scholars, institutions, civil society 
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organizations…) have documented its limits, and above all, the fact that it is 
not indicative of the situation at a local level. 

The GDP is in fact linked to “economic growth”, it is a general and     
synthetic index of welfare which does not take into account goods with no 
market (quality and not quantity indicators), negative externalities, namely 
the costs induced by production activities (pollution, unsustainable 
exploitation of resources, loss of biodiversity…), nor the quality of public 
expenditure. 

It is therefore necessary to refer to indicators, also of a qualitative nature, 
giving visibility to the different parameters and meanings assigned to the 
terms “welfare” – psychological and physical, behavioural, material, 
environmental, educational, social, political – and “quality of life”, and 
representing analytical indicators which can be applied also to local contexts 
like the municipal dimension. These indicators are based on real data and, 
although they do not indicate an absolute quality, an achieved result to be 
referred to, they describe an orientation, a direction to be given to 
development projects (Box 3). 

 
 

Box 3 – The identification and assessment of “Indicators of Welfare” 
and of “quality of life” 

 
Starting in the Nineties, indicators being alternative to GDP have constantly 
flourished, with the common aim of monitoring the welfare of a community 
by considering all those environmental and social aspects which were not 
included in the GDP (some great idealists have also introduced the 
concepts of GNW – Gross National Well-being and GNH – Gross National 
Happiness). 
The United Nations have instead developed the HDI (Human 
Development Index), which is the most famous of all alternative indicators. 
It focuses on three essential elements: longevity, knowledge and decent 
standards of living. 
The GPI (Genuine Progress Indicator or Real Progress Indicator) is a 
compound indicator which tries to correct the GDP, so as to have a good 
estimate of the economic welfare taking into account also environmental 
and social aspects. 
The ecological footprint, starting from a series of parameters linked to 
consumption, calculates the quantity of nature required to produce the food, 
energy and materials we consume and to absorb the waste we produce. 
The QUARS (Regional Quality of Development) describes a new 
development model, based on sustainability, equity, solidarity and peace, 
whose use cannot be limited to the mere monitoring of economic growth, 
but must be extended to the quality of services, to the monitoring of 
environmental problems and of new development paths, to the forms of a 
different economy and to a welfare of citizens. 
The project to measure the BES (equitable and sustainable welfare) – 
which resulted from an initiative of Cnel and Istat and was introduced in the 
Budget Law – is part of the international debate on the so-called “beyond  
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 GDP” concept, based on the conviction that the progress of a society 
cannot be measured through economic parameters alone, but also through 
social and environmental parameters complemented by measures of 
inequality and sustainability. 

 
 

In light of these observations, we decided to analyse the issues 
concerning some significant aspects of our Association – mission, 
promotion of the culture of solidarity and donation, scheduled call of 
donors, blood and blood components collection, first deferred donation, 
ability to develop human and social capital – with the SROI (Social Return 
On Investment) method and the scientific collaboration of Cergas Bocconi, 
in the persons of Giorgio Fiorentini, Elisa Ricciuti, Maria Vittoria Bufali. 

 
 

Avis (Italian Blood Volunteers Association): about us 
 

Since its birth in 1927 (Box 4), Avis has identified itself with some 
founding values that we can summarize as: 

 

-    gratuitousness of the donation; 
-    anonymity of the action; 
-    attention to a healthy and positive lifestyle; 
-    aggregation and socialization; 
-    trust; 
-    reciprocity; 
- solidarity-based citizenship as the foundation of a civil coexistence 

based on participation, responsibility, cooperation; 
- volunteering  intended as a shaping and enriching experience from a 

human, civil and cultural point of view. 
 

All of this is permeated by concrete solidarity, which represents the 
common ground of our action. 

 
 

Box 4 – The strength of the Avis membership 
 

From 17 members + 1 (Vittorio Formentano, our founder) in 1927, we have 
reached 1,304,542 members in 2015, with 2,058,000 donations, but it is 
worth stressing that, during all these years, many men and women have 
come in contact with Avis as donors, potential donors,sympathisers, 
supporters or managers, indeed, millions of people. They have networked 
across the territory and have set the bases for the creation and growth of 
many other volunteering associations, through an action of strong prosocial 
value. 
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                                  Males                Females 

Total members: 1,304,542 (of which donors: 1,281,013.) 
Male donating members: 67% Female donating members: 33% 
Avis Municipal Centres/Total of municipalities: 3422/7998,  equal to 42.79% 
Donors/Population: 1,281,013/60,665,551 corresponding to 2% 
Donors/Population 18-65: 1,281,013/37,500,000 corresponding to 3% 

 
 

It is clear that each single donor and member identify with these values; 
at the same time, Avis as an organization has some fundamental and 
additional functions. 

First of all, Avis works to strengthen the motivations behind the decision 
of a single person to become a donor, thus expressing the cultural, social, 
ethical and pedagogical value of our Association. 

In addition to that, it involves the whole society, the citizens, to raise 
their awareness on social issues and guide them towards virtuous processes 
of participation and change, which result in a shared responsibility. 

It is undeniable that our main motivation is a value which could be 
defined as “instrumental”, since it is aimed at achieving a specific goal, 
namely at responding effectively to a fundamental health need, but also at 
supporting the principle of the equity of care. 

In fact, Avis, in collaboration with the Institutions, with the healthcare 
operators of the sector and with other associations of donors, works 
primarily for the promotion of the culture of solidarity, of blood and blood 
components donation and of the support to the health needs of citizens. 

Our primary goals are: 
- “system-related”, which means achieving self-sufficiency, intended as 

the existence of a sufficient quantity (based on an appropriate use) of 
whole blood, labile blood components, plasma-derived drugs (obtained 
through “contract manufacturing”), coming from voluntary, regular, non-
remunerated, anonymous, responsible and member donors, with the 
guarantee of their complete and correct use for the good of the transfused 
patient, of the highest possible quality, therapeutic efficacy and safety, 
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being equally available (all patients have the same rights to receive the 
transfusion therapy when necessary) and sustainable 

- “extended mission” aimed at the promotion of healthy and positive 
lifestyles, at the monitoring of health and at prevention, at the diffusion 
of associationism and well-being. 

 

National and regional regulations, in this sensitive sector, recognize the 
irreplaceable role of blood donors and their associations, whose work 
guarantees a flow of regular and free donations being consistent with the 
needs of the Transfusion system, and being constantly and timely monitored 
from a medical point of view, so that those goals can be achieved. 

In the broader vision of our mission, this goal is pursued in a wider 
cultural and social context, which identifies blood donation as a concrete 
action of active solidarity and promotes active citizenship. 

In order to pursue the goals mentioned above, the specific activities of 
our Association are mainly implemented through: 

 

✓ the promotion of the culture of solidarity, of conscious, regular, 
anonymous, non-remunerated, responsible donation within an 
association, and of active citizenship; 

✓ the scheduled call of donors, their reception and retention, the 
encouragement to participate in the life of the association; 

✓  the collection of blood and blood components regulated by agreements; 
✓  the promotion of healthy and positive lifestyles 
✓  the involvement of citizens and, above all, young people and students 

in spreading the culture of solidarity and of active citizenship. 
 

Promotion is an essential part of the association's mission. It has evolved 
over the years towards a broader cultural dimension, with the aim of 
educating citizens to solidarity from an early age, of teaching us the 
importance of having more and more Avis members and not only donors, so 
as to achieve and maintain self-sufficiency, but also of building a social 
base being able to give an immediate answer to the needs which constantly 
emerge and change over time, and to embody positive values. 

The contribution we can make in terms of prevention and health, mainly 
among donors but then extending it also to their family and social context, 
represents a further significant goal for Avis, and has been the object of a 
focus which is presented in this document. 

The donors Avis refers to are in fact the regular, voluntary, non-
remunerated, anonymous, responsible and member ones, expressing an 
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immense legacy of values and enabling us to obtain: 
 

- safer transfusions; 
- greater health protection for donors and recipients, with more frequent 

health checks in terms of medical history updates, visits, examinations; 
- better monitoring also during identification and pre and post-donation 

monitoring; 
- utmost doctor-donor compliance and responsible self-exclusion; 
- greater education to health, promotion of healthy and positive lifestyles; 
- haemovigilance; 
- identification of “subclinical” conditions and monitoring of donors' 

health; 
- monitoring of the onset of new pathologies; 
- better scheduling; 
- introduction to different types of donation; 
- stronger sense of belonging within the association; 
- action of positive social reinforcement on the other people who interact 

with the donor. 
 

On the one hand, there have been considerable improvements in 
therapies, on the other hand, there is more attention to quality of life, and in 
particular some large-scale interventions have been developed on 
prevention. Moreover, it is worth stressing how the approach to this concept 
of health has evolved, also from an educational and information point of 
view. There is in fact an increasing tendency to shift from health education 
to health promotion. 

It is also important to add that over the last few years, the concept of 
health has radically changed, but above all, the population has shown a 
growing need for health and has aimed more and more at a global “well-
being”. 

In such a context, the approach of Avis makes it possible to inform 
donors not only on situations which may already exist and can be corrected 
with preventive actions, but also on actions to improve their lifestyle, with 
special attention to those habits being potentially harmful for their health 
(poor diet, cigarette smoking, drugs, unprotected sex, just to mention some), 
thus promoting their health. 

In addition, the Association has, as a core value, the care of the sick, who 
are the primary target of our action, as much as of its members. Avis is in 
fact a truly universalistic Association, since its action is not limited to its 
members, but is directed to the people outside, therefore our essential value 
is to produce relational goods circulating inside and outside the Association 
itself. 
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Strategic aspects (collection, scheduled call, first deferred 
donation) 

 
The collection activity carried out in Collection Units (CU) represents an 

essential support to transfusion facilities, thanks also to the higher flexibility 
and cost-efficiency of its management, and sometimes to a more empathic 
approach, as well as to the fact that it is a way for Avis to fully achieve its 
mission, to be close to donors, to retain them. Voluntary and non-
remunerated blood donation is based on the motivations of human and 
social solidarity of the donor/citizen, and the Service has the obligation to 
give an answer to such motivations, so that it is easier to realise them, 
without excessive sacrifices. It is worth pointing out that some conditions 
may hinder the donation activity (e.g. times and days available for donation, 
afternoon-holidays). Focusing the attention of the system on donors and 
their needs also means taking into account these issues and re-thinking the 
membership models of collection centres. 

Accessibility within a short time and a short distance from a donor's 
domicile is the logistic basis for the territorial distribution of CUs. It is 
worth noticing that CUs have the historical and current merit of giving a 
significant contribution to the achievement of self-sufficiency for blood and 
blood derivatives in Italy. 

As everyone knows, an agreement was signed on 16/12/2010 by the 
Government, the Regions and the Autonomous Provinces of Trento and 
Bolzano on the “Minimum structural, technological and organizational 
requirements to conduct the healthcare activities of Transfusion Services 
and of Units for the collection of blood and blood components.” This 
regulation imposed a procedure which led, on 30th June 2015, to the 
accreditation of all transfusion facilities, including Collection Units (CU). 
This demanding process has been indispensable to improve the quality of 
the whole system and to align it with the European parameters. It required a 
huge reorganization within Avis, and once conluded, the number of our 
CUs had gone from 272 of 2014 to 173 of 2016, and the relevant 
Organizational Units from 1230 to 932. 

To ensure the constant and concrete contribution of Avis, both with 
donor call and with blood and blood components collection, to the 
achievement of the strategic goals of our blood system, an appropriate 
annual planning is also needed, agreed on between all the interlocutors on 
the basis of the general instructions provided by the Regions and concerning 
the national self-sufficiency goals, as well as the direct involvement of 
donor Association,s which enables the concrete application of the most 
suitable membership models (Box 5). 
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Box 5 – Planning 
 

The planning of the transfusion activity, which represents a strategic and 
essential tool to fully comply with the relevant regulations, should: 
➢ be included in the healthcare plan of each Region while maintaining a 

national scope, given its inclusion in the Essential Levels of Care (LEA), 
and receiving appropriate funding; 

➢ have a medium-long term vision (3-5 years) to enable appropriate 
investments as well as functional and sustainable organizational choices 
also for the Associations and Federations of donors (e.g. adjustment of 
Collection Units, management of the call); 

➢ be prepared by Regional Coordination Facilities, which must be 
adequately supported or strengthened, given their essential role of 
networking with the National Blood Centre and therefore with the 
Transfusion System as a whole; 

➢ show a real involvement of the Associations and Federations of donors in 
the joint planning of strategies, with a constant sharing of the 
qualitative/quantitative information of the system; 

 
 

Another strategic aspect, exclusively attributed to Associations, and also 
referred to in the recent State-Regions Agreement of 14 April 2016 titled 
“Revision and updating of the State-Regions Agreement 20 March 2008, 
concerning the signing of agreements between Regions, Autonomous 
Provinces and Associations and Federations of blood donors”, is the 
scheduled call of a donor, since it is: 

 

- delegated to associations in accordance with the law (Chapter III: 
Provisions concerning the Associations and Federations of blood donors. 
Art. 7 (Associations and federations of donors), Paragraph 5. “The call 
for donation is implemented by the Associations of voluntary blood 
donors and by the relevant federations, by virtue of a partnership 
under…..” of Law 219/05: “New regulations on transfusion activities 
and national production of blood derivatives”); 

-    effective for the donation; 
-    important for the retention of donors; 
-    necessary for a precise planning. 

 

Its accurate implementation enables: 
 

-   the planning of availabilities; 
- the possibility to decide the type of donation (whole blood/ plasma/cells) 

also according to specific needs (e.g. specific phenotypes); 
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- a better planning of the work and of the services to donors (e.g. waiting 
times); 

- the reduction of the “peaks” of arrivals and a more effective management 
of the flow, also in special times of the year (holidays, summer). 

 

Both the issue of scheduled calls, which is the object of a specific focus 
in this research, and those of reception and promotion, will be dealt with in 
dedicated manual that will be distributed in 2017 and will contain guidelines 
to facilitate their implementation and align behaviours within the 
association. 

 
The first deferred donation 

It is the procedure by which a candidate donor, and in some 
organizations also a person who has stopped donating for more than 24 
months, is assessed on the basis of a fixed process including anamnesis, 
clinical examination, laboratory and/or instrumental investigations, 
assessment by the Avis medical director or by the transfusion physician and 
start of the first donation after some weeks, once the person has been judged 
eligible. 
Why to support it 
a)  for the safety of patients. In terms of protection of recipients, during the 

'90s, after the diffusion of the infection from HIV and the discovery of 
its transmissibility by transfusions, several approaches have been 
introduced to increase transfusion safety. One of them, which is 
particularly important and is still used today, is the careful selection. To 
support this approach, in 1994, the WHO and the International 
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies presented a protocol 
for the prevention of the transmission of infectious pathologies through 
transfusions, which suggested an accurate procedure to inform candidate 
donors, including the deferral of the first donation. The introduction of 
the most recent and sophisticated tests for the detection of the markers of 
the most important viroses being transmissible by transfusion (hepatitis 
B and C, AIDS) has made the therapy safer. Moreover, it has been long 
known, and it is easy to guess, that the frequency of positive results to 
the tests just mentioned is higher among those donating occasionally or 
being at their first donation, rather than among regular donors. Our 
opinion is that if blood or blood components are collected immediately, 
there is statistically a higher probability to eliminate blood that has been 
generously donated (sic!); 

b)  for the protection of donors. Without a deferral of the first donation, 
we may have donations from “non-eligible” persons. These two aspects 
should push us to a reflection also from an ethical point of view. 
Moreover,  the fact of obtaining preliminary information, including the 
blood group, the clinical and laboratory characteristics of donors and 
their lifestyle, enables us to have, from the very beginning, an optimal 
process in terms of scheduling of calls and access to donation, which 
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may be personalized, so as to optimize the use of such a precious and 
limited resource. Deferred donation also enables to think more about the 
value of the action of donation, since it makes the single donors be more 
aware of the importance of their role, and therefore pay more attention to 
their own health and to that of other people. 
Moreover, it represents the concrete start of a process of regular and 
conscious donation, in which the donor and the Association play a 
leading role in terms of higher protection of the health of donors 
themselves and of recipients, as already mentioned in the section 
dedicated to the salient aspects of promotion. 
The awareness of donors is then also increased by the Association, which 
has to be highly professional from the very phase of donation promotion, 
by aiming not only to recruit an increasing number of people, but also to 
“retain” them, thus ensuring a high percentage of return after the initial 
selection. Another crucial task of Avis, in fact, is to limit donor losses 
and to analyse in detail their causes. We therefore believe that relying on 
donors who are aware, from the very beginning of their experience, of 
the contribution they give to ensuring over time continuous donations 
being highly valuable from a social and medical point of view, thanks to 
the first deferred donation, represents a strength for a modern transfusion 
system in which Avis is one of the main protagonists; 

c)  for quality and planning purposes. Knowing the physical and clinical 
characteristics of donors, but also their blood group, increases the 
possibility to schedule their call precisely and to maximise the value of 
the donation, thus improving the quality of the donation process. 

 

For these reasons our association stated, during its General Assembly of 
2014, that the first deferred donation is for Avis a culturally strategic 
approach aimed at leveraging the willingness of citizens to donate blood and 
blood components by increasing quality, safety, planning, and considering 
any initial additional cost as a medium-long term investment. 

 
 

Final remarks and credits 
 

The challenge for the future is to build models of participation 
recognizing the respect that must be due to anyone who works for the 
general interest. From the point of view of assistance, the world of 
volunteering intends to be a subject which, as stated in article 118 of the 
Italian Constitution, supports - and does not replace - the public 
administration in its institutional duties, and criticizes it in case it does not 
fulfil its responsibilities. 
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In this scenario, I believe it is anyway worth reminding that volunteering 
is a resource which cannot be quantified, but is crucial for the solution of 
countless problems we have to face everyday. It also represents an 
important source of fulfilment for those persons who decide to dedicate 
their time to volunteering initiatives, thus changing their lifestyle for the 
better, with more attention to others, more sharing, solidarity, against a 
widespread egoism, and being willing to donate without expecting anything 
in return. 

While making these remarks, which are worth stressing in such a 
moment of serious crisis for the economy but also for values, it is important 
to repeat that the essential value for us is the one we express through our 
daily work. Every single volunteer makes himself available to others in a 
free and spontaneous way, thus facilitating relationships of reciprocity and 
recognition of equal dignity to others, because our action is based on “gift”. 
In this sense, volunteering stimulates participation and solidarity-based 
citizenship, whose aims include the improvement of citizens’ quality of life, 
also through a broad, direct and active participation based on the principle 
of responsibility. Volunteering, in fact, plays an active role in the planning, 
coordination and joint development, but also in the assessment, of the social 
policies of the territory. 

In revising its own activity, Avis shall therefore have a broader vision 
and anticipate the future, where possible. As an organized blood 
volunteering association, deeply rooted in the territory and expressing very 
important values, Avis can in fact play a crucial role also in the quality 
process started by the transfusion system. It is sufficient to underline the 
importance of the promotion of gift within the population, of the 
introduction to donation exclusively for donors being prepared and up-to-
date on healthcare and membership issues, as well as of collection activities. 

But, above all, Avis is an association with a strong social value and plays 
an important pro-social role, thus representing a full expression of the bases 
of volunteering. 

The fact of being conscious of our role, of our life experiences, of what 
we express, represents an indisputable and enviable “calling card” for the 
whole world of volunteering, combined to our capillary presence on the 
territory as well as to our ability of penetration and organization. All of this 
makes it possible for us to exchange views and be a reference point for other 
volunteering organizations, but also to propose our model of donation to 
other countries. 

Avis has the right dose of innovation ability, permeated by creativity, 
design skills, optimism, willingness to share experiences, which must be 
supported by appropriate learning and training activities - an example of 
“excellence” in this sense is the Advanced National Training School of 
Avis, established in collaboration with Fondazione Campus – and 
information. 
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In conclusion, we hope this document will be a tool for analysis and 
work for all stakeholders, for policy-makers at different levels, Government 
and competent Ministries, Regions, Local Authorities, for the world of 
volunteering and associations, for healthcare professionals including, but 
not limited to, those of the transfusion sector, as well as for people working 
in healthcare education, health promotion, healthcare planning, and for 
economists. 

But, most of all, I want to dedicate this document to the millions of 
donors and members who, with their silent contribution, have helped, are 
helping and will help giving hope for a healthy life to many citizens needing 
also the support of transfusions, and who continue to donate their blood or 
blood components in an anonymous, free, voluntary, regular and responsible 
way. 

My sincere thanks go to them. 
Lastly, I also want to thank those donors who, whether or not as 

members of Avis, have contributed directly to research by answering 
questionnaires and participating to focus groups, as well as the staff of the 
National Avis centre, in particular Ketty Bosco, the researchers of Cergas 
Bocconi, all those who helped us organize the different presentations of this 
book. 

Enjoy reading! 
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  1   Introduction 
by Maria Vittoria Bufali, Giorgio Fiorentini and Francesca Calò 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This volume originates from the desire of the Italian Blood Volunteers 
Association (Avis) to come to a definition of an impact evaluation model 
aimed at measuring, quantifying and thus account for communicate, in a 
rigorous, systematic and effective way, the social and economic impacts of 
the activities that the organization itself has promoted for almost a century, 
thus becoming a truly key player in the Italian transfusion system. 

At the same time, the fact of having dedicated time, human resources and 
organizational energies to such a process of self-assessment is a proof of the 
entrepreneurial approach chosen by the Association, which has promoted 
this study not only to have an analytical tool for the monitoring of its 
potential socio-economic impact, but also to create a reference model for 
other organizations – profit, non-profit and public – working in that sector, 
and to participate actively in the heated debate existing, at an international 
level, on what has been variously termed as Social Impact Measurement 
(Simsa et al., 2014), Blended Value Accounting (Nicholls, 2009), Outcome 
Assessment, Program Evaluation (Thomas, 2010), Outcomes Measurement 
or Evaluation (Nicholls et al., 2009) or Impact Evaluation (Stern et al., 
2012), and that from now on we will indicate with the term “Social Impact 
Evaluation” (“SIE”). 

This analytical effort is therefore the result of a choice of accountability 
by an organization which has always played, in the specific sector being 
considered here, a leading role in pursuing the goal of qualitative-
quantitative self-sufficiency being at the basis of the activities of the 
national transfusion network as a whole, and having an impact on the 
economic and social sustainability of the whole sector. A confirmation of 
these arguments comes from the extent reached by the activities of the 
association: the combination of the data of the association with those 
provided by the National Blood Centre (Catalano et al., 2015c) shows 
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infact that the donors belonging to the Association itself (Fig. 1) represent 
75.17% of the total donors existing at a national level (no less than 
1,287,291 donors out of the total 1,712,456). These data, and the ones which 
will be provided in the next paragraphs, all refer to the year 2014. The 
reason for this choice is that the research presented in the book started in 
2015: the social impact assessment was therefore based on the previous 
year, since it was the most recent one with available and complete data. On 
the contrary, the preamble of the book describes the situation as of 2015, so 
as to provide more up-to-date data. 
Fig. 1 – Distribution of donors in the Italian transfusion system (2014) 

 

10.17% 
 
 

14.66% Avis Donors 

 
Donors of other Associations/Federations 

 
 
 
 

75.17% 
Non-member donors 

Source: processing of data on Catalano et al. (2015c) and Avis data. 
 

Since the Association is involved in the experience of donation of such a 
significant number of donors in our country, it is quite easy to see what is 
the origin of our desire not only to understand, in a detailed and rigorous 
way, the structure and the extent of the socio-economic impact produced – 
both for donors themselves and for the whole community of reference –, but 
also to  have a tool to be used for a transparent and clear communication of 
the contribution made by the organization to the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the blood and blood components collection system. 

However, before moving into a further analysis – from both a theoretical 
and methodological point of view – of the issue of SIE (Chapter 2), and 
before describing how the specific model of Social Return On Investment 
(SROI) has been applied to the assessment and monetary valuation (or 
monetisation) of the impacts generated by Avis (Chapters 3 and 4), it is 
worth dedicating all this first chapter to the Association. 

The present chapter is therefore structured as follows: the first paragraph 
focuses on the characteristics of the Association in terms of types of centres 
(territorial level), number of centres and their distribution (Paragraph 1.1). 
The next paragraphs are focused on the profile of Avis donors (Paragraph 
1.2) and on the organization of Avis centres (Paragraph 1.3). The last two 
paragraphs serve as an appendix to the whole study, and look at Avis as part 
of the model of Variable Subsidiarity Universalist Welfare (Paragraph 1.4) 
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as well as at the issue of assessment in the Third Sector Reform (Paragraph 
1.5). 

 

 
 

1.1. The Avis centres on the territory: type, quantity and 
distribution1 

 
Although the Association was established, back in 1927, as a result of 

the combined efforts of a very small group of volunteers, and of the desire 
of Vittorio Formentano to create a collection system based on criteria of 
gratuitousness, universality, quality and safety of services, that same 
Association has gone through a process of growth and ‘budding’, which has 
led today to an extremely articulated organisational structure being widely 
spread throughout the national territory. Besides the national centre, in fact, 
there are 3,410 other centres (3,391 of them are on the national territory, the 
other ones are located in Switzerland) (Tab. 1) divided into different 
organizational structures, as shown in Figure 2: 

 
Tab. 1 – Type of Avis centres (2014) 

 

Type No. of centres 
 

Municipal 
 

3,261 
Provincial 121 
Regional 22 
National 1 
“Special” 6 
Total 3,411 

 
Fig. 2 – Avis organizational structure (2014) 

 

Provincial 
3.55% 

 

Regional 
0.64% 

 

National 

0.03%  "Special" 
0.18% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Municipal 
95.60% 

 

1. The data mentioned in the present paragraph are the result of calculations of the 
authors based on data provided by Avis, unless otherwise specified. 
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As shown by Table 2, the Regions with a higher concentration and 
presence of organizational centres are Lombardy (19.96% of total centres), 
Veneto (10.36%) Emilia Romagna (10.30%) and Piedmont (8.95%). 

 
Tab. 2 – The Avis centres on the Italian territory (2014) 

 
No.  No.  No. No. Total (%) 

Municipal Provincial Regional   “Special” 
or equivalent  

 

Alto Adige – Sudtirol 6 0 1 0 7 0.18 
Abruzzo 93 4 1 0 98 2.85 
Basilicata 109 2 1 0 112 3.34 
Calabria 151 5 1 0 157 4.63 
Campania 54 9 1 0 64 1.66 
Emilia Romagna 336 9 1 0 346 10.30 
Friuli Venezia Giulia 45 3 1 0 49 1.38 
Lazio 200 7 1 0 208 6.13 
Liguria 63 3 1 0 67 1.93 
Lombardy 651 12 1 1 665 19.96 
Marche 137 5 1 0 143 4.20 
Molise 34 2 1 0 37 1.04 
Piedmont 292 8 1 2 303 8.95 
Apulia 121 6 1 0 128 3.71 
Sardinia 162 8 1 0 171 4.97 
Sicily 158 8 1 1 168 4.85 
Tuscany 162 21 1 0 184 4.97 
Trentino 47 1 1 0 49 1.44 
Umbria 63 2 1 0 66 1.93 
Veneto 338 6 1 2 347 10.36 
Aosta Valley 21 0 1 0 22 0.64 
Subtotal 3,243 121 21 6 3,391 99.26 
Switzerland 18 0 1 0 19 0.55 
Total 3,261 121 22 6 3,410 100 

 
An even more significant figure- compared to the mere presence of 

centres on the territory – is given by the penetration rate (Calò and 
Fiorentini, 2013b, p. 85), represented by the percentage of donors on the 
total active population of a Region (in other words, those who fall within the 
18-65 years range of age and are therefore potentially eligible for donation). 

The next Table 3 shows not only that the Regions Basilicata, Umbria, 
Trentino Alto Adige, Marche and Emilia Romagna have a higher 
penetration rate (over 5%), but also that these same Regions (except for 
Emilia Romagna) have succeeded in increasing – compared to 2011 – their 
ability to attract donors among the total potential donors being present in 
their territory. 
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Tab. 3 – Penetration rates on the territory (2011-2014) 
 

2014 No. No. Population % of % of Variation 
Municipal     donors 18-65 penetration        penetration 

(2014) (2011) 
 

Basilicata 109 23,059 371,426 6.21 5.84 + 
Umbria 63 31,951 552,875 5.78 5.44 + 
Trentino Alto Adige 53 37,306 659,196 5.66 5.30 + 
Marche  137 53,761 960,933 5.59 5.30 + 
Emilia Romagna 336 145,826 2,760,341 5.28 5.43 - 
Aosta Valley 21 4,083 80,655 5.06 4.92 + 
Molise 34 9,315 200,006 4.66 4.07 + 
Lombardy 651 258,140 6,272,356 4.12 4.08 + 
Veneto 338 127,422 3,107,316 4.10 4.03 + 
Piedmont 292 112,054 2,742,264 4.09 4.23 - 
Tuscany 162 77,620 2,311,120 3.36 3.31 + 
Sardinia 162 32,858 1,092,581 3.01 2.64 + 
Calabria 151 33,759 1,275,765 2.65 2.68 - 
Sicily 158 78,999 3,251,620 2.43 2.19 + 
Abruzzo 93 20,093 846,788 2.37 2.14 + 
Campania 54 84,475 3,801,486 2.22 1.54 + 
Apulia 121 57,146 2,613,291 2.19 2.11 + 
Liguria 63 18,449 951,274 1.94 2.08 - 
Lazio 200 71,515 3,773,003 1.90 1.78 + 
Friuli Venezia Giulia 45 9,460 757,179 1.25 1.21 + 
Total 3,134 1,264,232 38,010,049 3.33 -  
Source: processing of data on Avis and ISTAT data. 

 
Fig. 3 – Penetration rate (2011-2014-2015) 
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Source: processing of data Avis and ISTAT data. 
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From this point of view, the comparative analysis of the 2011 and 2014-
2015 data (Fig.3) shows an improvement in most Regions, and therefore 
suggests a general higher effectiveness of donor recruitment and retention 
activities (obviously in relation to the number of potential donors). 

As for the structural articulation of the Association, where Collection 
Units exist, another trend that it is worth analysing is the one resulting from 
the centralization phenomena which have occurred within the association 
network in recent years, as a consequence of the need to: 

 

• comply with the regulations on the accreditation of Collection Units 
(CU) and Transfusion Services (TS): the investments needed for such 
compliance with the requirements introduced with the State-Regions 
Agreement of 16 December 2010 are inducing, as a matter of fact, a 
progressive merging of donation centres. This is becoming an obstacle 
which is far from  negligible for smaller facilities not complying with the 
existing standards, since new regulations have imposed on them 
considerable organisational and financial efforts to allow them to 
continue their work within the collection network; 

• re-organize the sector in order to limit resource waste and promote 
efficiency recoveries: the fact of rationalising the collection system and 
making it more efficient is not only a need suggested by external factors 
(the regulatory actions mentioned above) but also a need that becomes 
more and more urgent as the public support provided to non-profit 
activities working in the transfusion sector decreases. It is worth noting, 
in fact, that past studies dedicated to the analysis of the efficiency and 
sustainability conditions of the transfusion system in our country 
(Cavazza and Jommi, 2013) have taken and imported from international 
literature the threshold value of 15,000 collected units per year as the 
volume of activity distinguishing collection centres that are potentially 
efficient from those that are not (p. 119). Such remark becomes relevant 
if considering that, according to the association’s data for the years 2014-
2015, among the many Associations being part of the Avis world there 
seem to be mainly small organizations with annual collection volumes 
between 100 and 500 units (Fig. 4) and with a similar number of 
donating members (Fig. 5). However, it is worth specifying that this 
figure is based on the data provided by the single Municipal centres2, 
therefore it is not possible to know the volumes obtained in those local  

 
2. The figure was obtained from the processing of the data provided by the 3,094 centres 
which in 2014 completed “sheet a”, and takes into account the collection of whole blood  
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contexts where the collection is conducted, depending on the 
organizational structure adopted, at a supra-municipal, often provincial, 
level. 

 

Fig. 4 – Annual collection volumes (2014-2015) 
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Fig. 5 – Number of donating members (2014-2015) 
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These preliminary observations already explain the importance of the 

restructuring and reorganization processes promoted within the sector, as 
well as the extent of the efforts which are still required to the whole 
association network to implement a change that satisfies the need for cost 
containment (by pursuing scale economies) and for proximity to donors 
themselves (a crucial factor not only in terms of material accessibility to  

 
as well as that of plasma and other blood components. Moreover, it refers to the number of 
units donated by the members of the Avis Associations (regardless of the fact that the 
donation was made in a CU or in a TS). 
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facilities, or frequency and continuity of donation, but also of intensity and 
depth of the relationship created within the association network, in the 
performance of its functions of donor protection, information and retention). 
This being said, the data shown in Table 4 and related to all Avis CUs and 
organizational branches, enable the identification of some first directions of 
change, although not too significant in extent. Among them, the fact that a 
considerable consequence of the State-Regions Agreement of 2010 has been 
to induce the Association to rethink the organizational model of the 
collection centres on the territory. 

 
 

Tab. 4 – No. of Avis CUs and Organizational Branches (Italy – years 2014-2016) 
 

 2014 2015 2016 

Total CUs 272 245 173 

Total Organizational Branches 1230 1171 932 

Source: SISTRA data.    
 
 

As for the management of collection activities, while Figure 4 showed 
the annual volumes reached at an organizational level, the next diagram 
enables an analysis of the type and combination of procedures implemented 
by the centres concerned in such phase (Fig. 6). The information it provides 
is the number of centres (be they CUs and/or TSs) applying that specific 
combination of collection procedures. Predictably, the most recurrent 
configurations are represented by the concomitant collection of blood and 
plasma (in 41.27% of the centres which provided this information) or of 
blood, plasma and other blood components (in 37.91% of cases). 

However, a significant part of the Associations (560 out of the 3,094 
responding organizations3) declares that in its reference territory, the 
collection – be it managed publicly or by a CU – is focused exclusively on 
whole blood. 

The extent of application of such procedures – as shown by the data of 
Table 5 - varies greatly: the values of the donation index4 (calculated as 

 
 

3. The figure was obtained from the processing of the data provided by the 3,094 centres 
which in 2014 completed “sheet a”. 

4. The figure concerning the units collected (with distinctions by blood product) was 
obtained from the processing of the data provided by the 3,094 centres which in 2014 
completed “sheet a”. 
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Fig. 6 – Collection procedures applied by CUs and/or TSs (2014) 
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the ratio between collected units and number of donors) are in fact 
extremely different, both among the various Regions and among the various 
classes of blood components (whole blood and plasma or other components 
obtained by apheresis). 

This difference is obviously due to the fact that the donation of plasma 
and other blood components by apheresis is less common: as noted by Calò 
and Fiorentini (2013b, p. 133), in fact, only 21% of male Avis donating 
members, and 37% of females, donate plasma. It is worth specifying that in 
Italy, contrary to what happens in other countries, there are no donors 
exclusively dedicated to plasma donations. Our donors donate the different 
blood components alternatively, depending on their own characteristics and 
on the needs of the system. 

In light of these considerations, it was deemed appropriate to calculate a 
second index, based on the percentage values mentioned above (and being 
more accurate): the number of plasma units collected on the total Avis 
donors presumably donating plasma (rather than on the whole population of 
Avis donors). With this correction it is possible to notice that, although 
variability remains high, in some regional contexts5 the plasma donation 
index reaches values which are similar to - or even higher than - those of 
whole blood donation. In other words, according to this estimate, although 
there are fewer plasma donors, it is not uncommon to see that their donation 
frequency is similar or higher to the one of whole blood donors (and this is 
certainly also a consequence of the fact that plasmapheresis can be 
performed at shorter intervals than blood donation). 

 
 
 
 

5. More specifically, it is the case of: Basilicata; Emilia Romagna; Friuli Venezia Giulia; 
Marche; Tuscany and Aosta Valley. 
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Tab. 5  –  The donation index for blood, plasma and other blood components 
(2014) 

 
No. Whole blood Plasma Other donations 
donors      No. 

   of units 
Index        No.  

  of units 
Index Adjusted       

index 
     No.  
of units 

Index 

 
Abruzzo 

 
20,093 

 
26,691 

 
1.33 

 
2,772 

 
0.14 

 
0.52 

 
311 

 
0.02 

Basilicata 23,059 17,102 0.74 5,691 0.25 0.94 492 0.02 
Calabria 33,759 48,427 1.43 825 0.02 0.09 574 0.02 
Campania 84,475 89,652 1.06 1,175 0.01 0.05 193 0.00 
Emilia Romagna 145,826 197,030 1.35 52,154 0.36 1.36 3,288 0.02 
Friuli Venezia Giulia 9,460 7,602 0.80 3,368 0.36 1.35 297 0.03 
Lazio 71,515 75,532 1.06 2,773 0.04 0.15 2,006 0.03 
Liguria 18,449 27,182 1.47 2,628 0.14 0.54 574 0.03 
Lombardy 258,140 403,017 1.56 83,616 0.32 1.23 8,738 0.03 
Marche 53,761 72,138 1.34 23,760 0.44 1.68 3,525 0.07 
Molise 9,315 11,264 1.21 1,647 0.18 0.67 12 0.00 
Piedmont 112,054 148,852 1.33 28,316 0.25 0.96 7,775 0.07 
Apulia 57,146 67,607 1.18 3,860 0.07 0.26 3,340 0.06 
Sardinia 32,858 48,936 1.49 955 0.03 0.11 265 0.01 
Sicily 78,999 99,832 1.26 9,349 0.12 0.45 4,085 0.05 
Tuscany 77,620 82,629 1.06 31,269 0.40 1.53 4,592 0.06 
Trentino 18,151 21,685 1.19 1,478 0.08 0.31 535 0.03 
Umbria 31,951 40,811 1.28 1,473 0.05 0.18 500 0.02 
Veneto 127,422 172,941 1.36 28,697 0.23 0.86 3,965 0.03 
Alto Adige – Sudtirol 19,155 22,170 1.16 2,380 0.12 0.47 0 0.00 
Aosta Valley 4,083 5,150 1.26 1,446 0.35 1.35 79 0.02 
Subtotal 1,287,291 1,686,250 1.24 289,632 0.19 0.89 45,146 0.03 
Switzerland 1,031 1,735 1.68 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 1,288,322 1,687,985 1.46 289,632 0.09 0.43 45,146 0.01 

 
 

As anticipated, from the data in Table 5 it is possible to identify the 
Regions which deviated the most (with either higher or lower values) from 
the average index of donation for whole blood, plasma and other blood 
components. More specifically, particularly good results were achieved by: 

 

• Lombardy; Sardinia; Liguria and Calabria (for whole blood collection); 
• Marche; Tuscany;  Emilia  Romagna  and  Friuli Venezia  Giulia (for 

plasma); 
• Piedmont; Marche; Tuscany and Apulia (for the other blood components). 

 

By contrast, values being lower than the national average belong to: 
 

• Basilicata; Friuli Venezia Giulia; Lazio; Campania and Tuscany (whole 
blood); 
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-2.6% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Campania; Calabria and Sardinia (plasma); 
• Campania; Molise and Alto Adige-Sudtirol area (other blood components). 

 

Figure 7, instead, shows not only the Regions standing out for a whole 
blood donation index being higher than the national average of 1.24 in 
20146 (from Aosta Valley to Switzerland),  but –  within this sub-group  –  
also the Regions which during the years 2014-2015 stood out for a growing 
trend (Aosta Valley, Emilia Romagna, Veneto, Liguria, Lombardy and 
Switzerland), compared to those which, by contrast, had a decrease in the 
index (Sicily, Umbria, Abruzzo, Piedmont, Marche, Calabria  and Sardinia). 
Fig. 7 – Whole blood donation index (2014-2015) 
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One last digression is made to highlight another − not less important − 

field of action of donor Associations, which will be discussed more in detail 
in the description of the model adopted to quantify the social impacts 
generated by the work of Avis. More specifically, it concerns all those 
activities of promotion, awareness-raising, training, retention and social 
aggregation which mainly characterise the intervention of the world of 
associations in the transfusion sector, and which become an integral and 
essential part of the experience of those donors who have chosen − freely 
and voluntarily − to become members of an Association like Avis. 

In this sense, the annual survey carried out by Avis at a national level 
makes it possible to analyse its efforts in the organization 

 
6. The index falls to 1.17 in 2015, and is 1.46 in both years in case the units collected in 

Switzerland are also considered. 
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of events, be they training events (for example, congresses or interventions 
in schools) or initiatives to promote social cohesion and aggregation on the 
territory (such as sports events or the Festival of donors). 

Figure 8 points out that, on a total of 3,094 Avis organizations 
answering, the percentage of Municipal centres that did not organize events 
of any kind in 2014 was extremely small (6%). 

 
Fig. 8 – Organization of events by Avis centres (2014) 
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organize 
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(94%) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In terms of target audience for such initiatives, as shown by the next two 
diagrams, in 35% of cases they are intended for the generic and 
undifferentiated audience of young people or of the whole population (Fig. 
9), while only 5% of responding Avis centres organizes events only in 
school contexts (Fig. 10). The most frequent case (51%) is that of initiatives 
and events intended for both those macro-categories of audience. 

 
Fig. 9 – The target of Avis events (2014) 
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Fig. 10 – Incidence of events organized in school and non-school environments (2014) 
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1.2. The Avis donors: number and demographic 
characteristics  

 
Starting from the last issue discussed above, it is now possible to 

introduce some data and observations on the second essential element of 
this 'combination', namely the Avis donors. 

From now on, the term “member”7 will be used to identify both genuine 
donors and all those persons who do not donate (often because they are no 
longer eligible), but decide in any case to continue contributing actively to 
the work of the Association and to the pursuance of its institutional mission 
by holding management or representation functions, and/or by organizing 
the activities just mentioned (raising awareness, training, retention, 
aggregation on the territory, etc.). 

Moreover, it is worth specifying that the data that will be presented in 
this paragraph only concern – for 2014 – the share of members belonging to 
the centres which provided the information, for a total of 68.80% of the 
Associations included in the Avis network and representing 71.70% of the 
population of Avis members (Tab. 6)8. 

 
 

7. The definition given by the articles of association is the following: any individual who 
has joined a Municipal, basic or equivalent Avis centre (art. 4, par. 3 of the Articles of 
Association) and regularly donates blood, or has stopped donating, for age or health reasons, 
and participates with continuity to the activities of the association, or who does not donate 
but holds with continuity non-remunerated functions recognized as valid within the 
association (art. 6, par. 2  of the Articles of Association). 

8. The data referred to 2015 were provided by a variable number of Municipal centres for 
each specific thematic area. For this reason, the response rate will be specified in the notes 
from time to time. 
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Tab. 6 – Avis centres that provided demographic data (2014) 
 

 North Centre South and Islands Total 
 

Avis Munic. Centres included  
 

1773 
 

560 
 

863 
 

3196 

centres that provided  1388 367 444 2199 
demographic data: 78.29% 16.73% 51.45% 68.80% 

representativeness in 
terms of members 

77.69% 74.08% 57.24% 71.70% 

 
With regard to geographical provenance, as shown in previous analyses 

(Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b, p. 88), 97% of Avis members is of Italian 
nationality (Fig. 11) and the social composition includes 67% of male 
members and 33% of female members (Fig. 12). 

 
Fig. 11 – Composition of members by provenance (2014) 
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Fig. 12 – Composition of members by gender (2014) 
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As for the age of members, (Fig. 13) – a crucial information to 
understand the potential lines of development to be adopted as a response to 
the ageing of the population and in order to ensure an appropriate 
generational replacement of members (Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b) – the 
division into groups does not show significant age variations compared to 
2011. Compared to 2015, instead, the only variation observed consists in the 
increase by one percent of the incidence of the 46-55 years group, to the 
detriment of the group immediately preceding it (36-45), probably as a 
result of the ageing of total donors. 

 

Fig. 13 – Composition of members by age group (2014-2015) 
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However, the analysis by gender and age seems to confirm a hypothesis 

already made by Calò and Fiorentini (2013b, pp. 90-93): although the 
analysis they refer to was focused on new donors, the fact that such category 
mainly included donors under 25 and female donors led to the hypothesis of 
a potential growth of the relative weight of the female component on the 
total of donors (which would therefore raise some questions on the impact 
that a similar trend reversal could have on the dynamics of collection)9. 

The data concerning the distribution by member age groups and gender10  
 

9. More specifically, reference is made here to the fact that women of reproductive age 
can generally donate blood maximum twice a year (4 times a year for men) and that, in the 
investigations conducted (Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b, pp. 133-134), women are more willing 
to donate by plasmapheresis (a procedure which requires more resources and is therefore 
present in  bigger and more structured collection centres). 

10. For both years, a comparison is made with the division by gender and age group of 
total donors at a national level (including donors belonging to other Associations and non-
members). 
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Fig. 14 – Distribution of female members by age groups (2014-2015) 
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Fig. 15 – Distribution of male members by age groups (2014-2015) 
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(for 2014 and 201511), in fact, appear to confirm once again a greater 
presence of female donors in the18-25 and 26-35 age groups (Fig. 14), 
while male incidence is higher in intermediate age groups: from 36 to 
55 years (Fig. 15). 

These remarks are further supported by the following diagrams (Fig.  
16), which clearly highlight that the presence of females in the subcategory 
of new members – representing exactly 42% – is higher than the one found 
on total Avis members (in which the relative weight of female donors in 
2015 corresponded to 31%). It is then even more important to see that not 
only the incidence of females is relatively high, but also that the share of 
new female members between 18 and 25 years of age exceeds the 
equivalent male subcategory by not less than 5 percentage points. 

 
Fig. 16 – Composition of new members by age and gender (2015) 
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1.2.1. The Avis donors: analysis by geographical areas 
 

This section is instead dedicated to a quick analysis of the main 
deviations identified − between different geographical macro-areas − in 
terms of composition of their membership base. 

In line with the subdivision seen at the national level, the division of 
members by gender (Fig. 17) is substantially homogeneous in the three 
macro-areas identified, although the southern area (which includes Abruzzo, 
Basilicata, Calabria, Campania, Molise, Puglia, Sardinia and Sicily) shows 
in 2014 a slightly higher female presence. 

As for the different age groups, instead (Fig.18), the most interesting 
figure is represented by the higher incidence, in the South and Island 

 
11. The division of members by gender and age was provided, in 2015, by 2,356 

Municipal centres (representing 72,47% of those being present on the national territory and 
76,85% of the population of Avis members as of 12/31/2015). 
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area, of members under 36 (a figure which is compensated for by the lower 
relative weight of the 46-55 and over 56 age groups). Northern and Central 
areas, instead, seem to be in line with the national average. 

 
 

Fig. 17  –  Composition of members by gender (geographical macro-areas,  2014- 
2015) 
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Fig. 18  –  Composition of members by age (geographical macro-areas,  2014-2015) 
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The next two diagrams (dedicated to female and male members, 
respectively), taken together, confirm once again the remarks expressed 
before and add another piece of information: not only the distribution by age 
for the members of the southern area shows higher percentages of younger 
people (in particular, the 18-25 range), but this trend is true both for female 
members and for male members (although the latter are those who 
contribute the most). By contrast, in the North there is a higher incidence of 
the 36-45 age group, both for female and male members. 
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Fig. 19  –  Composition by age of female members  (geographical macro-areas, 
2014-2015) 
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Fig. 20  –  Composition by age of male members  (geographical macro-areas, 2014- 
2015) 
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1.3. The organizational models existing on the territory 
 

This short paragraph is aimed at highlighting the main deviations in the 
distribution of the associative models12 identified in 2011 (Calò and 
Fiorentini, 2013b, pp. 103-108) from the associative configurations most 
widely accepted by Associations in 2015. 

One of the main contributions given by the White Paper of Avis, in fact, 
had been to provide a picture of the heterogeneity of the Italian blood 
system, and to connect it to six different models, based on the specific 
division of responsibility among branches belonging to the Association and 
working at different territorial levels and public TSs. 

 
 

12. For a detailed description of each model, see the Glossary. 
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This “deviation” test had been performed with preparatory purposes, to 
obtain information on the models adopted by the different units of analysis, 
and then use them for the long sampling process (which will be described in 
Chapter 3. In 2015, by means of a questionnaire13, the Presidents of the 
Associations at a local and provincial level were therefore asked to identify 
the membership model applied in their centres. 

Table 7 provides a summary of the main characteristics of each model 
identified, and specifies the authority being responsible for the management 
of the main activities included in the collection process. 

 
Tab. 7 – Characteristics of the six membership models  

 
Awareness-raising and      Collection       Retention 

attraction of new 
donors 

 
Decentralized membership  Avis Municipal centres 

 
Mixed membership             Avis Municipal centres       Avis Prov. Centre        Avis Municipal centres 

 
Centralized membership        Avis Municipal and 

                                                                         Provincial centres                   Avis Provincial centre 
 

Decentralized public     Avis Municipal centres  Public facilities   Avis Municipal centres 

Mixed public Avis Municipal and 
Provincial centre 

 Public facilities      Avis Municipal and 
  Provincial centre 

Centralized public Avis Municipal centres Public facilities 
 

Source: analysis on Calò and Fiorentini (2013b). 
 

 
In Figure 21, instead, it is possible to identify the results of the 
questionnaire proposed in 2015 and compare them with the information 
obtained from previous surveys. 

The two membership models being most common on the territory are the 
Decentralized public model, in which awareness-raising and call activities 
are managed by Municipal centres, while collection is managed by public 
bodies, and the Decentralized associative model, where all the process is 
managed at a municipal level. 

This partially reflects the results mentioned in the White Paper, but 
shows a decrease of the Decentralized public model (from 52% to 37%) and 
an increase of the Decentralized associative model (from 30% to 36%). 

 
13. The survey collected answers from 1,132 Avis centres, however only 546 of them 

were valid. The analysis of the distribution of models by geographical macro-areas, instead, 
could only be based on the answers coming from those Avis centres (437) which provided 
information on their geographical position. 
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Fig. 21 – The organizational models (years 2011 and 2015) 
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An increase (from 6% to 12%) can also be identified in the Mixed 
associative model, where awareness-raising and retention activities are 
carried out on the territory at a municipal level, while collection is 
performed at a provincial level. 

An increase can also be noticed in organizations based on a Centralized 
public model (from 2% to 6%) and on a Mixed public model (from 3% to 
7%). 

Lastly, there has been a decrease in the percentage of the Centralized 
associative model (from 7% to 3%), which suggests a higher involvement 
on the territory. 

However, although it is not possible to compare the data divided by 
geographical position, it is possible to notice that in the last survey, the 
differences by geographical area concern the Decentralized public model, 
which prevails in Central and Northern regions, and the Decentralized 
associative model, which is more common in Southern and Central regions 
(Fig. 22). 

 
Fig. 22 – The organizational models by geographical macro-areas (2015) 
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As anticipated before, this information has been critical for the sampling 
process:  the adoption of one associative organizational instead of another 
was in fact one of the selection criteria for the comparative analysis of the 
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Avis centres participating in the research, a process that will be described in 
detail later on. 

 

 
 

1.4. Avis: a key player of the variable subsidiarity universalist 
welfare model (WUSV) 

 
The different distribution of responsibilities and competencies between 

the private non-profit and public sector in the Italian blood system – 
presented in the previous paragraph – does nothing but highlight the role 
played by Avis in the welfare system of our country, as an essential private 
player for the management of the welfare mix characterizing the Italian 
blood system, and for the full achievement of its qualitative-quantitative 
goals. 

The considerable reduction in the intervention of the Welfare State and 
the legitimation crisis started in the ’70s and ’80s – both because of the 
progressive reduction of the economic resources available, and of the “lack 
of connection between complex needs and increasingly inadequate 
institutional responses” (Fiorentini, 2016) – paved the way to forms of 
partnership in which public and private players share planning/design 
functions on one side, and production or distribution functions on the other. 

Avis represents still today an example of how this logic of partnership 
can be concretely implemented, given the many organizational structures 
where the National Health Service and Avis complement each other, thus 
developing a function which is essential to the Italian blood system. 

Behind this transition to the welfare mix paradigm still lies a reference to 
the universalistic principle, but at the same time the contribution of private 
players − like Avis −is considered as the driver of the effectiveness and 
efficiency gains needed to meet the demand from citizens. 

In this triangle linking the state to non-profit entities and citizens, an 
additional factor comes into play, becoming the basis for the  justification 
and consolidation of a logic of “collaborative competitiveness and 
competition”: it is a demand of social and health goods and services − 
characterized by a growing particularism and fragmentation – which 
imposes the elaboration of “calligraphic” responses, hardly compatible with 
“the low-quality standardization being typical of the responses from the 
public sector” (Fiorentini, 2016). 

In this sense, the transition from a situation of functional monopoly to a 
more specific offer, from the private non-profit sector, of healthcare services 
in line with the demand of citizens (as in the case of the blood system, with 
the intervention of Avis), is aimed at increasing the ability to meet their 
economic and social needs. 
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However, the same principle of subsidiarity14 would lose its effect 
without a chain enabling the synergic and dynamic integration of non-profit 
organizations (intended as social enterprises), for-profit social enterprises 
and public companies. A new socio-economic dynamic therefore emerges, 
which becomes fully efficient and effective if based on an essential logic of 
circular subsidiarity15. 

The result of the joint effect of these dynamics is a plural and cross-
cutting welfare model, in which non-profit organizations (NPO) and social 
enterprises (SE), to different degrees, gain a prominent position not only 
and not much in terms of “institutional organization” (social 
decentralization, subsidiarity, local development plans, federalism, 
devolution, etc.), but in terms of  “operational functionality”. In other 
words, there is a transition from a “categorial” welfare (elderly, children, 
disabled, drug-addicts and so on) to an integrated and holistic model of 
variable subsidiarity universalist welfare  (WUSV), which can be defined 
as: “the supply of social care and healthcare services for all citizens, with a 
focus on non-profit and for-profit social enterprises providing services, on a 
subsidiary basis, in a form of social entrepreneurship that applies 
management criteria with a business logic, and therefore with efficiency, 
performance, cost-effectiveness and continuity” (Fiorentini, 2016, p. 4). 

Out of definitions, it is worth stressing that the flexibility of the structure 
given to the network of Avis associations (Paragraph 1.3) creates the right 
conditions to choose the best operational actions for the satisfaction of the 
demand of citizens, who take the role of “customers” and are given the 
possibility to choose from an offer indeed based on the logic of 

 
14. Horizontal subsidiarity means that public bodies have to leave as much room as 

possible for the civil society and its expressions, so that it does everything it can in full 
autonomy, without interferences from the State. This means supporting the idea of an “active 
citizenship”, in which the creativity of individuals and social entities is promoted. In order 
for this to happen, the decision-making process of Public Administration must be simplified 
so that it can be again efficient and effective. And it is here that the Third Sector, or social 
private sector, made of free associations, volunteering, social solidarity cooperatives, 
foundations, cooperatives and organizations of various nature such as social enterprises etc. 
gain considerable importance, standing out as the most dynamic sector at the moment, being 
able to regulate and absorb the weaknesses of the State in a quasi-market context. 

15. The relationships of operational collaboration between public administration and 
non-profit/for-profit companies falling within the concept of subsidiarity apply this principle 
in different ways (Fiorentini, 2000). Besides the traditional dimensions of subsidiarity 
(vertical and horizontal), the following possible typologies can be identified: 
• “for special purposes”, when the different entities work together to achieve a certain goal, 

regardless of their horizontal or vertical relationship; 
• “project”, when the different entities work on different phases of the project and 

converge on the positive result; 
• “approaching”, joint and proximity public companies and non-profit/for-profit 

companies, whose methods for the production of goods and services are sometimes 
different from those offered by the public system and aimed at integration. 
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“collaborative competitiveness”. The Italian transfusion system is an 
example of that, since the intervention of public collection facilities is 
supported by several donor Associations, with different responsibilities. 
Among these, a prominent role in terms of qualitative-quantitative 
contribution to the system is played by Avis. 

The characteristics of the WUSV (Fiorentini, 2016), from a business 
point of view, are: 

 

• the ability to adjust, with a progressive and “time to market” approach, 
the offer of services by recognizing the evolution of the demand; 

• the integration of public funding with fundraising activities. In the case 
of Avis, in order to give continuity to the voluntary action, many laws 
have set out for decades the signing of agreements governing the 
relationships between donor Associations and Regions, and the 
consequent financial recognition of their activity, but, as an integration to 
the reimbursements obtained, the fundraising activity of Avis has 
become a necessary condition for role played by the Association; 

• a model of widespread social entrepreneurship aimed at adjusting the 
institutions to the business principles of performance, effectiveness, cost-
efficiency, guaranteed continuity; 

• the integration between the complexity of the public institutional supply 
of welfare services and the simplification of the business management of 
the private operational offer for general interest and public utility 
purposes; 

 

Within the WUSV model, one or more subsidiarity chains therefore 
appear, aimed at the achievement of the goals/results of the system itself, 
and whose outcomes are perceived/enjoyed by the citizens as part of a logic 
of public interest and common/collective good to be preserved and 
developed. Such business-like integration (aimed at maximizing the 
performance and effectiveness of the system as a whole) develops in a logic 
of continuity, progressiveness and cooperation between public companies 
and NPOs and/or SEs, whose actions combine in different ways to then 
converge on production results of public utility. 

The agreed re-definition of the company functions involved in the 
relationship of welfare service production and supply between the public 
provider and the private recipient of subsidiarity, may include: 

 

• areas of project partnership between the public provider and the Avis 
intermediate private recipient of subsidiarity; 

• areas for the monitoring of the public and private subsidiarity provider 
(origin and phases of the process) and of the donor as user-customer of 
the donation experience (end of the process); 

• a concurrent and progressive increase of the autonomy of the final donor- 
recipient of subsidiarity; 
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• a new role of the donor – final recipient of subsidiarity, who also takes 
on the function of service provider in a logic of “co-production” and 
“generative welfare ” (especially referred to donation as a value and a 
social experience). 

 

All of this creates a virtuous circle of growth, which increases the 
reciprocity of functional and business relationships in order to preserve the 
idea of a function of general interest through healthcare and social utility 
services produced and provided by Avis. Within such function, production 
and consumption factors combine, on the basis of a model of coordination 
of economic operations agreed ex ante and having human beings and 
“wealth” as a shared heritage. 

The (initial and intermediate) provider and the final recipient of 
subsidiarity have well-defindfunctions and tasks. In particular, the 
intermediate provider of subsidiarity - Avis - has the task to define its own 
autonomy by identifying the goals of the association, and then, at an 
operational level, to outline the strategies and tools of action for the 
achievement of those goals and to analyse the results obtained. 

Lastly, the final recipient of subsidiarity, the citizen-customer of the 
welfare system (“civis”) has the aim of monitoring and examining the 
results obtained, comparing them with the goals previously set, analysing 
the satisfaction rates for the different needs and the effectiveness of the 
allocation of resources, and assessing the social impact generated, while 
performing an active function of reinvestment in the process through the 
implementation of an incremental virtuous circle. 

Avis can be placed in the model shown below (Fig. 23): this can be 
defined as a linear chain, where A is the public provider of subsidiarity; B is 
the intermediate private provider of subsidiarity (Avis) and C is the citizen 
receiving subsidiarity, the user of the services provided (in terms of 
donation experience and of potential participation to the life of the 
association) and being crucial, from the point of view of universalist 
welfare, to meet the overall health demand. 

 

Fig. 23 – The linear chain 
 
 
                                                    A  
                                 Public subsidiarity   
                                provider 
                                   State  

     

        B  
  Intermediate                 
subsidiarity provider 

Avis 

 

                      C   
Final subsidiarity   
 recipient 
                    Donor 
            

 
 
 
 

Moreover, all of this can happen and be easier if we adopt the idea of the 
evolution from performance to welfare service, based on the distinction 
between public utility service (in a logic of variable subsidiarity universalist 
welfare) and material good-commercial good. 
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This distinction is based on the intangibility, non-storability, intense 
contact of service supply, as opposed to the tangibility, storability of goods 
to be exchanged. Moreover, while goods can be assessed according to 
precise and directly quantifiable standards, the standardization of services 
varies along with the service itself, which satisfies the demand in variable 
quantitative and qualitative terms, in a context of simultaneous production 
and consumption where the services supplied are the response to a demand 
which is the concrete expression of a need. The citien-customer therefore 
asseses the performance while it is produced and judges it as a service, but 
enjoys it and appreciates its effects as a performance-service. 

The quality of the service offered by the Avis association network is 
proportional to the quality and professionalism of the staff, which is the 
critical resource of the exchange. In this sense, the operational evolution of 
Avis is indeed expressed in the shift from an organization offering a 
performance to an organization providing a service, in which the intangible 
elements, such as relationship, planning, communication, interaction, etc. 
are the ones that convey its social impact. 

The service being provided must therefore be able to give a global 
answer to the donor-user-customer, and takes on the responsibility to meet 
this demand in a context which reflects the “status” of the overall need of 
the healthcare system. This observation can be connected to the distinction 
between public utility function (identification of the needs) – which is 
always extremely variable, given the peculiar differences between the needs 
of each citizen – and service function, which is instead more well-defined, 
by the exchange between provider and user-customer. 

In a logic of variable subsidiarity universalist welfare, Avis develops a 
degree of autonomy which enables it to evaluate the circumstances, and 
therefore to modify the services in a meta-regulatory direction, or at least 
following an outcome-oriented logic through consistent output policies. 

It is necessary to integrate and increase the effectiveness of the services-
actions (A) by managing the “transfer conditions” (B) and the compliance 
and commitment conditions (C). These provide a point of view which must 
not be described reductively as peripheral, but rather as a value of service 
being more effective than the mere performance. 

The service being offered is based on the performance-action as a 
necessary but not sufficient condition. An exchange relationship is 
necessarily based on the performance-action, but in order to develop a 
service being able to satisfy the demand-need, a series of conditions must be 
set for the transfer of the service itself, intended as elements expected by the 
users-customers. This logic of evolution from performance to service is at 
the basis of the articulated service of Avis, which combines in different 
ways with the action of the Public Administration, but is always an essential 
condition for the Italian National Health Service to preserve a status of 
universalist welfare. 
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Fig. 24 – Evolution from performance to service  
 

a)  substantial content or 
performance 

 
 
 

b)  conditions for transfer 
 
 
 
 

c)   conditions for 
commitment and 
compliance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conditions of commitment and compliance are therefore needed, with 
compliance, in the health sector, consisting in an activity which helps Avis 
to identify, assess and monitor its actions to avoid risks of different types 
(non-efficient or dysfunctional interventions or actions, critical situations 
from the point of view of the reputation for non-compliance with laws, 
regulations, procedures and codes of conduct). Compliance is therefore a 
preventive activity. To make an example, the concept of compliance also 
applies to the degree of alignment of the conduct of donors with the 
instructions provided by Avis. The consequences of poor compliance affect 
both the individual and the society. Its nature is strictly relational, and a 
good communication is the best way to gain trust from the interlocutor, who 
is the citizen-customer. Then there is a relationship of commitment, a 
concept which has to do with the level of identification with the goals and 
values of Avis, as well as with the desire to continue to be part of it. An 
aspect that, in our case, shows how donors are considered as an added value 
and are more efficient and effective thanks to their membership and 
adherence to shared values. 

 

 
 

1.5.  The social impact assessment at the basis of the Third 
Sector reform law 

 
While the previous paragraphs have provided a detailed description of 

the Association as it is today and in the role it plays within the blood system 
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and the WUSV model characterizing it, this paragraph wants instead to 
highlight the position of research in the regulatory transformations that are 
concerning the Third Sector in Italy, by introducing a series of issues that 
will be analysed more in detail - from a theoretical-methodological point of 
view - in the next paragraph. 

As will be shown later (Paragraph 2.2), the wide range of methodologies 
which can be adopted to measure and confirm the social and economic 
value generated by an organization is just another way to prove that, in the 
socio-economic context of our country, there has been a growing need to 
explicit our awareness of the impact generated by the activities of some 
economic players like private social enterprises16 - both non-profit and for-
profit – and public companies, as well as to identify methods and tools for 
the appropriate representation and communication of such awareness. This 
convergence is certainly the result of the need for transparency and 
accountability, of a different relationship between ethics and business, and 
of the evolution of the concept of social responsibility, which has now 
become a shared value among the players of the socio-economic system 
(non-profit, for-profit, public). 

In this sense, and under the pressure of those needs, a new approach has 
long been developed to integrate the needs of stakeholders and shareholders. 
These could find a common ground in the identification of social impact 
assessment models serving as basis for an action aimed at increasing the 
social capital of their reference communities, in the framework of a 
Corporate Social Responsibility which involves – or at least should involve 
– all the socio-economic players being present in the system. For this 
reason, the reporting activities and the actions of institutional 
communication are no longer focused only on profit and economic-financial 
performance, but are including more and more a series of measures and 
indicators expressing the social and environmental effects of our economic 
behaviour. This approach influences the relationship and the dialogue not 
only with stakeholders, but also with shareholders, who are adopting a kind 
of approach combining the economic-financial system with the social and/or 
environmental impact produced. 

The importance gained by the issue of assessment17 in the practice and in 
the daily economic behaviour is fully reflected in the central role it has been 

 
16. In this document, the concept of Social Enterprise is used with a business-related 

meaning. This approach does not result in the use of a different name, but rather in the idea 
that both the bodies belonging to the Third Sector and to the social enterprises being as such 
by law can be called social enterprises because they both adopt the formula of social 
entrepreneurship. For more details, see: Fiorentini and Calò (2013); Fiorentini (2006). 

17.  From an etymological point of view, the Italian term “valutazione” (assessment)  
comes from the Latin word “valitus” (“validus”), literally: to be strong, healthy, robust. In its 
etymological meaning, therefore, the term "valutazione" recalls the idea of attributing a 
value, giving weight, appreciating, keeping into consideration. 
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given within the Reform of the Third Sector (L.106/2016), which underlines 
its strategic and operational value by providing, first of all, a definition for 
it: “Social impact assessment indicates the qualitative and quantitative 
assessment, on the short, medium and long term, of the effects of the 
activities performed on the community of reference, compared to a given 
target” (art. 7, par. 3). 

One of the contributions given by this formulation is, first of all, the 
intent to adopt a holistic approach, thus recognizing the possible double side 
– qualitative and quantitative – of the assessment (although, as will be 
shown later, quantification makes it possible, using proxies18 and numerical 
metrics, to ptovide a reference system and a shared language that everyone 
can understand). In this sense, the words of J.W. Goethe are emblematic: “It 
is said that numbers rule the world. Maybe. But I am sure they tell us 
whether the world is ruled well or badly”. 

In other words, it should be recognised that the quantitative side of 
assessment processes provides a common ground (for example, the 
monetization of benefits and their expression in a monetary language) which 
is useful for control and monitoring, crucial for a comparison among 
different bodies, and at the same time easily and directly comprehensible for 
a researcher and an observer. 

This approach makes it possible to identify the origin of the data 
concerning the activities and the descriptive characteristics of quality, to 
compare the quantities not only and not much for supervion, monitoring and 
control purposes, but also to offer a homogeneous database being useful to 
give a business-like dynamism19 to the bodies of the Third Sector and to 
social enterprises. For example, the social budget is a document which 
provides a picture of the basic data concerning the qualitative-quantitative 
aspects of the activity of the SE, it is a picture of the SE itself: a set of 
information to be used as a “stock” of data which can evolve into a 
measurement and valuation of the social and economic impact,  and this in 
turn can be the functional basis for managing the activities in compliance 
with the criteria of performance, effectiveness, continuity and cost-
effectiveness. 

As will be shown in the next paragraphs, in fact, the research presented 
in this book underlines the effect of social return generated by the 
institutional activity of Avis as well as the consequent economic and meta-
economic investments preceding it (human capital, spreading of positive 
social behaviours, health prevention, organizational systems, governance 
choices, etc.), and promotes a parallel economic-financial assessment which 

 
18. For a short definition, see the Glossary. 
19. The concept of “dynamism”, in business terms, refers to the activation of the social 

entrepreneurship system lying behind each organization of the Third Sector and each social 
enterprise, and being essential to develop a “leverage effect” and a multiplier of the (human, 
economic-financial, capital) resources available. 
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is essential to give a positive orientation to the strategies that the different 
players of the Italian transfusion system can implement. 

At the same time, it is also essential to recognize the role played by SIE 
as a crucial component and phase of the “assessment chain” and of the 
processes of due diligence, that will rule more and more the access to scarce 
resources within the reference framework of (social) finance. In fact, public 
or private funding to NPOs and SEs, (be they provided by bank foundations, 
business foundations, social venture capitalists, venture philanthropists, 
individual or corporate donors, etc.) will be structured in a chain in which 
the funding body will ask for a prior forecast of the social impact expected 
from the activities implemented by the SE and at the end – for final 
reporting purposes –, for the results actually obtained in terms of social and 
economic impact. In such a structured context it will therefore be impossible 
not to adopt assessment models. 

At the same time, the declaratory section of art.7, par. 3 of the Reform 
Law also underlines the need to assess the effects “on the short, medium and 
long term”, and the reference to the medium and long term is almost 
obvious, but the reference to the short term is not. In the culture of the Third 
Sector and of social organizations, in fact, there is a widespread and 
predominant idea that the short term mainly represents a period of time 
which has to do with the indispensable tactical activity, with daily work, 
without any strategic prospect. For this reason, the temporary effects of the 
operational activity are not subject to SIE since they are only considered as 
the immediate result of the production processes and are outlined mainly in 
descriptive and static terms (quantities are of no use). This Reform is a way 
to underline that it is necessary to develop a model for social impact20 

assessment in which also short-term effects can be integrated, making it 
possible to monitor and control processes in terms of dynamism and giving 
since the beginning the opportunity to understand if the effects of the 
activities performed on the community of reference have a “preliminary” 
process phase being useful and functional to the achievement of medium 
and long-term goals. 

This approach becomes essential to avoid the risks inherent to the almost 
fatalist idea that the “hope” to achieve a given goal is legitimate and 
sufficient. This idea is often due to the wrong conviction that the integration 
of social resources and values does not enable the building of processes 
based on quantitative assessments of development, and therefore leads 
people to settle for a prospect of unpredictable economic sustainability. By 
contrast, the application of the SIE to basic activities makes it possible to  

 
 

20.  “The  positive  and  negative,  intended  and  unintended,  direct  and  indirect,  
primary and  secondary  effects  produced  by  an  intervention”,  this is the definition of 
impact given by the OECD. 
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immediately understand if the direction taken is correct or not, and if a 
higher convergence between operational activities and strategic goals is 
necessary. 

As for the reporting function of SIE the reasons for its implementation 
and adoption by NPOs and SEs even more binding, in terms of business 
functionality, considered that besides having the positive characteristics 
mentioned before, it can be formally recognized as including - within the 
framework of the Reform Law - some real: “[…] obligations of internal 
monitoring, reporting, transparency and information towards members, 
workers and third parties […]” (art. 4, par. 4, lett. g). The way the law refers 
to the concepts of “reporting”, “transparency” and  “information” in “the 
use of public resources”, seems to suggest that such obligations rest on the 
“assessment chain” only when the funder is the State. This passage, 
however, must be integrated by art. 10 of the same Law, which states that 
the Social Italy Foundation must implement, for its funding activity, “in 
compliance with the principle of primacy of the resources coming from 
private subjects”, “tools and methods to verify the actual social and 
employment impact” (par. 5). It is clear that this reporting obligation is 
necessary, irrespective of the public or private provenance of the financial 
resources that feed and support the generation of impacts. 

The Law (art. 7, par. 3) underlines that this process of assessment is 
applied “also in compliance with the provisions of article 4, paragraph 1 
letter g)”, which mentions the need to: “[…] identify criteria and methods to 
entrust to authorities services of general interest, in compliance with the 
standards of quality and social impact of  the service, with the standards of 
objectivity, transparency and simplification, and with the European and 
national regulations on the entrusting of services of general interest, as well 
as criteria and methods for the verification of results in terms of quality and 
effectiveness of performances”. 

This point of the law contains concepts like “compliance with the 
standards of quality and social impact of the service” or “verification of 
results in terms quality and effectiveness of performances” which could not 
become a reality without the creation of one or more quantitative 
assessment models. It is worth stressing that these are intended for 
simplification and organization purposes, they represent reference 
frameworks having a guidance, organizational and exploratory function in a 
context that requires to be managed with a dynamic and positive approach. 
At the same time, they translate into methods whose characteristics are 
linked to the time required to obtain the effects (short, medium, long term), 
to the levels of “knowledge of the trajectory of changes, to the more or less 
clear identification of the effects, including the intermediate ones, to the 
implementation of an identical plan in different contexts” (Befani, 2013). 
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Another significant concept is that of “standards of quality and social 
impact of the service”, which could involve the creation of a reference 
model and the alignment to it in terms of principles and guidelines, or of 
analytical elements that could set the basis for a sort of certification process. 
The applicability of social services/performances to a wide range of sectors, 
induces to avoid being categorical in the “calligraphic” identification of the 
metrics to be used in expressing the quality and social impacts of the work, 
of an organization, and to prefer the creation of a basic model, which can be 
adopted by NPOs and SEs, and can later provide the basis for a more 
personalized and detailed assessment, thus enabling a correct valuation of 
the characteristics being specific to each single field of intervention. In 
short, the hypothetical, theoretical and complex social assessment model 
must be a basic model, simple and easy to use, so that it can be adopted by 
non-profit and social enterprises (with a descriptive and initial 
approximation part, and the use of quantitative proxies for the main 
stakeholders); then, according to the skills and needs of the NPO or SE, an 
extension of the model could be developed for an easier adaptation to the 
characteristics of different sectors and organizations. This is essentially 
what some scholars hope for (Depedri, 2016) when referring to the need to 
propose a flexible assessment method providing “a list of the minimum 
indicators that all social enterprises should specify and enter in the 
assessment, but also a list of additional indicators being optional or more 
appropriate for some sectors of forms of social enterprise”. This approach 
can be linked to one more concept, that of the “verification of results in 
terms of quality and effectiveness of performances”, which could not be 
carried out without the existence, first of all, of a basic model being 
accessible and widely applied (a crucial factor to facilitate control and 
monitoring actions through comparative and benchmarking analyses) and, 
secondly, without the possibility to bring the analytical tool to a higher level 
of personalization and detail, thus providing the best possible representation 
of the socio-economic return generated. 
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  2   The Social Impact Evaluation (SIE) 
by Elisa Ricciuti 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The issue of evaluation is anything but new, both in the scientific sector 
and in the practice. The contributions given by the different disciplines – 
from health economics to public management, from philanthropy to non-
profit organization management − have in fact examined the issue under 
many points of view. 

On one side, the topic suggests a specific internal need for measurement, 
since the systematic comparison between goals and results enables the 
organizations to re-organize their medium or long-term strategies, as well as 
to adequately inform stakeholders, be they donors or recipients, about the 
potential or real value of the activities performed. 

On the other side, the external pressures coming from the need to reduce 
and rationalize health and social expenditure have turned more than ever 
into a pressing interest of policy-makers for the assessment of the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the policies and interventions implemented 
in the health and social sector. 

The present chapter is divided into two parts. The first one (Paragraph 
2.1) presents the origins of evaluation in the health sector and explains how 
it combines with assessment in the Third Sector. The second part (Paragraph 
2.2), offers an overview of the main methodological approaches and 
techniques currently used for the assessment of social impacts, with a 
distinction between logical, synthetic and experimental methods. 

 
2.1.  Origins and drivers of evaluation: from health 

economics to the strategic management of the Third 
Sector 

 
Since the topic of this document is blood donation, the analysis has 

focused first of all on health economics, trying to find techniques and 
methodologies to measure the impacts generated to the benefit of donors. 
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As underlined by Fattore (2009), in fact, the answer given to the need to 
base policy-making processes on a principle of rationality has been 
represented indeed by the introduction of economic evaluation in the health 
sector, which have slowly and gradually evolved over decades. More 
precisely, what happened first of all in the health sector was a real 
proliferation of techniques, methodologies and metrics explicitly aimed at 
collecting evidence on the different contributions of the programmes and 
interventions sponsored by the various operators of the system, that is, at 
measuring their actual impact (defined from time to time in economic 
and/or social terms, in terms of effectiveness and/or efficiency, of generated 
outputs and/or outcomes). From this point of view, the SROI analysis has 
been recognized only recently as an appropriate and innovative method for 
the description of social impacts in the health sector (Banke-Thomas et al. 
2015). 

In short, what we could define as a real cultural and ideological 
evolution – taking the form of that growing interest for the economic and 
financial consequences of the decision-making processes promoted within 
the sector – brings with it a further achievement, that no kind of 
intervention, project or therapeutic treatment should be considered only for 
its possibility to increase the level of individual health and well-being 
(health outcome in the strict sense), but rather, the whole assessment-
decision process (which is often aimed at the examination of several 
alternative solutions) should take into account a much broader and often 
composite series of effects and impacts (economic, social, environmental). 
The development of this mindset leads therefore to a systemic and more 
open vision, and to the ambition of integrating, within the decision-making 
process, a due consideration of the positive externalities generated by each 
health intervention. 

A first methodological solution identified to satisfy this need for broader 
information has been represented by the so-called human capital approach, 
whose basic logic is that of identifying metrics and indicators to ‘describe’ 
how the effects of a personal restored physical ability or psychological 
serenity translate also into an increased productive capacity of the 
individuals and of the community as a whole. However, given the limits 
being inherent to that interpretation (and being essentially attributable to the 
inevitable reduction of psycho-physical well-being to a merely financial-
income dimension), such approach has been followed by other 
methodologies1, based on completely different ideological assumptions and 
evaluation methods. The tangible result of the paradigm introduced by 

 
 

1. In particular, the so-called Willingness to pay (WTP), with its double calculation 
method: “revealed preference” and “contingent valuation” (Fattore, 2009). 
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health economics and then applied also to other sectors, such as the 
assessment of projects of social utility, is indeed the wide range of 
evaluation methodologies and techniques created to enable a full assessment 
of the generated return on investment, and being therefore increasingly able 
to extend the assessment not only to the most immediate outcomes of a 
specific intervention, but also to that series of small effects and 
consequences represented by the possible impacts of individual well-being 
on other economic sectors or other parts of the community of reference, as 
well as to a growing number of ‘soft impacts’ involving the intangible 
sphere of individual well-being and once considered inadmissible for 
studies of economic nature. 

The need to develop more and more complete and sophisticated models 
for the measurement of value has increased over the decades also in the 
social sector, as a result of the changing needs of the current society and of 
the inevitable necessity to re-think the welfare systems imposed by such 
phenomenon. In this context, the organizations of the Third Sector have 
been given a more central role in answering the new needs of a rapidly 
changing society (a role they have played proactively or passively, 
depending on whether or not  they had the tools to handle it), and have been 
overwhelmed by growing pressures and expectations. As many scholars 
(Kearns,  1994; Arvidson  et  al.,  2010) have claimed, in fact, non-profit  
organizations feel they are more and more expected to show their supporters 
the results of their work to preserve their own legitimacy, and this has led to 
a tendency to emphasize some result parameters – like organizational 
effectiveness and efficiency  – in response to the so-called “accountability 
movement”, for which “non-profit organizations and those who manage 
them are accountable to the people that such organizations are born to 
serve, and who in turn support non-profit organizations with their 
contributions” (Verschuere and Beddeleem, 2013). 

Despite the importance gained by the issue, and its obvious practical 
implications, the achievement of a consensus over the definition of concepts 
like “performance”, “outcome” and “impacts” of an NPO or SE – and over 
the concrete methods to measure them – still remains an ambitious goal, 
both for service providers and for funding providers, who show the need to 
assess the projects they supported in order to compare their results with the 
desired (and announced) social change, hoping that the impacts identified 
will be evident enough, both for the project and for the assessment process 
itself, to justify the investment they made (Ricciuti and Calò, 2015). 

It is no coincidence that, as a matter of fact, many of the studies which 
have tried to analyse the correlation between some variables and the 
performance of NPOs and SEs have identified performance as one of the 
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following possible dimensions: effectiveness, efficiency, quality of the 
services provided, the satisfaction of users and others.  

Very often, in fact, the attempt to give a definition has shown an 
unbalanced focus, very similar to the one shown by the studies dedicated to 
the for-profit sector (where, at least initially, the performance is identified 
with the dimension of efficiency and profit), on the ability of an 
organization to achieve its purposes and goals (the so-called “mission 
fulfillment” or “mission accomplishment”), thus providing a definition of 
performance which tends to make it coincide with the concept of 
effectiveness, rather than efficiency. Others, instead, have created a 
definition reflecting, in a more faithful and exhaustive way, the complex 
and multidimensional nature of such concept, that they interpret as the 
ability to continuously pursue one's own goals over time, using the available 
resources in a more efficient and effective way (Daft, 2000; Duque-Zuluaga 
and Schneider 2008). 

As theorized by many authors (Herman and Renz, 2008; Harlock, 2013), 
the multidimensional nature characterizing the work of NPOs appears to 
result from some peculiarities being typical of the sector, specifically: 

 

•    the pursuance of purposes which, besides being heterogeneous, are often 
“amorphous”, as they have a long-term time horizon; 

• the social construction of the concept of performance, whereby each 
category of stakeholder can have a subjective perception of the goals that 
the organization has to pursue, and therefore, a personal set of 
parameters to assess its success; 

• the direct and most evident consequence of such peculiarities, especially 
if combined with the awareness of the intangibility often characterising 
the services provided by such organizations, is the fact that measuring 
the organizational performance of NPOs is much more difficult than it is 
in other sectors, since it requires the use of a wide range of tools of 
analysis and indicators to try and ensure an appropriate coverage of the 
multiple goals pursued by NPOs. This is well summarized by the 
following statement:  “Given the increasing pressure of organizations to 
satisfy multiple stakeholder groups, there is a need for more complex 
measures of organizational effectiveness in which overly simplistic single 
variable models are inadequate expressions of the real world, multi-goal 
existence of organizations” (Abu-Jarad et al., 2010, p. 30). 

 

For these reasons, Thomas (2010) comes to the conclusion that those 
who deal with measurement and assessment processes should ensure that 
both dimensions, qualitative and quantitative, are considered. 
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Lastly, as already highlighted by some observations mentioned before, 
an additional and more recent effect of the many directives on development, 
issued in the field of impact assessment, is represented by the simultaneous 
proliferation of the players involved in the processes of measurement and 
assessment of the full value produced by a healthcare-related intervention or 
project. 

Indeed if these functions of assessment and monitoring were initially 
considered as an exclusive prerogative of the public authority, the tendency 
to decentralization of a solidarity-based welfare system whose offer is more 
and more fragmented is leading to a ‘burden of proof’ increasingly falling 
on those non-profit organizations and social enterprises which contribute to 
satisfying the collective demand for well-being and health by supporting the 
public operator with their work (Harlock, 2013). Whatever the field of 
action and the target recipients, the literature shows that any NPO deciding 
to invest time and resources in the activation of a serious process of 
evaluation of its ability to pursue its institutional mission and to generate 
positive impacts, engages in such process of assessment for three reasons: 

 

• To legitimize its work and have access to new resources: a vast part of 
the literature on the issue (Maier et al., 2014; Harlock, 2013) underlines 
the possibility, for the organizations pursuing social utility and public 
interest purposes, to adopt assessment tools, so as to prove, in a more or 
less rigorous manner, their ability to generate value (not intended in a 
strictly economic sense) and contribute to collective well-being. A tool 
which can provide clear and exhaustive information on the added value 
generated, describe the distinctive characteristics of the single 
organization and prove the actual effectiveness of its work, is crucial to 
increase one's own ability to have access to more and more contended 
resources, both financial (funds and donations) and human (attraction 
and retention of volunteers) (Maier et al., 2014; Harlock, 2013). 

• To meet the need for information of several categories of stakeholders: 
the investment in systems and methodologies to measure and 
communicate the social impact generated for the community of reference 
is now part of a normal logic of accountability: the different 
methodologies developed represent now real reporting tools, which  
support and integrate the traditional accounting information, thus 
enabling the organizations to address to different categories of 
stakeholders (public and private funders, donors, employees, users, etc.) 
and to report, in a transparent and accurate way, on the results obtained, 
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on their compliance with the institutional mission pursued and on the 
effective and efficient exploitation of the resources used by the 
organization to achieve such purposes (Verschure and Beddeleem, 
2013). 

• To adopt a performance management tool: the contribution that such 
tools can give to the management of NPOs is also important for 
organizational learning and internal operational processes (Harlock, 
2013; NCVO, 2013). This is even more evident considering that the 
adoption of some of the main evaluation models that have spread at an 
international level requires a preliminary phase, in which the NPO itself 
has to carry out an in-depth analysis and reconstruction of the so-called 
“value creation process” (Maier et al., 2014), in most cases through 
participatory mechanisms implying an intense exchange and discussion 
with a vast number of stakeholders. In this view, the phases of mapping 
of the stakeholders involved in the impact generation process, of 
reconstruction of the “value chain” and of analysis of the organizational 
work, enable the identification of the strengths and weaknesses of the 
specific model adopted and, if necessary, the implementation of 
corrective actions – also in terms of appropriate information systems – 
aimed at the maximization of the impact ability of the NPO. 

 

In this respect, the studies started by Avis with the drafting of the White 
Paper of the Association (Calò and Fiorentini, 2013c, p. 138) had already 
emphasized the necessity and importance of the processes aimed at the 
identification of the different players existing within the Italian transfusion 
system, and interacting everyday with the association network while also 
cooperating with it to varying degrees, for the maximization of the synergies 
and economic impacts generated – within their network – to the benefit of 
the whole community. 

Given the importance gained by such issue, it is worth resuming and 
elaborating, as shown in the following table (Fig. 1), the contribution 
offered by Calò and Fiorentini (2013c, pp. 142-150), who provided an 
essential point of reference in the selection of the categories of stakeholders 
which were included in the impact quantification and evaluation process 
described in Chapter 4. 

In any case, it is important to specify that, although the SIE carried out 
through this research has deliberately focused more on the analysis of the 
relationship between the Italian Association of Blood Volunteers and one 
specific category of primary stakeholders (namely, its donating and non-
donating members), the contributions – both practical and theoretical – and 
the evidence provided by this study become significant for all the players  
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involved in the sector at different levels and benefiting, more or less 
directly, from the relationship in question  simply because it is at the basis 
of the activity of the transfusion sector and therefore deeply affects its 
results, effectiveness and sustainability. 
Fig. 1 – The mapping of the stakeholders of the Italian transfusion system 
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In conclusion, the aspects mentioned until now represent some 
characteristics and purposes which are common to most of the approaches 
developed in the field of SIA. However, it is important to underline that this 
discipline is still extremely heterogeneous in terms of schools of thought, 
models and techniques, so much so that the authors Stevenson et al. (2010) 
identify no less than 40 possible approaches being alternative to the 
measurement of social impacts, and Zamagni et al. (2015) mention 39 
different methodologies which can be used to start a process of social 
impact and/or outcome assessment. The next pages will therefore provide a 
comparative description of some of the most common and consolidated 
methodological approaches, while the Appendix (Paragraph 9.4) will 
provide a further analysis of the peculiar logics and characteristics of two 
methodologies being particularly interesting for the research: the “Social 
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 Return on Investment” (or SROI) and the so-called experimental methods 
(and, more generally, the counterfactual analysis). 

 
 

2.2. The state of the art 
 

There is a widespread idea that the SIE process should be based and 
linked to the goals pursued through the project or intervention of social 
utility, that is, to the change obtained through the project itself, therefore 
“programs are assessed relative to the goals they are designed to achieve” 
(Thomas, 2010, p. 403). 

This statement contains the definition of impact accepted by Ógáin et al. 
(2012, p. 7), as well as by the National Council for Voluntary Organisations 
(NCVO, 2013). According to them, it coincides essentially with the change 
brought about by an NPO or SE or by the programmes and interventions 
they sponsored. In this sense, the guidelines proposed by the NCVO 
emphasize in particular the need to dedicate time and organizational 
energies to an in-depth comprehension of how this change is generated 
through the daily activity of such organizations, and see in such effort an 
inevitable step to really increase the extent and intensity of the impacts 
researched. 

Starting from this assumption, it makes sense to present first of all the 
so-called logical models. As already anticipated, they often represent a 
preparatory phase for the application of more complex and sophisticated 
methodologies, including the SROI which, starting from a preliminary 
reconstruction of the value chain, results in a valuation in monetary terms 
(or monetization) of the impacts identified through the selection of key 
indicators and appropriate proxies. 

Logical models represent a qualitative approach to social impact 
evaluation and are based on a reconstruction and graphic illustration of the 
causal links between the different parts of the “social value chain” (Simsa et 
al., 2014; see Box 1 below). The output of such assessment effort is 
therefore a graphic representation “describing” the functioning of a 
programme or of a whole organization, through an extremely intuitive 
illustration of the process aimed at the achievement of the expected results 
starting from the inputs used to bring about the social change (Stern et al., 
2012). In short, they are based on a “tracking”operation, aimed at the 
production of measures and descriptions and at the accurate reconstruction 
of the sequence of events occurring in the process. 
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Box 1 – The social value chain 
 

The following figure (Fig. 2) summarizes the different parts of the value 
chain, and at the same time provides an example of how the model can be 
preliminarily applied to the activity of awareness-raising, retention and 
collection of blood components carried out by an NPO as Avis (which will be 
analysed in detail in Chapter 4). 

 
Fig. 2 – The social value chain 

 
 
 

Input 

 
The material, financial and human resources needed for the 
realisation of the social change.  

A volunteers; B call operators ; C trainigng 
activities operators; D CU; E doctors; F 

nurses; G plasters; H couch covers 

 
 

Activity 

Specific operational actions, tasks and activities 
implemented by the NPO to achieve its mission. 
 

I working hours for awareness-raising/call  

of donors and execution of collection. 

 
 

 
Output 

The tangible products and the services provided thanks to the 
execution of the activities previously identified.  L donors called; M bags collected; N 

medical visits executed; O hours of training 
provided.  

 
 

 
Outcome 

The benefit generated for each category of stakeholders, that is, 
the change produced at an individual level in terms of welfare. Increase of psycho-physical well-

being, knowledge and self-realisation 
of P donors.  

 
Deadweight or attribution effect: they represent that share of benefit 
which cannot be attributed to the intervention of the NPO considered 
(because it would have occurred anyway or because it is to be attributed 
to other interventions/projects/organizations)  
 

Displacement effect: it indicates the so-called “negative unintended 
consequences”, that is, the possible negative effects associated to the 
implementation of the programme.  

 
 

 Drop-off: this effect takes into account the possible reduction of the   
generated benefits over time   

X donors who adopt a healthier lifestyle for 
reasons not related to their role of donors and 

to the intervention of Avis (% P) 
 
 

 Y donors who have adverse reactions to 
blood-tsking (% P).      

 
 

Z donors who start again adopting habits being  
harmful to their health (% P). 

                                                                                                                                   
Benefits which can be directly attributed to the NPO or programme 
analysed (that is, net of the three previous elements) 

                     Impacts   
 

 
P – (X + Y + Z) donors supported in their 
donation experience.  

 
                       

 

Source: analysis on Nicholls et al. (2012); Simsa et al. (2014). 
 
 

In short, logical models make it possible for the management of NPOs to 
understand and communicate the “Theory of Change”, or ToC, underlying 
the programmes and interventions implemented by the different 
organizations, thus enabling a preliminary comprehension of the nature and 
intensity of the social change generated, as well as a clear description of the 
different assumptions which are at the basis of each point connecting the 
various parts of the model (Input, Activity, Output, Outcome and Impact, 
the traditional logic units of operational tools like the Logical Framework). 
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As explained by some authors, in fact: “The process is built around a 
‘theory’ – a set of assumptions concerning the ways by which an 
intervention achieves its goals and the conditions that make it possible” 
(Stern et al., 2012, p. 25). The robustness and validity of such models is 
therefore directly proportional to the ability to integrate the “narration” of 
the expected social change with empirical evidence being as objective as 
possible. 

In addition to logical models and not necessarily as an alternative to 
them, another macro-category of tools can be described, which includes the 
so-called synthetic methods. The main characteristic distinguishing them 
from logic models is that they do not only identify the expected social 
impacts and the mechanisms leading to their generation, but they define 
techniques and metrics for the measurement and/or monetary valuation of 
the impacts obtained, so that they can be expressed synthetically in 
numbers, be they the result of the division or difference of costs and benefits 
(as for SROI, CBA, CEA, BACO, etc.), or of a scoring (as in rating 
systems). This big category includes the methodologies mentioned below 
and accompanied by concrete examples of application. 

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis or CEA. The cost-effectiveness analysis 
represents one of the possible techniques of economic evaluation which can 
be used by policy-makers for the comparative assessment of two or more 
hypotheses of investment (be they independent or “mutually exclusive”). 
This is a methodology which − especially in the past − has been mainly 
applied for the evaluation of projects and interventions in the health sector, 
since its distinctive characteristic is that of expressing social outcomes in 
natural units, such as, for example, the number of life years gained or of 
deaths avoided (Phillips, 2009). Today, however, given the progresses made 
by scholars and practitioners in defining standard procedures and indicators 
for the monetization of outcomes2, the monetary language (typical of other 
methods like CBA and SROI) is very often used also to quantify outcomes, 
which were initially considered difficult to be expressed in monetary terms. 

Anyway, an interesting − and extremely intuitive  – example is provided 
by Phillips  (2009)  to illustrate  a  possible variant in the construction of the 
ratio. When assessing independent projects, in fact, it is sufficient to create  

 
 

2. In this respect, an admirable effort to synthesize and define “best practices” has been 
made by several key players (such as the Cabinet Office with its “Unit Cost Database”; 
Social Value UK, with the initiative “Global Value Exchange”; theHousing Associations’ 
Charitable Trust (HACT), with its “Value Calculator”), that have provided scholars and non-
profit managers with a real review of the main indicators which can be used in the 
monetizazton of impacts. 
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a ranking of quotients (called “CER”) traditionally expressed as follows: 
Project cost 

Cost-effectiveness ratio =  Social benefits generated 
(e.g.: life years gained) 

 
In this way, it will be possible to identify the cost of each unit of 

outcome (for example, the cost of a life year gained) associated to the 
different projects or interventions implemented. 

If, instead, the tool is used to compare mutually exclusive projects or 
treatments, an incremental approach is preferable, with the creation of a 
synthesis index (this time called “ICER”) comparing costs and benefits of 
the two projects assessed, and expressed as follows: 

 
Incremental Cost-effectiveness 

 ratio 

 
Project cost1 – Project cost2 

= 
Project benefits1 – Project benefits2 

 
Based on this formula, an unequivocal preference may be expressed for 

one project or the other only with ICER<0 (whereas there will be ICER>0 
when the costs and benefits of a project are higher than those of the other 
one, and therefore it will be better to deepen the assessment-decision 
process restoring the use of the traditional formula for the calculation of 
ratios). 

In any case, this example has been considered appropriate to highlight, in 
an unequivocal manner that such technique is simple and flexible, although 
not without limits, given the possible uncertainty and subjectivity of the 
assumptions and evaluations made by the evaluator. This is even more true 
for the so-called “cost-utility analysis”, where outcomes are expressed in 
QUALYs3 and the evaluator tries in this way to keep into account not only 
the lenghthening of life expectancy, but also the impact of an intervention 
on the quality of life of a person. 

 
Box 2 – An example of cost-effectiveness analysis on the transfusion 
activity 

 
The following table is intended to provide a practical example of the 
application of such assessment methodology to the specific case of the 
transfusion activity. Table 1 shows the costs per unit for the collection and 
transfusion 

 
 

3. Acronym for “quality adjusted life years”, an assessment method often used in the 
health sector to measure the incremental cost per QALY gained and to decide – in relation to 
a threshold value being implicitly or explicitly defined - whether the introduction of a 
specific intervention/treatment/technological device can be financed by the Italian NHS or 
must be left to the market. 
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of a blood unit in three different hospitals (Kanavos et al., 2006). Assuming 
that in order  to save the life of a patient with an acute haemorrhagic state of 
surgical origin (for example, in case of organ transplantation) or traumatic 
origin (after a serious accident), three blood units are immediately needed, 
the index per hospital could be calculated as follows: 

 

CER =   Project costA 

Deaths avoided per 
projectA 

= Blood unit costA  x No. of units collectedA 

Units collected and transfusedA / 3 

 

Tab. 1 – An example of CEA  

 Hospital A 
(€) 

Hospital B 
(€) 

Hospital C 
(€) 

 

Costs of advertising campaigns 
 

1.15 
 

1.15 
 

1.15 
Costs incurred by Centres 208.70 253.70 327.80 
Costs of screening and storage 9.88  9.88 
Transfusion costs 33.00  33.00 
Indirect costs to be paid by the donor 42.10 42.10 42.10 
Total (cost per blood unit)4 294.83 296.95 413.93 
Blood units collected and transfused 1290 4580 3456 
Cost per project 380,330.70 1,360,031.00 1,430,542.08 
Cost-effectiveness ratio 884.49 890.85 1,241.79 

Source: adaptation from Kanavos et al. (2006). 
 

 
Cost-Benefit Analysis or CBA. This technique is frequently used in the 

public sector, and  is conceived as a tool supporting decisions on 
investments in alternative projects and interventions. The knowledge gains 
obtained from the assessment process is a measure of the net benefits, 
calculated as the difference between the monetary value of the benefits 
generated by the project or NPO, and the relevant costs, or alternatively, as 
a ratio of the discounted flows of benefits and the costs (net present value or 
“NVP” of the project or of the whole portfolio of activities of the NPO). 

 
Box 3 – An example of cost-effectiveness analysis on in vitro 
fertilisation 

 
The study conducted by Fattore (2009) used CBA to obtain a full 
assessment of the impact, on the well-being of an individual or a couple, 
produced by the possibility to procreate through in vitro fertilisation. The 
steps of the research included: a) an analysis of the costs associated to 
each treatment cycle; b) the collection of empirical evidence concerning the 
efficacy of the treatment (necessary to calculate the unit costs per  

 
4. Only unit costs have been taken from the study by Kanavos et al. (2006) on the Greek 

transfusion system. 
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fertilisation); c) the comparison between the “unit cost per child” and the 
monetary value assigned to the possibility to have children, evaluated 
through the method of the so- called “Willingness to pay” or WTP. 
The ultimate purpose of the analysis was to assess if the benefits of such a 
therapy (expressed in terms of monetary value) exceeded the costs of the 
treatment themselves. Table 2 shows the results obtained through the 
calculation described above in different scenarios suggested by the author. 

 

Tab. 2 – An example of CBA 
 

Scenario Average WTP 
per respondent 
to questionnaire 

(€) 

Aggregated 
WTP 

(benefits in 
million €) 

Total costs of 
the programme 

(costs in 
million €) 

Net 
benefits 
(million 

€) 
 

1 
 

19.04 
 

898.08 
 

237.52 
 

660.56 
2 16.96 799.88 237.52 562.36 
3 14.16 667.82 237.52 430.30 
4 10.39 490.02 237.52 252.50 
5 27.28 1,286.32 237.52 1,048.80 
6 23.60 1,113.04 237.52 875.52 
7 26.00 1,226.27 237.52 988.75 
8 10.25 483.42 237.52 245.90 
9 30.34 1,430.91 237.52 1,193.39 

10 26.59 1,253.79 237.52 1,016.27 

Source: adaptation from Fattore (2009). 
 

The contribution given by the study has been to show that, even in the most 
conservative scenarios, the benefits are definitely higher (double, on 
average) than the total costs of the health programme analysed, which 
therefore contributes positively to collective well-being. 
 

 
As will be later explained more in detail, the SROI is a sort of derivative 

or sophistication of the previous technique (Simsa et al., 2014), thus 
mainting some of its specific strengths and weaknesses represented, in the 
case at issue, by a particular effectiveness of the tool in enabling 
comparative analyses (the so-called “benchmarking”) and by  the risk that 
the expression of the benefits in monetary terms is perceived as a tendency 
to give an excessive economic connotation to the social problem and to the 
response being implemented, and therefore as unable to cover and express 
the complexity of the real phenomenon as a whole. 

BACO (Best  Available  Charitable  Option).  This technique, created in 
2004 by the Acumen social venture capital fund, represents a further 
example of how SIE can be interpreted as a support to resource allocation 
processes (in such case, not much from the point of view of the  
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management of an NPO or SE that has to assign the available inputs to 
activities with different potentials, but rather, from the point of view of an 
investor who uses such assessment tool to rationalize his choices in terms of 
investments and portfolio management). In more concrete terms, it consists 
of esulting from the calculation of the differential between the outputs and 
the relevant costs of a social entrepreneurship project, which are then 
compared with the ones of a similar intervention implemented by a non-
profit organization working in the same sector. 

 
 

Box 4 – An example of the BACO index on the prevention of the 
spread of malaria 

 
Following is a chart summarizing the calculation of the index (Fig. 3): in 
particular, the example proposed by Acumen (2007) shows how the 
hypothetical investment of the fund in a project aimed at preventing the 
spreading of malaria has a cost-effectiveness ratio being 52 times higher 
than the “Best Available Charitable Option” considered. 

 

 
Fig. 3 – Method for the calculation of the BACO index  

 
 

Source: Acumen Fund (2007). 
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Rating, reporting and assessment systems (IRIS, GIIRS, BCorp). The 
SIE models based on logics of reporting, accountability and ranking are also 
widespread. Some of the most consolidated systems belonging to this 
macro-category are, for example, the Impact Reporting & Investment 
Standard and the Global Impact Investing Rating System. 

In this case, too, the SIE is mainly interpreted as a tool aimed at a 
rationalisation of investment decisions (the use of a common language 
makes it extremely easy, indeed, to compare the performances of different 
organizations) and at the maximisation of the level of disclosure towards 
one's own reference stakeholders (through the production of reports 
characterised by a lean and standardised interface and structure), starting 
from techniques of business accounting. These metrics have gained an even 
higher value with the recent expansion of the movement of Benefit 
Corporations, that is, companies pursuing the double purpose of profit and 
common benefit (approved in Italy, based on the American model, with the 
name of 'società benefit' through Law 28/12/2015 No. 208). The recognition 
of a business as such is indeed linked to the measurement of the social, and 
not only economic, value that the business can produce. As of end October 
2016, 1897 businesses in more than 50 countries have completed the 
consists of of their value, expressed with an overall score which includes 
also the identification of areas of improvement for the future. 

 
 

Box 5 – Iris, GIIRS, BCorp 
 

IRIS5   is a platform created and managed by the NPO Global Impact 
Investing Network (GIIN) to provide impact investors (companies, 
multinationals, institution, funds) with a review and classification of 
standardised metrics for the assessment, monitoring and communication of 
their financial, but also social and environmental, performances. Similarly, 
the GIIRS methodology includes a rigorous and detailed procedure of 
assessment and rating of the models and operational procedures of 
organizations, businesses or investment funds, aimed at assessing the 
organizational performance from a multidimensional point of view (that is, by 
assessing each member under the following profiles: community; 
environment; workers; governance and customers). The output of the 
assessment6 process is synthesized in scores assigned to each subscribing 
member. 
The same profiles are used in the self-assessment procedure which leads 
to the index synthesis and to the subsequent BCorp certification. The four 
areas in which the measurement is divided and which form the basis for the 
creation of the overall score are, in fact, governance (in terms of  

 
 

5. https://iris.thegiin.org/introduction. 
6. http://b-analytics.net/products/giirs-ratings/company-ratings-methodology. 
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accountability and transparency), workers (in terms of salary and benefits, 
but also of quality of the working environment and participation to the life of 
the business), community (from suppliers and clients, to the creation of jobs 
and expressions of the involvement of the civil society to different degrees) 
and environment (not only in terms of emissions, but also of good practices 
in the choice and use of materials, supplies and energy). 

 
 

Social Return On Investment (SROI). According to the definition 
proposed by the SROI Network (now Social Value UK), the SROI is a 
managerial tool which is increasingly spreading and whose application is 
growing among NPOs and SEs7 . Its purpose is to provide a conventional 
and synthetic language, a monetary measure of the value generated or 
destroyed by an activity. 

 
“SROI is about value, rather than money. Money is simply a common unit 
and as such is a useful and widely accepted way of conveying value. In the 
same way that a business plan contains much more information than the 
financial projections, SROI is much more than just a number. It is a story 
about change, on which to base decisions, that includes case studies and 
qualitative, quantitative and financial information.”  
Nicholls et al., 2012, p. 8 

 
On the basis of this definition, a first clarification must be made on the 

object of such assessment process: the value that the ratio wants to capture 
and communicate is not just an economic-financial one, but includes and 
covers, in a broader sense, the social and/or environmental impacts 
generated by the activity at issue. With an approach being very similar to 
that of the cost-benefit analysis, the monetary language only represents the 
metrics, the unit of measurement chosen to provide, in an immediately 
comprehensible and widely accepted way, an estimate of the value created. 

As pointed out by some scholars (Arvidson et al., 2010; Perrini and 
Vurro, 2013), the contribution which distinguishes such technique from a 
conventional CBA is mainly represented by the high degree of involvement 
of major stakeholders in the measurement process itself (an aspect that will 
be analysed more in detail in the next pages). Moreover, there is also a large 
consensus over the fact that the SROI represents one of the most effective 
and appreciated solutions identified to take up the challenge of promoting, 
within the Third Sector, a “culture of quantification”, which is more and 

 
 

7. As shown by the systematic review proposed by Banke-Thomas et al. (2015), such 
analytical framework is being applied – in a more and more robust and sophisticated way 
from a methodological point of view – also in the assessment of the impacts generated by 
organizations working in the health and physical wellness sector, although this extension of 
its scope of application began relatively late (it was identified by the authors in 2005). 
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more necessary not only to ensure its survival in a context of progressive 
restraint of the resources, both public and private, to be used to support its 
work, but also to describe the vital contribution given by the organizations 
working in it to the socio-economic progress of the whole country. 

In more operational and analytical terms, the methodology includes the 
calculation of a synthetic indicator resulting from the ratio between the net 
(that is, net of the costs incurred) economic and socio-environmental 
benefits linked to the activity, and the total investments required to obtain 
them8. The information resulting from that is, indeed, the value generated 
for each Euro invested. 

 
 

Evaluative-type SROI = ∑ SROI  * (1+i)n-t  where SROI  =    Social benefits  – Inputs 

t  t  t 

Inputs 
 

Some significant experiences concerning the application of such 
technique for the measurement and assessment of social impacts – already 
widely used at an international level – are now emerging also in the Italian 
context. Among these, it is certainly worth including the one promoted by 
the Dynamo Camp Association, which has used the SROI method to 
measure and express, in monetary terms, the social returns on the 
investments made in the management of its voluntary human resources 
(Manetti et al., 2014), or the one proposed by Chiaf (2015), who has applied 
the tool to social enterprises involved in activities of vocational integration 
or in providing educational welfare services; the SROI Analyses 
implemented by the Human Foundation to promote the activities of the day 
care centre La Bussola (Montesi and Grieco, 2015) and the outcomes 
generated by a project of education to active global citizenship promoted by 
Oxfam Italia (Corsini et al., 2015); the one implemented by the ISNET 
association (2016) to enhance the ability of the whole sector of Italian 
Social Cooperation to have an impact at a macro-economic level9. Some 
business companies have also moved in the same direction to report about 
the socio-environmental margins of some of their projects of Corporate 
Social Responsibility: these are the Hera group and IGD SiiQ (Impronta 
Etica, 2016). Another case in which the logic applied is not much different 
from the one of SROI, is that of the Social Impact Report of the For.B social 
cooperative of Forlì, which has carried out an assessment, with the scientific 
support of AICCON, aimed at highlighting the socio-economic effects of its 
activities10. 

 
 

8. This is an application of the formulation proposed by Nicholls et al. (2012, p. 68) of 
the so-called Net SROI, in which the distinction between investments and costs (“inputs”) is 
more nuanced than it is in the more traditional balance sheet indicators, and which includes 
both a  subtraction and a division of social benefits and inputs (monetised and non-
monetised). 

9. Report available at: www.impresasociale.net. 
10. http://for-b.com/report-sullimpatto-sociale/. 
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The growing application of the SROI methodology to the assessment of 
different kinds of projects and organizations finds a common ground in the 
fact that – as pointed out in the introduction to this chapter – the SROI 
represents a method of impact assessment having multiple purposes and 
functions which fully meet the measurement needs listed before: the need 
for organizational learning and strategic planning, the involvement of 
different stakeholders and the communication strategy, the reporting on the 
allocation of resources, the collection of new resources. As mentioned 
above, the SROI will be analysed more in detail in the next chapters and 
will be applied to the case of Avis, while a comparison between SROI and 
counterfactual methods will be made in the appendix. 

The last category of approaches to be presented here is represented by 
the so-called experimental methods, which fall within the broader logic 
category of the counterfactual approach. As some scholars claim, 
experimental methods represent a “must” or “gold standard” of assessment 
research and program assessment (Stern et al., 2012; Morris et al., 2012). 

The goal of experimental designs is to assess and quantify the effect of 
an intervention or policy, intended as “the difference between what is 
observed after the implementation of the intervention, and what would have 
been observed, in the same period and for the same subjects, without the 
intervention” (Martini, 2006, p. 3). 

In other words, the counterfactual logic tries to answer the question: 
“what would have happened without that intervention?”. The first 
counterfactual approaches were applied to statistical inference: experimental 
designs generally use tests and experiments to compare an observable case 
and a hypothetical and abstract case (notably the “counterfactual” one), to 
isolate the net effect of the intervention on a variable date of interest and to 
show the existence of a causal connection (Rubin, 1974). 

This statement already enables, by itself, to introduce an extremely 
important matter, that is, the “non-observability of the counterfactual” 
(Martini, 2006, p. 4), which results from the impossibility to concretely 
observe the same person in the two antithetical conditions of beneficiary 
and non-beneficiary of a programme. The direct consequences of such 
cognitive limit are represented by the need to make such “comparison” 
through an appropriate selection of the so-called “control group”, as well as 
by the need to adopt some precautions in terms of: 

 

• control of all those variables considered important for the effect 
(outcome) to be evaluated; 

•    casual assignment of individuals to groups (randomization); 
•    rigorous justification of the assumptions at the basis of the research 

design. 
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Such precautions are essentially needed to preserve the validity of the 
analysis from selection bias, that is, from the risk that the selection of the 
intervention group and of the control group comes from a group which is 
not sufficiently large, and therefore does not represent an appropriate 
statistical basis for the comparison of the two groups. These are basically 
the common grounds and the conditions for the validity of the different 
designs which can be implemented (comparison on the discontinuity point;  
difference in differences; statistical matching; method of instrumental 
variables11), and whose preferability will have to be anyway established 
from time to time by the assessor, according to the characteristics of the 
phenomenon being analysed, to the availability of data being suitable to 
support the analysis and to other significant context variables. 

 
 

Box 6 – An example of “difference in differences” in the comparison of 
the performances of schools 

 
To clarify such concepts and introduce some issues that will be analysed 
more in detail in the appendix (Paragraph 9.4), a concrete case-study will 
now be proposed (Hvidman and Andersen, 2013), in which a difference-in- 
differences design was modelled in order to assess the existence of a 
differential impact resulting from the introduction of performance 
management (PM) tools on the outcomes of schools managed alternatively 
by public or private players. Although this example does not concern our 
field of interest, (health economics), it is particularly effective in explaining 
how a comparative analysis of the performances of schools run by public or 
private organizations could be structured, and therefore offers significant 
hints for reflection for the study mentioned above. 
In this specific case, the question that the two scholars had asked 
themselves was “does the introduction of PM tools have a different impact 
on the performance of public and private schools?” and the dependent 
variable chosen (outcome) was represented by the school achievement of 
the students of the two groups of schools (public and private), so that the 
level of analysis of the study corresponded to the individual level (of the 
recipients of the “treatment”), rather than to the aggregated one (of the 
schools). 
However, as it often happens in this kind of studies, one of the main 
precautions to be taken is to make sure – through an appropriate selection 
of the units to be included in the two groups – that the characteristics 
(whether observable or not) of the units analysed do not have in themselves 
an effect on the outcome variable as if there was a difference between 
private and public schools, and this difference exerts an impact on the 
performance of the school). A similar case would occur, for example, if 
private schools were able to attract students with a certain socio-economic 
background, so that students are more likely to obtain better performances  

 
11. For more details on the specific characteristics of each design, see Morris et al. (2012,  
pp. 14-25). 
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and thus being more willing to introduce performance management systems 
(reverse causality). This hypothesis of selection bias requires, in fact, that 
appropriate tests be carried out to obtain evidence of the validity of the 
model12, which in its final formulation given by Hvidman and Andersen 
(2013, p. 48) appears as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 

In the expression, the dependent variable (Y 

  
) represents the school  

performance expressed in terms of academic achievements of its students, 
while the other terms represent, in sequence: 

 

1.  T : a dichotomous variable representing the moment in which the PM 
tools are introduced; 

2.  γ : a series of dichotomous variables added to control the fixed effects 
at school level; 

3.  Χ : a vector of control variables at school level (average education level  
of the parents of the students attending the last year and number of 
students enrolled in the last year); 

4.  Z  ist : a vector of control variables at student level (sex, nationality, 
education level of parents, parents' income, cohabitation with both parents); 

5.  PM * T : interaction term representing the difference between the means 
of the schools that adopted and those that did not adopt the PM tools; 

6.  PM * T * PRIV : interaction term representing the impact of the PM on 
private and public schools; 

7.  ε : error term. 
 

The study in question, given the positive value of the β      coefficient, came 
to the conclusion that the Performance Management tools had a higher 
impact on the performance of private schools, thus inducing significant 
reflections in terms of policy-making. 

 
 

At the end of this introductory overview, a synoptic table s now 
presented (Tab. 3) where, by re-elaborating and integrating what was 
proposed by Simsa et al. (2014), the crucial characteristics and aspects of 
the tools analysed until now are summarized and described. Chapters 4, 5 
and 6 will provide details on the application of SROI to the Avis case. 

 
 
 
 

12. For a more in-depth analysis of those aspects, see Hvidman and Andersen (2013, pp. 
47-50). 
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Tab. 3 – Summary of the main impact assessment methods and of their characteristics 
 

 
 
Category 

 

Logic models 

Assessment and 

CEA 
Economic 

CBA 
Economic 

BACO 
Decision- 

IRIS and GIIRS 
Rating/ 

SROI 
Economic 

 

Counterfactual 
Analysis of 

 Impact analysis assessment assessment making support Reporting assessment Impacts 

Focus: 
Measurement/ 
Analysis? 

 
M/A 

 
M/A 

 
M/A 

 
A 

 
A 

 
M/A 

 
M/A 

Impact 
monetization 

No No Yes No No Yes No 

Deadweight effect, 
attribution, 
displacement and 
drop-off taken into 
account? 

   Partial  Partial Partial No No Yes Partial 
(deadweight; 
attribution) 

Methodology  
related to social 
sciences 

Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 

Inputs taken into 
account? 

Yes 
(Value Chain) 

Yes Yes Yes (financial) Yes (financial) Yes Yes/No 

Primary purpose Dialogue    Comparison Comparison      Decision     Comparison   Legitimation   Comparison 
of the method     Insight    Legitimation     Legitimation support     Reporting    Insight    Legitimation 
 Management     Insight   Insight (ex-ante) 

Control 
(ex-post) 

Legitimation Comparison  

Degree of social 
scientific knowhow 
required 

High Medium High Low or null Low or null High Very high 

Extent to which are  
stakeholders taken 
into account 

High Medium-low Medium Low Low High From 
null to 
high 

Source: adaptation from Simsa et al. (2014). 



 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  3   Phases and methodology of the research 
by Elisa Ricciuti 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The SROI analysis has been carried out through a complex design, 
divided into four phases – exploration, identification of the object of the 
analysis, data collection and data analysis – that has developed over a period 
of 18 months and is synthetically represented below (Tab. 1). 

 
Tab. 1 – Phases and methods of the research 

 
Phases Methods 

 
  I – Problem exploration               Focus group + Review of the literature 

 
     II – Identification of the object of the analysis           Samling 

 
 

III – Data collection 
Cost analysis = Financial analysis 
 

Benefit analysis = Questionnaire 
 

IV – Data analysis SROI index construction 
 
 

The explorative phase had the objective to help in the identification of 
the problem (research question and to collect the necessary information for 
a correct identification of the object of analysis. In particular, two methods 
for data collection were used in sequence: a focus group with key 
informants, and a review of the national and international, scientific and 
non-scientific literature. 

In accordance with the recommendations and guidelines provided by the 
main proponents of the SROI Analysis (Nicholls et al., 2012, pp. 25-26), the 
introduction of a moment for the involvement of stakeholders in the initial 
phase of the analysis process (in this case through the organization of a 
focus group) enabled to validate the perceptions of the Avis management 
about the change actually witnessed by specific categories of players 
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 (in particular, donating members and volunteers), preventing the impacts 
from being identified in an abstract and self-referential way, and building on 
the concrete experience of those who had been involved directly in the 
activities of the association (both as donors and as volunteers). 

The focus group, moreover, served as a preparation to the subsequent 
literature review, whose goal was to support the identification of the key 
indicators and of the financial proxies aimed at the monetary valuation (or 
more simply, monetization) of social benefits described in Chapter 4). 
Indeed given the complexity of the issue and the many contributions coming 
from different sectors, it is often difficult to obtain indicators being widely 
or universally acknowledged and making it possible to obtain a monetary 
measure of the benefits generated. For this reason, some examples and 
evidence taken from national and international report and databases (of 
public institutions at a ministerial level; of European or global agencies and 
observatories; of sector networks of theorists and practitioners of the SIE, as 
well as from academic studies dedicated to the techniques and results of the 
valuation in monetary terms of health and social benefits (for example those 
resulting from a vast literature  – both Italian ad international – on health 
economics) proved to be extremely useful in the construction of the model 
or, at least, in the identification of rough estimates for the valuation of a 
given social or healthcare impact. 

The phase of identification of the object of the analysis was anything 
but easy, and was carried out through a long process of sampling of the Avis 
centres being eligible for enrolment in the research project. The details will 
be provided in the next paragraph, for the moment it is sufficient to remind 
that the sample was created on the basis of different criteria or 
organisational characteristics (selected to ensure a certain degree of 
representativeness of the centres chosen among all those existing in the Avis 
world), such as: geographical position (North, Centre, South of Italy); 
annual collection volume; organizational model applied; adoption of the 
scheduled call (and, secondly, of the first deferred donation); 
implementation of apheresis procedures. 

Data collection represented the most challenging phase of the research. 
The two data collection methods reflect the two sides of the SROI 
methodology: cost analysis (carried out through financial analyses and 
reclassifications of the budget) and, for the purpose of their subsequent 
valuation, benefit analysis (through a questionnaire). 

As for the first phase, an Activity Based Costing Analysis was 
performed, with the aim of reallocating the expenses and operational costs 
incurred by the organizations being part of the sample for the different 
activities implemented during 2014, or in the performance of their functions 
of awareness-raising and retention (only for Municipal centres belonging to 
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the Decentralized associative model), or of collection of blood, plasma and 
other blood components (an analysis which concerned, instead, all the 
organizations belonging to the sample being examined). This phase required 
the full-time availability of a researcher, constantly supported by an Avis 
collaborator, for the completion of the cost analysis sheets (on-site 
reconstruction, in each of the centres analysed, of costs breakdown, and 
subsequent completion of the sheets). 

As for benefit analysis, instead, this involved the drafting of a semi-
structured questionnaire, which was then administered by the same 
organizations concerned to all their members (donors and volunteers), in 
order to verify not only the existence of a perceived benefit, but also the 
higher intensity of the expected impacts among the donors being members 
of the Association, compared to the one perceived by those donors who, on 
the contrary, donate spontaneously, without benefiting of that added value 
which should indeed result from the experiences connected to the 
membership in the association. The questionnaire was administered (by 
web survey) and remained active from March 2016 to July 2016. 

The phase of data analysis involved a so-called “mixed methods” 
approach, which enables to benefit from a joint reading of the evidence 
coming from the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data. As already 
underlined, the so-called triangulation of sources is a crucial prerequisite to 
increase the accuracy, objectivity and validity of the conclusions reached by 
the researcher (Yin 2003; Spicer, 2012). The potential of the so-called “most 
social scientists now recognise that causation without explanation is 
insufficient for policy learning because policy-makers need to understand 
why as well as how if they are to use findings from research or evaluation 
for future policy-making” (Stern et al., 2014, p. 10). 

The joint analysis of costs and benefits enabled, first of all, to calcualate 
the SROI ratio and then set the basis for the present research report, which 
will provide details on the results of the different phases in the next 
chapters. After this short introduction on the different phases of the 
research, the present chapter provides details on the methods used in the 
different phases of the research: the focus group (Paragraph 3.1), the 
method used for the sampling and selection of the Avis centres (Paragraph 
3.2), the financial analysis, with a focus on the valuation of non-monetised 
inputs – in particular, the voluntary work of Avis members – (Paragraph 
3.3), and lastly, the questionnaire used to collect data for the valuation of 
benefits (Paragraph 3.4). 
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3.1. Focus groups 
 

This technique has been identified as the main method for the collection 
of testimonies, perceptions and judgements from the stakeholders involved 
in the process of change analysed in the study, as well as the preferred 
means to really involve them in the definition of the model for the 
measurement of the impacts being directly experienced by those categories 
of beneficiaries. It is indeed for its ability to make different visions and 
positions emerge through dialogue and listening that the focus group tool 
was preferred to the in-depth interview with the single components 
(Macnaghten and Myers, 2004). As shown by some scholars,indeed, such 
process of dialogue proves to be not only a useful element for a real sharing 
of goals and expectations between management and recipients of a project 
of social utility, but also an essential starting point for any process of 
learning and organizational change. 

In particular, in compliance with the goals of information of the 
exploratory phase, a focus group was created, and involved 9 donating and 
volunteer members of the Italian Blood Volunteer Association. The group 
was created following a criterion of representativeness of different 
geographical areas (Tab. 2), so as to answer the need to analyse the 
perceptions, among donors and volunteers, of their experience in 
organizations having (or not) operational activities with specific 
configurations, for example the scheduled call or the first deferred donation 
(Figure 1 shows the composition of the participants to the focus group 
according to those dimensions). If all of them had been taken from the same 
organizational-territorial context, in fact, this would have meant losing the 
variety of information characterizing the tool and resulting from the 
possibility to stimulate an immediate debate on various experiences, 
enriched by the simultaneous presence of points of view and opinions 
being as different as possible. Table 2 summarizes the profile of the 
individuals involved: 

 
 

Tab. 2 – Focus group Avis members (gender and geographical provenance) 
 

Geographical area Presence of 
Avis members 

Members of 
focus group 

Gender Composition of the 
group and gender 

Members of 
focus group 

 
North 

 
60% 

 
5 

 
M 

 
67% 

 
3 

   F 33% 2 
Centre 19% 2 M 66% 1 
   F 34% 1 
South and Islands 21% 2 M 66% 1 
   F 34% 1 

 100% 9   9 
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Fig. 1 – Focus group Avis members (age; experience of first deferred donation 
and scheduled call) 

 
 

33%  
26-35 

33%  
YES  45% 

33%          YES 
NO 

67% 36-45  NO 
67%  

22% 
MIXED 

 
 

The purpose of the focus group was therefore to identify the real impacts 
or benefits perceived by those categories of players, as well as to gather first 
impressions on the way the change was structured and on its intensity, 
among those who live their experience of donation and volunteering as 
members of an NPO like Avis. 

In order for any differences in perceptions to emerge and be noticed, the 
focus group set itself the objective to stimulate an open and spontaneous 
debate on the following issues: 
• Which are (if any) the main benefits of an experience of donation or 

volunteering as member of an Association; 
• What is the benefit perceived in terms of 

o adoption of a healthier lifestyle; 
o higher continuity/ frequency of donation and intensity of the 
relationship with the medical staff; 
o early diagnosis of any pathologies; 
o establishment of significant and long-lasting interpersonal relationships 
(acquaintances, friendships) with people who share certain values; 
o acquisition of practical and/or theoretical knowledge, soft and 

relational skills being useful for the personal and professional 
experience outside the organisation's boundaries; 

o greater propensity to actions based on principles of solidarity and 
altruism (donations and volunteering activities) in favour of other 
charitable organisations; 

o higher satisfaction for the performances and services offered by the 
collection centre; 

o advantages/disadvantages related to the presence/absence of strategic-
operational procedures, such as the scheduled call and the first 
deferred donation. 

 
 

3.2. Sampling 
 

The selection of the organizations included in the sample was performed 
following the multiple case study approach, with pairing of the units of 
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analysis (Yin, 2003). This specific research method was selected for two 
reasons. On one side, in fact, multiple case studies enables to limit the 
impact of the bias which usually characterise the single case study, thus 
increasing the external validity of the analysis (Singh, 2014). In addition to 
that, a multiple case study enables to structure the analysis by following the 
logic of replication, that is, by facilitating the comparison between paired 
units of analysis (the units of analysis are paired according to a set of 
criteria defined in such a way as to reflect some key hypotheses guiding the 
research). With the rigorous application of this logic, the selection of the 
units to be included in the sample is in the end guided by the need to pair 
them according to specific criteria, and this enables the testing of some 
hypotheses which may be then validated or dismissed by empirical 
evidence. 

The criteria which guided the sampling are as follows: 
 

• Organizational model adopted: in accordance with the results of the 
analysis of organizational models previously described (Paragraph 1.3), 
the sampling has included organizations belonging to the most 
widespread  associative models, namely the Decentralized associative 
(35.53%) and the Mixed associative (11.72%)1. These are the distinctive 
characteristics of the two models: 
o Decentralized associative: the Municipal centres manage all 

awareness-raising, retention and collection activities; 
o Mixed associative: awareness-raising and retention activities are 

managed by the Municipal centres, while collection activities are 
managed by Provincial centres, in collaboration with Transfusion 
Services. 

This methodology was chosen not only to comply with a principle of 
representativeness of the transfusion system in its many forms, but also 
to explore some hypotheses and to start collecting evidence for or against 
certain assumptions. In particular, an attempt was made to assess the 
impact, on the efficient management of collection activities, of the 
application of one of the models mentioned above, and consequently, of 
the adoption of a specific organizational structure. In this sense, the cost 
analysis examined the hypothesis that the structure characterizing the 
Mixed associative model (in which the compliance with the 
organizational requirements imposed by the State-Regions Agreement of 
16 December 2010 is guaranteed by the Provincial centre for all the 
organization branches depending from it), enables to reach a higher 
number of donors (high collection volumes) while reducing the effect of 
a series of fixed costs, therefore making it possible to pursue economies 
of scale. 

 

 
1. Percentages calculated on the basis of the answers provided by 1,132 Avis centres (of 

which only 546 are valid). 
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• Annual collection volume: the second variable to which priority was 
given is represented by the homogeneity of the volumes of activity 
achieved every year by the centres belonging to the various models. Such 
criterion, in fact, enables to isolate the impact on organizational 
efficiency of factors other than the mere size, for example the adoption 
of the scheduled call (which consists, as the next point will explain, in 
planning the activities of call of donors according to national, regional 
and local self-sufficiency plans and/or in having the donor make an 
appointment for the  donation) or of the first deferred donation (in which, 
instead, the first donation is made after medical examinations and 
clinical-diagnostic tests have been carried out to qualify the potential 
donor). For this reason, the analysis includes the comparison on two size 
levels: 
o large size: with an annual collection volume between 10,000 and 
20,000 units; 
o average size: with an annual collection volume between 3,000 and 
6,000 units. However, the need for a cross-cut comparison of the 
performances of the organizations applying the two different models – 
aimed at the research of a homogeneity in size – imposed the selection of 
Municipal Avis centres being ’oversized’ compared to the average of 
that sub-category (as shown in Figure 4 of Chapter 1, the most common 
size at a local level reaches annual collection volumes of about 500 
units). The benchmark on the second size group (see Tab. 5) includes, 
instead, the Provincial centres being ’undersized’ compared to the 
average Provincial Avis centres belonging to the Mixed associative 
model, and reaching in proportion, thanks to an organizational structure 
which includes larger territories, much higher collection volumes. 

• Adoption of the scheduled call:  in accordance with the previous points, 
the additional information purpose of the research was represented by the 
in-depth analysis of the impact of specific operational practices, such as 
the scheduling of the call and the deferral of first donation, both on the 
efficiency and on the effectiveness of the management of the 
relationships with donors. 
Since it was not possible to pair organizations with antithetical 
characteristics (in terms of presence/absence of scheduled call and first 
deferred donation), priority was given to the scheduling of donations, 
and the comparison concerning the impacts of the first deferred donation 
was limited to some pairs only. 
In line with that approach, the rationale itself of the sampling strategy 
led to select and compare cases with some common characteristics 
(collection volumes and organizatiomal model), but with a different level 
of 
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scheduling of the call and collection activities. It was deemed 
appropriate, therefore, to assign a score for the simultaneous presence of 
multiple requirements considered to be the expression of the ability of 
each organization to adjust its activities to the schedule, in many 
respects. 
To this end, in fact, a score was assigned which considered, first of all, 
the presence/absence of a quantitative goal provided by the reference 
Transfusion Service in compliance with the annual plans for self-
sufficiency set at a national, regional and local level, and which should 
be agreed on with the associations involved in the call and collection 
activities. 
At the same time, the intention was also to express not only the sharing 
of that goal between CUs and TSs (which, by the way, should be 
described by blood product and communicated with infra-annual 
frequency), but also the real ability to re-align the results of the 
collection with that quantitative parameter, avoiding significant 
deviations – both upwards or downwards – of the volumes collected 
compared to those considered as an appropriate contribution to cover the 
regional and national demand. 
Moreover, in order to integrate such assessment of the performance 
corresponding to the adjustment to the external scheduling, the internal 
side of the scheduling was considered, that is, the introduction of 
communication tools and channels regulating the access of donors and 
therefore enabling a definition of the date of donation being agreed with 
the collection facility. This second aspect was assigned a relative weight 
of 40%, since the priority was the real approval by CUs of self-
sufficiency plans. 
The qualitative remarks and evaluations behind the definition of the 
scores will be dealt with and analysed in detail later in this document. 
The appendix will contain summaries of the assessment criteria followed 
for the calculation of the score assigned to each unit of analysis, on one 
side, and on the other side, the performances measured (Tables 2, 3 and 4 
of Paragraph 9.3). 

• Inclusion of organizations located in different geographical areas: 
in accordance with the different prevalence of each model in the various 
territorial contexts2, the sample involves: 
o North: 3 Provincial, 2 Municipal; 
o South and Islands: 1 Provincial, 2 Municipal; 
o Centre: 1 Municipal. 

 
 

2. It is worth specifying that the percentages of distribution of the different models over 
the national territory were obtained from the answers provided by 1,132 Avis centres (of 
which only 46 were valid and 437 geographically locatable). 
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Tab. 3 – The distribution of the models analysed on the territory (2015) 
 

North Centre South and Islands Total 
 

Mixed membership       80.00% 3 0.00% 0 20.00% 1 100.00% 4 
Decentralized membership 42.58% 2 25.16% 1 32.26% 2 100.00% 5 

 
Tab. 4 – The selection of the units of analysis 

 
North  Centre       South and Islands 

 

Mixed membership 3 D – E – H 0 - 1 I 
Decentralized membership 2 B – G 1 C 2 A – F 

 
• Implementation of apheresis procedures: as already pointed out by 

Calò and Fiorentini (2013a, p. 61) the procedures of apheresis3 have 
some peculiarities compared to whole blood taking, both for the type of 
equipment required (the so-called cell separators), and for the duration 
(and therefore, for the time dedicated by the medical and nursing staff to 
monitoring the execution of the donation). These aspects, together with 
the need to preserve self-sufficiency in terms of red blood cells, are the 
reasons why the adoption of such collection procedures is more 
demanding and less widespread (Table 5 of Chapter 1) than the simple 
blood-taking. Given the significant impact of apheresis procedures on 
collection costs, it was decided to compare cases being as homogeneous 
as possible in this respect4. 
The units of analysis, in this chapter as in the rest of the book, will be 
indicated following a criterion of anonymity and confidentiality of the 
sources, as agreed with the centres involved during the phase of data 
collection. For this reason, the Avis centres participating in the research 
will be identified with a sequence of random letters (centre A, B, C, D 
and so on). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. For a detailed definition, see the Glossary. 
4. Only in one case (pairing B-C), the pairing does not comply with this additional 

precaution, given the absence of available alternatives. However, the cost analysis was 
structured in such a way as to enable the isolation of the use of (material and human) 
resources being specifically connected to the execution of apheresis, thus avoiding any 
distortion of the results of the analysis. 
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Tab. 5 –The sample of organizations involved 
 

  
A 

 
B 

 
C 

 
D 

 
E 

 
F 

 
G 

 
H 

 
I 

Level: Municipal Municipal Municipal Provincial  Provincial Municipal Municipal Provincial Provincial 
Membership model: 
Activities managed: 
Awareness-raising 

Decentralized 
 

✓ 

Decentralized 
 

✓ 

Decentralized 
 

✓ 

Mixed 
 

✓ 

Mixed 
 

✘ 

Decentralized 
 

✓ 

Decentralized 
 

✓ 

Mixed 
 

✘ 

Mixed 
 

✘ 
Retention ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘ ✘ 
Collection ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Members (donors and non-
donors) 

4.352 5,797 5,245 9,225 9,593 10,460 5,900 35,638 11,295 

Units collected CUs: 6.522 3,527 5,169 5,752 4,475 15,284 10,042 13,338 17,046 
of which plasmapheresis 434 - 330 - - 3.703 2,370 157 - 

Units collected TS: 1.093 7,947 286 9,452 13,703 - - 33.920 1,418 

Score for scheduling of 
calls: 

 
1 

 
2 

 
0 

 
3.2 

 
2.4 

 
4.2 

 
4.6 

 
3.6 

 
0 

Scheduling of donations 
CU: 
Blood 

 
 

0% 

 
 

100% 

 
 

0% 

 
 

96% 

 
 

0% 

 
 

48% 

 
 

65% 

 
 

40% 

 
 

0% 
Plasma 100% N/A 0% N/A N/A 57% 100% 100% N/A 
Other N/A N/A 0% N/A N/A 56% N/A N/A N/A 

Communication of 
collection target: 
Blood 

 
 

✓ 

 
 

✘ 

 
 

✘ 

 
 

✓ 

 
 

✓ 

 
 

✓ 

 
 

✓ 

 
 

✓ 

 
 

✘ 
Plasma ✓ N/A ✘ N/A N/A ✓ ✘ ✓ N/A 
Other N/A N/A ✘ N/A N/A ✓ N/A N/A N/A 

First deferred donation ✓ ✓ ✘ ✓ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘ 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3.  Cost analysis and monetisation of non-monetised 
inputs 

 
An additional step towards the definition of the SROI associated to the 

activities conducted by the Avis centres involved in the analysis consists in 
the correct identification of the set of inputs/resources which turned out to 
be necessary for the implementation and management of their activities, as 
well as for the generation of the impacts described above. 

To this end, a first specification needs to be made: as anticipated in the 
description of the logics of sampling and data collection, the cost analysis 
served a double function. 

On the one side, in fact. the organizations belonging to the Decentralized 
associative model were involved in a budget reclassification aimed at the 
isolation of the costs required for the implementation of both membership 
and collection activities, and linked to the process of value creation for the 
members. However, another non-secondary purpose of the research is to 
perform a comparative analysis of operational efficiency in the management 
of collection activities, through a cross-cut comparison of two different 
models (Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b, p. 103): Decentralized associative and 
Mixed associative 

Following this double path, therefore, the cost analysis entailed a 
reallocation of the expenses incurred to the following areas of activity: 

 
Tab. 6 – Activity Based Costing Analysis 

 

 Association activities Collection activities 

 
Call for 

donation 

 
Awareness-

raising, retention, 
training (external) 

 
Training 
(internal) 

 
Donor 

reception 

 
Verification of 
eligibility for 

donation 

 
 

Blood 
taking 

 
Post-

donation 
services 

Preservation 
and storage of 

blood 
and blood 

components 

 
Transport 
of blood 

and blood 
components 

Consumables 

Machines and 
equipment  

Human 
resources 

Spaces 

        

 

Given the peculiarities characterising and distinguishing whole blood 
collection and apheresis procedures, the actual blood-taking phase is the one 
in which the expenses incurred are further divided among different blood 
products collected (whole blood, plasma, other apheresis procedures). 
Moreover, for the four categories of production factors indicated in the first 
column, both the book values and the valuation of the so-called “non-
monetised inputs” were considered (Nicholls et al., 2012, p. 31), since such 
integration is crucial to achieve an estimate of the full cost required for the  
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supply of certain services (be they an integral part of membership or 
collection activities). For this reason, the analysis included a detailed 
procedure of estimation of the value of a set of resources like: 

 
• contributions in kind and/or in the form of advertising: this category 

includes the granting of technical materials or equipment, for free or at a 
preferential price5. The prices being applied, in full or in part, will 
therefore be those for the rental of similar goods (if granted temporarily) 
or for their purchase (if granted permanently). Similarly, the valuations 
of advertising contributions will be considered, in full or in part, and 
may be represented, for example, by the granting of spaces and services 
for free or at a preferential price, as a form of support to the social cause 
pursued by the Avis associations included in the sample; 

• spaces granted on free loan for use: an item being similar to the 
previous one is represented by the granting, often on free loan for use, of 
the spaces where the activities can be conducted. In such case, the 
quantification has been based on the rental fee per m2 depending on the 
type of estate and area considered 6; 

• non-remunerated work of volunteers: the whole association network 
can rely on the participation and qualified contribution of 38,419 non-
donating members7, involved to different degrees in the activities 
promoted by Avis on the national territory. 

 
Given the importance gained by the contributions of the members 

composing the social base of Avis (be they donors or volunteers), the next 
paragraph will be dedicated to a more in-depth analysis of such issue. 

 
 

3.3.1. The contribution by donating and non-donating members 
 

This section deals with the issue of the real and immediate contribution 
offered by those who decide to act in the name of solidarity and 
gratuitousness by going to donate blood for the well-being and the life of 
others or by choosing to spend their time working with continuity and 
without remuneration in donor Associations. 

With a highly pragmatic approach – and therefore, without considering 
the downstream effects of the donation of whole blood, plasma and other 

 
5. For example, this category includes the collection materials provided by Transfusion 

Services to CUs. 
6. In particular, on the property prices provided by OMI (Revenue Agency), taking as a 

value the average of the data related to the first and second semester 2014. 
7. Figure approved by the Body for the Verification of Credentials during the 79th National 
Assembly. 
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blood components – it is possible to say that the most immediate and 
tangible value of such action is indeed represented by the economic 
countervalue assigned to the “raw material” collected during the taking. 

In fact, although according to our system no remuneration must be paid 
to the donor, and the distribution of human blood and blood derivatives to 
the final user must be performed for free, the flows and exchanges of blood 
components and plasma-derived drugs within the Regions and between the 
Regions are regulated by a system of tariffs, created to ensure the payment 
of the costs for the collection of the raw material, which is necessary both to 
meet the demand of the transfusion sector and to supply the pharmaceutical 
industry involved in the production of plasma-derived drugs. 

The study conducted in 2011 by Grazzini et al. (2013), based on the 
analysis of the costs of 12 transfusion facilities, had been indeed conducted 
to propose an adjustment of the tariffs in force in our country, but its 
estimates had been perfectly in line with the regulations, thus substantially 
confirming once again the status quo. As described in Table 7, in fact, the 
tariffs proposed by the State-Regions Agreement of 20 October 2015 (and 
being applicable as from 1st July 2016) show significant increases only for 
type-A plasma. 

 
Tab. 7 – The tariffs regulating interregional plasma exchanges 

 

 Applicable 
tariffs 
(since 
2003)9 

Tariffs 
proposed8 

 Applicable 
tariffs 

(since 1st July 
2016)10 

Frozen plasma 
(FFP< 6 h) 

€ 20.00 € 20.64 Frozen plasma 
(FFP< 24 h) 

€ 21.00 

Frozen plasma 
(FFP 7-72 h) 

- € 17.39 Frozen plasma 
(FFP 24-72 h) 

€ 17.00 

Type-A plasma (from 
plasmapheresis) 

€ 161.00 € 171.68 Type-A plasma (from 
plasmapheresis) 

€ 172.00 

Plasma from multi-
component apheresis 

€ 52.00 € 54.14 Plasma from 
multi-component 
apheresis 

€ 54.00 

 
 

8. Grazzini et al. (2013). 
9. Official Journal of the Italian Republic, No. 228 of 01/10/2003. Agreement between 

the Minister of Health, the Region and the Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano on 
the document: “Updating of the unit sales price of blood and blood components between 
public health services of 24 July 2003”. 

10. Agreement of 20 October 2015 between the Government, the Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano concerning “Indications on the unit sales 
price, between Health Units and Regions and Autonomous provinces, for blood units, blood 
components and plasma-derived drugs produced under agreement, as well as actions of 
promotion of the interchange between health units within the Region and between Regions”. 
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Other significant data were collected during a previous study conducted 
in 2011 by the Regional Coordination for Transfusion Activities of the 
Region Veneto (in Cavazza and Jommi, 2013) to reconstruct the average 
full cost of the collection, with a distinction between public and association 
facilities: 

 

Tab. 8 –The full cost of collection 
 

 Transfusion Service CU 

Whole blood 
 

Plasmapheresis 

€ 53.96 
 

€ 92.26 

€ 80.28 
 

€ 89.94 

Source: Cavazza and Jommi, 2013, pp. 131-132. 
 
 

As provided for by the State-Regions Agreement of 20 March 2008, part 
of these expenses is covered by the reimbursement granted by the Regional 
Health Service to the CU and intended to cover part of the costs of the 
collection materials (in case they are not fully provided directly by 
Transfusion Services), and part of those connected to the management of the 
collection centres and to the activities of the association. Based on the 
analyses conducted by Grazzini et al. (2013), upon proposal of the National 
Blood Centre, the State-Regions Conference of 14 April 201611 modified the 
previous Agreement by revising the reimbursement rates as follows: 

 
Tab. 9 – Reimbursement for association and collection activities 

 

 Association 
activities 

Collection 
activities 

(with supply 
of materials) 

Association 
activities 

and 
collection 
activities 

( ith l  
 

 

2008 2016 2008 2016 2008 2016 

Whole blood € 17.96 € 22.00 € 34.75 € 39.50 € 52.71 € 61.50 

Plasmapheresis € 21.86 € 24.75 € 40.72 € 46.00 € 62.58 € 70.75 

Platelets in apheresis 
and multicomponent 

€ 25.77 € 24.75 € 40.72 € 46.00 € 66.49 € 70.75 

Source: State-Regions Agreement of 20 March 2008; State-Regions Agreement of 14  
April 2016. 

 

 
11. Agreement of 14 April 2016 between the Government, the Regions and the 

Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano, concerning the “Revision and updating of the 
State-Regions Agreement of 20 March 2008 (Rep. Atti 115/CSR), on the signing of 
agreements between Regions, Autonomous Provinces and Associations and Federations of 
blood donors”. 
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As anticipated, an integral part of the research will be represented by the 
execution of an Activity Based Costing Analysis, aimed at providing 
informations about the costs connected not only to the collection phase, but 
also to all the association activities preceding the blood taking and therefore 
preparatory to all the subsequent phases of the collection “chain”. 

At the same time, this work wants to be a practical application of the 
recommendations concerning a growing scientific and academic production 
on the issue of the promotion of voluntary work, which requires the 
recognition of the role played by volunteers in the socio-economic context 
of the country and the assignment of a monetary value to the duties and 
tasks they perform in NPOs. 

Therefore, according to the recommendations provided by the report of 
CNEL-Istat (2011), as well as by the “Manual on the measurement of 
volunteer work” proposed by the International Labour Organization (ILO, 
2012), the valuation of such item should preferably follow the “replacement 
cost” approach. Such approach, in fact, “comes closer to measuring the 
value of volunteering to the recipient of the volunteer effort, and hence to 
society at large” and considers “what it would cost to hire someone to do the 
work that the volunteer is doing for no pay” (ILO, 2012, p. 39). However, as 
specified by CNEL and ISTAT (2011, p. 37), the main limit of such method 
of indirect estimate lies in the assumption – implicit and not verified – that 
the volunteer holds certain functions with a degree of professional skills and 
productivity which is equivalent to the one which can be obtained from a 
professional recruited on the labour market. 

Anyway, although the ILO recommends a regulation of the predominant 
operational task through the use of the occupational coding systems ISCO-
08 and CP2011, it was considered more appropriate, for the valuation, to 
take as a reference the hourly pay they would be entitled to according to the 
minimum contract values provided for by the National Collective Labour 
Agreements (CCNL) applied in Avis Associations. This choice is justified 
by the fact that such systems are widely applied in the regulation of 
employment relationships within the association network, as well as by the 
intention to have a more prudent valuation. When it was not possible to 
have such reference (as in the case of services provided by professionals 
outside the Association) the valuation generally took as reference the 
contractual remunerations for the year 2014, as per the Ateco coding12. 

 
 

3.4. Questionnaire 
 

The process of mapping of the benefits received by these two classes of 
players guided the structuring of the questionnaire, which is fully available 
in Box 1 at the end of the chapter. The questionnaire was administered 

 
12. Data extracted on 22 Dec 2015, 12h25 UTC (GMT), by I.Stat. 
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by the Municipal Avis centres belonging to the Decentralized associative 
model (centres A, B, C, F), in which the joint analysis of social impacts and 
operational costs concerning both association activities and collection 
activities was at the basis of the processes of quantification of the impacts 
and of their expression in monetary terms, as required for the calculation of 
the SROI ratio. 

The recipients of the questionnaire were reclassified according to the 
following profiles: 

 

•  Avis donating members (active or not active since 2014)13 – 66 and 45 
questions respectively; 

• donors not belonging to any Association (active as of 2014) – 68 
questions; 
• Avis non-donating/volunteer members – 58 questions; 
• Avis donating members (active or not active) and volunteers – 88 and 63 
questions respectively. 

 

Although the ultimate purpose of the questionnaire was to allow the 
collection of quantitative data (that is, data enabling the monetization of the 
benefits) in a sufficiently large sample14, in line with the exploratory nature 
of the analysis conducted, it was chosen to leave room to open questions, so 
as to gain in-depth knowledge of the perceptions and motivations of donors 
and volunteers. 

The recurring structure of the questionnaires proposed to the different 
sub-groups includes the following sequence of questions: 

 

• profile and socio-demographic data (age, gender, provenance, level of 
education, professional profile); 

•    period and frequency of donation/volunteering; 
• opinion on the impact of the first deferred donation on the donation (for 

donors only); 
•    number and type of donations made in 2014 (for active donors only); 
• number of hours of volunteering activity carried out and type of task; 

 
13. The distinction is aimed at showing that even without donating for maximum 24 

months, donating members can maintain their qualification as members and, therefore, their 
right to participate in all the activities of the association. In such case, the SIE is focused on 
the impacts connected to it. 

14. The target was to reach a confidence level of 95% and a permissible error of 0.05. 
The samples actually achieved will be described in chapter 6 (by size, representativeness and 
characteristics). In any case, the sample size (n) was established by applying the formula: 

 
n = 

 
[Z2 x (p) x(1-p)/ε2] 

1+ {[Z2 x (p) x(1-p)/ε2]-1} 
_________________________ 

N 
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•    perception of each social benefit and relevant attribution effect; 
•    measuring of the change perceived; 
• indirect costs incurred to donate or carry out volunteering activities 

(transfer costs and opportunity cost of time); 
• satisfaction for the services and the staff of the collection centre (for 

active donors only); 
• opinion on the impact of the scheduling of the call on the donation 

experience (for donors only); 
 

Given the high degree of complexity and sophistication of such research 
tool, the next box will include only one of its branches: a full description is 
provided only for the questionnaire completed by “Avis active donating 
members as of 2014”. As for the questions administered to the other 
profiles, only the additional ones are presented here, since the rest of them 
represents a “variation on the theme” compared to the questions listed 
below, or some logics of visualization were defined, based on the specific 
profile of the respondent, to prevent the completion of non-relevant 
questions. 

After describing the methodological phases of the research and the single 
methods used for data collection and analysis, the next chapter will report 
the application of the SROI analysis to the Avis case. 

 
 

Box 1 – Questionnaire for the measuring and valuation of benefits 
(profile of Avis active donating member as of 2014) 

 
INITIAL MESSAGE 

 

The questions below will allow us to know more about your experience as 
donor and/or volunteer. We assure you that the completion is totally 
anonymous and that your answers cannot be connected in any way to a 
specific respondent. 
It is indeed for this reason that, before starting the questionnaire, we ask 
you to invent a personal code (known to you only) to connect the answers 
given in different years by the same person, while ensuring complete 
anonymity and privacy. 

 
PASSWORD: 

 

Create a personal code (with digits and/or text) of max. 10 characters. 
Please retain it in case you complete again the questionnaire in the next few 
years. ATTENTION: Since it is known only to the respondent, the code will 
not be replaced in case you lose it. 

 
 

Gender 
❍  Male 
❍  Female 

PROFILING: 
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Age 
❍  18 
❍  19 
❍  20 
❍  […] 
❍  63 
❍  64 
❍  65 + 

 
Provenance 
❍  Italy 
❍  Other European countries 
❍  Non-European countries (America – North, Centre, South) 
❍  Non-European countries (Asia) 
❍  Non-European countries (Africa) 
❍  Non-European countries (Oceania) 

 
Educational qualification 
❍  Primary school 
❍  Lower secondary school 
❍  High school 
❍  University degree 
❍     

 
Professional profile 
❍  Employee 
❍  Worker 
❍  Manager 
❍  Entrepreneur 
❍  Freelancer 
❍  Other self-employed worker 
❍  Homemaker 
❍  Student (full time) 
❍  Student/worker 
❍  Pensioner 
❍  Unemployed 
❍  Other    

 
If “Student/worker”: 
What was, approximately, your net monthly remuneration in 2014? (The answer 
is optional) 
❍  In 2014, what was your profile? 
❍  I was a blood donor and AVIS member, not involved in volunteering activities in 

AVIS 
❍  I was a blood donor not belonging to any donor Association 
❍  I was a blood donor and AVIS member, involved in volunteering activities in AVIS 
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❍  I was an AVIS volunteer/collaborator 
❍  None of the profiles above 
If “None of the profiles above” is selected, go to the end of the survey. 
Are or were one or both of your parents donors? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
In 2014, did you donate blood or blood components? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to the “Non-active donor” profile. 
In which facility do you mainly go donating? 
❍  AVIS Collection Unit 
❍  Public Transfusion Service (Hospital) 
❍ Collection Unit of other Associations/bodies 
For how many years have you been a donor? 
❍  1 
❍  2 
❍  3 
❍  […] 
❍  15 
❍  > 15 
If “2”, go to “When you went/went back...” 
In this period, have you donated continuously? (At least once every 24 months) 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “Yes”, go to “How many times a year do you donate on average?” 
When you applied to become a donor or you went back to donate after 
more than 24 months of inactivity, did you have to wait for the result of 
the clinical and diagnostic tests to establish if and when to donate? 
❍  Yes, I waited for the result of the tests to know if I could start donating again 
❍  No, the doctor told me immediately if I could donate that same day 
If “No, the doctor told me...”  is selected, go to “How many times a year do you 
donate on average?” 
The fact that you had to do more specific tests before starting donating again... 
(More than one answer is possible) 
❏  Annoyed me 
❏  Was a useless waste of time 
❏ Induced me not to come back to donate, although I was eligible 
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❏  Allowed me to discover some causes of non-eligibility for donation 
❏  Gave me useful information on donations 
❏  Made me think about the real motivation for donating constantly and 

regularly 
❏  Stressed me because of the long time spent waiting for the results 
❏  Other   _______  

 
AVIS DONATING MEMBER PROFILE: 

How many times a year do you donate on average? 
❍  1 
❍  2 
❍  3 
❍  [...] 
❍  24 
❍  25 
❍  > 25 
What kind of donation did you make in 2014? 
   [N°] Whole blood 
   [N°] Plasmapheresis 
   [N°] Other donations (apheresis) 
Do you think that being an AVIS donor made you pay greater attention 
to a healthy diet during 2014? 
If 0, go to “Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to reduce the 
consumption of alcohol...” 
Do you think that, without this change in your lifestyle, you would 
have contacted a dietitian during 2014? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to reduce the 
consumption of ...” 
For how many sessions, approximately? 

 

 2014 
 
 Number of sessions  

 
Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to reduce the 
consumption of alcohol during 2014? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
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If 0, go to “Are you or have you ever been a smoker of cigarettes or other 
similar products...” 
How much have you reduced your consumption of alcohol? 

 

 Wine 
 (150 ml-
glasses) 

Beer 
(333 ml-

cans) 

Distillate, liqueurs, 
spirits and similar 

spirits 
(30 ml-shot glasses) 

Glasses/week (2013) 
Glasses/week (2014) 

   

 

Are you or have you ever been a smoker of cigarettes or similar products? 
❍  Yes (I still smoke) 
❍  Yes (but I stopped) 
❍  No (I have never smoked) 
If “No (I have never smoked)”, go to “Do you think that being an AVIS donor 
led you to increase...” 
Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to reduce the number 
of cigarettes (or similar products) smoked during 2014? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 

 
 
 
 

If 0, go to “Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to increase...” 
How much have you reduced your consumption of cigarettes (or 
similar products)? 

 

 Cigarettes or tobaccos  Cigars Cigarrillos 
 

Daily consumptions in pieces (2013) 
Daily consumptions in pieces (2014) 

   

 

Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to increase physical 
exercise during 2014? 
If 0, go to “Have you ever used drugs?” 

 
Provide the following information: 

 
 

Height (cm) 
 

Weight 2013 (kg) 
 

Weight 2014 (kg) 
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Specify how many minutes per week you have dedicated to physical exercise: 
 

 2013 2014 

Minutes/week   

 
Have you ever used drugs? 
❍  Yes (but I stopped) 
❍  No (I have never used them) 
If “No (I have never used them)”, go to “Do you think that being an AVIS 
donor led you to reduce behaviours...” 
What kind of drug have you used the most? 
❍  Cannabis 
❍  Cocaine 
❍  Opiates (heroin and others) 
❍  Other 
Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to stop consuming 
drugs during 2014? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 

Do you think that being an AVIS donor led you to reduce a risky sexual 
behaviour during 2014? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 

Do you think that having made a donation has increased your sense of 
satisfaction, self-realisation, self-esteem? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 

If 0 
Why? 
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If other than 0 
How? 

 

If you had to pay a sum of money to make a donation of blood or blood 
components, would you be willing to pay? 
❍  Yes, but only if it was indispensable for helping others in some way 
❍ Yes, because donating is so important and rewarding for me, that I would 

not give it up 
❍ Yes, because 
❍  No, because I think donating must be completely free of charge 
❍  No, because I think the donation I am making is already enough 
❍  No, because 
In case of affirmative answer (1st, 2nd and 3rd answer) 
How much would you be willing to pay? (Specify the value in Euro) 
On average, how much time does it take to you to make a donation? 
             [min.] Time for transfer (round trip) 
             [min.] Time for the donation (reception; blood-taking; refreshment) 
Approximately, how many kilometres do you travel to go donating at a 
collection unit? (One-way only) 
             [km] 
Does the route you travel to go donating imply the payment of tolls or 
the purchase of fuel or tickets for public means of transport? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “Would you be willing to travel for...” 

 

What is the average sum (in Eurs) you have paid every time you have gone 
donating? 
NOTE: to enter decimals, use the point (e.g.: 1.2) 
             [€] Tolls 
             [€] Fuel 
             [€] Tickets 
             [€] Parking 
             [€] Other 
Would you be willing to travel for a longer distance? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
The time you dedicated to donation during 2014 was subtracted to: 
             [%] Studies 
             [%] House works (e.g.: cleaning, cooking, etc.) 
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             [%] Care or assistance to children/elderly/other people 
             [%] Pet care 
             [%] TV, radio, books and other leisures 
             [%] Social life 
             [%] Outdoor activities 
             [%] Volunteering for other organizations 
             [%] Sports 
             [%] Rest 
             [%] Other 
If “Work” is 0, go to “The eligibility tests you made...” 

 

During 2014, have you used the paid leave to go donating? 
❍  Never 
❍  Always 
❍  Yes, sometimes 
If “Yes, sometimes” and “The time you dedicated to donation in 2014 was subtracted 
to: Work” is not 0 

 

How many times have you used it in 2014? 
❍  1 
❍  2 
❍  3 
❍  […] 
❍  9 
❍  10 
❍  > 10 
If you chose “During 2014, have you used the paid leave to go to donate? 
Never” and “The time you dedicated to donation in 2014 was subtracted to 
Work” is not 0 

 

Why? (More than one answer is possible) 
❏  My professional position does not allow that. 
❏  My employer did not give it to me. 
❏  I preferred not to ask for it and renounce to the remuneration I was 
entitled to for that/those working day(s). 
If you chose “During 2014, have you used the paid leave to go donating? 
Always” or “During 2014, have you used the paid leave to go donating? 
Yes,sometimes” and “The time you dedicated to donation in 2014 was 
subtracted to: Work” is not 0 

 

Would you donate anyway if you could not have this possibility anymore? 
❍  Yes, and with the same frequency 
❍  Yes, but less frequently 
❍  No 
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If “The time you dedicated to donation during 2014 was subtracted to: Work” 
is not 0 

 

In any case, had you agreed the date of your absence from work with 
your employer or senior? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
Why? 

 
Have the eligibility tests you took before donating in 2014 ever shown 
the presence of any pathology? (Multiple and optional answer. We also 
remind you that the questionnaire is anonymous.) 
❏  No 
❏  Yes, hereditary haemochromatosis 
❏  Yes, diabetes mellitus type 2 
❏  Yes, hypercholesterolemia 
❏  Yes, anaemia 
❏  Yes, other alterations of metabolism 
❏  Yes, infectious diseases (HIV, HBV, HCV, syphilis) 
❏  Other    
If “No”, go to “If you had to judge the ...” If “Yes, hypercholesterolemia”  
Did your GP suggest you to start a treatment with hypolipidemic drugs 
(statins) during the period immediately following the diagnosis of 
hypercholesterolemia? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “Yes, hereditary haemochromatosis (HH)”  

 

Following the diagnosis of haemochromatosis, which therapy were 
you prescribed? 
❍  Phlebotomy 
❍  RBC apheresis 
❍  Iron-control drugs 
If “Yes, diabetes mellitus type 2”  

 

Following the diagnosis of diabetes mellitus type 2, were you advised 
to start a pharmacological treatment? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “Other” or “Yes, anaemia” or “Yes, other alterations of metabolism” or 
“Yes, infectious diseases (HIV, HBV, HCV, syphilis)” 
Did the diagnosis of these pathologies allow you to immediately start 
the most appropriate therapies? 
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❍  Yes 
❍  No 
Had you not taken these test, how long do you think it would have 
taken you to discover your pathology? 
Note: if possible, also enter a number (e.g.: 2) in the cell. 
❍  Months (No,)                          
❍  Years (No.)                          
If you had to judge your degree of satisfaction for the service of the 
collection facility, how would you judge the following aspects? 

 
LOW MEDIUM-LOW MEDIUM-HIGH HIGH  N.D 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
 

Competence of the reception staff 
Courtesy of the reception staff 
Competence of the medical and nursing staff  
Courtesy of the medical and nursing staff  
Competence of volunteers (if present)  
Courtesy of volunteers (if present) 
Accessibility of the facility (distance from home, parking available, etc.) 
Convenience of opening hours 
Waiting times 
Quality and appropriateness of refreshment 
Completeness of check-ups and pre-donation tests  
Quality of support during and after the donation 

 
 

In 2014, did the facility you donated in make you take clinical or 
diagnostic examinations? (More than one answer is possible) 
❏  Electrocardiogram 
❏  Urine test 
❏  Other (if possible, specify) 
❏  No    
Are you generally contacted by your AVIS to go donating again? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “Do you think that these contacts would ...” 
How many times a year? 
Were these contacts crucial for your decision to donate blood or blood 
components? 
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At all In part Totally 
 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
 

 
 
 

Were these contacts useful also to schedule your donation and fix the 
date of donation with the collection facility? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “Have you ever happened to go ...” 

 

In your opinion, which are the main benefits of this service provided 
by your AVIS? 
(More than one answer is possible) 
❏  Remind me to donate periodically and constantly 
❏  Enable me to agree on a date off work with my seniors 
❏  Reduce the waiting time for the donation 
❏  Optimize the time dedicated to the donation in relation to my work and/or 

personal commitments 
❏  Be sure that in that moment there is a real need for my donation 
❏  Have a periodic contact to provide information on my health 
❏  Other                                            
❏  No specific benefit 
Do you think these contacts would have really increased your 
willingness to donate blood or blood components? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 
 

Why? 
 
 

Have you ever happened to go to the collection facility and not be able 
to donate because in that moment there was no need for units of your 
blood group or because the waiting times were too long? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to Do you usually make donations (money)...” 
If you have chosen “Have you ever happened to go to the collection facility 
and not be able to donate because in that... Yes” 
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What were the consequences of that inconvenience? (More 
than one answer is possible) 
❏  None 
❏  I was very annoyed 
❏  I never went donating again 
❏  I changed collection facility and/or Association of donors 
❏  I asked to be cancelled as AVIS member 
❏  I donated less frequently 
❏  I started calling to verify the need for blood of my group 
❏  Other 
Do you usually make donations (money) to other non-profit 
organizations? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “In 2014, did you carry out activities…” 

 

Do you think your experience in AVIS made you more willing to make 
donations (money) to other non-profit organizations? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 
 

If 0, go to “In 2014, did you carry out activities...” 
Approximately, how much money (Euro) have you donated in total in 
2014? 
In 2014, did you carry out volunteering activities for other non-profit 
organizations? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “During your experience of donation ...” 

 

Do you think your experience in AVIS made you more willing to carry 
out volunteering activities for other non-profit organizations? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 
 

If other than 0, go to “Which function/role mainly ...” 
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Why? 
If “Why?” is displayed, go to “During your experience of donation...” 

 

Which function/role do you mainly hold in this/these other 
organization(s)? 
(e.g.: “transport of goods” or “event organization” or “office activities”) 

 

 Main function Hours per year (2014) 
 

Organization 1 
Organization 2 
Organization 3 
Organization 4 

  

 
During your experience of donation or during the activities of the association 
organized by AVIS, did you establish significant social relationships with other 
donors or with volunteers/health operators/other members of the organization? 

 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “During 2014, did you participate in...” 
Provide the following information: (The answer is optional) 

 

 2014 

No. of social relationships established 
No. of hours per week dedicated to socialization with these persons 

 

 
 

During 2014, did you participate in promotion, entertainment and 
social gathering events organized by your AVIS? (e.g.: Festival of 
donors, sport events, etc.) 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “During 2014, did you attend courses...” 

 

Provide the following information: 
 

  

2014 

No. of social gathering events attended 
No. of hours (per year) dedicated to the participation in such events 
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During 2014, did you attend training/refresher courses or events 
provided by your AVIS for free? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to “Do you think your experience in...” 
What was the thematic area dealt with during these training events? 
             [No.] Health issues 
             [No.] Other 
What was the average duration of these training events? 
             [h] Health issues 
             [h] Other 

 

Do you think your experience in AVIS in 2014 increased significantly 
your professional knowledge/competences or relational skills? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
To record your answers, press the arrow “next”. 
If “Thank you for participating in the survey” is displayed, go to the end of 
the survey 

 
MAIN ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS VOLUNTEER AND 

DONOR/VOLUNTEER PROFILE: 
How many years have you been actively volunteering in AVIS (besides 
making donations)? 
❍  1 
❍  2 
❍  3 
❍  […] 
❍  15 
❍  16 
❍  > 16 
During this period, have you volunteered continuously? (At least 
once/twice a month) 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
On average, how many hours a year do you volunteer? 
In which area of activity have you mainly carried out your tasks for 
AVIS as a volunteer during 2014? 
❍  Collection 
❍  Event organization and communication 
❍  Administration-accounting 
❍  Other operational activities 
❍  Institutional relationships 
❍  Training events and activities 
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If “Collection” 
 

In 2014, what was the main task you carried out during these hours? 
❍  Assistance to nursing staff 
❍  Management of donors' refreshment 
❍  Reception of donors in Collection Units or in the TS 
❍  Nursing work 
❍  Pre-/post-donation counselling  (nursing type) 
❍  Medical 
❍  Medical-specialist counselling to donors (pre/post/during donation) 
❍  Other  _______  

 
If “Event organization and communication”  
In 2014, what was the main task you carried out during these hours? 

❍  Communication (management and updating of websites, social media, etc.) 
❍  Event organization (organizational phase: sending invitations, answering 

information requests, contacting suppliers, etc.) 
❍  Event organization (operational phase: reception of guests, animation, 

logistics) 
❍  Other 
If “Administration-accounting” 
In 2014, what was the main task you carried out during these hours? 

 

❍  Basic administrative work (secretary, data entry, document archiving, 
etc.) 

❍  Administration-accounting work (data processing, junior accountant, 
management of human resources and/or salaries) 

❍  Administration-accounting work (senior accountant, data statistic 
processing) 

❍  Other  _______  
If “Operational Management”  

 

In 2014, what was the main task you carried out during these hours? 
❍  Small maintenance works or cleaning (rooms, equipment, etc.) 
❍  Transports, logistics, warehousing (with no specific qualifications and 

authorizations) 
❍  Operation/maintenance/cleaning of complex equipment or vehicles which 

require a D/K driving licence 
❍  Other __________  
If “Institutional Relations” 

 

In 2014, what was the main task you carried out during these hours? 
(More than one answer is possible) 
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❏  Management of institutional relations 
❏  Member of the association's governing bodies (management functions) 
❏  Other___________  
If “Training events and activities” 

 

What was your role in such events and what was their thematic area? 
NOTE:  specify in the cell the total hours per year (e.g.: 2 events of 3 
hours each > indicate 6) 

 

  
Teacher in training 

course for AVIS 
employees and/or 

volunteers 

 
Speaker 

during events in 
schools/ 

universities 

 
Speaker in 

public 
conferences  

 
Health issues 

Administration and 

accounting  

Creation of events 

Management of executive boards 

Public speaking 

Creation of partnerships on 
the territory 

Online communication and 
marketing  

Management of human 

resources 

 International cooperation 

Planning 

Fundraising and social reporting 

Use of software and 
computer systems  

Legal area 

Other 

   

 
During 2014, did you attend training/refresher courses or events 
provided by your AVIS for free? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 

 
If “No”, go to... 

 

What was the average duration of the events/courses you attended 
(mentioned in the previous question)? 
 _____  [h] Health issues 
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             [h] Administration and budget 
             [h] Creation of events 
             [h] Management of executive boards 
             [h] Public speaking 
             [h] Creation of partnerships on the territory 
             [h] Online communication and marketing 
             [h] Management of human resources 
             [h] International cooperation 
             [h] Planning 
             [h] Fund-raising and social reporting 
             [h] Use of software and computer systems 
             [h] Legal area 
             [h] Other 
[...] 

 

Do you think your experience in AVIS in 2014 has increased 
significantly your professional knowledge/competences or relational 
skills? 
❍  Yes 
❍  No 
If “No”, go to the end of the survey 

 

Do you think this set of experiences and knowledge you acquired has 
influenced the fact that you obtained your current job? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 

Do you think this set of experiences and knowledge you acquired has 
influenced the fact that you obtained an increase in your wage? 

 
At all In part Totally 

 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 
 
 
 

If 0, go to the end of the survey 
 

How much do you think your wage was increased approximately? 
❍ Euro/hour 
❍ I don't know 
To record your answers, press the arrow “next”. 
If “Thank you for participating in the survey” is displayed, go to the end of 
the survey 
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MAIN ADDITIONALQUESTIONS NON-ACTIVE DONOR PROFILE: 
 

Which are the reasons why you did not donate during 2014? 
❍  Health reasons (temporary interruption) 
❍  Transfer 
❍  Other  ____________  
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  4   The SROI model applied to Avis 
by Maria Vittoria Bufali 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The present chapter will be dedicated to a description of the hypotheses 
at the basis of the quantification model and of the methods adopted to value 
the social benefits under consideration. 

In particular, the first two paragraphs will clarify the scope of the 
analysis, in terms of time and conceptual frame (Paragraph 4.1), 
stakeholders and impacts considered in calculating the SROI (Paragraph 
4.2). The following paragraph (4.3) is instead dedicated to the detailed 
description of all the logics and sources which allowed the translation of the 
social impacts considered into a monetary value, one of the most critical 
aspects of SROI analyses (Paragraph 4.3). Lastly, the chapter ends with a 
short paragraph dedicated to the so-called “unintentional negative 
consequences” of donation (Paragraph 4.4), that is, to any negative impact. 
The paragraph is included for the sake of completeness, however, these 
negative impacts are not included in the calculation of the SROI presented 
in this study since they are considered poorly relevant. 

 
 

4.1. Boundaries of the analysis and demand for research 
 

In line with the remarks made in the last chapter, the monetization was 
focused on the impacts actually generated, and preferred to perform an 
analysis in terms of evaluative-type annual SROI (using the year 2014 as 
reference) of the different organizations included in the sample selected. 
The aim was to minimize the margin of discretion of the assessment 
process, basing the analysis on the collection of the perceptions of the 
people benefiting from the services and activities promoted by Avis about 
their direct experience of 2014, and limiting as much as possible those 
assumptions and hypotheses whose support is instead necessary in a 
forecast-type SROI analysis (in which it is assumed that the generation of 
impacts is in line with past trends or, viceversa, 
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deviates from them, being either higher or lower). 
As for the definition of the scope of the model itself, instead – that is, for 

the specific players and impacts considered in the analysis – this was based 
on the warning that any effort to measure and assess the outcomes of a 
project of social nature should start from the preliminary comprehension of 
the incremental and additional contribution given by the organization itself 
(NCVO, 2013). 

Starting from this assumption, the whole SROI model presented in detail 
in this chapter was built with the aim of highlighting the value generated, 
within the Italian transfusion system, by the specific activity performed by 
the Italian Blood Volunteers Association. 

In this view, the impacts that the model wants to capture do not represent 
all the possible benefits produced along the whole chain of collection and 
distribution of blood, blood components and blood derivatives, it  rather 
represents those which characterise the donation and volunteering 
experience of the members within the organization. The analysis did not 
include, instead, all that series of health assistance impacts – although they 
exist and are important – which involve the final recipients of transfusions 
or blood-derived drugs and the stakeholders connected to them. 

This choice was made, indeed, because the aim of the research is to 
measure the incremental value resulting from the presence of an Association 
of donors (which has to supervise some phases of this “chain”, by 
supporting and/or integrating the services offered by the public operator). 
For this reason, the focus was placed on that specific series of impacts and 
benefits resulting directly from the existence of Avis, and on those areas of 
activity which distinguish a “dual” system (as the Italian one) from systems 
in which all the activity linked to the satisfaction of the demand of blood 
products is managed by just one player – be it public or private – and 
according to logics being different from those which guide the world of 
associationism and the Third Sector in general. The question to be answered 
is therefore: does the existence of an Association dedicated to the 
promotion of the value of donation and expected to accompany and 
support donors in the phases preceding and following the donation of 
blood and/or blood components (as well as during the donation itself) 
generates higher benefits than those transfusion systems in which there 
is no intervention from players like Avis? 

This “ideological” and methodological choice required, first of all, the 
identification of the phases, supervised by Avis together with other key 
players of the system or as an alternative to them, which make up the “blood 
chain”. This includes a variety of actions and moments connecting the 
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Fig. 1 – The blood “chain”  
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blood donor and the final recipient of the donation, through the intermediate 
phases of collection, fractioning, storage, distribution of blood components 
and production of blood derivatives (Fig. 1). 

The figure allows for the immediate identification of the phases in which 
Avis explicitly intervenes and which are consequently going to be the object 
of the impact assessment: 

 

•   activities of donor awareness-raising and retention (which in 97.7% of 
cases are managed exclusively by the association); 

• activities connected to the moment of collection (and taking different 
forms in the Italian transfusion system, with the various responsibilities 
divided among non-profit organizations, like Avis, and public 
Transfusion Services). 

 

The subsequent phases are crucial to guarantee the full functioning of he 
transfusion system as a whole (and are essential for the generation of the 
benefits involving the final recipients of the donation, that is, those who 
receive a transfusion or can receive suitable pharmacological treatments for 
chronic diseases, thanks to the administration of blood-derived drugs), but 
are not structured in a different way just because the Association works in 
the upstream phases of the chain. 

In this sense, despite recognising the work of Avis as primarily, although 
not exclusively, linked and aimed to the provision of blood components for 
the “final consumer” (transfused patient or user of blood-derived drugs), 
this research is intended to show how the really innovative contribution 
given by Avis characterises in particular the upstream phases of the process 
and is expressed through: 
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• health assistance benefits (and relevant economic effects) involving both 
the donors belonging to Avis and the volunteers working in it; 

• systemic benefits resulting from the higher effectiveness and efficiency 
in the management of the activities of collection of blood, plasma and 
other blood components (therefore, benefits in terms of donor retention 
and high efficiency in the use of the resources available during the 
activities connected to such phase). 

 

These two points represent the core of the research and will be 
alternatively analysed through: 

 

• the calculation of the SROI ratio in which the benefits generated for 
donors and volunteers are compared with the costs incurred by the Avis 
centres involved in obtaining them; 

• an in-depth preliminary process of Activity  Based  Costing, that is, of 
identification of the costs associated to each activity included in the first 
two phases of the chain, and their assignment to the different blood 
“products” (whole blood, plasma, other blood components). 

 

 
 

4.2.  The stakeholders and the impacts included in the 
analysis 

 
 

Although the overall functioning of the Italian transfusion system is the 
result of the interaction and joint contribution of several players mentioned 
above, the priority in the assessment of the impacts generated by the activity 
of the Association was to verify and quantify the benefits produced for two 
specific categories of stakeholders: 

 

• donors of blood, plasma and other blood components: in this case, the 
main benefits characterising the experience of donation and validated 
through a focus group, as described before, are manifold. First of all, the 
possibility to be diagnosed specific pathologies (e.g. diabetes mellitus, 
hypercholesterolemia, iron overload) when a disease is still in the initial 
phase and is asymptomatic, thus making it possible for the donor to start 
the appropriate medical treatments before the natural progression of the 
disease induces the development of complications and the person suffers 
permanent, if not fatal, damages. In such case, the only real difference 
between a donor who belongs to an Association and a donor who does 
not, lies in the possibility of a higher frequency and continuity of the 
donation, which can anticipate the discovery of a pathology, thus 
enabling an immediate action and a higher efficacy of the treatments 
aimed at healing it or at mitigating its negative consequences. 
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Moreover, it is also important to consider all that set of benefits resulting 
from the active participation of donors to the Asociation's life, which is 
often not just represented by the periodical call to donation by the 
relevant Association. As for volunteers, donors become an integral and 
active part of an organization promoting a series of values and principles 
which should guide the everyday behaviour of donors. On this 
assumption, it is reasonable to expect that the more intense and 
continuous interaction with the staff of the Association, the participation 
in awareness-raising campaigns and training events promoted by the 
NPO, as well as the support and counseling offered in every phase of the 
donation experience, turn into a healthy lifestyle, intended both as a 
greater attention to one's own physical well-being, and as a gesture of 
care towards the recipient of the donation. Lastly, the experience of 
donation is associated to a series of impacts going well beyond the 
physical health of donors, and that we intend to describe and underline 
appropriately. For this reason, part of the SROI ratio is aimed at 
quantifying the benefit generated by the very act of making a gesture of 
solidarity and altruism (in terms of personal satisfaction and sense of 
realisation), as well as at seizing the value that donors themselves give to 
their experience in the Association, in terms both of friendships and 
interpersonal relationships established within the Association (the so-
called “social capital”), and of knowledge and skills (“human capital”) 
gained through training materials and events or simply by coming in 
contact with the medical and non-medical team working in Avis (and 
this is an aspect that should be perceived even more by the category of 
stakeholders described below, which is typically the target of training 
investments aimed at maximizing their competences and their 
contribution to the NPO); 

• volunteers, who collaborate actively to the creation and implementation 
of the many experiences which make up the life of the association: in 
this case, too, the focus group was useful to investigate the perceptions 
of volunteers about the benefits characterising their experience within 
the NPO and not being much different – as will be shown later –from 
those identified for donors. 
In fact, while their inclusion is first of all the result of the consciousness 
that a volunteering experience in an NPO often turns into a precious 
occasion for personal and professional growth, it is also important to 
recognise that  – just as in the experience of donors – being an integral 
part of an Association which actively promotes a series of values (such 
as gratuitousness, solidarity, democracy, attention to one's own and other 
people's psychological and physical well-being, etc.) represents the 
prerequisite to assimilate a culture based on values and make it one's 
own, as well as to gain  – from such values and from the experiences 
resulting from them − a strong sense of personal satisfaction. 
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At the same time, the chances for socialization and training offered to 
those who collaborate to the organizational activities as volunteers 
represent a source of relational and “capital” human, which the 
volunteers themselves can benefit from even outside the time and spaces 
of the volunteering experience. In other words, the participation and 
inclusion in social gathering or training events, the possibility to gain 
skills through training or simply by assisting the remunerated staff of the 
NPO, the fact of being increasingly autonomous in performing one's own 
tasks, offer the opportunity not only to establish satisfying and long-
lasting social relationships, but also to acquire professional knowledge 
and to develop a series of cross-cut and relational skills (the so-called 
soft skills) which can be used even outside the organization itself. 

 
Based on those remarks, Figure 2 shows the impacts considered in the 

calculation of the SROI after the preliminary identification of stakeholders 
who, as said before, are not exhaustive, but consistent with the scope of the 
analysis proposed. For a more detailed examination of the calculation 
methods adopted for the monetization of the benefits mentioned above, 
instead, see the next paragraph. 

 
Fig. 2 – The stakeholders and the impacts included in the analysis 
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Before going deeper into the procedures for the quantification of such 
social benefits and for their expression in into monetary terms it is worth 
reminding that the selection of the stakeholders deemed relevant for the 
analysis does not intend in any way to deny the fact that the activity of the 
Association has the ultimate purpose of providing blood and blood 
components being essential to ensure the survival and lengthen he life 
expectancy and improve the quality of life of many people, since they allow 
the appropriate treatment of persons both suffering from serious chronic 
diseases and undergoing surgery for traumas or transplantations. At the 
same time, the significant involvement of Avis − in activities of promotion, 
retention, call of donors and collection – is a demonstration of how much it 
contributes to the gradual adjustment of the Italian transfusion system to 
criteria of quantitative eligibility (full coverage of the national demand, with 
a contribution also at an international level, where required) and qualitative 
eligibility (ability to retain eligible donors). 

Despite that, the assumption lying behind the decision to limit the 
analysis to these two specific categories of stakeholders and to the benefits 
involving them is that the last two goals mentioned, although influencing 
the everyday work of the Association, can be pursued – more or less 
satisfactorily - without the involvement of an Association of donors, as is 
the case in other European transfusion systems. 

For this reason, the inclusion of additional stakeholders and impacts 
besides those previously identified would not seem to help isolating the 
specific value to be assigned to the everyday work of Avis. 

 
 

4.3. The economic valuation of benefits 
 

This section goes into the details of the calculations behind the process 
of monetization, that is, into the logics and the sources which allowed to 
translate the social impacts listed in Figure 2 into a monetary value, thus 
highlighting their undeniable economic effects, which is the essential goal 
justifying the choice to use the SROI method rather than other impact 
evaluation methods. Too often, indeed, the studies providing the result of 
SROI analyses do not focus on one of the most complex aspects of the 
whole analysis: the research of the sources to be used for a valuation. It is 
worth specifying that, given the nature of the research in question, the 
assessment of the benefit generated when preventing the development of 
pathologies1 or allowing their immediate treatment has tried to consider 

 
 

1. Reference is made also to the development of all the complications associated to an 
unhealthy lifestyle and caused, for example, by a lack of physical exercise or by the use of 
substances being harmful to health (alcohol, tobacco, drugs, etc.). 
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both the same aspects (according to the actual availability of sources to be 
referred to): 

 

• Direct health costs (the so-called “Cost of illness” or “COI”): it is the 
savings generated for the Health System in terms of lower absorption of 
resources required to ensure appropriate health assistance. 

• Indirect costs: the loss of economic and non-economic resources 
apparently caused by the occurrence of the critical event considered from 
time to time. In this category, the studies on the economic burden of a 
disease or harmful behavioural model typically included the losses of 
productivity induced by the morbidity and mortality associated to such 
states. In practical terms, such points are generally represented by a 
decrease of productivity at work (as a consequence of the lower quality 
of life and health of the person) and by the concrete absence from work, 
be it temporary or permanent. In this context, when the morbid 
conditions lead to the early death of the person, the human capital 
approach requires to consider the discounted value of labour income 
flows that would have been earned by that person during his/her life. 
Although it is indisputable that the loss of a member of the community 
also takes the form of a lower contribution to its economic development, 
such research will include an additional estimate aimed at valuing the 
most intangible and immaterial aspects of the early death of an 
individual, expressed in terms of emotional suffering and loss for those 
being closest to him/her. As an expression of such implications, in case 
the intervention prevents the early death of an individual, the benefit will 
be translated into monetary terms by taking as a reference the differential 
value of the non-material damage compensation granted in case of death 
of a person at different ages2. 

 
 

4.3.1. Early diagnosis of pathologies 
 

As mentioned before, one of the benefits which can be immediately 
linked to the experience of donation is the possibility to take tests, at least 
once a year in the case of periodical donors, for: blood sugar, 
hypercreatininemia, alanine transaminase, total cholesterol and HDL, 
triglyceridemia, total proteinemia, ferritin (as provided for in Ministerial  

 
 

2. The values were taken from the tables of the Court of Milan (2014), taking as a 
reference a percentage of invalidity of 100% (equivalent to death) and calculating the mean 
value between standard compensation and maximum customization (the Tables are available 
on the official website of the Roll of Lawyers of Milan, www.ordineavvocatimilano.it). 
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Decree No. 69 of 2 November 20153). These can reveal the presence of 
pathologies of which the donor is not aware yet, thus allowing him/her to 
adopt the most appropriate countermeasures, both in terms of health 
treatment required to stop the progression of the disease, of modification of 
the lifestyle (which is particularly important for pathologies like diabetes, 
haemochromatosis and hypercholesterolemia) and, lastly, of adoption of 
precautions to avoid the potential infection of other people (although − as 
will be shown later − infectious diseases will not be included in the 
quantification model applied). 

It is quite easy to understand how a similar possibility can have, at a 
systemic level, economic effects being far from negligible, since starting the 
treatment of all the pathologies considered in the initial phases ensures a 
higher efficacy, thus enabling to limit or stop the progression of the disease 
before it permanently alters the physical integrity of the person, and limiting 
the absorption of economic resources being necessary to treat the patient.   

The importance gained by this possibility is extensively described by 
Shaz, Kessler and Hillyer (2012), who claim that the organizations 
conducting the collection of blood and other blood components offer their 
vital contribution to increasing collective well-being and public health by 
performing three functions, that are equally important for a preventive 
action integrating the intervention of public authorities in both the 
educational-cultural and health sector.  These are represented by: education, 
screening and treatment. 

While the first is aimed at increasing the consciousness and knowledge 
of donors by promoting the adoption of healthy and informed lifestyles, the 
other two functions identified by the authors have the purpose to verify and 
preserve the physical well-being and the eligibility of donors, by turning the 
players involved in collection activities into key allies for the pursuance of 
the public interest in increasing the level of health of a significant part of the 
community. 

For these reasons, the authors specifically emphasize the need to fulfil 
these three functions by trying to achieve a growing degree of integration 
and synergy with the services and interventions promoted by the public 
health system: a goal that could be fully achieved not only through more 
continuous diagnostic activities on more and more targeted segments of the 
population, but also through the sharing of data and information with other 
health operators, so as to create a system of health and assistance 

 
 

3. “Provisions concerning the requirements on quality and safety of blood and blood 
components”, Annex IV “Verification of the physical requirements of the donor, compulsory 
examinations at each donation and periodic controls”, Part B. 
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services being truly integrated and going to the advantage of both the 
quality of the service for citizens and of the cost-effectiveness of the health 
system as a whole. 

In this respect, it is also interesting to notice that, in those transfusion 
systems where there is no direct monetary remuneration for blood donors 
(as in the Italian system), one of the returns expected by donors is also to 
have access to a periodic clinical assessment. As shown by the data 
collected in the Special Eurobarometer 426 (Eurobarometer, 2015), in fact, 
while the main motivation pushing Italians to donate is the desire to help 
other people (p. 41), at the same time health check-ups and tests represent 
an advantage which is even more appreciated than the possibility to have 
one day of paid leave from work. In other words, while the screening 
activities performed at the moment of the donation are not a crucial factor in 
the decision to donate − at least not as much as the possibility to make a 
gesture of altruism, to meet the needs of other people, to increase one's own 
sense of self-realisation (Shaz et al., 2012, p. 64) – at the same time it is true 
that they are not completely valueless, both from the point of view of the 
donor who benefits from them and from that of the system. 

This being said, the next pages will be dedicated to a more detailed 
analysis of the social and health benefits and economic effects resulting 
from the possibility to receive an early diagnosis of one of the following 
pathologies: 

• Iron overload and hereditary haemochromatosis (HH): chronic iron 
overload represents a serious clinical condition caused by an excessive iron 
accumulation in the organism. It is possible to distinguish: 

 

o a congenital form being a consequence of hereditary haemochromatosis 
(identified by the acronym “HH”), caused by hereditary mutations of one 
or more genes connected to iron metabolism; 

o a form being secondary to pathologies of organic, systemic, metabolic or 
iatrogenic nature (frequent and protracted blood transfusions such as, for 
example, in case of thalassemia or of chronic anaemias) or to the 
increased absorption caused by deficient erythropoiesis (congenital 
hemolytic anaemias). 

 

The two conditions described above are extremely different, both in 
terms of treatment required for their effective management (the therapeutic 
standard, indeed, is represented on one side by phlebotomy, on the other by 
the iron-controlling pharmacological treatment), and for the purposes of the 
analysis conducted here: it is clear that the second situation described does 
not really represent a direct benefit for blood donors, but rather, for 
example, a negative – although unintended – consequence of the transfusion 
activity intended for the treatment of chronic diseases (which does not 
represent, as specified several times, the focus of this research). 
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However, regardless of this basic difference, both forms of the pathology 
−  which induces a massive and, in the long run, toxic iron accumulation in 
the body – are associated with extremely serious complications affecting the   
cardiac, endocrine and hepatic systems, which can often be fatal for the 
person suffering from them. 

There is, therefore, a broad consensus over the need to diagnose and treat 
such dysfunction in iron absorption before it causes irreversible damages, 
like cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma, diabetes and cardiomyopathies. The 
relevant scientific literature, in fact, underlines that not only the 
complications listed above characterise the final stages of the natural 
progression of the pathology  (since they are found mainly in persons with 
levels of serum ferritin ≥ 1,000 μg/L), but also that, in case the treatment 
was started after their onset (that is, in the symptomatic stage), it is more 
difficult to stop the degenerative progression of the disease and produce a 
regression of the most serious complications which most put at risk the 
survival of the individual (Barton et al., 2012; Leitman, 2013). 

Indeed, as shown by Leitman (2013, p. 647) and summarized in Table 1, 
although phlebotomy is indispensable to prevent certain pathological 
conditions, it is usually ineffective to treat them once they are established. 

 
Tab. 1 – Response to phlebotomy among haemochromatosis patients 

 
Type of complication      Response to phlebotomy among haemochromatosis patients   

    Prevention         Regression/slower progression 
 

Arthropathy   NA                                           No 
 

Fatigue Yes                                          Yes 
    (increase of energy) 

Skin pigmentation Yes Yes 

Fibrosis Yes      Partially 
 (if started in initial stages)4 

 
Cirrhosis Yes No 

 
Cardiomyopathy Yes      Partially 

(if started in initial stages) 

Diabetes Yes No 

Hypogonadism Yes No 

hypothyroidism Yes No 

Source: Leitman (2013, p. 647). 
 

4. Statement proved also by the evidence resulting from the study by Falize et al. (2006), 
in which a regression of fibrosis was found in 47% of the patients treated with phlebotomy. 
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Additional evidence supporting the importance to diagnose this 
metabolic disorder in the asymptomatic stage was provided in the study by 
Niederau et al. (1985), who showed that the people suffering from primary 
haemochromatosis and treated with phlebotomy in the cirrhotic stage have a 
shorter life expectancy compared to those who receive the treatment when 
they are not yet suffering from such hepatic impairment, and that they are 
more likely to die from liver cancer, cirrhosis, diabetes and cardiomyopathy 
compared to the general population. 

In short, the possibility to receive a potential early diagnosis of 
hereditary haemochromatosis through the diagnostic tests conducted at the 
moment of donating blood results in significant benefits in terms of: 

 

o therapeutic efficacy in the prevention of the development of the typical 
complications of the disease and consequent reduction of the health and 
assistance services that the person will need to manage the pathology (an 
aspect which is even more important, considering the low direct costs for 
the execution of a phlebotomy); 

o realignment of life expectancy with the one shown by the general 
population (Niederau et al., 1985), contrary to what happens in case the 
treatment is started only in the cirrhotic stage; 

o possibility to adopt precautionary lifestyles and behaviours, aimed at 
limiting the negative impact of this metabolic disorder on the physical 
integrity and quality of life of the individual (for people suffering from 
iron overload, for example, an excessive consumption of alcohol, foods 
rich in iron or vitamin C is extremely inadvisable). 

 

Therefore, the possibility to achieve a timely diagnosis – through the 
research of phenotypic markers (level of serum ferritin, transferrin 
saturation, etc.) carried out with tests being relatively cheap and 
minimally invasive, but having a sufficient predictive value – is of 
crucial importance, especially considering that: 

 

o haemochromatosis represents, in all respects, a curable pathology with 
limited costs (obviously, in case the treatment is started before more 
serious complications develop); 

o there is still some scepticism over the convenience of introducing the 
genotypic screening  for the whole population, given the low prevalence 
of such disease (McCullen et al., 2002, pp. 172-176). From this point of 
view, therefore, blood collection centres also have an extremely 
important social and health function, since they constantly monitor a 
broad segment of the population. 

 

The logics of quantification of the impacts just described impose to 
answer the following question: which are the socio-economic effects of an 
early diagnosis of haemochromatosis? Starting from this question, the 
analysis essentially compared the following two scenarios: 
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• Early diagnosis and treatment (level of serum ferritin ≤ 1,000 μg/L 
and pre-cirrhotic stage): as already pointed out, in these hypotheses there 
is a realignment to the life expectancy of the general population (Niederau, 
1985). As a precaution, it was assumed that also in these cases an incidence  
–  although minimal – of the typical complications of the pathology is 
present (despite a widespread agreement exist on the fact that phlebotomy 
can even prevent its development, as shown in Table 1). The incidence 
rates, just like the mean age at the moment of the diagnosis, were taken 
from the study by Barton et al. (2012) and are summarized here below (Tab. 
2): 

 
Tab. 2 – Prevalence of the complications of HH at diagnosis  

 
 Early diagnosis  Late diagnosis 

≤ 1,000 μg/L ≥ 1,000 μg/L 
Δ 

average n average 
 

Mean age at diagnosis                     48            44           46             50           53           52            5.5 
 

Prevalence of cirrhosis                   3.80%      9.00%    6.40%     32.10%   45.90%    39.00%    32.60% 

Cirrhosis-related deaths                 3.30%      3.00%    3.15%     17.00%   13.10%    15.05%    11.90% 

Prevalence of cardiomyopathy      0.00%    0.00%   0.00%    4.50%    3.30%     3.90%     3.90% 

Cardiomyopathy-related deaths     0.00%   0.00%    0.00%    0.90%    1.60%      1.25%     1.25% 

Prevalence of diabetes mellitus   12.10%    18.00%  15.05%     29.50%    31.10%    30.30%   15.25% 

Source: adaptation from Barton et al. (2012, p. 414). 
 
 

• Late diagnosis and treatment (level of serum ferritin ≥ 1,000 μg/L 
and cirrhotic stage): in this second case, the survival rates at 5, 10, 15 and 
20 years mentioned in the study by Niederau et al. (1985, p. 1256), enable to 
give an estimate of the years of life and work lost in case the diagnosis is 
reached in the final stages of the typical progression of the disease and, 
therefore, to value the benefit generated by a potential early diagnosis in 
terms of both the present value of labour incomes which could be earned, 
and the prevention of the premature death of the person suffering from 
hereditary haemochromatosis. At the same time, the socio-economic 
impacts of a lack of diagnosis become even more significant if the total 
direct costs associated to the health treatments required for cirrhosis, 
cardiomyopathy and diabetes are compared to the much smaller burden 
linked to a cycle of phlebotomies. The data above –used as a basis for 
calculation processes– are summarized in Table 3. 
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Tab. 3 – Direct health costs of HH complications compared to the execution of 
phlebotomies 

 

  

Type of cost 
item 

 

Direct health 
costs (Euro 2014) 

 

Source 

 

Cirrhosis5 

 

Lifetime cost 
 

€ 15,414.67 
 

Wiens et al., 2013 

Cardiac disease 
induced by iron 
overload6 

Lifetime cost € 31,620.36 Delea et al., 2007 

Diabetes7 Weighted mean 
of annual costs 

€ 3,816.49 Williams et al., 2002 

Phlebotomies8 Lifetime cost € 2,066.92 Rombout-Sestrienkova 
et al., 2012 

 
Lastly, the analysis takes into consideration the indirect costs (namely, 

the loss of productivity) associated to the execution of phlebotomy, for a 
total of € 2,906.54. As shown in the study by Rombout-Sestrienkova et al.,  
(2012), indeed, although phlebotomy implies lower indirect costs than RBC 
apheresis, the indirect costs connected to it are much higher, because the 
frequency and duration of the treatment are considerably higher and, 
theoretically, the procedures of apheresis should reduce the probability of 
adverse events during the blood taking9, with a positive impact on the 

 
 

5. Although it was known that the study by Wiens et al. (2013) was dedicated to the 
estimate of the total costs of the treatment of a pathology other than haemochromatosis 
(specifically, hepatitis B), the “Non-treated” scenario (which considers the progression of the 
disease according to the stages of the natural history of the HBV) provides a good 
approximation of the costs resulting from the development of cirrhosis and hepatocarcinoma, 
since it excludes the costs of the antiviral drugs specifically related to the treatment of 
hepatitis. The estimate was therefore obtained from the mean of the costs of non-treatment 
for individuals being HbeAg-positive and negative (by converting the number in Euro and 
adjusting it for inflation so as to express it in prices of 2014). 

6. Although such estimate concerns patients under chelating pharmacological therapy 
with Deferasirox (which is typical of the treatment of secondary haemochromatosis), the 
pharmacological therapy may also involve those who suffer from primary 
haemochromatosis. For them, however, phlebotomy is contraindicated. The cost item was 
converted in Euro and adjusted for inflation through the Istat currency revaluation factors. 

7. For further information on the costs and frequencies used to calculate the weighted 
mean, see Tab. 4. Since these are annual costs, the number was discounted for a period being 
equivalent to the life expectancy estimated in the different scenarios. 

8. The costs were adjusted for inflation to be expressed in 2014 values. 
9. Although Rombout-Sestrienkova et al. (2012) claim that the apheresis equipment is 

safer, the evidence they gathered did not show significant differences compared to the more 
common phlebotomy. In this respect, the same data provided by Facco et al. (2014b, p. 23) 
show that the index “adverse reactions/1,000 collection procedures” is higher for donations 
in apheresis. 
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quality of life of the patient and on the rates of compliance with the 
treatment. 

• Diabetes: according to the estimates of the WHO report (Lozano et al., 
2012), diabetes represented in 2010 the fifth cause of mortality in Italy, and 
was responsible − at an aggregated level − of the loss of 245,000 life years. 
Moreover, as pointed out in the report by Caputo et al. (2013), when 
becoming chronic, such metabolic disorder does not only imply a significant 
reduction of life expectancy, but also causes complications (micro- and 
macro-vascular, renal, neuropathic, ocular, etc.) being extremely serious and 
highly disabling for those who suffer from them. 

In light of these short remarks, it is clear that such pathology is the 
source of dramatically high social and economic costs, especially 
considering that diabetes mellitus type II − which accounts for 90% of all 
cases of diabetes − hits more than 5% of the whole adult population, with a 
prevalence that reaches peaks of 13% among people over 60 (Genovese, 
2009, p. 4). The social and economic burden associated with this chronic 
disease can obviously be mitigated if the patient suffering from diabetes is 
given the possibility to receive appropriate treatment and to modify his/her 
lifestyle in such a way as to reduce exposure to the risk of developing such 
complications. Indeed, as shown by Genovese (2009, p. 5), controlling 
blood sugar and adopting a healthy lifestyle (in terms of both balanced diet 
and physical exercise) is crucial to prevent the development of the typical 
complications of diabetes, especially if such measures are taken in the early 
stages of the natural history of the pathology. Once again, therefore, early 
diagnosis (which in absence of specific symptoms may be reached through 
screenings and blood tests) represents an essential goal to increase the 
quality of life of those who suffer from such disease and to mitigate the 
economic effects associated with the health treatment, especially 
considering that diabetes has an asymptomatic stage of about 7 years 
(Genovese, 2009, p.10) and that, also in this case, the disease is sometimes 
discovered at the occurrence of major complications. The data provided by 
Falco and Corsaro (2014, p. 9) show that 8% of the people interviewed and 
suffering from type II diabetes, discovered the disease because of the 
occurrence of the first symptoms. This becomes important if one considers 
jointly the estimates made by Williams et al. (2002), who point out how the 
costs of assistance increase greatly with the occurrence of micro- and/or 
macro-vascular complications10, thus making it impossible to deny the 
systemic benefit resulting from an immediate therapeutic intervention. 

 
 

10. The estimates are taken from Williams et al. (2002), and were adjusted to inflation 
through the Istat currency revaluation factors to be expressed in 2014 values. 
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Tab. 4 – Impact of complications on the treatment of diabetes II 
 

Level of analysis    Average annual  Prevalence of  
                                                                   cost per patient complications 

(Euro 2014) 
 

 
No complication 

 
€ 1,878.24 

 
28.0% 

Micro-vascular complications only € 3,198.62 19.0% 
Macro-vascular complications only € 3,928.70 9.6% 
Micro- and macro-vascular complications € 6,522.05 24.0% 

Source: processing of data from on Williams et al. (2002). 
 

Starting from these data, indeed, an estimate was provided for the saving 
generated in the year of the diagnosis thanks to the possibility of preventing 
the development of complications given by an early diagnosis. The value 
obtained is of € 2,970.02 per single diagnosis, and was calculated by 
weighting the differential values of the health costs for the probability that 
an individual develops micro- and macro-vascular complications without an 
early diagnosis. 

Despite that, the benefit generated is not limited to the year of the 
diagnosis: recently-diagnosed patients, in fact, are put in the position to 
receive a pharmacological treatment and to reduce the prospective risk of 
developing such complications. In the hypothesis of a rate of compliance 
with the pharmacological treatment of 62.2% (National Observatory on the 
use of medicines, 2015, p. 241), a calculation made using the data published 
by Holman et al. (2008) shows a reduction, over a decade, of the risk to 
develop micro- and macro-vascular complications, as well as of the risk of 
diabetes-related death obtained through the adoption of a treatment with 
hypoglycemic drugs11. By combining such data, it is reasonable to expect 
that, thanks to the early diagnosis, 62.2% of newly-diagnosed patients with 
diabetes decide to adjust to the treatments prescribed, with a saving which is 
equivalent to the differential value of the health costs in the different 
scenarios described in Table 412. 

 
 

11. Following the classification adopted by Williams et al. (2002), the risk of cardio-
vascular diseases is calculated as the mean of the rates provided under “Myocardial 
infarction”, “Stroke” and “Peripheral vascular disease”. It is also worth specifying that the 
study by Holman et al. (2008) made a comparison between persons with diabetes receiving a 
pharmacological treatment and persons with diabetes following an appropriate diet. The 
reduction of the risk is therefore underestimated, since it is impossible to know whether or 
not a person being aware of his/her own disease will follow an appropriate diet. 

12. The difference in cost was weighted for the reduction of the risk factor between the 
two scenarios (“Pharmacological treatment” and “Conventional dietary therapy”). Since this 
is an annual saving, the present value was discounted by 4.92% for 10 periods. 
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Following the same logic, the analysis took into consideration the 
reduction of mortality rate at 10 years generated by the treatment, and has 
calculated: 

 

o the value resulting from the fact of having avoided the premature death 
of the individual, by comparing the estimated age of death with the life 
expectancy for a diabetic person13; 

o the present value of the labour incomes recuperated14. 
• Cholesterol: also in the fight against cardiovascular diseases, the 

pharmacological innovation − and in particular the introduction of statins to 
treat hypercholesterolemia − allowed significant achievements in terms of 
both life expectancy and quality for the person suffering from it, and of 
economic and social costs associated to such diseases. 

The use of those drugs, in fact, currently represents a valid support in 
reducing the levels of LDL cholesterol, one of the main risk factors for the 
development of cardiovascular diseases, which remain among the main 
causes of mortality in Europe (Leal et al., 2006). 

The study by Leal and colleagues represents one of the most recent 
attempts to get to a full estimate of the costs generated in Europe by 
cardiovascular diseases, considered responsible for losses - both economic 
and human − which in Italy, as of 2003 only, have reached around 16,848 
million Euro: 

 
Tab. 5 – The overall social costs of cardiovascular diseases (Italy, 2003) 

 

Cost items Million Euro (2003) 
 

Basic healthcare 
 

535 
Outpatient care 319 
Emergency care 100 
Hospital care 6,239 
Medications 4,499 
Total health expenses 11,692 
Productivity losses (mortality) 1,797 
Productivity losses (morbidity) 478 
Informal care 2,881 
Total social costs 16,848 

Source: Leal et al. (2006).  
 

13. Caputo et al. (2013, p. 14) show that the reduction of life expectancy linked to the 
disease varies between 5 and 10 years (for the purposes of the calculation, the central value 
of the range was used). 

14. Both the non-material damage and the labour incomes were weighted to keep into 
account the age of Avis donors and the prevalence of diabetes in the different age groups  
(www.epicentro.iss.it/igea/diabete/prevalenza.asp). In order to harmonize the data coming 
from the IGEA information system with those collected annually within the Avis network of 
members, it was necessary to merge the two age groups 18-19 and 20-14 and also 55-59 and 
60-64. 
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Starting from the data and estimates proposed by Grabowski et al.  
(2012), the intention here was to provide a valuation of the benefit generated 
by a diagnosis of hypercholesterolemia which, as already repeated, can put 
the donor in the position to adopt the appropriate precautions to reduce the 
risk of developing cardiovascular diseases. 

The first step was to identify the donors for which it would be advisable 
to start a pharmacological treatment with hypolipidemic drugs15. This sub-
group of donors was then applied a treatment compliance rate of 43.1% 
(National Observatory on the use of medicines, 2015, p. 231): indeed, in 
light of the rates provided by Grabowski et al. (2012), in case the newly-
diagnosed donors who need treatment comply with such therapeutic 
measure, it would be possible to avoid: 

 

o hospitalisations for heart attacks (in 0.172% of cases); 
o hospitalisations for strokes (in 0.064% of cases); 
o deaths (in 0.115% of cases). 

The costs connected to such estimates are of € 60,544.92 in case of heart 
attack16, which include not only the expenses for hospitalisation, but also the 
entries in hospital typically required during the three following years. The 
study conducted by Fattore et al. (2012) provides, instead, an estimate of the 
social-economic costs associated with an episode of stroke, which did not 
entail the death of the individual, reconstructed through a process of micro- 
costing that involved 44 Italian hospitals, and through the adoption of 
estimate techniques intended to identify the effects of such an event also in 
terms of indirect costs generated (that is, the burden – material and 
emotional – for the caregivers of the persons hit by stroke and the loss of 
productivity occurred in the year after the episode). These costs17 are 
summarized in Table 6. 

As in the previous cases, the valuation of the loss resulting from a 
premature death took into consideration the differential value between the 
non-material damage compensation in case the death occurred earlier than 
the life expectancy of the Italian population, weighting it for the 

 
15. This usually happens when the level of LDL cholesterol ≥ 130 mg=dl and the 

Framingham Risk Score (FRS) ≥ 10% or when LDL ≥ 160 mg=dl and FRS <10%. Since it 
was not possible to collect all the information required to calculate the FRS through the 
questionnaire, the respondents were simply asked if, after the diagnosis, they have been 
advised to start pharmacological treatments. 

16. The estimate was taken from Grabowski et al. (2012), then converted in Euro and 
adjusted to inflation through the Istat currency revaluation factors to be expressed in 2014 
values. 

17. Such cost items were converted in Euro and adjusted to inflation through the Istat 
currency revaluation factors to be expressed in 2014 values. 
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prevalence of strokes and ischemic heart diseases in the different age groups  
(SIMG, 2014)18 and for the actual age of Avis donors. 

 
Tab. 6 – Social costs for an episode of stroke 

 
Euro (2014) 

 
Direct health costs € 13,297.60 
Hospital care € 6,308.64 
Hospitalisation € 496.95 
Rehabilitation sessions € 379.22 
Hospital rehabilitation € 4,275.56 
Clinical imaging € 163.01 
General practitioner visits € 165.27 
Visits of specialists € 203.76 
Pharmacological treatments € 710.90 
Nursing home € 380.35 
Other costs € 593.39 
Non-health related direct costs € 9,289.19 
Informal care € 7,534.59 
Formal care € 858.06 
Loss of productivity € 896.54 
Total social costs € 22,586.80 

 
Source: processing of data on Fattore et al. (2012) 
 

 
4.3.2. Adoption of a healthier lifestyle 

 
An issue which was extensively analysed in the literature is the existence 

of some relation between the status of donor and a higher level of physical 
well-being (Ullum et al., 2015; Gallerani et al., 2014; Atsma et al., 2011). 
Collecting empirical evidence to prove the existence of a causal link 
between the two statuses is actually particularly difficult, since the lower 
mortality rate usually found among blood donors could be explained only 
by the fact that the reference sub-population is subject to an upstream 

 
 

18. It is worth specifying that the data concerning the prevalence of such pathologies are 
divided by age groups which also include people between 15 and 17 years (an age not 
coinciding with that of Avis members, who are necessarily over 18), and that between one 
group and the other there is one year more than in the classification adopted by Avis. 
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selection process based indeed on the level of health and on the physical 
well-being of the donor (assessed through the clinical examinations and the 
medical visits preceding the donation). This problem of selection and the 
distortions which may result from it, however, can be overcome through the 
adoption of appropriate precautions and statistic procedures. The recent 
study conducted on a cohort of 1,182,495 blood donors (Ullum et al., 2015) 
does not allow to perceive repeated donations as the factor explaining a 
better health state, but provides evidence to support at least the idea of a 
correlation between the frequency of donation and the mortality rate of 7.5 
percentage points. 

What it is important to underline, however, is that while the benefits 
described in the previous paragraph concern exclusively the donors of blood 
and other blood components – since they are connected to the screenings 
performed at the moment of donation, the positive impacts of a change in 
the lifestyle adopted and the improvement in one's own psychological and 
physical well-being can concern the volunteers themselves. 

Indeed, although one expects such an impact to be more evident in the 
experience of a donor (just think about the fact of correcting some habits, 
which are harmful to physical well-being, for the purposes of the donation 
itself), it is not unreasonable to suppose that the volunteers themselves, 
working actively within the organization and promoting everyday its 
“philosophy”, have adopted over time a lifestyle being healthier than the 
one of people who are not immersed in the culture and values promoted by 
Avis. Starting from this assumption – that will be validated or rejected by 
the evidence collected - we want to describe here the process of 
monetization of the benefits associated to a change in habits in terms of: 

• Consumption of alcohol: the first and most immediate benefit 
resulting from a reduced consumption of alcohol lies in the money that a 
person saves by diminishing such consumptions, especially if the individual 
expense for alcohol is read in the light of the economic concept of 
“opportunity cost”, which requires to consider the alternative ways – 
preferable and more fruitful – for an individual to spend the money used for 
the purchase of alcohol. From this point of view, a first measure of the 
individual benefit is indeed given by the quantification of such saving. 
Starting from the data on the volumes produced and on the overall value of 
the market19, it was possible to calculate the average cost per Alcohol Unit 
(AU) taken (which is of 0.60 €/AU), as shown in Table 7. 

 
 

19. www.massmarket.it/consulenza.htm. 
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Tab. 7 – The opportunity cost of an Alcohol Unit (AU) 
 

Alcoholic product Characteristics 
assumed20 

€/litre AU/litre €/AU 
(in € 2014) 

Wine21 150 ml – 12% Vol. €   6.23         7.78 € 0.80 

Beer22 333 ml –   5% Vol. €   1.82         3.25 € 0.56 

Liqueurs23 30 ml – 43% Vol. € 12.97 30.56 € 0.42 

Mean    € 0.60 

 
However, the benefits which can be obtained from a reduced 

consumption of alcohol are much higher in terms of improved psychological 
and physical well-being in the medium-long term. In fact, as the Ministry of 
Health points out (2014, p. 10), “alcohol is a psychotropic, toxic, 
carcinogenic, addictive substance”, identified as a risk factor for a very high 
number of pathologies (the so-called “ARD”, Alcohol-Related Diseases). 
While recognising that the risk associated to consumption depends on 
multiple factors (age, gender, individual capability to assimilate alcohol, 
etc.), national and international authorities have defined a series of 
parameters, thus suggesting that, when these are exceeded, it is not possible 
to exclude negative consequences of alcohol consumption on individual 
health. These parameters are summarized in Table 8 and represent a 
reference point to calculate the number of donors of blood and blood 
components who, because of their activity as donors, have modified their 
consumptions and have fallen below such limits. 

 
Tab. 8 – Excess consumption of alcohol 

 
AU/die 

LARN24  WHO 
 

Women (18-64) > 1 > 1.5 
Men (18-64) > 2 > 3 

 
Source: Ministry of Health (2014, pp. 14-15). 

 
 

20. To calculate the cost in Euro per single AU, it was necessary to assume that the 
whole production had the alcoholic strength mentioned in the first column. The alcoholic 
strength in AU for products with similar characteristics was calculated on the basis of the 
data published by Taggi (2007). 

21. ISMEA (2013): www.ismeaservizi.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagi- 
na/4051 (last access 24/09/15). 

22. IRI (2015, p. 5). 
23. Source: www.massmarket.it/viniconf.htm. 
24. Acronym for “Recommended Energy and Nutrient Intake Levels for the Italian 

population”. 
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In fact, if such change of lifestyle had not occurred, it is reasonable to 
expect that the exposure to the negative complications associated to alcohol 
abuse would have been the same as that of the so-called  “excessive habitual 
consumers”. 

Such complications are represented, first of all, by the risk of 
hospitalisation for the occurrence of ARDs. The incidence of these cases 
was calculated as the ratio between the number of hospitalisations for ARDs 
in 2013 (Ministry of Health, 2014) and the whole population of consumers 
at risk (Istat, 2014b): 

 
Tab. 9 – Incidence % ARD on consumers at risk  

 

ARD     No. of diagnoses 
of hospital     

discharge (2013) 

Incidence % on 
the population 
of consumers 

at risk 
 

291 
 

Alcohol-induced psychotic 
d  

 

3,462 
 

0.048% 
303 Alcohol dependence syndrome   19,091 0.267% 
305.0 Alcohol abuse 8,916 0.125% 
357.5 Alcoholic polyneuropathy  1,166 0.016% 
425.5 Alcoholic cardiomyopathy  387 0.005% 
535.3 Alcoholic gastritis 451 0.006% 
571.0 Alcoholic hepatic steatosis  4,540 0.064% 
571.1 Alcoholic acute hepatitis 1,774 0.025% 
571.2 Alcoholic hepatic cirrhosis   28,231 0.395% 
571.3 Alcohol-related liver damage, not 

ifi d 
2,966 0.042% 

977.3 Alcohol poisoning 5 0.000% 
980 Toxic effects of alcohol  263 0.004% 

 Total 71,252 0.997% 

Source: processing of data of the Ministry of Health (2014). 
 
 

The benefit generated at a systemic level (that is, the lower absorption of 
resources linked to a reduction in consumptions and, consequently, in the 
risk of hospitalisation) was “monetized” considering a weighted mean cost 
per hospitalisation of € 4,122.7525. 

 
 

25. The weighted mean cost per hospitalisation indicates the average amount of resources 
used for each hospitalisation normalised for the complexity of the case and is obtained from 
the ratio between the average hospitalisation cost and the average DRG weight.” (C. T per la 
Finanza Pubblica, 2007, p. 43). The estimate provided in the “Green paper on public 
expenditure”, referred to 2004, was adjusted to inflation through the Istat revaluation factors 
to be expressed in 2014 values. 
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Besides the health expenses connected to the hospitalisation caused by 
the occurrence of ARDs, there are also the costs of the pharmacological 
treatments for those excess habitual consumers who develop an alcohol 
dependence syndrome. The rate of incidence of these cases was obtained by 
calculating the ratio between the diagnoses of hospital discharge connected 
to an “Alcohol dependence syndrome” in 2013 and the number of 
consumers at risk. By calculating, instead, the ratio between the total 
pharmacological expenditure for the treatment of alcohol dependencies 
(Ministry of Health, 2014) and the number of diagnoses of alcohol 
dependence, it is possible to obtain a per-capita cost for each individual with 
alcohol dependency26. 

However, the estimate of the damages and losses associated to the 
consumption of alcoholic substances is not concluded: as shown by the data 
provided by the World Health Organization (WHO, 2014, p. 46), the use of 
alcohol was the cause of 5.9% of world deaths in 2012. The socio-economic 
burden of the abuse is, therefore, made heavier by the weight of countless 
premature deaths, 1,543 in our country in 2011 (Ministry of Health, 2014). 
Once again, by calculating the ratio between these data and the Italian 
population of consumers at risk (Istat, 2012), it is possible to make an 
estimate of the percentage incidence, a crucial element to get to know the 
number of deaths avoided among people who have stopped consuming 
alcohol excessively and continuously. To obtain a realistic estimate of the 
economic value of a life saved (represented not only by the current value of 
the re-earned incomes, but also by the non-material damage acknowledged 
in case of premature death), the standardized mortality rates per age group 
(Ministry of Health, 2014) were combined with the data on the resident 
population provided by Istat, so as to weight the monetary value for the 
incidence of alcohol-related deaths in specific age groups and for the actual 
age of Avis donors. 

•  Reduction of smoking habits:  following the same logic applied to 
the issue of the consumption of alcohol, a first aspect to consider is certainly 
represented by the direct and immediate economic costs incurred by 
smokers, at the moment of purchasing. In this case, it is worth stating that 
any reduction in the consumption of tobacco and its derivatives is a 
recovery of resources which can be used in a much more profitable way. 
The quantification of such recovery of resources is intuitive: by taking as a 
reference the retail prices provided by the Customs Agency27, the following 
values were obtained (Tab. 10). 

 

 
 

26. The estimates provided in the report of the Ministry of Health (2014, p.51) were 
adjusted to inflation to be expressed in 2014 values. 

27. www.agenziadoganemonopoli.gov.it/wps/wcm/connect/Internet/ed/Monopoli/Tabac- 
chi/prezzi/prezzi_pubblico/ 
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Tab. 10 – The direct cost of smoking in Italy  

 €/piece €/gram 
 
Cigarettes 

 
€ 0.22 

 
€ 0.22 

Cigars € 8.56 € 1.71 
Cigarrillos € 0.43 € 0.17 
Cut tobacco for cigarettes - € 0.19 
Other tobaccos for smoking - € 0.17 
Mean € 3.07 € 0.70 

Source: processing of data of the Customs Agency (2015). 
 

However, there is widespread agreement on the fact that smoking is the 
source of negative impacts and externalities (GHK, 2012) – extremely far-
reaching although partially invisible and underestimated – not only on 
smokers, but also on a broader range of players. It is the case, first of all, of 
those who are exposed to passive smoking: although this negative 
externality will not be included in our analysis, there is much empirical 
evidence showing how the environmental exposure to smoking is associated 
to the risk of developing cancer and other pulmonary diseases. According to 
the estimates provided by the report “A Study on Liability and the Health 
Costs of Smoking” (GHK, 2012, p. 32), smoking has caused 68.2% of the 
premature deaths occurred in Italy, Germany, United Kingdom, Poland, 
Spain and France, thus imposing health costs for € 380,000,000.00 (p. 28) to 
treat the health complications developed by non-smokers. 

At the same time, it is worth keeping into consideration all those impacts 
affecting the collectivity at large, which is required to bear the economic 
and moral burden represented by the negative consequences of such a habit 
on the health of a smoker, since they are inevitably a source of incremental 
costs for the health systems and of losses of productivity due to the 
morbidity and mortality associated to smoking. Significantly, as of 2009, 
such costs (be they direct or indirect) reached - in Italy - € 764,189,000.00 
(GHK, 2012). 

 

Tab. 11 – The social costs of smoking (Italy, 2009) 

Italy (2009) 

Overall health costs (treatment of smokers) € 113,588,000.00 
Loss of productivity: € 650,601,000.00 
Absenteeism € 102,000,000.00 
Early retirements € 497,000,000.00 
Premature deaths €   51,601,000.00 

 
Source: processing of GHK data (2012). 
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Therefore. a focus on the less direct impacts of a potential modification 
of one's habits induced by the fact of being an Avis member, enabled first of 
all to make estimates on the cost differential (in terms of health assistance) 
between smokers and non-smokers (Yang et al., 2005)28: 
Tab. 12 – The annual smoking-related direct health costs  

 
Smokers Non-smokers Annual health costs (Δ) 

 

Age Males Females Males Females Males Females 

18-34 NA. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A N.A 

35-49 € 357.40 € 431.86 € 284.09 € 337.93 €   73.31 €   93.93 

50-64 € 825.91 € 978.27 € 610.56 € 695.33 € 215.36 € 282.94 

Source: processing of data Yang et al. (2005). 
 

Such annual savings will be calculated for the so-called quitters, that is, 
for all those respondents who declare having quit smoking (completely or 
partially because of the fact of being donors/volunteers), by applying a 
mean success rate, after one year, of the attempts to quit, ranging between 
3.90%-5.40% (Cohen et al., 1989). 

Lastly, it is quite obvious that quitting a habit which is so harmful for 
one's own body does not imply only a less frequent need for health services 
throughout life, but also a significant lengthening of life expectancy, with a 
regain of 6 to 10 life years (Jha et al., 2013). Considering only the rate of 
quits that are reasonably expected to be successful (Cohen et al., 1989), it is 
anyway possible to recognize the intangible value resulting from having 
contributed to avoid the premature death of a member of the community. 

 
Tab. 13 – Smoking and life expectancy 

 

Age Life years      Incremental      Non-material 
quitters incremental labour incomes damage (Δ) 

25-34 10 € – € 67,774.50 

35-44 9 € – € 60,996.50 

45-54 6 € – € 40,664.50 

Source: processing of data Jha et al. (2013). 
 

28. The values were converted in Euro and adjusted to inflation to be expressed in 2014 
values. 
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• Improvement of the diet and increase in physical exercise: having a 
healthy lifestyle also means adopting a balanced diet and doing constant 
physical exercise. Among scientists at an international level, indeed, there is 
widespread agreement on the correlation between a wrong diet, obesity, 
physical inactivity and the occurrence of some chronic diseases (such as 
diabetes and cardiovascular diseases). Also in this case, changing the 
lifestyle to increase one's own psychological and physical well-being results 
in significant social and economic impacts on the system as a whole, 
divided into direct costs involved in health assistance, and indirect costs 
(loss of productivity, as well as emotional suffering due to the premature 
loss of a member of the social fabric). 

In order to describe the potential benefit generated in terms of inducing 
people to adopt a healthier diet, the process of valuation followed the logic 
of “cost savings” (Nicholls et al., 2012, p. 47), whereby it is necessary to 
consider the costs associated to the occurrence of those critical conditions 
that the intervention is preventing. This was done, in practice, by assuming 
that, in case nothing is modified int the diet, a person could feel the need to 
see a nutritionist. Once identified the number of individuals who would 
have required such services and once calculated the demand avoided, the 
remuneration usually paid for such services was applied29. 

An equally immediate estimate of the value recognized to the well-being 
induced by physical exercise is represented by the “Willingness To Pay” to 
practise such activities. In other words, what is the price a person attributes 
to the satisfaction received through physical exercise? 

In this case, the estimate must keep into consideration both those who 
are willing to pay a market price (which means that they address to facilities 
requiring the payment of a monetary consideration), and those people who 
do physical exercise without actually paying. In this last case, however, 
instead of considering their “Willingness To Pay” as zero, what is 
considered is the opportunity cost of their spare time, calculated on the basis 
of the approaches and instructions provided by Istat (2014a). In fact, it is not 
advisable to consider the time of a person as valueless: when a person 
decides to dedicate time to any activity whatsoever, one must consider the 
different activities that such person could have chosen as an alternative to 
that leisure activity (also the simple family production activity, that is,  

 
29. The values were taken from the Ordinary Supplement No. 8 to the Official Journal , 

General Series – No. 23 of 28-1-2013, considering the fee applied to a “consultation, defined 
as  general” (cod. 89.07) for the first visit, and the one applied to the “anamnestic evaluations 
and  assessments, defined as short” (cod. 89.01) for the subsequent follow-up visits. 
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houseworks or taking care of family members or pets, etc.). 
Anyway, starting from the first group – which accounts for 41% of 

cases30 – the valuation considered first of all the fact that the average 
monthly subscription fee paid in Italy by people going to gyms and fitness 
centres was of € 42 (IHRSA, 2014). However, to get to an estimate of the 
hourly cost of physical exercise, it was necessary to calculate the monthly 
frequency of training in Italy, through the data provided in the Special 
Eurobarometer 412 (Eurobarometer, 2014). 

For those who train in informal and non-structured places, instead, the 
following criteria were applied: 

 

o for employed people31, it is assumed that 53% of the time is taken from 
work for the market, and the remaining part from family production32; 

o for non-employed people, 100% of the time is taken from family 
production. 

In conclusion, the combination of such data provides an hourly valuation 
of the physical exercise done, which is on average equivalent to € 16.6633. 

However, the advantage of maintaining an appropriate Body Mass Index 
(BMI)34 and of doing continuous physical exercise is expressed also in terms 
of extension of the average life expectancy. This is shown, in fact, in the 
study by Moore et al. (2012), which provides empirical evidence to the idea 
that a person being more than 40 years old and having a normal weight 
(BMI between 18.5 and 24.9) can re-gain up to 4.7 life years35 if shifting 
from physical inactivity to a level of exercise ≥ 7.5 MET-h/week36. 

 
30. The figure is the result of the sum of “At a health or fitness centre” (15%), “At a 

sport club” (7%) and “At a sport centre” (19%) (Eurobarometer, 2014, p. 39). 
31. Since labour income for the age group ≤ 35 provided by the Bank of Italy (2015) is 

lower than the hourly value of family production, for this age group the same assumptions as 
for “unemployed people” are applied. For employed people aged > 35 years, the hourly 
income is calculated by assuming a full-time of 40 hours in 83% of cases, and a part-time of 
20 hours per week in the remaining 17% of cases (De Gregorio and Giordano, 2014, p. 11). 

32. The hourly value of the family production activity was calculated using the data 
provided by INPS (2015) on the remuneration and total working hours of house workers 
(http://www.inps.it/ docallegati/News/Documents/StatInBreve_LAVDOM_giugno2015.pdf). 

33. The value falls within the range 16.59 € – 16.70 € and varies according to the centre 
considered, since the calculation of the opportunity cost of the time dedicated to physical 
exercise takes as reference the occupational status of the members of each Avis centre 
analysed. 

34. For a short definition, see the Glossary. 
35. For precautionary purposes, such benefit was assigned only to part of the people aged 

over 40 declaring they had increased physical exercise, because in 2013 only 63.5%, on 
average, of Italian people aged over 35 declared doing sports continuously (Istat, 2014c). 

36. The MET is a unit of measurement of the intensity of physical exercise, and 
combines the energy cost of a specific motor activity with the duration of the effort. As 
shown in Moore et al., (2012), an activity of 7.5-14.9 MET-h/week is equivalent to about 
150- 299 minutes/week of brisk walk 
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Starting from the hypothesis that the group defined in the study as 
“Normal weight – Active” had a life expectancy in line with that of the 
general population, it was possible to calculate the monetary value of the 
life years regained thanks to such change in habits. 

 

Tab. 14 – BMI, physical exercise and extension of life expectancy 
 

Life     Valorization of 
years regained     years regained 

 
Donors over 40 with normal weight who went: 
From inactive to partially active 2,3 € 13,555.50 
From inactive to active 4.7 € 33,887.50 
From partially active to active 2.4 € 13,555.50 

 
Donors over 40 overweight who went: 
From inactive to partially active 2.1 € 13,555.50 
From inactive to active 3.9 € 27,109.50 
From partially active to active 1.8 € 13,555.50 
To normal weight (active) 0 € – 

 

Donors over 40 obese (I) who went: 
From inactive to partially active 

 

 
1.8 

 

 
€ 13,555.50 

From inactive to active 3.4 € 20,332.50 
From partially active to active 1.6 € 13,555.50 
To overweight (active) 1.6 € 13,555.50 
To normal weight (active) 1.6 € 13,555.50 

 

Donors over 40 obese (II) who went: 
From inactive to partially active 

 
 

1 

 
 

€   6,777.00 
From inactive to active 2.7 € 20,332.50 
From partially active to active 1.7 € 13,555.50 
To obese (active) 2.9 € 20,332.50 
To overweight (active) 4.5 € 27,109.50 
To normal weight (active) 4.5 € 27,109.50 

Source: data analysis on Moore et al. (2012).   

 
• Reduced consumption of drugs: another apparent benefit is the one 

generated for the whole community when  the adherence to the culture and 
values promoted by the Association, as well as the adjustment to the 
requirements being necessary to make a concrete donation of blood or blood 
components, translate into the individual choice to stop consuming any kind 
of drug. 

Such consumption, especially when habitual and continuous, represents 
in fact a habit being extremely harmful for the health and physical integrity  
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of the individual (Škařupová, 2014). At the same time, it must be recognised 
that the negative complications and implications resulting from the use of 
drugs can vary greatly, depending on the kind of drug consumed, just as this 
last factor does depending on the age group37. For this reason, when made 
possible by the estimates provided by the Drug Policies Department (DPA, 
2014), the incidence and exposure to the risk of suffering negative 
consequences from the consumption of drugs were differentiated on the 
basis of the type of psychotropic substance used (obviously before 
consumption was interrupted, if appropriate). Based on this approach, the 
analysis considered the saving resulting from the reduction of the following 
cases. 

 

o Admission to hospital: starting from the total of drug-related admissions 
reported in 2012 (amounting to  2,298,592), and using the percentage 
distribution of admissions per main substance provided by the DPA 
(2014), the absolute value of the cases per single substance consumed 
was calculated and then matched to the estimated population of 
consumers of that same drug38. Therefore, once the exposure to the risk 
of hospitalisation per specific substance had been obtained, the 
monetization of the saving generated by the less frequent need for health 
services took once again as reference the mean cost weighted for 
hospitalisation, amounting to € 4,122.75. 

o Social and health assistance provided by the Drug Addiction Services 
(Ser.T): a second kind of saving is represented by the reduced use of 
assistance and health services offered by the Drug Addiction Services, 
resulting from the prevention of a potential addiction. The frequency of 
use of such services by a consumer of a psychotropic substance was 
calculated by comparing the consumption profile of the users treated in 
201239 with that of the general population of consumers. The cost per 
capita per consumer treated, instead, was approximated by matching the 
overall cost of such social and health services40 to the number of 
consumers treated in that same year. 

 
 

37. By way of example, simply consider that the age being most represented among the 
hospitalisations for use of cannabis is the 20-24 years group, to be compared to the age 35-39 
years for cocaine, 40-44 in the case of heroin, to arrive to 45-49 years for barbiturates (DPA 
2014, p. 40). 

38. The data provided in the Annual Report to the Parliament of the DPA (2014, p. 16) 
does not enable to reconstruct the exact distribution of consumers per type of substance, 
since – although the percentage figure is provided – the total given is “approximately 
2,300,000 consumers”. The reader is therefore invited to consider such limit when 
interpreting the estimates provided, and to take them as an approximate value, rather than as 
a punctual one. 

39. Since the Annual Report of the DPA (2014) provided an overview of the consumers 
treated as of 2013, an additional source was used: http://www.camera.it/_dati/leg17/la- 
vori/documentiparlamentari/indiceetesti/030/001/00000011.pdf. 

40. The total was calculated starting from the declaration that such item of expenditure 
represented 47.1% of the overall social and health costs, whose value was estimated to be 
1.55 billion Euro (DPA, 2014, p. 45). 
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Tab. 15 – Incidence of hospitalisations by type of substance (2012) 
 

Hospitalisations (2012) Consumers (estimate 2012) 
Absolute 
values 

% Absolute  
values 

    Incidence of       
hospitalisations 

 
Cannabis 

 
149,408 

 
6.5% 

 
1,827,120 

 
0.08 

Cocaine 176,992 7.7% 46,460 3.81 
Opiates (heroin and others) 480,406 20.9% 23,230 20.68 
Other 765,431 33.30% 403,420 3.70 

Amphetamines 6,896 0.30%   
Hallucinogens 13,792 0.60%   
Antidepressants 66,659 2.9%   
Barbiturates 471,211 20.5%   
Polydrug users 206,873 9.00%   

N.A. 726,355 31.60%   
Total 2,298,592 100.00% 2,300,230 1.00 

Source: processing of DPA data (2014). 
 

Tab. 16 – Use of the Drug Addiction Services  (2012) Under treatment (2012) 
 

Primary substance         % out of total         Incidence 
Absolute 

value 
users 
under 

treatment 

out of total 
consumers 

(2012) 
 
Cannabis 

 
9,921 

 
6.0% 

 
0.43% 

Cocaine 16,939 10.3% 0.74% 
Opiates 84,938 51.8% 3.69% 
Other 2,329 1.4% 0.10% 

Stimulants (Ecstasy, Amphetamines) 274 0.2% 0.01% 
Hallucinogens 73 0.0% 0.00% 
Psychotropics 657 0.4% 0.03% 
Other drugs 1,325 0.8% 0.06% 

N.A. 49,974 30.5% 2.17% 
Total 164,101 100.0% 7.13% 

 

Source: processing of DPA data (2014). 
 

o Health treatments required for infectious diseases: another critical event 
to which the consumers of substances (especially of those assumed by 
injection) are particularly exposed is represented by the risk of contagion 
from infectious diseases, like HIV, HCV, HBV and TBC. The 
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incidence of these cases was calculated by matching the total 
hospitalisations with diagnoses of one of the diseases mentioned above 
(DPA, 2014, pp. 39-40) to the estimated population of consumers of 
intravenous substances41. The average absorption of resources connected 
to the treatment of the pathologies in question was estimated by dividing 
the overall expenditure (associated to the treatment of all cases) for the 
total number of hospitalisations with positive diagnosis42. 

 

In addition to these costs, following the usual approach, there are the 
losses of productivity associated to morbidity and mortality from acute 
intoxication. If the “lost output” caused by the reduced productivity at 
work or by absenteeism considered an average annual value per 
consumer of substances of € 1,168.4843, the loss being attributable to 
premature deaths must keep into account the fact that a good 42.4% of 
drug-related deaths in 2013 was attributed to heroin abuse (DPA, p. 43). 

Tab. 17 – Drug-related deaths by type of substance (2013) 

Deaths (2013) 
Absolute                %        Median age 

value                                at death 
                                                                                                                               

 
Heroin                                                                  146                 42.40%                  40 

 

Cocaine                                                                  29                  8.40%                  38 
 

Methadone                                                             13                  3.80% 

Other(Amphetamines,barbiturates,hashish)           8       2.40%     

N.A.44                                                                                                                         148                   43.00%  

                   Total                                                                    344                100.00% 

Source: processing of DPA data (2014). 
 
 

41. To this end, the sub-totals of consumers of “Opiates (heroin and others)” and 
“Cocaine and/or crack” were summed up. 
42. Also in this case, the data were adjusted to inflation to be expressed in 2014 values. 
43. The estimate of this item was obtained by dividing the total provided – representing 

64.4% of the 4.12 billion Euro attributable to the loss of productivity at large (DPA 2014, p. 
45) – for the estimated population of consumers of all substances. The result was then 
adjusted to inflation to be expressed in 2014 values. 

44. The % value was obtained by difference, although according to the Annual Report 
(DPA, 2014, p. 43), the rate of deaths which could not be attributed with certainty to a 
specific substance was of 45%. 
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As a conclusion to these first paragraphs, mainly dedicated to an in-depth 
analysis of the impacts on the physical well-being and on the health of 
donating and volunteer members, it is worth making a last clarification: 
despite their relevance and pertinence to the issues dealt with until now, the 
measuring and subsequent monetization of the benefits could not include 
two other areas of impact. Reference is made here, first of all, to the early 
diagnosis of infectious diseases (such as HIV, hepatitis and syphilis) and, 
secondly, to the abandonment of risky sexual behaviours, as a precondition 
to avoid the potential spreading of Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI) 
and reduce the direct and indirect costs connected to such occurrence. In the 
first case, this is due to the fact that – although the function of monitoring 
and detection of positivity to infectious markers carried out by Transfusion 
Facilities is of undoubted importance –2,010 cases were identified at a 
national level during 2013 (Piccini et al., 2014, p. 3). In the case of STI, 
instead, their inclusion was not possible because of the absence of data 
being representative of the spreading of such infections at a national level45. 

 

 
 

4.3.3.  The value given to the experience of donation or 
volunteering 

 
Following the approach and the logic proposed by Manetti et al. (2014), 

a further step was represented by the attempt to appraise also the value 
offered, by associationism, by the action of donating and by volunteering, to 
those involved in them as an experience in itself. It is not wrong to assume 
that the possibility to make an act of solidarity and altruism – such as 
donating blood to save another life and alleviate the sufferings of other 
people, or being actively involved in an organization which has a social 
function of public interest − can represent a source of fulfilment, self-
realisation and personal satisfaction (Roberts and Wolkoff, 1988; Andreoni, 
1990; Ferguson et al., 2008). Not surprisingly, the study recently conducted 
by Alfieri et al. (2016) collected evidence supporting the fact that, among 
the motivational factors contributing to the decision to donate (modellised 
by Clary et al., 1998), the one related to “self-enhancement” was one of the 
most frequent. This would seem to be connected to the fact that: “engaging 
in volunteerism improves one’s mood and increases selfesteem, sense of 
self-efficacy, and one’s general self-concept” (Alfieri et al., 2016, p. 397). 

 
 

45. As explained by the National Institute of Health (2015a), in fact, the sentinel 
surveillance system introduced in 1991 relies on the reports coming from a network of 12 
clinical centres and, since 2009, 13 laboratories of clinical microbiology. 
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The question is therefore whether or not the individual involved in such 
experiences – which, it is worth reminding, do not require any exchange of 
money46 – recognizes their intrinsic value, thus being able to translate such 
value into monetary terms. In practical terms, this means asking an 
“uncomfortable” question: would you be willing not only to carry out these 
activities for free, but (even) to pay to have the possibility to carry them on? 
And, if so, what is the value you assign to them? 

If it is true that such question can provide an initial idea of the 
“Willingness To Pay” of the donor/volunteer, it is also undeniable that the 
act of donating or the experience as volunteer imply the occurrence of 
indirect costs, that the individual is willing to pay in order to carry out this 
social function. The costs take the form of: 

 

• transfer costs (tolls; fuel; tickets for means of transport; etc.); 
• opportunity cost of time (whose monetization was previously described), 

that is, renouncing to use the time dedicated to donation and/or 
volunteering for alternative activities (work and/or family production). 

 

In this respect, one of the purposes of the study is also to understand if 
the gesture of donation is really lived and interpreted as the performance of 
an ethical and civic duty, therefore in compliance with a principle of 
individual responsibility towards the community. For these reasons, it was 
deemed appropriate to understand in which cases the donor was granted a 
paid leave47, thus passing part of the indirect costs on the employer or on 
The Italian Social Security Service (INPS), and if there are substantial 
differences in the behaviours adopted in this sense by donors who belong to 
the Association and donors who do not. As shown by Cavazza and Jommi 
(2013), in fact, from the point of view of the system it is necessary not only 
to consider such cost, but also to understand which player it falls on: if the 
employer applies for a reimbursement, such burden would be borne by 
INPS. Otherwise, it would rest on the employer, who should cover the full 
cost (including charges) of the working hours lost by the donor. 

The data collected in the Avis White Paper (Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b) 
represent a first benchmark for the evidence that will be later collected: in 
2011, in fact, 74% of the 15,737 donors who had answered the 
questionnaire declared they donated during working days and 64% that 

 
 

46. As volunteering, in fact, has gratuitousness as an element of its identity and 
definition, the donation of blood, plasma and other blood components shall not imply, 
according to the Italian law, the payment of any consideration. 

47. This is a right regulated by article 8 of Law 219/05 stating that, in case they are 
employed workers, the donors of blood or blood components can be absent from work for 24 
hours and receive a normal remuneration. 
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they used the paid leave. Of these, 99% were employed workers (p. 131). A 
further benchmark is represented by the data provided by INPS and showing 
that the incidence of workers with at least one absence from work for 
donation on the total of donors existing at a national level in 2014 was 
20%48. 

 
 

4.3.4. Social and relational capital 
 

The concept of social capital, as well as its intrinsic relation with non-
profit organizations and social businesses, have been extensively 
investigated by economic sciences. Several scholars (Bourdieu, 1986; 
Coleman, 1990; Putnam, 1993), in fact, have devoted themselves to 
exploring the issue, both to provide a definition and to shed light on the 
relation of “co-generation” connecting the social capital to NPOs. 

There is widespread agreement (Coleman, 1990; Putnam, 1993) on the 
fact that certain factors – such as norms values, trust and relational networks 
– can be considered as the basic and essential elements of the social capital. 
Moreover, according to the interpretation given by Putnam (1993), such 
“primary” components of the social capital seem indeed to represent those 
distinctive characteristics of non-profit entities, those peculiarities which 
would put them in the position to contribute to increase the well-being and 
the efficiency of the system. The mechanism at the basis of such 
phenomenon is easy to understand: the establishment of consolidated 
relational networks (be they “porous” or “non-communicating” towards the 
external environment) enables the building up of trust among the members 
of such network, and that same trust becomes in turn the fluidifying agent 
which facilitates the collaboration, the exchange of resources, the sharing of 
common information and values, to the direct advantage of the ability of the 
NPO to move, in an organic and effective way, towards the full pursuance 
of its mission and of its goals of social change. 

In this view, the definition provided by the World Bank underlines the 
potential inherent to the social capital, its ability to make the individual and 
collective action more consistent, to enable a sort of “harmonization” of the 
efforts for the achievement of a shared goal of sustainable economic 
development: the social capital, in this sense, “is the glue that holds 
societies together and without which there can be no economic growth or 
human wellbeing” (Grootaert and van Bastelaer, 2001, p. iii). 

 
 

48. The matching of the INPS data to the number of total donors during the last three 
years (Catalano et al., 2015a; Catalano et al., 2015c), results in values of  21%, 21% and 20% 
for 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively. 
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Anyway, these first remarks already give an idea of the three variables 
coming into play in the investigation of the nature of the social capital, 
which in fact includes and integrates three dimensions (Nahapiet e Ghoshal, 
1998): 

 
• a structural one, having to do with the configuration and articulation of 

the network itself in terms of organization of the relationships into 
hierarchies, of intensity of interaction among its components and of 
osmotic ability or impenetrability in relation to the environment; 

• a cognitive one, concerning instead the flows and interchanges of 
intangible resources, such as common information, knowledge, values 
and visions; 

• a last one, of relational nature, which recalls, on one side, the increased 
predisposition to collaboration characterising relationships based on 
mutual trust (in this respect, see the well-established theories on the so-
called “transaction economies” – Coase, 1960), on the other side, the 
fulfilment and personal self-realisation that people receive from 
satisfying, through social relationships, their need for a sense of 
belonging, integration and social construction of their identity. 

 
Indeed this last component, investigated and conceptualised by scholars 

like Nahapiet and Goshal (1998) and Lin (1999), becomes important for the 
purposes of the research being conducted. According to Lin (1999), in fact, 
the outcomes of the social capital seem to include elements like satisfaction 
and a greater psychological-physical well-being for the individual who takes 
part in the relations and connections developing within the network. 

In this sense, while recognising the importance that the social capital 
gains, with its value and function, in determining the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the organizational work, the intention here is to consider the 
second flow existing within this bilateral interchange (Fig. 3): it is the return 
that the member of the NPO obtains, in terms of personal enrichment and 
realisation, from the use of such capital. By applying this interpretation of 
the concept, the “social capital” resource acquires an instrumental value, 
both for the NPO (intended as a super-individual entity) and for its member, 
thus becoming a source of benefits going in both directions. For this very 
reason, the study conducted by Guiddi et al. (2015, p. 343) emphasized, in 
particular, the operational and organizational implications of such 
dimension for the entities involved in the recruitment and retention of 
donors, recalling the importance of creating a series of occasions of social 
interaction and aggregation aimed at satisfying the social motivations of 
donors which contribute to enrich their experience. 
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Fig. 3 – The double effect of social capital 
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It is worth noting, moreover, that the remarks exposed above have a 

theoretical basis in the so-called “Exchange Theory” proposed by Mathur 
(1996), as well as in the most recent studies on the management of the 
volunteering staff, and are therefore fully applicable to the analysis of the 
interchange relationship between NPOs and volunteers. Brudney (2010), for 
example, claims that the needs of the NPO represent just one of the two 
terms of this “equation”, which includes – or at least, should include – the 
needs of volunteers themselves: these can change and evolve over time, 
combining to varying degrees utilitarian and/or altruistic motivations. 

This being said, the issue of social capital cannot be discussed without 
dealing with the thorny and much-debated issue of its concrete 
measurement, which is necessary to prevent it from remaining an abstract, 
nebulous concept with no real social utility. Although the possible 
alternatives proposed by theorists and practitioners are substantially 
unlimited, the social capital and cohesion generated by the activity 
promoted by Avis through its functions of awareness-raising and retention 
of its members will be evaluated and quantified, for the purposes of the 
research mentioned above, in terms of number and frequency of interactions 
existing within the organization. In such case, since there was no other 
source being equally consolidated at a national level, the monetization took 
as reference the value proposed by Trotter et al. (2014) as an implicit 
measure of the fact of belonging to a social group49. 

 
49. In a more careful approach, such number (once converted in Euro) was used to obtain 

the value of one hour of socialization (assuming a maximum number of 12 hours to be 
dedicated to such activities). 
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4.3.5. Human capital 
 

The experience of a volunteer in an NPO, just like the participation of 
donors to awareness-raising and training events organized periodically by 
the Avis centres located throughout the whole national territory, may 
represent in all respects a source of “human capital”, that is, an occasion to 
acquire notions, knowledge, practical skills and soft skills which can 
produce benefits outside the space-time limits of the direct experience as 
donors and volunteer. 

This aspect is particularly clear if applied to the category of volunteers 
who, as well described by Fiorentini and Anzivino (2013), should be at the 
centre of attention in management since they are functional employees of 
the NPO, potentially able to give an irreplaceable contribution to the 
dynamic development of the organization just like the remunerated staff. In 
this sense, the legacy of the Avis White Paper is also represented by the 
recommendation to increase the set of resources, energy and time dedicated 
to the professional growth of volunteers, by concretely applying the “creed” 
whereby the volunteer “[…] represents a critical factor for the success of the 
NPO, together with a stable structure of employees” (Fiorentini, 1997, p. 
102). 

The reasons why such asset of resources proves to be crucial for the 
support of the social operability, efficiency and effectiveness of an NPO, 
were extensively studied by the literature dedicated to the management of 
volunteers, and seem to be even clearer if considered in the light of the 
rationing of resources imposed by the recent crisis. Indee, the ability to 
manage strategically the volunteer workforce should not be only part of 
logic of cost containment and maximization of organizational efficiency 
(the so-called “cost-saving strategy” described by Brudney, 2010, p. 756), 
but should be rather increased by the full awareness, in the NPO, of the 
crucial role often played by volunteers in the processes of organizational 
growth, for example in terms of services provided for free, “training” and 
“mentorship” (Eisner et al., 2009). 

Especially in case there are older volunteers (with highly qualified 
professional profiles and an enviable expertise), volunteers can in fact 
represent a very precious source to be used for a variety of needs remained 
partially or totally unsatisfied: this is what happens when they are trained 
and given the tools they need to be effectively involved in organizational 
processes; or when they are used to obtain real consultancy services, which 
would be otherwise inaccessible at market values; or, lastly, when they are 
given a certain degree of autonomy, so as to ensure a further and fruitful 
spreading of the knowledge and experience they carry within the  
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organization, with a horizontal transmission of this legacy to the rest of the 
staff (be it remunerated or not). 

In light of these remarks there is no doubt that, with a training 
investment, even modest, by the organization, volunteers can give a huge 
contribution to improving the qualitative-quantitative level of the services 
and programmes promoted by an NPO (Brudney, 2010) and can therefore 
generate a value which goes to the advantage of the whole community. 

For these reasons, the analysis is aimed not only to investigate whether 
or not the vocational training and development activities dedicated to this 
category of stakeholders have been improved over time, but also to value in 
economic terms the whole energies and resources – tangible and intangible 
– dedicated to this kind of activities. This sector (it is worth explaining that) 
represents one of those areas where the intervention of Associations can 
indeed give a different contribution compared to those organizational 
situations in which collaboration relationships develop according to merely 
economic logics. 

Therefore, the reasoning to be made suggests a question: if those same 
activities had been offered at market value, what would have been their 
countervalue?50 Regardless of the actual existence of a monetary exchange 
between the parties involved in this relationship, in fact, it must be 
recognized that there has been a transfer of knowledge and skills, and that 
this is the source of a utility which is not limited to the personal and 
professional experience of the volunteer51 , but involves the community at 
large, and makes it benefit from the socially useful functions carried out by 
volunteers themselves thanks to the competence they have gradually 
acquired. 

The same logic is obviously applied to the awareness-raising, 
information and training activities intended for donors, although it is worth 
specifying that  − since the questionnaire was addressed to members only − 
the monetized benefits do not include the hours of training activities for 
those who have not reached the age for donation, but are the target of the 
many initiatives promoted by the Avis centres in schools of all levels (and 
these are included in the calculation of the index only under the form of 
non-monetised input). 

 
50. In practical terms, the valuation considered a value of 10 Euro per hour of training 

attended by volunteers and donors (based on the fees generally requested according to an 
estimate by experts in the field). 

51. Besides including the value of the training activities offered for free by the 
Associations to their volunteers, the analysis considered the impact of the whole volunteering 
experience on the occupational and remuneration status of volunteers. This means that, 
starting from the number of volunteers who think that the experience has exerted an 
influence on their ability to get a job, the number of those who could be considered at risk of 
unemployment (Istat, 2015) was extracted, and the part of remuneration to be attributed to 
the intervention of Avis was included in the calculation of the ratio, based on the attribution 
effect recognized by the respondents themselves. 
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4.3.6. Reinforcement of the culture of volunteering and donation 
 

One last aspect which it was deemed appropriate to analyse in the 
research is the assessment of the presence of a potential causal link between 
the experience of blood donation and/or volunteering in Avis and other 
forms of solidarity in favour of other NPOs. 

Although the data collected in the White Paper of the Association (Calò 
and Fiorentini, 2013b) had already shown that 80% of donating members 
did not do any volunteering, it was deemed appropriate in any case to ask 
the question again, both to record a possible change in the trend, and to add 
another piece of information. Both donors and volunteers, indeed, were not 
only asked if they made free donations or carried out volunteering activities 
in favour of other charitable organizations, but also if, in their opinion, it 
was because of their very experience in the Association that they were, in 
some way, more willing to take those actions. 

The logic behind this reasoning is explained in Figure 4, where the 
symbol “%” is the graphic representation of the so-called  “attribution 
effect” (defined in the Glossary): 

 
Fig. 4 –Reinforcement of the culture of donation and volunteering – questions 
for informants  
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4.4. Unintended negative consequences 
 

This paragraph, at the end of the chapter, is instead dedicated to a 
description of the “unintended negative consequences” connected to the 
donation of blood, plasma and other blood components. 
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Although it is considered essential to also talk about the possible 
negative impacts resulting from the status of donor (in a logic of 
transparency and consistency with the model described until now), these 
will not be explicitly included in the process of monetization as a reduction 
of the benefits, since they are considered poorly relevant. This is proved by 
two kinds of considerations. On one side, the data provided in the Report 
ISTISAN 14/27 (Facco et al., 2014b) enable to see the very low incidence 
of such events on the total collection procedures carried out (3,144,724 in 
2013). On the other side, the adverse reactions that may be experienced 
more frequently by the donor (those for which incidence is higher than one 
every 100,000 collection procedures) are represented by faints, hematomas 
and temporary numbness of limbs, for which it is not deemed appropriate to 
suppose a priori a loss of working productivity going beyond the day of the 
collection itself. The following chart shows the data concerning the 
reactions with a high degree of severity (which have represented 14.81% of 
the total, considering also the reactions of light and modest severity) 

 
 

Tab. 18 – Severe adverse reactions (2013) 
 

  

Episodes 
(2013) 

 

Incidence 
(% on tot. 

donations) 

 

Incidence 
(every 100,000 

donations) 
 

Severe adverse reactions 
 

955 
 

0.030368% 
 

30.37 
Immediate vasovagal reactions  261 0.008300% 8.30 
Delayed vasovagal reactions 68 0.002162% 2.16 
Haematoma 487 0.015486% 15.49 
Paraesthesiae/citrate-related tingling 88 0.002798% 2.80 
Other 5 0.000159% 0.16 
Sensation of cold/shivers 7 0.000223% 0.22 
Other incidents 1 0.000032% 0.03 
Arterial puncture 0 0.000000% 0.00 
Incidents correlated with the vasovagal 14 0.000445% 0.45 
syndrome    
Nerve damage 0 0.000000% 0.00 
Thrombophlebitis 9 0.000286% 0.29 
Citrate tetany 7 0.000223% 0.22 
Local allergic reaction 5 0.000159% 0.16 
Angina pectoris 0 0.000000% 0.00 
Nerve damage caused by a 0 0.000000% 0.00 
haematoma    
Widespread allergic reaction 1 0.000032% 0.03 
Anaphylaxis 1 0.000032% 0.03 
Haemolysis 1 0.000032% 0.03 

Source:  processing on data Facco et al. (2014b, p. 23). 
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  5   The results of cost analysis 
by Maria Vittoria Bufali 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The present chapter is dedicated to the presentation and comment of the 
evidence provided by the first line of analysis followed in calculating the 
SROI index, that is, cost analysis. 

Although an anticipation has already been given in Chapter 3, it is worth 
drawing the attention of the reader on the fact that the cost analysis itself 
was carried out along two lines: first, the costs of collection and second, the 
costs of the other activities of the association. 

In particular, the first section of the chapter (Paragraph 5.1) highlights 
the costs of collection. All the centres included in the sample (5 Municipal 
and 4 Provincial Avis centres) were analysed, using the same scheme, from 
the point of view of the costs (accounted and unrecorded) related to the 
collection activities. In the analysis, the resources that had been fully 
absorbed by the collection activities were reallocated to the different sub-
phases of such process: reception and acceptance of donors in the Collection 
Unit; eligibility assessment; collection; post-donation services (including 
the refreshment and the periodic medical check-ups); preservation/storage 
and transport. The scheme at the basis of the data collection enabled to work 
on the evidence so as to achieve different information goals. The section 
will propose several focuses, including: a cross-cut analysis of the full cost 
per bag in centres belonging to different membership models; a comparison 
between the accounted costs of the whole collection process, aimed at 
assessing the appropriateness of the reimbursements granted to each Avis 
centre – based on the specific agreements signed – to cover the collection 
activities carried out; a more detailed analysis on the costs of the eligibility 
assessment. 
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This last issue offers the chance to introduce a broader analysis 
(Paragraph 5.2) on the efficiency of the Italian blood system and on how it 
can be related to two operational procedures considered as particularly 
relevant. 

 

• first deferred donation, a procedure in which the access to the first 
donation occurs after anamnestic assessments, clinical assessments and 
laboratory tests aimed at verifying the eligibility of the potential donor. 
In the organizations and territories where it was introduced, such 
preliminary verification process concerns the candidate donor and − 
optionally – the donor who has not donated for more than 24 months; 

• scheduled call of the donor: in this procedure, on one side, donors must 
be called according to the actual demand of blood and blood components 
(defined by the national, regional and local self-sufficiency plans and 
communicated to the Avis centres − with more or less details and 
frequency −  by Transfusion Services), on the other side, the donor may 
have access to the donation by making an appointment for the day of 
collection and, in some cases, also for the time. 

 
Fig. 1 – Structure of the present chapter  
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The importance of planning calls leads, instead, to the second major line 
of analysis, concerning the costs (and the effectiveness) of the activities of 
the association (Paragraph 5.3), which were reconstructed for the 5 
Municipal centres of the Decentralized associative model with the explicit 
purpose of matching the total organizational inputs (linked both to 
collection and to the specifically membership activities) to the social 
benefits generated for its members. 

Lastly, the combination of the cost analysis with the monetization of 
impacts, will give the SROI of the Municipal centres, whose presentation is 
left to Chapter 6. 

Given the richness and complexity of the chapter, and in order to guide 
the reader, a graphic summary of the process that will be followed to 
describe the various topics mentioned above is provided (Fig. 1). 

 
 

5.1. The costs of collection 
 

The analysis of the processes for the collection of blood and blood 
components involved both the Municipal Avis centres belonging to the 
Decentralized associative model, and the Provincial centres applying the 
Mixed associative model. Within all the organizations included in the 
sample, therefore, the analysis identified the resources required for the 
implementation of each sub-phase of the collection process in terms of: 
a.  consumable materials (distinguishing between: purchased; supplied and 
reimbursed); 
b.  operating and computer equipment 1 (on one side, owned or rented; on 

the other side, given in service or on loan for use); 
c.  staff dedicated to such phase (with a distinction between remunerated 

and voluntary staff); 
d.  spaces used (including a portion – proportional to the surface dedicated 

to each phase – of the actual/estimated rental fee – in case the fixed CUs 
and collection centres are rented out or given on loan for use – or of a 
depreciation rate, if any  – for owned properties –). 

 

Table 1 shows the results of such analysis, providing the sub-totals of the 
resources (recognised and accounted and non-monetised used by the 
different centres in each phase. 

 
 

1. It is worth specifying that the costs (or the valuation, in case of assets used for free) 
concerning the software used to record health data were equally divided among the eligibility 
assessment and collection phases; the same was done for volunteer works carried out by 
those who hold the functions of Quality Manager and Healthcare Agent (in case such tasks 
are carried out under payment of a remuneration, instead, they are included in the category 
“General and functioning costs” with a 100% assignment to collection). 
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Tab. 1 – The overall accounted and non-monetised inputs 
 

Medium-small municipal 
centres 

 
A B C 

Accoun. Non monet. Accoun Non monet. Accoun. Non monet. 
(€)  (€)  (€)  (€)  (€)  (€) 

 
 
Associative activity 

 
91,675.04 

 
33,736.75 

 
49,417.44 

 
62,479.57 

 
44,441.09 

 
17,201.18 

Total for call 43.005.42 28,877.92 7,747.92 1,271.92 20,958.35 5,868.86 

Total for promotion and information 41,207.53 3,862.37 13,798.00 60,823.65 3,611.80 9,885.03 

Total for training - 970.50 - 384.00 - - 

General and functioning costs 7,462.08 25.97 27,871.52 - 19.870.94 1,447.29 

Total perceived reimbursements 152,654.54 - 223,351.00 - 105,592.71 - 

Collection activity 457,521.77 224,739.89 189,552.11 17,577.42 290,497.92 137,668.07 

Total for reception-information 38,353.72 26,684.51 2,627.08 - - 27.183.05 

Total for eligibility assessment 64,997.15 27,331.01 23,857.20 3,823.62 63,423.78 5,597.88 

Total for collection 31,598.53 142,210.04 74,779.40 - 167,037.57 62,286.76 
Total for post-donation 

 

19,390.27 20,313.85 21,184.08 12,596.28 16,248.36 31,164.61 

Total for preservation and storage 755.08 8,174.50 11,786.64 - 669.60 4,200.88 

Total for transport 90,016.20 - 2.042.28 1,157.52 5,210.00 5,787.60 

General and functioning costs 212,410.81 25.97 53,275.42 - 37,908.60 1,447.29 

Tota perceived reimbursements 259,448.89 - 169,939.07 - 271,335.63 - 

Total operational costs 549,196.80 258,476.64 238,969.55 80,057.00 334,939.01 154,869.26 
 

807,673.44 319,026.55 489,808.27 
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Large municipal centres Medium-small provincial centre 
F G D 

Accoun. Non monet. Accoun Non monet. Accoun Non monet. 
(€)  (€)  (€)  (€)  (€)  (€) 

 
 
Associative  activity 

 
217,550.32 

 
2,336.19 

 
176,154.40 

 
35,796.08 

 
236,032.87 

 
1,580.19 

Total for call 52,786.57 - 103,067.70 12,687.80 151,622.36 1,030.52 

Total for promotion and information 127,489.24 121.39 52,495.82 21,550.56 84,410.51 549.67 

Total for training 1,645.25 2,214.80 200.00 97.83 - - 

General and functioning costs 35,629.25 - 20,390.87 1,459.89 - - 

Total perceived reimbursements 330,805.27 - 209,825.96 - 269,645.12 - 

Collection activities 694,104.78 697,014.80 450,611.53 200,695.78   
Total for reception-information 90,875.69 14,469.00 36,486.39 5,744.20   
Total for eligibility assessment 135,594.59 3,801.33 163,304.63 33,403.96   
Total for collection 187.463.08 651,304.01 144,575.34 141,908.89   
Total for services to donors 152,102.19 14,469.00 35,240.00 4,909.42   
Total for preservation and storage 158.60 6,026.34 - 12,022.86   
Total for transport 30,280.00 6,945.12 3,240.09 1,246.56   
General and functioning costs 97,630.63 - 67,765.09 1,459.89   
Total perceived reimbursements 589,125.64 - 516,134.91 -   
Total operational costs 911,655.09 699,350.99 626,765.92 236,491.86   

1,611,006.08 863,257.78 
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Medium-small provincial centres 
D E 

Accoun Non monet. Accoun Non monet. 
(€)  (€)  (€)  (€) 

 

Collection activity 226,182.97  89,175.37 433,237.12  105,139.20 
Total for reception-information 1,350.00  4,966.75 37,319.20  637.04 
Total for eligibility assessment 67,330.12  12,160.06 113,747.01  19,450.86 
Total for collection 75,164.00  62,621.92 61,542.81  47,306.21 
Total for services to donors 22,048.08  4,924.56 130,989.12  17,316.36 
Total for preservation and storage 26.66  4,026.42 12,725.23  3,150.80 
Total for transport 16,076.97  - -  16,834.76 
General and functioning costs 44,187.14  475.66 76,913.75  443.18 
Total perceived reimbursements 238,362.88  - 502,639.00  - 
Total operational costs 226,182.97  89,175.37 433,237.12  105,139.20 
  315,358.34   538,376.32  

 
Large provincial centres 

H I 
Accoun Non monet. Accoun Non monet. 

(€)  (€)  (€)  (€) 
 

 

Collection activities 
 

562,585.31   

429,508.63 
 

649,912.55  
 

235,475.37 
Total for reception-information 9,607.21  14,114.88 8,939.77  29,014.09 
Total for eligibility assessment 81,724.80  58,532.32 134,074.76  7,028.10 
Total for collection 123,350.57  138,804.85 243,442.04  139,251.87 
Total for services to donors 132,831.66  158,392.19 46,153.74  50,175.05 
Total for preservation and storage 12,688.00  17,993.66 23,247.97  9,686.45 
Total for transport 43,822.68  41,670.72 82,519.89  4.32 
General and functioning costs 158,560.40  - 111,534.38  315.49 
Total perceived reimbursements 523,152.24  - 548,038.08  4.32 
Total operational costs 562,585.31  429,508.63 649,912.55  235,475.37 
  992,093.94   885,387.92  

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5.1.1.  The full cost per unit of blood, plasma or other blood 
components: a comparison of different models 

 
The data provided in the previous pages essentially represented the basis 

for the determination of the full unit cost of a collected unit, carried out in 
this case by introducing the distinction between different collection 
procedures (whole blood, plasmapheresis, other donations), in order to show 
their different degree of absorption of resources. This can be seen in terms 
of consumable materials (an example is the different cost of the bags used 
for the collection of whole blood compared and of the kits for apheresis), as 
well as of equipment required (apheresis, for example, requires the use of 
cell separators), and lastly, of staff involved in the execution and monitoring 
of the correct application of the procedure (as specified before, an apheresis, 
on average, lasts longer than an ordinary collection of whole blood). 

Table 2 contains the details of the evidence collected in each of the Avis 
centres included in the analysis. 

First of all, there will be a presentation of the evidence collected on the 
costs of the collection of whole blood, keeping the distinction already 
described between the cost of consumable materials only and the full unit 
cost2. 

Before going into the details of data, it is worth reminding that the 
approach of the analysis, as well as the strategies applied for the sampling, 
enable a cross-cut comparison between membership models (Decentralized 
associative) and Mixed associative), both within different size classes and in 
general, and at the same time also a comparison by size classes which can 
disregard the specific model applied to each centre being analysed. For this 
reason, it is worth specifying that the data presented refer respectively to: 

 

• A, B and C to Municipal Avis centres adding collection activities to the 
ordinary membership activities carried out by medium-small sized 
centres (between 3,000 and 6,000 annual units collected); 

• D and E of the Provincial Avis centres of similar size; 
• F and G of the large Municipal centres (10,000 and 20,000 annual units 

collected); 
• H and I of Provincial centres of comparable size. 

 

This being said, the graphic below (Fig. 2) highlights that, in terms of 
cost of consumable materials, it is possible to notice scale economies which, 
as one can imagine, primarily depend on the volume of activity, and 
therefore, of units collected during a year: on average, 

 
2. Compared to the full unit cost of the eligibility assessment, it was deemed appropriate 

to include, in the cost of the bag, also the portion of general and functioning costs connected 
(in a percentage which varies according to the nature of the accounting item considered from 
time to time) to collection. 
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Tab. 2 – Full unit cost per bag 
 

Medium-small munic.centres   Medium-small prov.centres  Large munic. centres Large prov. centres 
 A 

(€) 
B 

(€) 
C 

(€) 
D 

(€) 
E 

(€) 
F 

(€) 
G 

(€) 
H 

(€) 
I 

(€) 

Unit cost of consumable 
materialsto  

Whole blood 

 
 

17.42 

 
 

11.18 

 
 

14.64 

 
 

7.99 

 
 

7.56 

 
 

19.06 

 
 

7.27 

 
 

6.36 

 
 

8.74 
Plasmapheresis 57.77 - 41.75 - - 38.88 15.84 17.80 - 
Other apheresis (average) 
Unit cost of 
operating and computer 
equipment b 

Whole blood 

- 
 
 

2.02 

- 
 
 

2.44 

151.47 
 
 

2.14 

- 
 
 

2.46 

- 
 
 

5.40 

141.68 
 
 

2.23 

- 
 
 

2.45 

- 
 
 

2.77 

- 
 
 

5.36 
Plasmapheresis 8.93 - 1.87 - - 0.79 4.40 2.77 - 
Other apheresis 
Unit cost of 
dedicated staff 
Whole blood 

- 
 
 

3.08 

- 
 
 

5.37 

1.87 
 
 

5.49 

- 
 
 

12.86 

- 
 
 

8.75 

0.79 
 
 

9.89 

- 
 
 

15.70 

- 
 
 

7.28 

- 
 
 

6.88 
Plasmapheresis 11.55  11.11 - - 9.84 10.00 26.21 - 
Other apheresis 
Unit cost of 
dedicated spaces 

- 
 

0.34 

 

 
- 

11.10 
 

- 

- 
 

0.10 

- 
 

0.82 

9.84 
 

- 

- 
 

1.11 

- 
 

0.21 

- 
 

0.64 
Functioning and general costs 
attributed to 
collectionc 

 

 
1.07 

 

 
15.11 

 

 
2.72 

 

 
5.80 

 

 
17.19 

 

 
6.39 

 

 
6.63 

 

 
11.51 

 

 
6.54 

Insurance policy 
of donorsd 

 
0.08 

 
2.21 

 
0.36 

 
0.49 

 
1.79 

 
0.05 

 
0.83 

 
0.83 

 
0.83 

Full unit cost 
Whole blood 

 
24.02 

 
36.30 

 
25.35 

 
29.71 

 
41.51 

 
37.62 

 
33.99 

 
28.95 

 
28.99 

Plasmapheresis 79.75 - 57.81 - - 55.95 38.82 59.33 - 
Other apheresis (average) - - 167.52 - - 158.75 - - - 

a. In case different types of bags were used, the calculation considered a weighted mean (based on the percentages of use of the different products). 
 b. For apheresis procedures, the analysis included the costs connected to cell separators, and excluded those of platform scales. 
c. Net of the costs of structural adjustment of the centres. 
d. Cost per collection. For units G, H, I – since it is not possible to get back to the actual figure – the cost of the insurance policy was obtained from a mean of the 
costs found in the other centres. 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

in fact, the association centres collecting between 10,000 and 20,000 units 
have a cost per bag of whole blood3 amounting to 10.36 € compared to the 
11.76 € of smaller centres, with a differential of 14%. This is because, 
obviously, the CUs performing a high number of collection procedures can 
benefit from more favourable partnership and trade agreements with their 
suppliers. 

However, it is interesting to notice that, among the centres having the 
same size and “purchasing power”, there are efficiency recoveries resulting 
from the specific structure they have adopted, that is, from their application 
of one model or the other. In fact, while the small-sized Municipal centres 
belonging to the Decentralised associative model show an average cost of € 
14.41, some Provincial centres of equivalent size have a consumption of 
materials for a value of 7.77 € (with a difference of 85%). The same 
situation exists in the second size class, where H and I Provincial centres 
save 74% per bag (with an average cost of 7.55 Euro, against the average 
13.16 of the F and G Municipal centres having the same size). 

A further specification that needs to be made concerns the relatively 
higher cost, in the same conditions, found in A to F centres. In the case of 
the A centre − where the cost of materials is significantly higher than the 
one shown by B and C centres − a possible explanation of such difference in 
cost may lie in the fact that the B and C units are the only ones in the sample 
where the purchase of materials is mainly at the expense of the CU. This 
may be a symptom of the greater negotiating power used by private centres 
towards a public buyer, which has generally a greater tendency to delay 
payments over time. 

Even deciding to clean the comparative analysis from the potential 
distortion introduced by this last factor, and therefore to exclude A and F 
centres form the calculation, it is anyway possible to confirm again a 
significant cost advantage (44%) of the centres belonging to the Mixed 
associative model (D, E, H and I), which have an average cost of 
consumable materials of 7.66 Euro against the 11.03 on average of the 
Decentralized associative model. 

Such advantage should become even more apparent when the analysis 
focuses on the full unit cost (therefore adding further cost items, like 
equipment, staff, spaces and part of the general and functioning costs), since 
the reasons of such economic benefit should indeed lie in the possibility − 
for the Provincial centres of the Mixed associative model coordinating and 
managing the collection for all the reference Municipal centres −to reduce 
the duplication of certain cost items: those of the CUs, because despite 

 
 

3. When different bags are used for the collection of whole blood, the unit cost takes as 
reference the weighted mean of the costs of each type of bag (which are therefore weighted 
for the actual frequency of use). 
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Fig. 2 – Cost of consumable materials (whole blood collection) 
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the presence of organizational facilities where the Provincial centre moves 
to carry out the collection activities, this prevents each Municipal centre 
from having to maintain an autonomous facility, and those whose support 
becomes essential to comply with the minimum requirements (structural, 
technological and organizational) imposed by the State-Regions Agreement 
of 2010. According to them, for example, each CU must appoint a Quality 
Manager and a Healthcare Agent, in accordance with the provisions of 
Legislative Decree 20 December 2007, No. 261, article 6, paragraph 1. 

According to the evidence collected (Fig. 3), although such 
considerations are confirmed by the comparison between models performed 
within the second size class (in which Provincial centres with annual 
collection volumes of 10-20,000 units show a full cost of 28.97 Euros, 
against the 35.80 of Municipal centres), such advantage cannot be found in 
the category including the Municipal and Provincial centres of smaller size. 
In this second case, in fact, unit E shows the highest full cost, mainly due to 
the great incidence of general and structure costs: going more into details, in 
this association centre the specific agreements signed with the reference  
Hospital/Health Unit set out the supply, by the Association, of several 
services, and among them – contrary to what usually happens – also the 
transmission of medical reports and examination results to all the donating 
members, including those who donate in a public facility (as well as the 
management of their reception at the Transfusion Services and the execution 
of check-ups and medical visits also for donors who donate in public 
facilities). Moreover, there are other items of expenditure, in addition to the 
ones above, which are equally significant and increase the weight of general 
costs on collection: in particular, they include the expenses for the 
introduction of the Quality system and the finalization of the accreditation 
process, as well as relatively high costs for the administrative staff. Given 
these peculiarities −which can characterize and distinguish each association 
centre from the other ones −the full cost of a bag of whole blood collected 
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by a Municipal centre of smaller size is, on average, 28.56 Euro, against the 
35.61 of an equivalent Provincial centre (and this value would fall to 29.71 
Euro, if only the D case was considered). 

 
Fig. 3 – Full unit cost (whole blood collection) 
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As for the execution of plasmapheresis procedures, instead, the next 

diagrams (Figg. 4 and 5) summarize the evidence collected, concerning in 
this case the units of analysis A and C (2 Municipal units of medium-small 
size); F and G (2 Municipal units of large size) and H (the only Provincial 
unit, among those involved, to conduct activities of plasma collection by 
apheresis). 

 

Fig. 4 – Cost of consumable materials (plasmapheresis) 
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Fig. 5 – Full unit cost (plasmapheresis) 
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The decreasing trend of the first histogram (Fig. 4) makes it possible to 
notice immediately and intuitively the presence of significant scale 
economies induced by the size of the organization: in the G and H cases, in 
fact, the reduction of the cost of consumable materials results from the 
possibility to buy the plasmapheresis kit at competitive prices (which is not 
the case in F, where the cost of the kit alone – although including the 
assistance and maintenance services for separators –is of 36.50 €, and is 
therefore in line once again with the costs found in the smaller Municipal 
Avis centres, A and C). As in the case of the collection of whole blood, 
there seems to be again a competitive disadvantage which, all conditions 
being equal, penalises the A and F units. 

For this first parameter, therefore, there are average values of 49.76 € for 
Municipal units of medium-small size; 27.36 € for larger ones and 17.80 € 
in the case of the Provincial unit. 

From the point of view of the full cost (Fig. 5), the remarks just made 
remain valid, although a further point for discussion can be added: the H 
association unit benefited from an excellent unit cost in terms of 
consumable materials, but is now witnessing a complete erosion of such 
advantage. This is happening for two reasons: first, this association centre 
has only one device for donor apheresis (as in case A), and therefore 
collects only 157 units of plasma from apheresis per year (against the 434 of 
the other unit). This factor already penalises it, compared to units where the 
presence of two or more cell separators4 enable the nursing staff to carry out 
two simultaneous collections, with a better management of the human 
resources involved in the collection process, as well as a better exploitation 
of the production capacity of the machine itself. Secondly, the effects of 
such problem are made even worse by a particularly high hourly cost of the 
nursing staff: the cost of the staff per bag, in fact, exceeds the average cost 
found in the other Avis centres analysed by 59%. 

Lastly, as for the other donations, although the results of the cost 
analysis are included (Fig. 6), it is not deemed appropriate to make any 
comparative analysis. This is first of all because the data have been 
collected in the only two association units carrying out donor apheresis 
procedures other than plasmapheresis (therefore the sample was too small to 
make comparisons and identify recurrent patterns among associative 
models and size classes). 

In addition to that, the apheresis implemented by the two units concerns 
different blood components, therefore most of the cost differential must be 
attributed to the purchase price of the specific kit to be used, and the 

 
 

4. In sequence, the other organizations collect: 330 plasma units with 2 separators (C), 2,370  
units with 6 separators (G) and 3,703 with 12 separators (F). 
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analysis is no longer particularly interesting or significant (at least from the 
point of view adopted in this paragraph, that is, in terms of comparison 
between different models on the efficient execution of the collection 
activities). 

 
Fig. 6 – Cost of consumable materials and full unit cost (other donations) 
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5.1.2. Accounted costs and reimbursement received5 

 
The analysis of the cost of collection was conducted also by adopting 

another, no less relevant, approach: for each Avis centre analysed, the 
distinction between accounted costs and accounted inputs  (that is, the asset 
of resources provided or granted for free, but anyway essential to the 
execution of collection activities) enabled a systematic comparison between 
the payments actually incurred for the management of the collection (that 
will be referred to, from now on, as “accounted costs”) and the rates of 
reimbursement intended to cover them (whose minimum values were set out 
by the State-Regions Agreement of 20 March 2008, and updated with the 
State-Regions Agreement of 14 April 2016) and adjusted within the 
framework of the agreements signed by Avis with the reference 
Hospital/Health Unit6). 

The further distinction, compared to the analysis described in the 
previous paragraph, consists in considering the whole process of a donation, 
without remaining limited to the costs connected to the collection phase 
only. 

 
5. All the data provided in the tables of the present paragraph were obtained on the basis 

of the data collected within the single Avis centres participating in the research (except as 
otherwise provided). 

6. The rate of reimbursement, in fact, could be increased in case the Association paid, 
according to the State-Regions Agreement of 20 March 2008, a significant part of the 
purchase costs of consumable materials, or in case it carried out, for example, additional 
services on behalf of the Transfusion Service (reception at the TS, execution of the periodic 
check-ups dedicated to donors, transport of the bags to Transfusion Services, etc.) 
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For this reason, the recognised collection costs (including part of the 
general and functioning costs7) were integrated with the expenses directly 
incurred by the Association and concerning the following sub-phases of the 
process: 

 
• donor reception; 
• eligibility assessment (based on the process of access to donations 

applied to regular donors); 
• post-donation to donors (in which all the additional form of support 

following donation of support are included: refreshment8, information 
materials and gadgets distributed after the donation; reimbursements for 
travel expenses, if any; medical visits and periodic check-ups to donors; 
etc.); 

• preservation and storage of the bags; 
• transport to the Transfusion Service9. 

 

By analysing the diagram in Figure 7, it is possible to notice that: 
 

• the organizational units A, C, D, E, G and H essentially manage to 
operate within the limits of the reimbursement rate, with an average 
surplus reaching – especially for the reasons identified in case E − 7.79 
Euros (5.57 € excluding E); 

• units B, F, I use all or more than the reimbursement received on the 
collection, with an average margin of 2.77 €. 

 

However, it is worth reiterating that the general and functioning costs 
were attributed to collection only in part, and that the situation of strong 
imbalance existing in E (where there is a combination of three 
reimbursements: one for each bag directly collected by Avis; one for the 
additional services provided to the Transfusion Service; on −not involved in 
the analysis − for the call activities intended for donating members), 
introduces distortions that must be kept into account. 

 
 

7. The accounted osts just mentioned only include the costs attributed to collection 
(based on the percentage of attribution being fixed from time to time), net of the expenses 
incurred for the structural adjustment of collection centres. 

8. In the case of Provincial units, the costs for refreshment were excluded from the 
analysis presented in this paragraph, since they are usually covered with part of the 
reimbursement rate for membership activities, that the Provincial unit transfers to Municipal 
centres. Only in the case of Provincial unit H, they represent a cost in all respects, since the 
Provincial unit reimburses Municipal units by integrating the charge usually applied to 
membership activities with an additional reimbursement. 

9. The expenses incurred for the collection by mobile centres (bloodmobiles) were 
considered in all respects as collection costs (with attribution of 20% of them to promotion 
activities),  and this is the reason why the transport sheet mainly contains expenses for the 
handling of the vehicles being suitable for the transport of bags to the Transfusion Service, or 
being used for transfers by the medical team during collection days. 
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In fact, by excluding such centre from the analysis, the reimbursement falls 
immediately falls to 37.34 Euro, with a surplus of 1.49 Euro compared to 
the average expense incurred by the centres (and amounting to 35.85 
Euros). 

 

Fig. 7 – Accounted cost for collection process and reimbursement fees (whole 
blood) 
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Figure 8 was inserted with the explicit aim of showing how the overall 

situation changes in case the calculations include the total general and 
functioning costs, that is, in case the collection is attributed 100% of the 
costs whose attribution rate was previously 20%, or 50% of those whose 
attribution rate previously was 10% (as in the case of the centres performing 
membership activities in addition to the real collection activities). In this 
second scenario – which it is deemed worth including in any case, since the 
public reimbursement represents the main source of payment of the costs 
incurred (including the general and functioning ones) –, only the A and G 
centres have to pay costs being lower than the reimbursement they receive. 

 
Fig. 8 – Accounted cost of the collection process (tot. general and functioning 
costs) and reimbursement fees (whole blood) 
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As for plasmapheresis procedures (Fig. 9), instead, strong deficits have 
been identified in the F and G centres; close-to-balance situations in A; 
exceeded rates in cases C and H. 
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Fig. 9 – Accounted cost for collection process and reimbursement fees 
(plasmapheresis) 
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A repetition of the analysis with the inclusion of the general and 

functioning costs (Fig. 10), shows an increase in deficits in those contexts 
where the costs themselves already exceeded the rates (C and H), and a 
reduction of the surplus in the 3 remaining cases, with an average expense of 
51.32 Euro (higher than the rate received on average for such procedures). 

 
 

Fig. 10 – Accounted cost of the collection process (tot. general and 
functioning costs) and reimbursement fees (plasmapheresis) 
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5.1.3. The costs of eligibility assessment 
 

As anticipated, the paragraph mentioned above will be dedicated to an 
insight of the costs connected to a specific phase of the collection process, 
that is, the eligibility assessment carried out on donors, and consisting in the 
execution of medical visits and clinical-diagnostic screenings aimed at 
verifying their physical and biological eligibility for donation. 
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The sheet dedicated to the analysis of such phase was structured in such 
a way as to distinguish – in the centres applying the first deferred donation 
– the process of access to donation characterising the candidate donor, from 
the one followed by the regular donor (that is, a person who has donated at 
least once in the past two years). 

Table 3 summarizes the total resources used in terms of consumable 
materials, and specifies their provenance (which, contrary to what happens 
during the collection phase, supposes a purchase being mainly paid by the 
CU). 

 
Tab. 3 – Total cost of consumable materials (eligibility assessment) 

 
Medium-small 

Municipal Provincial 
A B C D E 
(€) (€) (€) (€) (€) 

 
 

Total cost 28,934.85 8,346.73 
of consumable 
materials 
Eligibility assessment on 3,199.37 717.15 

 

13,421.36 
 

8,877.91 
 

17,769.36 

 
- 

 
814.77 

 
- 

candidate donor      
Verification on 25,735.48 7,629.58 13,421.36 8,063.14 17,769.36 
regular donor      
Division of costs      
of consumable 

 
     

To be paid 28% 66% 81% 12% 74% 
by the Association      
of which reimbursed 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 
by the public sector      
Supplied by public sector 72% 34% 19% 88% 26% 

 
Large 

Municipal Provincial 
 F 

(€) 
G 
(€) 

H 
(€) 

I 
(€) 

Total cost of consumption 41,089.61 17,456.17 44,668.22 54,938.16 
materials     
Eligibility assessmen on candidate 4,171.68 1,723.32 11,298.25 - 
donor     
Verification on regular donor 36,917.93 15,732.85 33,369.97 54,938.16 
Division of costs of consumable     
materials     
To be paid by the Association 99% 0% 0% 91% 
of which reimbursed by public sector 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Supplied by the public sector 1% 100% 100% 9% 
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Tab. 4 – Full unit cost of the eligibility assessment 
 

Medium-small Municipal Medium-small Provincial 
A 

(€) 
B 
(€) 

C 
(€) 

D 
(€) 

E 
(€) 

 

Unit cost of consumable      
materials      
Verification on candidate 3.11 2.65 - 2.76 - 
donor      
Verification on regular 3.95 2.16 2.60 1.40 3.97 
donor      
Δ (%) -21% 22%  97%  
Unit cost of equipment 0.84 0.45 2.25 2.33 0.38 
and computer facilities      
Unit cost of dedicated      
staff      
Verification on candidate 7.39 12.00 - 12.25 - 
donor      
Verification on regular 7.39 3.76 8.11 9.09 6.18 
donor      
Δ (%) 0% 219%  35%  
Unit cost of dedicated 

 
0.17 - - 0.10 0.32 

Full unit cost      
Verification on candidate 11.51 15.10 - 17.44 - 
donor      
Verification on regular 12.34 6.38 12.96 12.93 10.85 
donor      
Δ (%) -7% 137%  35%  

 
Large municipal centres Large provincial centres 

 F 
(€) 

G 
(€) 

H 
(€) 

I 
(€) 

Unit cost of consumable materials     
Verification on candidate donor 3.25 2.23 2.71 - 
Verification on regular donor 2.42 1.61 2.50 3.22 
Δ (%) 35% 38% 8%  
Unit cost of equipment and     
computer facilities 0.05 1.03 0.03 0.10 
Unit cost of dedicated     
Verification on candidate donor 5.89 9.46 5.34 - 
Verification on regular donor 5.89 4.99 5.34 4.62 
Δ (%) 0% 90% 0%  
Unit cost of dedicated spaces - 0.38 0.09 0.33 
Full unit cost     
Verification on candidate 9.19 13.10 8.17 - 
donor     
Verification on regular 8.35 8.01 7.96 8.28 
donor     
Δ (%) 10% 63% 3% 
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Much more significant data are shown in Table 4, and refer to the full 
unit cost of the two assessment processes, which differ mainly for the use of 
different consumable materials (since they include the execution of more 
detailed examinations or to additional ones compared to those for periodic 
donors); for the presence/absence of costs for the printing and shipping of 
medical reports10 and – in a much more apparent way – for the cost of the 
medical (or, sometimes, nursing) staff dedicated to the execution of visits 
and examinations. It is worth noting, in fact, that in the three organizational 
contexts – B, D and G – where an electrocardiogram is carried out on all 
candidate donors, the difference in terms of absorbed resources becomes 
extremely significant and, in some cases, it even triples the cost of the 
assessment. 
What can be noticed is that the full unit cost of the assessment varies 
significantly from one organization to the other, based on the specific 
structure of the medical-diagnostic process adopted, although such 
variability is more typical of the examinations for candidate donors: in fact, 
while for the regular donor the average cost is of € 9.78 (only 3 cases, in 
fact, reach a value of € 12), the assessment on a candidate donor has an 
average cost of € 12.42, with values ranging between 8.17 and 17.44 Euro 
of case D. 

 

Fig. 11 – Cost of consumable materials (eligibility assessment) 
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Fig. 12 – Full unit cost (eligibility assessment) 
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10. For example, the main reason that leads to a cost of the verification on a candidate 

donor being even lower than in the case of a regular donor (in case A) is that for the first one, 
there is no shipment of the results of the examination (a choice which may result from the 
intention to create a second moment of contact with the candidate donors, also in order to 
retain them and to acquire more information on potential risk factors and on the real 
motivation for the decision to start a continuous and conscious path). 
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As shown graphically by Figures 11 and 12, it is possible to notice two 
antithetic situations, in terms of resources absorbed for the use of 
consumable materials (whether purchased by CUs or supplied/reimbursed 
by Transfusion Services), on one side, and of full unit cost of the pre-
qualification (which is the sum of the first kind of cost with the cost for 
equipment/computer facilities; staff and dedicated spaces) on the other side. 

In the first case, in fact, the assessment on the candidate donor has a cost 
which varies between € 2.23 and € 3.25, with an average of 2.78 Euro, 
while the costs for consumable materials used in the assessment on the 
regular donor show a much higher variability (data vary within a range of € 
1.40-3.97), with an average value of € 2.65 (therefore slightly below that for 
the candidate donor). 

When the analysis considers the full cost of such phase, both the 
variability and the average cost increase for the candidate donor, because 
the execution of more detailed or additional verifications essentially implies 
a significant absorption of resources in terms of time dedicated by the 
medical staff to visits11. This becomes apparent, in fact, in the cases B, D 
and G already mentioned, where the difference in the cost of the two 
different processes is indeed due to that factor. 

 
 

5.2. The efficiency of the Italian blood system 
 

The insight just provided on the eligibility assessment introduces to a 
broader analysis on the conditions of effectiveness and sustainability of the 
collection network in our country, an analysis which cannot start without a 
preliminary description of the problems and weaknesses still characterising 
such network. 

As shown by the following diagrams, in fact, the Italian transfusion 
system has witnessed, except for some slight variations, an almost constant 
− if not even growing −trend in terms of non-use or elimination of a non-
negligible percentage of the collected units of the main blood components. 

From this point of view, the comparative analysis of the units eliminated 
on the total of those produced for each single type of blood component in 
the two years 2013- 2014 (Figg. 14 e 15) highlights that a slight  

 
 

11. It is worth specifying that the staff costs mentioned for organizations (G) and (B) are 
net of the public contribution received in support of the screening programmes intended for 
candidate donors. Although the adoption of such calculation procedures does not enable to 
measure the actual absorption of resources for the implementation of such programmes, it 
was not deemed appropriate to consider the public contribution as an integration to the 
reimbursement received for each bag, since this is exclusively intended to cover the 
verification costs for the candidate donor. 
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Fig. 13 – Non-used units (%) out of those produced (2009-2014) 
 

 
 

                              Red blood cells      Platelets from apheresis Plasma 
 

Source: analysis on Catalano (2015). 
 

improvement occurred only in the elimination of erythrocytes (red blood 
cells) and of the platelet concentrate from a single unit of whole blood. This 
confirms once more that the containment of this phenomenon and of the 
absorption of the resources used both in the collection process and in the 
subsequent disposal of such units still represents a challenge that the system 
must tackle. 

 
Fig. 14 – Units eliminated out of those produced (2013) 
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       7.09%   
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Concentrate of 

4.91%  
3.94% 5.12% 

Total Red blood 
cells 

platelets from 
a single unit  

Pla     Platelet pool Platelets from 
apheresis 

Plasma from 
cleavage 

   Plasma from 
plasmapheresis 

Plasma from 
multiple apheresis 

Eliminated 441,406 138,587 125,698 19,318 9,147 127,246 16,991 4,419 

Consumed 5,782,712 2,487,021 149,306 114,425 73,577 2,463,414 413,963 81,815 

Source: analysis on Catalano (2015). 
 

Fig. 15 – Units eliminated out of those produced (2014) 
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Total Red blood 
cells 

platelets from 
a single unit 

Platelet pool Platelets   from 
apheresis 

Plasma from 
cleavage 

  Plasma from 
 plasmapheresis 

Plasma from 
multiple apheresis 

Eliminated 396,851 108,981 92,596 22,823 9,209 140,645 17,925 4,672 

Consumed 5,665,026 2,455,818 135,247 121,359 72,557 2,403,843 397,636 78,566 

Source: analysis on Catalano (2015). 
 

In order to give immediate visibility to the reasons – including the 
economic ones – why such problems become so important, Table 5 
introduces a simulation in which the multiplication of the eliminated 
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units of each type of blood component12 by the corresponding average sale 
price applied in the exchanges between Hospitals and regions (as proposed 
by the State-Regions Agreement of 20 October 2015) 13, provides the extent 
of the loss of resources allocated in vain to the collection of bags then 
destructed because they had not been used, which amounts to € 
31,728,672.33. 

 
Tab. 5 – Estimate of the overall annual cost of the blood components eliminated 
(2014) 

 
 

Units 
eliminated 

(2014) 

  
Fees (2015) 

(€) 
  

Simple 
average 

(€) 

 
Valorization 

(€) 

 
Red cell concentrate 
(without buffy-coat; 
leucodepleted by filtration; 
leucodepleted by 
apheresis) 

 
108,981 

 
136.00 

 
181.00 

 
187.00 

 
168.00 

 
18,308,808.00 

Platelet concentrate from 
buffy coat pool (manual; 
automated method) 

22,823 97.00 207.00  152.00 3,469,096.00 

Platelet concentrate 
from apheresis 

9,209 418.00   418.00 3,849,362.00 

Fresh frozen plasma (from 
blood fractionation for 
transfusion purposes; 
≤ 24h; ≤ 72h) 

140.645 21.00 21.00 17.00 19.67 2,766,018.33 

Plasma from apheresis 17,925 172.00   172.00 3,083,100.00 

Plasma from multi-
component collection 

4,672 54.00   54.00 252,288.00 

Total      31.728.672.33 

 

Source: analysis on Catalano et al.  (2015c, p.  5)  and State-Regions Agreement 20 
October 2015. 

 
 

12.  It was not deemed appropriate to include the valuation of the elimination of platelet 
units, since the production of such blood component is consciously aimed at providing a 
significant surplus which, however, is not always used to meet a real demand, therefore it is 
eliminated much more than the other blood components. Such choice is justified by the need 
to always have platelets available for transfusion purposes, also considering that the buffy 
coat is regularly removed during blood fractionation. 

13. Agreement of 20 October 2015 between the Government, the Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano concerning “Indications on the unit sales 
price, between Health Units and Regions and Autonomous provinces, for blood units, blood 
components and plasma-derived drugs produced under partnership, as well as actions of 
promotion of the interchange between health units within the Region and between Regions”. 
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Fig. 16 – Relative weight of the causes for the non-use of red blood cells (2012-2014) 
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Source: Catalano et al. (2015a, p. 9); Catalano et al. (2015b, p. 9) and Catalano et 
al. (2015c, p. 9). 

 
Although already considerable, this amount is not fully exhaustive, since 

those costs (for the collection and processing of blood components) add to 
the ones concerning the disposal of the bags. At the same time it is worth 
stressing that part of the units is eliminated for actual inefficiencies of the 
collection system: as shown by Figure 16, in fact, a percentage of 5.69% of 
the bags of erythrocytes eliminated in 2014 was used for the execution of 
sample controls aimed at testing the quality and suitability of the products 
collected to protect the health of transfused patients. Another 23.04% was 
eliminated for technical reasons (malfunctioning of the equipment or defects 
of the materials used for collection, or interruption of the collection because 
of an adverse reaction of the donor). The two remaining causes for non-use 
− which, taken together, account for 71.28% of the red cell units eliminated 
– represent the real grey areas where there seem to be some margins for 
improvements, which would be made possible by a real strategic and 
operational re-organization of the collection processes. On one side, in fact, 
a greater application of the first deferred donation (which, it is worth 
reminding, means that the access to the first donation is possible after the, 
execution of anamnestic and clinical evaluations and of laboratory tests to 
decide on the eligibility of the candidate donor) would allow a preliminary 
selection and exclusion/self-exclusion of non-eligible candidate donors, 
with a consequent reduction of the units eliminated for health-related 
causes; on the other side, instead, the adoption of the scheduled call for 
donors by the associations (which, it is worth reminding, implies that the 
activities of call of donors must be scheduled on the basis of specific 
considerations and/or that an appointment must be made for the collection) 
would lead to a better alignment of collection activities with the programme 
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set at a national and regional level to meet the actual demand for blood and 
blood components, thus avoiding the accumulation of surpluses which may 
then expire. For this reason, the next paragraphs will be dedicated to an 
analysis of those two issues. 

 
 

5.2.1. A focus on the first deferred donation 
 

Although some Regions have imposed the introduction of this practice 
through laws or resolutions and circular letters of the Regional Blood 
Centres, today the first deferred donation does not yet represent a standard 
being uniformly applied at a national level, and remains partly criticized for 
the uncertain effects it may have both on the costs related to the phase of 
assessment of the eligibility to donation (analysed in Paragraph 5.1.3), and 
on the attraction and retention of new donors. 

Moreover, the choice of Avis to give such direction to the activity is 
based mainly on the importance of starting a cultural process among 
candidate donors, so that they are informed about making responsible 
donations since their very first contact with the transfusion system, and so 
that safety and quality can be constantly improved, and healthy and positive 
lifestyles can be promoted. In this way, the activity represents an investment 
rather than a cost. 

 
Fig. 17 –  Rate of adoption of the first deferred donation by geographical 
macro-areas (2014-2015)14 
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For this reason, it is worth mentioning in the next pages the pre-existing 

evidence and the one gathered through the study referred to above, 
concerning each motivation for or against the adoption of such practice. 

As for the possible benefits which may be generated by the first deferred 
donation in terms of sustainability and efficiency of the collection system, 
they can be described as follows: 

 
14. The figure concerning 2014 comes for 78.29% from the centres of Northern Italy, for 

16.73% from those of the Regions in Centre Italy and for 51.45% from the Southern ones. 
For 2015, the response rate concerning the question on the presence of the first deferred 
donation was: 85.95% for the North; 69.52% for the Centre and 47.43% for South and 
Islands. 
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Possibility to separate the procedures for the so-called “first-time 
tested” (FT) and “repeat tested” (RT) donors: the two sub-groups differ 
for the fact that they  have been previously tested (for RT donors) or not (for 
FT donors) for biological qualification, as provided for by the law, in order 
to verify whether they are positive or not to any infectious markers. 

The term “first-time tested”, in fact, indicates both candidate donors who 
are about to donate (upon execution of the eligibility assessment usually 
carried out or of the one provided for in case of deferred donation), and 
those who − despite having made no donation in the past 24 months − make 
the donation on the same day of the execution of the eligibility assessment. 

“Repeat tested”, instead, include both candidate donors who have 
already concluded the step of biological qualification (imposed as a pre-
condition to have access to the real donation in case of deferral), and regular 
donors who have made at least one donation during the past 2 years. 

 
Fig. 18 – Donors being positive to infectious markers divided by category (2009-2013) 
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Source: processing data on Piccinini et al. (2013); Facco et al. (2014a); Piccinini et 
al. (2014). 

 
 

As shown by the next diagrams, these two populations of donors have 
clearly different rates of positivity to viral markers (except in the case of 
HIV infection, where the difference is smaller), and this can be seen both in 
the percentage of positive cases found on FT donors compared to the total 
number of positive cases recorded (Fig. 18), and – even more apparently – 
in the incidence or prevalence of such diseases in the two sub-groups taken 
individually (Fig. 19). 

In other words, if 90.04% of HCV positive cases on new donors in 2013 
concerned FT donors, the incidence of positive diagnoses is much higher for 
this subgroup of donors, which is less numerous than the one of RT donors. 
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Fig. 19  –  Incidence and prevalence of infectious diseases in FT and RT donors 
(2009-2013) 
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Source: analysis on Piccinini et al. (2013); Facco et al. (2014a); Piccinini et al. 
(2014). 

 

 
In this perspective, the possibility to have clinical and diagnostic 

examinations on “FT” donors before the donation becomes relevant, since it 
enables to avoid the collection and subsequent storage of units which are not 
only going to be eliminated because of their serological positivity, but may 
also contaminate the stocks of blood components they come in contact with, 
thus implying a significant saving of resources to the benefit of the overall 
sustainability of the collection system. 

In this sense, the data collected through the questionnaire seem to 
confirm once again the higher incidence of the positivity to infectious 
markers among FT donors. In fact, while the percentage of regular donors 
being definitively suspended because of their positivity in biological 
qualification tests is, out of the total regular donors of that year, not higher 
than 0.2%, the incidence of such cases among candidate donors is 
systematically higher, with values varying between a minimum of 0.52% in 
case F and a maximum of 3.2% in case E (with two exceptions, represented 
by A and B, for which in the two years 2014-2015 there was no permanent 
suspension of caniddate donors for positivity to viral markers). 

• Raising the awareness and level of information of new donors: 
although there is an undeniable higher use of resources imposed by the 
adoption of the first deferred donation (both in terms of consumable 
materials used, and of time dedicated by doctors and donors to the pre-
qualification and eligibility assessment phase), it is worth wondering if such 
situation, rather than being interpreted and read only as a loss of efficiency, 
can instead be seen as an opportunity to increase the effectiveness, long-
term sustainability and safety guarantees of the whole transfusion system. In 
fact, the possibility to have a double interview with the medical staff 
becomes a precious occasion to acquire useful information and develop a 
higher degree of awareness on the gesture of donating and on the 
responsibilities it  
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Fig. 20 – Donors suspended for non-eligibility after biological qualification tests 
(2014) 
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Fig. 21 – Donors suspended for non-eligibility after biological qualification tests 
(2015) 
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implies, to reflect on their motivation for donating regularly and 
continuously, to meditate on the information acquired during the first 
interview and identify any risk factors or causes of exclusion from the 
donation. 

Such observations are fully confirmed by the opinions collected through 
the questionnaire among the donors of the Municipal centres involved in the 
analysis15. According to the data, in fact, a very small percentage of 
respondents expressed negative opinions, considering the procedure as an 
unjustified waste of time (1.6% of cases) or revealing that, as a consequence 
of having been required to wait for a second phase before having access to 
the donation, they did not come back to donate, although they were eligible 
(1.6%). 

Although this second scenario raises justified concerns, it is worth noting 
that most respondents expressed positive opinions on such experience, 

 
15. The answers were given by 62 donors who had experienced deferred donation, 35% 

of which included new donors, and 65% was represented by regular donors who came back 
to donate after more than 24 months without donating. It is also worth specifying that the 
sum of the percentages is not 100% because each respondent had the possibility to give 
multiple answers. 
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recognising as useful, first of all, the possibility of a discussion to acquire 
information, solve doubts and perplexities, thus being more aware of the 
donation that they were going to make (38.7%). 22.6% of respondents see 
the deferral of the first donation also as a moment of introspection, in which 
they can think about their actual motivation for taking the “responsibility” 
to donate regularly. Last but not least, a good 14.5% of respondents think 
that the examinations carried out before the donation enabled to detect some 
causes of non-eligibility (even temporary) to donation, thus confirming once 
more that such practice contributes to increase the safety of donations and 
transfusions. 
Fig. 22 –First deferred donation: the perception of donors (n = 62) 
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A more in-depth analysis (Fig. 23) of the distribution of the perceptions 
shared by those who gave open answers (21% of the donors who 
experienced a first deferred donation), shows that the two main opinions on 
such practice do not describe it as a source of inconvenience (31%) and 
even see it as a sign of attention and a guarantee of safety (23%). Besides 
these impressions, there are also some people who see it as a standard 
procedure whose application is perfectly normal (15%), and those who 
repeat the importance to seize that opportunity to increase the flows and 
exchanges of information with the Association and the doctors (8%). In 
short, the opinions of the donors interviewed do not show sings of aversion 
or resistance to a procedure which they rather seem to benefit from, and to 
have now internalized as an integral part of the process for the access to the 
first donation. 
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Fig. 23 – First deferred donation: the perception of donors who answered 
“Other” (n = 13) 
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Looking instead at the arguments of those who criticise the potential 
benefits of the introduction of such procedure at a national level16, these are 
mainly represented by: 

• Negative impact on donor recruitment and attraction: the 
considerations introduced in the last point seem to be closely related to this 
first reason of perplexity or aversion against such organizational model. In 
the debate at a national level, some of the operators of the transfusion 
system fear that with the introduction of the first deferred donation, and 
therefore with the doubling of the effort required to a donor to be granted 
access to the first donation, there may be a strong reduction of occasional 
donations, which could go to the detriment of the self-sufficiency of the 
Italian transfusion system. 

In this respect, the historic series represented in the next diagram (Fig. 
24) clearly shows that the share of new donors to which the first deferred 
donation is applied is constantly and significantly larger than that of the 
donors who are not applied the deferred donation. 

Although the figure seems to belie the fears mentioned above, it is worth 
underlining that the information it gives is not complete, since the causes of 
non-return are not investigated in detail: 

 
 

16. More details on the different points of view on the adoption of the first deferred 
donation are available at the following page of the National Blood Centre website: http:// 
www.centronazionalesangue.it/notizie/lintervista, which also contains the experiences of 
some experts presented at the conference “DEFERRED DONATION, from experiences to 
system prospects” (Florence, 26 September 2014). 
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its level of accuracy would be much higher if it considered the percentage of 
those who did not come back to donate although they were found eligible 
after the preliminary verifications. 

Similarly, what is not possible to see from the diagram is the sub-share 
of new donors who did not come back to donate because non-eligible and 
who were therefore necessarily excluded from the donation activity, without 
any kind of correlation between the non-return and the bother, if any, caused 
by the presence of this preliminary phase of assessment. 

 
 

Fig. 24 – New donors who donated again based on the type of first donation 
(2011-2014) 
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Source: analysis on Catalano et al. (2015a, p. 4) and Catalano et al. (2015c, p. 4). 
 
 

Fig. 25 – Annual variation of the units collected Sicily-Italy (2007-2011) 
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Source: analysis on Catalano et al. (2010, pp. 26-30 and 79-80) and Catalano et al. 
(2014, pp. 86-87 and 90-91)17. 

 
An equally significant analysis, from this point of view, is the one 

comparing the collection trends recorded in the years immediately following 
the introduction of the deferral in Regions like Sicily and Tuscany, where 

 
17. For the two years 2007 and 2008, the analysis considered the sum of “Whole blood 

collected (including erythrocytes from apheresis)”; “Plasma units produced through 
breakdown” and “Plasma units from apheresis”. 
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the regional production capacity does not seem to have suffered particular 
shocks after such modification of the operational processes adopted by CUs 
and Transfusion Services. Figure 25 shows in fact that, during the years 
between 2007 and 2011, the collection trend in Sicily had grown not only 
constantly, but also, in general, more than it had done at a national level. 

Similarly, the comparison in terms of monthly collection in Tuscany 
(Fig. 26) shows that in 2015 (the year of the reintroduction of the first 
deferred donation) the reduction in the number of units occurred in the 
months of February and March was later reabsorbed, going towards a 
realignment with the trend of the previous year. 

 
Fig. 26 – Annual variation of the units collected Tuscany (2014-2015) 
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Source: analysis on data of the Regional Avis of Tuscany18. 
 

After these necessary specifications, it is anyway worth wondering if the 
dismissal and self-exclusion of occasional donors, with weak motivations 
and awareness, could represent an actual threat to self-sufficiency (their 
contribution is at best limited and temporary) or if it should rather become a 
declared and long-term objective of the whole collection system. The real 
challenge, therefore, is not that of reducing the levels of efficiency and 
safety of the system to be able to intercept such donors, but to identify the 
appropriate tools (for education, awareness-raising and retention purposes) 
and turn those people into regular, informed donors who can give an active 
and continuous contribution to maintain their own eligibility for donations. 

• Opportunistic behaviours and exploitation of free screenings: there 
is no doubt that the separation of the the phase of eligibility assessment 
from blood collection lends itself to opportunistic behaviours by people 
whose sole intention is to enjoy the infection-related screening to verify − 
rapidly and for free − the result of previous risky behaviours (which may be 

 
18.   Data available at the following link:   http://www.avis.it/toscana/usr_view.php?ID_ 

SEZIONE=242&ID=16734. 
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intentionally omitted during the collection of the anamnestic data of the 
donor). 

In relation to this additional reason of aversion to the first deferred 
donation, the data already provided in Figure 27 show that the share of new 
donors to which the deferral was applied and who conclude the donation 
path is even higher than in cases where deferral was not applied, and this 
belies the hypothesis that the incidence of opportunistic logics is higher in 
the presence of a first deferred donation. 

 
Fig. 27 – Return rate of new donors to which first deferred donation is applied 
(2014) 
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Fig. 28 – Return rate of donors being inactive since more than 24 months and 
to which first deferred donation is applied (2014) 
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As a further confirmation of the data presented by the National Blood 
Centre, the evidence gathered for the present study proves once again that in 
the centres where the first deferred donation was adopted, in both the years 
being analysed 19, the percentage of new donors found eligible and returned 
for the first donation is generally higher than the one observed for the sub-
category of regular donors who returned to donation after a period of 
inactivity of more than 24 months20. 

Only in two cases (A and H), the return rate is higher for periodic, 
inactive donors21, although only in the first one the percentage of new 
donors who did not return although they were eligible reaches worrying 
values (54.7% of eligible donors). Except for this case, which seems to be 
isolated, the average rate of return for the first donation observed in the 
centres applying the first deferred donation is 85.7% among new donors 
found eligible (that is, potentially being able to return for a donation). Some 
research exist (Saturni and Marta, 2009) which show that the Association 
plays a crucial role in the return of the candidate donor for the first donation 
and for the ones to follow. 

• Separation of the assessment and qualification phases, with 
consequent increase of costs: the data described in the previous points 
seem to belie the presumed negative effects that such procedure would have, 
some say, on the motivation and willingness of candidate donors to 
conclude the procedure for the donation. However, it is undeniable, as 
sometimes objected, that the introduction of such practice induces an 
increase in the costs incurred for the execution of the eligibility assessment, 
an aspect which has already been investigated and examined in Paragraph 
5.1.3. 

Before moving on to a detailed description of the characteristics and of 
the importance of the scheduled call, a summary is proposed (Tab. 6), 
concerning the considerations made until now on the issue of the first 
deferred donation and its effects, presumed and real. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19. The data related to 2015 are shown in the appendix (Figures 1 and 2 of Paragraph 9.3). 
20. It is worth specifying that, in order to facilitate the interpretation of the data, for 

donors found eligible, the sum of returned and non-returned donors is 100% (notably, of 
eligible donors). The technical value of such macro-category can be obtained by subtracting 
the share of donors who were not found eligible. 

21. In Figure 28, organization B shows zero values because it experienced no returns of 
donors being inactive since more than 24 months In case G, instead, the figure concerning 
this category of donors is null because it is included in the figure referred to new donors, 
given that the information system adopted does not enable to distinguish between the two 
sub-populations. 
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Tab. 6 – Pros and cons of the first deferred donation 
 

Pros Impact Evidence Cons Impact Evidence 
 

↑ safety: ↑ costs                               ↓ efficiency: 
separation FT and RT               connected to the                        doubled absorption of  

                                          (different positivities)               eligibility assessment                  material/human resources   Cost analysis 
   

   ↑ efficiency:         Indices 
↓ eliminations for health            (FT and RT 
           causes                                positivities)  

 
      ↑ knowledge of the donor Questionnaire      ↑ risk of opportunistic          ↓ efficiency:                     Index 

 and of its medical history:          behaviours      attractions of people interested         (% eligible donors who did not 
double contact with the medical staff                                                                                                 in taking advantage of the    return to donate) 

      (provision and collection of more                                                                                                                                    clinical and medical  
                              information, also about medical history data,                 examinations 
                              risk factors;  > self-exclusion) 

 
 

 ↑ awareness: Questionnaire                                                    ↓ effectiveness: 
reflection on the motivation           and focus group            obstacle to a renewal                Regional trends 

                               for donating (meaning and     ↑ efficiency and effectiveness            ↓ ability to attract         of the basis of donors        (Sicily and Tuscany) 
   responsibility for this action)         (long period):         new donors:  

      ↑ frequency and       introduction of a barrier   ↑ efficiency and effectiveness 
  continuity of the donation      which can discourage          (long period): 

   those who come in                    although – in the short-term– 
   contact with donation        losing this share of donors,             Questionnaire 

      (would be-donors)             this helps dismissing donors 
                 Index of              who are potentially not convinced 
                 retention             (non continuous) 

↑ potential retention:  
I create a barrier which discourages 
occasional donors 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5.2.2. A focus on the scheduled call of donors  
Law 219 of 2005 represents the regulatory reference at the basis of the 

recognition – at a formal and material level – of the crucial role played by 
the Associations and Federations of donors in contributing to the full 
achievement of self-sufficiency objectives and to the achievement of 
appropriate levels of safety and quality in the Italian transfusion system. A 
strategic aspect, which is assigned by the Law mentioned above (article 
7) to partner Associations, is the call for donation. 

In fact, that Law is indeed the one which sets out, in article 6 (paragraph 
1,letter b) that Regions must sign, together with Associations, appropriate 
agreements intended to guarantee the economic support being necessary to 
perform the function of call and the other equally relevant association 
activities (such as the promotion of organized volunteering and of the 
solidarity-based values inherent to the donation, intended as a gratuitous, 
anonymous and conscious action; the protection of the health of citizens; 
the improvement of their level of knowledge and information; collection, 
etc.), a support which shall take the concrete form of reimbursement fees, 
being the same throughout the national territory and defined by the 
Permanent conference for the relations between State, Regions and 
Autonomous Provinces. In accordance with such provision, therefore, the 
State-Regions Agreement of 20 March 2008 and the one of 14 April 2016 
intervened to define such reimbursement rates and to constantly remind the 
need to work for a growing integration of the associations in the planning 
activities promoted at a national, regional and local level, so that the 
collection of blood and blood components is really in line with the actual 
national demand. 

In practical terms, this implies − or at lest should imply− that the single 
Association belonging to the network organizes its activities of donor call 
according to the needs expected and duly reported by the reference 
Transfusion Service, so that the requests can be sent to donors selected on 
the basis of their blood group or eligibility for the donation of whole blood 
and/or other types of blood components obtained through donor apheresis 

Always from an operational point of view, this should imply the 
presence and the consolidation of mechanisms of coordination and of 
integrated information systems, ensuring an interaction and a rapid, 
systematic and bi-directional exchange of information between the 
association centres which manage the call and the collection centres (be 
they public or part of the association) finalizing the collection process, so 
that the scheduling also results in an appropriate management of the flows 
of donors, consistent with the “production”capacity of the TS and the CU 
(in terms of capacity of the facility, staff available, correct use of the 
equipment being present). 

Based on such considerations, an outline of the characteristics whose 
simultaneous presence makes it possible to talk about a “scheduled call” is 
now presented. The purpose of the outline was to stress that such service 
can be provided with different levels of sophistication: the minimum 
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Requiremen − resulting directly from the restrictions imposed by the law to 
protect the health of donors − is that the call must be made at the end of the 
time interval fixed between one donation and the other. However, starting 
from this basic requirement, the call of donors should comply with the 
requests periodically agreed on with Hospitals, which can limit themselves 
to provide general indications on the annual and or/infra-annual demand of 
units to be met, or detail it by blood components and/or blood group. As a 
direct consequence of such modus operandi, it is desirable that an 
increasingly larger number of association centres manage to carry out their 
activities by scheduling the access of donors through booking systems 
which, on one side, may automatize the connection with the regional 
(“external”) schedule and, on the other side, may facilitate and optimize the 
experience of donors themselves (avoiding, for example, that waiting times 
become too long in certain periods which, however, may alternate to phases 
of unproductiveness being equally undesirable from the point of view of the 
appropriate use of the resources available). 

 

Fig. 29 – Characteristics of the scheduled call of donors 
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However, what is worth stressing is that, although the regulation refers 
clearly and unequivocally to the importance given by the policy-maker to 
this strategic and policy objective, the actual adoption of such procedures 
has not yet been uniformly implemented at a national level, and is often 
delegated to the autonomous decision by each centre to: 

 

• actually provide instructions guiding the collection activities  (within the 
limits of the responsibilities of the Transfusion Services); 

• abandon, in the collection centre at the association and public level, the 
wrong belief that the need to achieve the national goal of self-sufficiency 
can surpass the equally significant need to collect, in the most 
appropriate moment, what is actually requested, so as to avoid  
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surpluses and/or shortages which are far from rare in a system where free 
access to donations by donors prevails. 

 

The data in Figure 3022 clearly highlight how the diffusion of the so-
called scheduled call is anything but homogeneous on the national territory, 
where there is a good rate of “internal” scheduling in Northern Regions and 
− although to a smaller extent − in Central ones (areas in which, not 
surprisingly, whole Regions23 have started promoting the progressive 
adoption of computerized booking systems for donations). A less 
satisfactory situation is found in Southern areas and islands, where a good 
45.89% of donations is made upon free and spontaneous access by donors. 

As anticipated in the description of sampling strategies, moreover, it is 
extremely frequent (in almost half of cases from all territorial contexts) to 
find a simultaneous presence of both access modes, with the percentage of 
collections made on appointment being divided by type of donation (for 
example, the duration of an apheresis imposes, in case there is a limited 
number of devices available, to set a number of donors to be called for each 
day of collection). 

 

Fig. 30 – Access modes for donors (2015) 
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Source: analysis on Avis data. 
 

Although not clearly, this factor can certainly represent one of the causes 
which contribute to explain the higher elimination of units of red blood 
cells, because of their expiry, in some Regions of Italy (Fig. 31): usually it 
is the case of the Southern ones, where in 2014 the average percentage of 
elimination was of 3.10% against the 1.20% of the Centre and the 1.31% 

 
 

22. The figure was provided by 86.62% of Municipal Avis centres in Northern Italy, by 
71.84% of those in the Centre and 53.01% of those in the South and Islands area. 

23. Reference is made here, for example, to the “AgenDona” system adopted in Tuscany, 
or to an analogous programme, “j.ads” introduced in Veneto. 
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of the North, without − by the way − any positive variation compared to 
2012 (contrary to what happened in the Regions marked with the “–” 
symbol above their data). 

 
Fig. 31 – Units of red blood cells eliminated because expiring (%) out of the 
total available ones (2012-2014) 
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Source: analysis on Catalano et al. (2015a; 2015b; 2015c)24. 
 

The investigation conducted within such research also provided the 
chance to survey the opinions of donors themselves on the effectiveness of 
the call, as well as to collect evidence on the benefits perceived by donors in 
the contexts where the collection session was scheduled and on any 
inconvenience experienced where that possibility was not offered. 

Starting from the assessment of effectiveness (perceived by those who 
receive calls from the Avis centres and expected, instead, by those who do 
not receive them), the first diagram (Fig. 32) enables to notice, first of all, 
that both among donors who are Avis members and among those who are 
not, there is a prevalence of those who actually receive calls to donate 
(although, as it is reasonable to expect, this percentage is higher among 
members). 

At the same time, the diagram shows a strong imbalance in the 
assessment of effectiveness expressed respectively by those who receive the 
call (and whose perception of the effectiveness is relatively high) and those 
who are not contacted (and whose evaluations even fall by half in the sub-
group of members). 

By making a comparison with this sub-group, analysing the motivations 
given by Avis donors who were not contacted25 and separating those who 
expressed positive evaluations (more than 50%) from those who provided 
negative ones (50% or less), it is possible to obtain further information. 

 
24. The values are obtained by multiplying two indices provided by the National Blood 

Centre: the % of units of non-used red blood cells on the total available ones, by the % of 
units of red blood cells not used because expiring on the total non-used units. 

25. The evaluations given by non-member donors who were not contacted are not 
provided because of their poor informative value: only 8 people expressed an evaluation < = 
50% (without a motivation for the answer in 80.6% of cases) and 2 respondents expressed an 
evaluation > 50% (in one case, without providing any explanation). 
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Fig. 32 – Reception of call and assessment of effectiveness 
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In fact, it is significant that more than half of those who were not 

contacted and who express negative opinions (Fig. 33) consider the call 
useless because they essentially go donating spontaneously once the time 
interval between two donations has expired. Given these opinions, the 
calling service would turn out to be redundant and unable to stimulate a 
more frequent or constant donation activity. 

 
Fig. 33  –  Motivations of non-Avis donors who were not contacted and 
express negative opinions 
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Viceversa, the motivations provided by that 21.9% of Avis donors who 
anyway expressed positive evaluations (45 respondents) show that most of 
them recognize the fact of receiving calls as an actual reminder or 
stimulation which induces a higher frequency of donation. It is also 
interesting to notice that 7.7% of such sub-group declare that they would 
have preferred using the call as a moment for an exchange of information 
with the Association. 

In short, these data seem to underline that, although in most of the cases 
where there is no call it is donors themselves who do not see any need for it, 
a residual −but not negligible− part of donors who are not called by the  
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Fig. 34  –  Motivations of Avis donors who were not contacted and express 
positive opinions 
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Association expresses instead the desire or need to be intercepted through a 
call, which could actually be useful to retain donors and increase the 
frequency of donations. 

The further step made concerns the experience of donation among those 
who schedule the collection session, on one side, and those who are not 
contacted or receive the call of the Association but usually go donating 
spontaneously (that is, without scheduling the date of the collection), on the 
other side. The diagram below (Fig. 35) shows, first of all, the percentage of 
donors (members and non-members) who declare to have the possibility or 
habit of scheduling the date of the donation. 

 

Fig. 35 – Percentage of donors who schedule the date of donation 
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While analysing the impressions of donors on the benefits resulting from 

such opportunity26, it is interesting to notice (Fig. 36) that both members and 
non-members mainly stress the function of reminder of the call (which, 
however, is carried out also without a scheduling). 

 

 
26. It is worth specifying that the respondents had the possibility to give multiple 

answers choosing one or more benefits. For this reason, the sum of the percentages exceeds 
100%. 
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At the same time, a percentage of respondents being higher among 
members recognizes that the possibility to book the date of collection 
enables a more effective management of the donation among other 
work/personal commitments, and that such possibility is the precondition to 
fix the date of absence from work. 

 

Fig. 36 – The benefits perceived by donors who schedule the date of collection  
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There is also a higher share of donors who confirm the desire or need to 

have a periodic meeting to provide information on their health conditions 
(another aspect which concerns the call in the broader sense, rather than the 
scheduling of the session) and, most importantly, who declare being aware 
of the systemic benefits which implicitly result from the scheduling of calls. 
In fact, having the certainty of being called to donate not only at the expiry 
of the interval set between two donations, but also when there is a real need 
of bags of a certain blood component and/or blood group, represents a sort 
of guarantee of the actual usefulness of a donation, while expressing at the 
same time the high level of accountability, awareness and information 
among donors. 

Lastly, in only one case a smaller percentage of Avis donors agreed on 
the statement proposed about the more pragmatic and individualistic benefit 
resulting from the possibility to book the day of collection (and possibly the 
time) in terms of shorter waiting times at the collection centre, an answer 
which represents instead the second most “ticked” statement among non-
member donors. 

To end with, a more detailed analysis of the opinions of those who are 
not contacted (and go donating spontaneously) or do not/cannot take 
advantage of the moment of the call to agree on a day and time for donation, 
shows that in both cases a percentage of 4% of respondents experienced 
inconveniences of some kinds (in most cases, they could not donate because 
of the long waiting times or because there was no need of units of their 
blood group in that moment). 
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In the first case (Fig. 37), among those donors called by the Association 
and who do not schedule the date (on average, 30% of the Avis donors 
contacted), that 4% who did not have negative experiences mainly declared 
that the fact had no consequences (33% of cases); in 48% of cases, instead, 
this caused strong annoyance, and a 10% share of respondents chose another 
collection centre or − an important fact in itself − reduced the frequency of 
donation. 

 
Fig. 37 – The consequences of any inconveniences experienced by those who 
do not schedule 
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Fig. 38 – The consequences of any inconveniences experienced by those who 
are not contacted 
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A similar situation can be found in that 4% of Avis donors who did not 
receive the call by the Association and had some negative experience (Fig. 
38): while in half of cases the situation only annoyed the donor and in 39% 
did not have any consequence, in 17% of cases respondents declare they did 
not donate again, thus confirming once more the importance of 
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considering also the potential negative consequences that the non-
introduction of the scheduling can have on the donor, as well as on the 
efficiency and sustainability of the blood system in its overall functioning. 

At the end of this overview on the strategic and operational importance 
of the procedures of first deferred donation and scheduled call, as also 
mentioned in the introduction to the present book, the next pages will move 
again to cost analysis, with a first insight in the function of call performed 
by the association centres and the description of the relations between the 
investment of resources (economic but − as will be better explained later − 
human, first of all) in the service of call and the returns they generate (for 
example in terms of attraction/recruitment of donors and 
activation/frequency of the donation activity). After the analysis of 
scheduled calls, Paragraph 5.3 will instead be dedicated to membership 
activities, with an analysis of their effectiveness in terms of attraction and 
recruitment of donors. 

 
 

5.3. The activities of the association 
 

5.3.1. Costs and effectiveness of donor call 
 

The paragraph proposes a detailed analysis of the unit costs of the call of 
donors and of the profitability of such investment for some particularly 
interesting impact areas. The analysis concerns mainly the five Municipal 
Avis centres included in the sample, with the sole exception of Avis D, 
which, despite being a Provincial centre, manages not only the collection 
activity, but also the call activity on behalf of all the Municipal centres 
representing its organizational branches (and integrating its intervention 
with additional call actions, if necessary). 
Fig. 39 – Level of management of donor calls (2014) 
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Fig. 40 – The tools for calls to donation (2015) 
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Although such distribution of responsibilities represents an “anomaly” – 
at least if compared to the models described by Calò and Fiorentini (2013b, 
p. 103) –, the next diagram reveals that in some areas of the country it is not 
rare to see forms of centralization and coordination of the management of 
those same call activities at a supra-municipal level. 

At the same time, although the diagram in Figure 4027 shows that the 
tools for call to donation can include also channels promoting mass and 
depersonalized messages (such as, for example, calls for donation on TV, 
radio or press, as well as posters or advertising on social media), the 
analysis focused on specific tools (phone call; SMS; awareness-raising 
events on donation with/without bloodmobiles and cards)28 for two kinds of 
reasons: 

 

• on one side, the decision comes from an ideological-cultural approach 
whereby the moment of the call must represent a chance for a direct and 
personal contact with single donors, also aimed at the collection, in the 
full respect of their privacy, of information on the health conditions of 
the single persons, as well as an opportunity to consolidate and 
strengthen over time the relationship with the Association and the values 
it promotes (aspects which are precluded − or at least limited − in mass 
communications); 

 
 

27. The answers were provided by 86.40% of the Municipal Centres in Northern regions, 
by 72.01% of those in the Centre and by 53.79% of the Municipal Centres in the South and 
Islands. The percentages exceed 100% because each responding centre had the possibility to 
make a multiple selection of the tools it used for its calling functions. 

28. E-mails comply with the requirements specified, but are not included among the tools 
analysed because, besides the fact that they do not usually imply costs being extremely 
specific or easy to identify compared to those of phone calls, they were not used for donor 
call purposes in any of the organizational contexts analysed. 
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• the tools typically used by the Associations to make widespread calls to 
the population could be included in the analysis in terms of costs 
(monetary and non-monetised), but they do not enable to identify – 
unless artificial and poorly indicative estimates are made – the target 
users they reach and, even less so, their rate of effectiveness in inducing 
recipients of the communication to donate. 

 

Except for these specifications, the first table shows a series of indicators 
which provide some first information on the strategy of call adopted, as well 
as on the results obtained by each of the centres analysed and described here 
below: 

 

• Donors contacted out of total donors: represents the number of donors 
(potential or real) contacted during 2014, compared to the number of 
donating members of the centre. The fact that the index reaches values 
above 100% can be explained by considering that some contact tools (for 
example the events of call to donation, with or without bloodmobile) are 
also intended for potential donors – therefore, for those who are not 
members yet − or add to other forms of contact (such as the postcard to 
raise awareness and increase attraction among 18-year old people or the 
SMS and the phone call addressed to donors who are already members). 

• Donors contacted by SMS or phone call out of total donors: in order 
to eliminate such effect from the index, the analysis was limited to the 
number of donors called to donation by SMS or phone call (contact tools 
which allow the real monitoring of the number of contacts for each 
single donor). In this second case, the index is generally around 100%, 
thus suggesting that each donating member is contacted at least once a 
year29. Only in two cases the value falls significantly under that level, 
although this happens for reasons which are different and are not 
necessarily the symptom of “pathological” situations: in case C, in fact, 
the reduction of the % is the result of the non-attraction of new members 
and of the donors temporarily suspended; in case D, instead, it comes 
from the presence of a significant share of donors who, based on a 
principle of self-accountability, go donating regularly and spontaneously. 
Such phenomenon, which is positive in itself, is also reflected in a 
particularly high number of donations per call made (because the 
donations made by such people are not the result of a call by the 
Association). 

• Active donors out of total donors:  this other index provides a very 
important piece of information on the ability of each specific 

 
29. Although there may be donors being temporarily suspended, it may also occur that 

these people are anyway contacted for a reminder of periodic control visits. 
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organization to stimulate the donation activity through the contact with 
donors. In fact, it specifies the share of active donors in that year out of 
the total donating members, that is, the portion of those who actually 
donated at least once in 2014. Such value becomes particularly relevant 
also to calculate the investment of resources required to obtain the 
activation of a single donor (whose detail is provided in Table 7). 

• Average number of phone calls to donors: the value is an average of 
the calls received by each donor during the year, and becomes 
representative of the intensity of contact with the reference association 
centre (which, it is worth specifying, is to be intended as a synonym of 
quality in the management of the relationship with the member). 

• Donations on call (persons contacted/involved):  this last index results 
from the matching of the overall units collected in 2014 and the number 
of calls made. As anticipated, the fact that the index generally has values 
being higher than one suggests the more or less strong presence of 
‘spontaneous’ donors. 

 
 

Tab. 7 – Indices and costs (call) 
 

Medium-small Large 
Municipal Provincial Municipal 

A B C D F G 
 

Effectiveness 
and efficiency of 
the call 

 

Donors contacted 
out of total donors: 

127% 245% 137% 113% 113% 134% 

Donors contacted 
(SMS/phone) out of 
total donors: 

100% 100% 77% 71% 100% 104% 

Active donors 
out of total donors 

80% 71% 84% 76% 90% 75% 

Average number 
of contacts per donor 
(SMS/phone) 

15 2 3 4 1 9 

Donations on call 
(persons 
contacted/involved) 

1.68 1.10 1.26 2.41 1.45 1.65 

Average unit cost 
per call 

€ 8.95 € 3.34 € 7.38 € 8.94 € 8.10 € 7.77 

Unit cost  
per active donor 

€ 11.22 € 4.70 € 8.79 € 11.70 € 9.03 € 10.38 
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The last two lines of Table 7 summarize, instead, two values obtained 
from the sum30 of the items mentioned in detail in the two following charts: 
the full unit cost for the management of a member donor by call (which is 
on average around € 7.41) and the full cost of activation of a donor by call 
(amounting, on average, to € 9.30). The accounting (and non-accounting) 
values at the basis of the two indices are the same, therefore the main 
distinction between the two is the result of the fact that, even by contacting 
all the possible donating members, not all of them will actually go donating, 
which means that the investment required to induce the activation of a donor 
is slightly higher: the full cost of activation, in fact, is 25%, higher than the 
first one, on average, with a difference falling within a range of +11%/+41% 
(indeed depending on the ability of each Avis centre to activate more or less 
donors through a certain level of investment in the call). 

Moreover, it was deemed appropriate to use the term “full cost” because 
the economic values adopted consider not only the accounted expenses of 
each organization, but also the so-called “non-monetised inputs”, such as, 
for example, the materials and equipment used for free, the spaces granted 
on free loan for use, the work for free of volunteers assigned to the 
management of the call service. 

As an integration to the information provided until now, Table 10 shows 
the rate of effectiveness of each tool used for calls and adopted by the 
centres, intended as the ratio between those who have actually donated after 
receiving the call and the total number of people contacted through that tool 
or channel. One first remark in this respect is that the event of call for 
donation − such as, for example, the events with bloodmobiles or the 
opening of the collection centre for events intended for a specific audience 
(army, customs police, etc.) – usually have a particularly high rate of 
effectiveness (almost all participants donate) and the costs they imply are 
quite limited31. 

 
 

30. More precisely, the total cost is the result of the sum of an average cost of the 
different tools for call used by the organization with all the other items. At the same time it is 
worth specifying that the cost of the different tools of contact is the result of the unit cost of 
that channel (e.g.: cost of a single SMS) for the average number of times in which that tool is 
used during the year to address a single donor (e.g.: 15 times a year), and therefore expresses 
the cost of managing the relationship with the member throughout the year considered. 

31. For events of call for donation with bloodmobile, the main cost item is indeed 
represented by a share (20%) of the costs of the vehicle (depreciation or annual fee; fuel;  
tolls;  insurance;  car tax; etc.).  Only in one case (F) it was not deemed appropriate to apply 
this fee of calling costs, since the Association has a means for collection but uses it 7 days a 
year. 
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Tab. 8 – Unit cost of contact 
 

 A 
(€) 

B 
(€) 

C 
(€) 

D 
(€) 

F 
(€) 

G 
(€) 

Unit cost of contact       
Postcard/letter - 0.35 - - - - 
SMS 0.97 0.32 - 0.38 0.07 0.15 
Phone call 0.97 - 0.90 - 0.94 - 
Event of call for 
donation 

- ND 0.94 - 0.73 - 

Computer facilities - - 0.94 1.78 - - 
Ad hoc equipment - - - - - - 
Ad hoc spaces (rented) 0.28 - - - - - 
Ad hoc spaces (free loan 
for use) 

0.06 - 0.21 0.16 - 0.15 

Ad hoc spaces (owned) - - - - - - 
Remunerated staff - 0.23 0.71 3.95 4.14 4.01 
Voluntary staff 6.32 0.12 - - - 0.12 
Share of General and 
Functioning Costs 

1.65 2.65 4.60 2.67 3.38 3.33 

Total 8.95 3.34 7.38 8.94 8.10 7.77 

 
Tab. 9 – Unit cost for the activation of a donor 

 

 A 
(€) 

B 
(€) 

C 
(€) 

D 
(€) 

F 
(€) 

G 
(€) 

Unit cost per active donor       

Postcard/letter - 0.53 - - - - 
SMS 1.18 0.42 - 0.49 0.12 0.21 
Phone call 1.17 - 1.05 - 1.02 - 
Event of call for 
donation 

- ND 1.20 - 0.78 - 

Computer facilities - - 1.12 2.33 - - 
Ad hoc equipment - - - - - - 
Ad hoc spaces (rented) 0.35 - - - - - 
Ad hoc spaces (free loan 
for use) 

0.07 - 0.25 0.21 - 0.20 

Ad hoc spaces (owned) - - - - - - 
Remunerated staff - 0.33 0.84 5.17 4.62 5.36 
Voluntary staff 7.94 0.17 - - - 0.16 
Share of General and 
Functioning Costs 

2.07 3.73 5.46 3.50 3.77 4.45 

Total 11.22 4.70 8.79 11.70 9.03 10.38 
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Tab. 10 – Effectiveness by type of tool  
 

Medium-small Large 
Municipal Provincial Municipal 

 A B C D F G 
 

Rate of effectiveness       

Postcard/letter 0.00% 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

SMS 82.74% 75.00% 0.00% 76.42% 61.25% 74.84% 

Phone call 82.54% - 85.42% 0.00% 92.61% 0.00% 

Event of call for 
donation 

15.00% NA 78.26% 0.00% 93.61% 0.00% 

Total 79.63% 71.19% 84.24% 76.42% 89.65% 74.84% 
 

Figure 41 is an elaboration of the previous values and provides a graphic 
representation of the incidence or relative weight of each cost item (tool for 
contact; equipment and computer facilities; dedicated spaces; employed 
and/or voluntary staff involved; share of general and functioning costs). 

 
Fig. 41 – Relative incidence of the different costs of a call 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Share of General and 
Functioning costs 

Staff  

Spaces  

Ad hoc equipment  

Computer  

Tool for  

 
As it is reasonable to expect − since we are talking about the supply of a 

service  – in almost all cases the component with the highest incidence is 
represented by the costs – monetary and non-monetised – associated to the 
use of human resources in the management of call activities. The two 
exceptions, represented by B and C, experience a strong imbalance of the 
investment towards general and operational costs; however, this becomes 
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apparent only by analysing the costs in terms of relative weight of each 
item. As shown by Table 1, in fact, in absolute terms such value does not 
deviate too much from the one found in other organizational contexts. The 
real discriminating factor is represented by the very poor investment in 
terms of human resources dedicated, in these two centres, to the activities of 
call and invitation of donors, which accounts for (on average) 0.53 
€/donor/year (compared to an average of 4.64 €/donor/year in the other Avis 
centres analysed). 

The weight gained by the investment in human resources, despite being 
inevitably reflected in the monetary and non-monetised flows which come 
from the day-by-day development of the organizational management, is first 
of all the result of a culture where the operators in charge of the call are seen 
as the crucial link in the relationship between Avis and its members, and 
more and more, at the same time, as the recipients (volunteer or employee) 
of necessary training interventions aimed at ensuring that they have 
appropriate skills to manage, in full respect of privacy, both the medical-
clinical history of the donor and the psychological and emotional 
components which intervene in the experience of donation. Indeed, given 
the importance assigned to it in all respects, such element was identified as 
the main factor expressing the real investment made by each of the centres 
analysed in the performance of their membership functions of call of 
donors, and was therefore selected as the variable to be related to some 
specific results, obtained by the different organizations involved, that will 
be now described. 

The first result variable, whose potential positive relation with the 
investment made by each centre was chosen for the analysis, is represented 
by the percentage of active donors out of the total donating members of 
that year. In that sense, the impact area analysed concerns the “activation” 
of donors, intended as the ability of the organization to induce at least one 
donation by each donating member. 

In this respect, the first diagram proposed (Fig. 42) shows a certain 
dispersion of the points around a trend line, which however is the result of 
the presence of two outliers, that is, two units of analysis which deviate 
significantly from the general trend shown by the other ones. In fact, it is 
extremely significant that, except for these two cases, the position of the 
points in the second diagram reflects almost perfectly the trend line. On one 
side, this seems to suggest the existence of a positive relation between the 
resources invested in call activities in terms of dedicated staff (employed 
and voluntary) and the percentage of donors induced to the donation 
activity, on the other side it imposes a reflection to try to understand the 
reasons which can cast light on the deviation of points F and C from the 
general trend. Such analysis will follow the comment to Figure 43. 
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Fig. 42 – Investment in HR and active donors (with and without outliers) 
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Fig. 43 – Investment in HR and incidence of new donors on total donors 2015 
(including and excluding outliers) 
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Another area in which the call may have an impact is that of  
“recruitment”, meaning the ability to attract new donors, which is well 
represented by the percentage incidence of the new donors who joined the 
association in period t+1 (in this case 2015) on the total donating members. 

The two remarks resulting from the interpretation of these diagrams are 
as follows: 

 

• Points A and F represent once again the best practices (that is, the units 
of analysis with the most satisfactory results); the results of organization 
C, which was the second one in terms of rate of donor activation, 
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are, in this case, poorly satisfactory and perfectly in line with the low 
level of investment (both in time and monetary terms) in call activities. 
This raises questions on any analogies and differences which may 
explain such deviations in relation to the two variables analysed until 
now: what the three centres have in common in terms of strategy of call 
is the use of the phone as the main tool to contact donors. This may 
suggest a particular effectiveness and preferability of the tool in inducing 
the activation of donors. However, using the same channel, organization 
C dedicates to membership functions a relatively small amount of time 
compared to the other two centres: 312 hours per year of remunerated 
work, against the 2,340 hours of volunteering services provided in A 
(although their characteristics are similar in terms of size) and the 2,314 
hours of work in F. This may suggest that the ability of the organizations 
to attract new donors and, above all, to induce them to join after the first 
contact with the Association, could be positively linked to the intensity 
of the relationship established with the staff dedicated to the call, 
intended not only as frequency of contact (that is, number of phone calls 
per person or SMSs sent), but also as intimacy of the interaction with the 
single donor. The same type of trend (with an even greater inclination), 
in fact, can be found by relating the average frequency of contact with 
the same performance indicator. 

 
 

Fig. 44 – Frequency of contact and incidence of new donors on total donors 
2015 (with and without outliers) 
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• The second remark concerns the return obtained by organization D from 
the point of view of the variable considered here (that of the recruitment 
of new donors), and being lower than expected, given its investment in 
HR dedicated to calls. Although the preliminary analysis of the strategy 
of call conducted here has already pointed out that the percentage of 
donors contacted is the lowest ever found within the sample (Tab. 7) and 
that the one concerning active donors is small, but anyway higher than 
among those donors who received the call (thus highlighting a more 
spontaneous donation activity of its members), the latter is essentially in 
line with the ability of activation which may be expected as a result of 
the investment made in the calling activity by that organization (as 
shown by the intersection between point and straight line in Figure 42). 
As for the ability to attract new donors, instead, the results of the centre 
are below expectations, and this could be justified by the already high 
penetration rate in a population aged between 18 and 65 and residing in 
its reference territory, probable cause of a sort of “saturation” effect 
which thwarts the efforts and investments made by such Avis centre in 
the functions of attraction of new donating members. As shown by Table 
11, in fact, not only the penetration rate of the population of potential 
donors is the highest among those found, but it also reaches a 
particularly high level even compared to the data initially presented in 
Table 3 of Chapter 1. 

 
Tab. 11  –  Penetration rate in the population aged 18-65 of the sub-sample 
analysed   

 

  

A 
 

B 
 

C 
 

D 
 

F 
 

G 
 
Penetration rate in the 
population aged 18-6532 

 
4.6% 

 
2.6% 

 
5.8% 

 
6.4% 

 
5.1% 

 
5.6% 

Source: analysis on Avis and ISTAT data. 
 
 

If until now the variables analysed have concerned the relationship 
between association centres and donors − intended in terms of ability to 
attract and activate the latter −  there is a second and not less relevant side 
on which the call service can have a non-negligible impact: the donation 

 
32. In cases A, C, D and G the population considered was that of the Municipality of 

reference and of the one to which an organization branches belonged; for B, the whole 
Province was considered (excluding the two Municipalities having their own Collection 
Unit); for F, the population considered was that of the whole Province, given the strong 
presence of doanting members living in the nearby Municipalities. 
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activity, in its frequency and its growing or decreasing trend over time. 
Starting from this last aspect, the diagrams below show, once again, that 

the alignment between the unit of analysis and the straight line must be 
obtained by eliminating the two points representing returns which are not 
aligned or are disproportionate compared to their actual investment in HR 
dedicated to the attraction and call of donors: a disproportion that goes to 
the advantage of B but to the detriment of D. 

In this case, the variable analysed is represented by the growth rate of 
donations33 between 2014 and 2015, which can be pursued by intervening 
on 3 impact areas: the attraction or recruitment of new donors being able to 
give a positive contribution to increase the productivity of the organization; 
the activation of (potential or historic) donors, that is, the ability to stimulate 
at least one donation by one's own donors; the frequency of donation, 
intended as a more intense donation activity among donating members. 

 
Fig. 45 – Investment in HR and growth of donations from members’ collection 
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A more close analysis of the characteristics of these two association 

centres and of the strategies that may have contributed to generate some 
“anomalous” positions, also requires a look at the position of points D and B 
in the next diagrams, dedicated respectively to: 

 

• the number of units collected for each call (Fig. 46); 
 
 
 

33. Here, the total collection managed by the association centre being analysed (blood, 
plasmapheresis and other apheresis) was considered. 
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• the average generic index of donation34 (Fig. 47) calculated as the ratio 
between the total units collected (of whole blood, plasma or other blood 
components, respectively) and the total donors of the year. 

 

Fig. 46 – Investment in HR and units collected for each call (including and excluding 
outliers) 
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Fig. 47 – Investment in RU and average generic index of donation (including 
and excluding outliers) 
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34. A distinction was introduced between generic and specific index of donation, since 

the two have a different level of accuracy: the latter, in fact, is the ratio between the units 
collected per single blood product and the number of donors who actually donated, during 
the year, whole blood only, or plasma only, or only other blood components, or any other 
combination of these three types of donation. However, given that the information systems 
adopted by the centres did not always enable to extract the data needed to calculate this 
second index, the first index was used in the analysis conducted here. 
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The remarks that may be suggested by a joint reading of the 3 diagrams 
are as follows: 

 

• in association centre D the returns of the call are relatively unsatisfactory 
in terms of increase in the incidence of new donors on total donating 
members and of increase in the units collected, but excellent results are 
obtained in terms of ability to generate donations through call activities. 
In fact, as shown by Tab. 7, this centre stimulates a good 2.41 donations 
for each new contact (compared to a return between 1.10 and 1.68 
units/call of the other Avis centres analysed). It must be considered, in 
part, that this is a Provincial centre supported − although occasionally 
and not systematically− in call activities by its Municipal centres, 
therefore the index may be slightly overestimated because the calculation 
did not include the additional reminders provided by the Municipal 
centres. At the same time, as anticipated on several occasions, this index 
reflects the greater propensity of the donating members of such Avis to 
go spontaneously at the collection centre, a phenomenon which 
obviously entails a saving of (time and monetary) resources, although – 
given the difficulties in growth observed in such centre − this differential 
advantage risks to become the cause of a fossilization of the 
organization, thus limiting its prospects of size development. 

• On the other side, the unit of analysis B seems to achieve results being 
significantly higher than the return expected, in terms of increase of the 
donations from association collection and – even more apparently – of 
donation index. Actually, the data presented in Table 12 show that the 
collection volumes achieved in the two years 2014-2015 are substantially 
stable, thus highlighting that its performance is higher than that of the 
other centres only in relative terms (which means that it obtains very 
satisfactory results if compared to the small investment initially made on 
call activities). 

 
Tab. 12 – Increase rate of association collection (2014-2015)35 

 

  

A 
 

B 
 

C 
 

D 
 

F 
 

G 
 

Whole blood 
 

-1.2% 
 

-0.2% 
 

-1.3% 
 

-5.9% 
 

-1.7% 
 

2.33% 

Plasma 22.8% - 8.5% N/A 7.6% 2.66% 

Other donations - - -19.7% - -3.8% N/A 
 
 

35. “N/A” indicates that the specific collection procedure (plasmapheresis or other 
apheresis) was introduced in 2015, therefore a comparative analysis of the results obtained in 
the two years being analysed is impossible. 
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At the same time, organization B has a donation index which appears in 
contrast with the investment made in HR dedicated to calls, and this is 
explained by the strong focus of collection activities (conducted by the 
reference Transfusion Service on those Avis donating members who go 
donating in that facility) on plasmapheresis procedures. Such result is 
partially justified by the good presence of plasmapheresis in the regional 
context of reference (Tab. 5 of Chapter 1), which, however, should result in 
an even higher index for units D and G, contrary to what the data of the 
organization show.  

 
Tab. 13 – Generic index of donation by blood product (including collection at TS) 

 

  

A 
 

B 
 

C 
 

D 
 

F 
 

G 
 

Whole blood 
 

1.92 
 

1.63 
 

1.28 
 

1.89 
 

1.01 
 

1.68 

Plasma 0.14 1.03 0.10 0.23 0.40 0.53 

Other donations 0.02 0.02 0.23 0.01 0.23 0.00 
 
 

As for this last index, a relation that is certainly worth investigating is the 
one probably existing with the average number of calls received by each 
donor (whose precise value – extremely variable depending on the centre, 
and on the strategy adopted – is provided in Table 7). 

Contrary to what was observed about the activity of recruitment of new 
donors, Figure 48 shows, in a counter − intuitive but perfectly clear way− a 
great dispersion of the points in the left area of the diagram and a trend line 
being essentially flat, a demonstration of the fact that there seems to be no 
proportionality between frequency of call and frequency of donation. 

 
Fig. 48 – Frequency of contact and average generic index of donation 
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To summarize the analyses conducted until now, at the end of this 

overview, a chart is presented which seems to suggest a good degree of 
correlation, with due exceptions, between the investment – in monetary, 
time and cultural terms – in human resources specifically assigned to  
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association activities of call of donors and the main indicators selected to 
represent the intensity, frequency and dynamic development over time of 
the relationship between the Association and donors, on one side, and the 
donation activity, on the other side. 

 
Tab. 14 – Summary of the indices associated to the investment in HR 
dedicated to calls 

 
Index 

 

 
 
 

DONORS 

Active donors on total            Activation             ✔                  F              F + 
donors C + 
Incidence of new donors 
on total donors Recruitment ✔ A D - 

 
 
 
 

DONATIONS 

Growth rate Recruitment 
of donations Activation ✔ A D - 

Frequency B + 
Units collected per call Activation ✔ D D + 
 Frequency 
Generic index of donation Frequency ✔ B B + 
on average 

 
 

5.3.2.  The other association activities: awareness-raising, 
promotion, retention and training 

 
This last paragraph is dedicated to the analysis of another large sector of 

intervention of the Associations of donors, that is, the creation of events and 
activities for promotion, awareness-raising and retention of donors and 
citizens at large, aimed at increasing the level of health education and the 
promotion of health, the awareness, the sense of sharing of certain values 
and of Avis membership, as well as the level of social cohesion expressed 
on the territory. Such activities were reclassified and referred to two large 
macro-categories, based on the type of recipients they were intended for. 

On one side, in fact, there were initiatives intended for “external” 
audiences, such as: 

 

• the training, information and awareness-raising events promoted in 
schools, universities or in extra-school contexts (conferences, workshops 
and congresses open to the public); 

• the promotion and social aggregation events, organized both to recruit 
new potential donors and to retain the members and strengthen the 
relationship with the association centre itself and with the people who 
animate it (association festivals and meetings, recreational-sports events, 
fundraising events, as well as the events of call for donation already 
mentioned and organized with or without bloodmobiles). 
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On the other side, the intention was to highlight another sector of 
activity, not less important, which can significantly contribute to the 
generation of positive externalities and social impacts, and which is 
sometimes addressed to “internal” audiences. Reference is made, more 
specifically, to: 

 

• the vocational and refresher training organized on a free-of-charge 
basis to promote the professional growth and qualification of non-
donating members and − in a less broad sense – of volunteers. 

 

For each one of the six centres considered in the previous paragraph (five 
Municipal Avis centres) of the Decentralized associative model and one 
Provincial centre of the Mixed associative model), such initiatives were 
analysed in terms of number of events organized during 2014 for each type; 
number of participant per event; total hours dedicated to such activities and, 
last but not least, total investment of monetary and non-monetised inputs for 
their organization. 

In this case, despite the importance of observing the work of each centre 
in terms of association activities which integrate the call to donation, it is 
considered more interesting to introduce such data by adopting a specific 
approach, namely by looking at the impact that such initiatives can have on 
the attraction of new donors, especially of those between 18 and 25 years of 
age. 

For this reason, the intention is to start by analysing the centres with the 
best results in terms of recruitment of young people and then look at the 
levers of promotion and at the strategies adopted in terms of association life 
proposed to their reference audiences. 

 
Fig. 49 – Incidence of new donors by age groups on total donors (2014 and 2015) 
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As shown by the diagrams above, the two association centres having a 
higher percentage incidence of new donors 18-25 on the total donating 
members in that same year are represented by C and G, respectively for 
2014 and 2015. 

Such observation gains immediate importance if we consider that these 
two organizations are, within the sample analysed, those organizing the 
highest number of events for “external” audiences (Fig. 50) and – although 
supported by organization A (which, not surprisingly, has an excellent 
position in both years) − those being able to involve the highest number of 
participants through training, information and awareness-raising activities 
specifically intended for such audiences (Fig. 51). 

 
Fig. 50 – Number of events intended for external audiences (2014) 
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However, by analysing the strategies adopted by these two Avis centres 
in more detail, it is possible to notice a clear difference: while G stands out 
for a strong focus on training events for students (in particular, in secondary 
schools) (Fig. 52), C prefers interacting with external audiences through 
outdoor events with bloodmobiles (Fig. 53). However, what the diagram 
cannot show is the following: 26 out of the 31 events of call to donation 
with bloodmobile held in 2014 by that centre indeed involved students from 
secondary schools. 
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Fig. 51 – Number of total participants in training and information events (2014) 
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Fig. 52  – Training, information and awareness-raising interventions intended 
for external audiences (2014) 
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Fig. 53 – Social aggregation, call to donation and fund-raising events (2014) 
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  6   The social impact of the Avis centres 
analysed 

by Elisa Ricciuti and Maria Vittoria Bufali 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The present chapter will be dedicated to the description of the SROI 
analysis carried out in 4 of the 5 Municipal centres included in the sample1, 
so that the analysis of the benefits perceived will be added to the cost 
analysis described in the previous chapter. As anticipated in Chapter 3, the 
analysis was conducted through the administration of an on-line 
questionnaire. After a first paragraph describing in detail the profile of the 
respondents to the questionnaire (Paragraph 6.1), the chapter provides the 
overall SROI ratio or each centre analysed (Paragraph 6.2). The core of the 
chapter is then represented by the last section (Paragraph 6.3), where each 
single benefit or positive impact is investigated in detail through a 
comparison between Avis members and non-member donors. 

 

 
 

6.1.  The profile of respondents: representativeness and 
socio-demographic characteristics of the samples 

 
The on-line questionnaire administered had the response rate shown 

below (Tab. 1): on a total of 1,564 respondents, 1,023 questionnaires by 
Avis members and 43 by non-member donors were considered valid. 

 

Tab. 1 –Sample size and confidence level 
 

  

A 
 

B 
 

C 
 

F 
 

Confidence level 
 

95% 
 

99% 
 

90% 
 

95% 
ε (range) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Sample size required 188 321 134 192 
Valid answers from members 188 469 158 208 

 

1. Although the study was intended to analyse the SROI in all the Municipal centres 
belonging to the Decentralized associative model, for one of these centres the administration 
of the questionnaire was not possible because of the absence of a mailing list of members, 
who are called to donation by other means. 
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The layering of each sample of respondents by gender and age group 
shows a slight over-representation of some sub-categories of members (in 
particular, the share of answers coming from male members between 36 and 
55 years of age is generally larger than expected), to the detriment of other 
ones (that of respondents being very young or over 55). 

 
Fig. 1 – Distribution by gender and age group of the samples 
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In order to ensure a correct interpretation of the evidence collected, it is 
also worth specifying that the respective samples are globally 
representative, meaning that they refer to the whole population of members 
of each centre (which includes both donating members and non-donating or 
volunteer members). 

As for non-member donors, since the analysis concerns CUs, the size 
and characteristics of the population are not always known (in fact, there is 
not always a database keeping track of all the characteristics), and this is the 
reason why it is not possible to state a priori how satisfactory the intercepted 
sample is in terms of representativeness. 

Looking instead at the coverage achieved for the sub-sample of 
volunteers, the rates obtained are as follows: 

 
Tab. 2 –Coverage rate of non-donating and volunteer members 

 

A B C F 

83% 23% 1% 67% 
 

From the point of view of the composition of samples by gender (Fig. 2), 
the presence of male and female members is substantially in line with the 
national average. 
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Fig. 2 – Composition of samples by gender 
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As for the level of education and the employment status of respondents 
(Fig. 3), instead, it is interesting to notice that (except for the case of F) the 
percentage of people with a university degree is higher among female 
members, while among male members the high school degree prevails. 

 
Fig. 3 – Education level of respondents 

 
With equal uniformity, the most common professional profile in all the 

organizations analysed (Fig. 4) is that of employees (45% of respondents, 
on average), followed by self-employed people (10%) and workers (9%). 

 
Fig. 4 – Professional profile of respondents 
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The rate of donor retention is extremely high (43% of respondents, on 
average, have been donors for more than 15 years), apart from some specific 
cases: as shown by the first of the diagrams below (Fig. 5), there is an 
alternation of situations where a good 61% of donors have been active for 
more than 15 years (centre B), and contexts where instead a significant 
percentage of donors (28%) has started donating in the last 1 to 5 years 
(case C). 

 
Fig. 5 – Donating members by retention 
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As shown by the second diagram, instead (Fig. 6), the division of donors 

by collection centre highlights only one situation (B) where a significant 
share of Avis donors (65%) go donating at the public Transfusion Service. 
In the other contexts analysed, such cases fall to 10% in A, 3% in C and 2% 
in F. 

 
Fig. 6 – Donating members by collection centre 
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It is then equally interesting to notice (Fig. 7) that in all the centres 

involved, the rate of inactivity of donors is substantially in line, despite 
some slight deviations, with an average of 4% of donors who maintain the 
qualification of members but made no donations during 2014. 
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Fig. 7 – Rate of inactivity of responding donating members 
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A more in-depth analysis of the causes of inactivity of such share of 

donors (Fig. 8), showed that − except for organization B, where a good 83% 
of these donating members could not make donations for health reasons − 
the temporary suspension is generally at the origin of inactivity only in 
20%-30% of cases. 

 
Fig. 8 – Causes of inactivity among responding donating members 
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In addition to this factor, there are often a series of contingent causes, 
which do not concern the state of health of donors themselves, such as for 
example a change of residence (mentioned by 22% of inactive donors of A 
and 20% of those of F) or family commitments/personal impossibilities (as 
specified by 20% of donors of A who gave open answers and by 33% of 
those of F). 
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Fig. 9 – Causes of inactivity of responding donating members (specifications 
by those who answered “Other”) 
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At the same time, the data shown in Figure 9 highlight two situations of 
major criticality: among those who gave an open answer, 14% of the 
inactive donors of centre C declared that the inactivity is a consequence of a 
fear to incur again an adverse reaction to the donation, and 20% of inactive 
donors of F state they had not donated because they were extremely 
unsatisfied with the service offered by the CU. 

Lastly, as shown by the diagram below (Fig. 10), one last interesting 
aspect to be highlighted is that, in general, in the female portion of donors 
there seem to be more cases of one or both parents being donors (with an 
imbalance,compared to the male portion, that is much more evident in the 
organizational-territorial contexts of A and C). 

 
 

Fig. 10 – Presence of at least one donating parent 
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6.2. The overall SROI ratio  
 

In line with the theoretical and methodological basis set in Chapter 4, the 
SROI ratio associated to the activity of each centre was calculated in order to 
express in monetary value the social impact − that is, the positive change, the 
increase in well-being − generated for Avis members in terms of: 

 

• timely detection of any pathologies or metabolic disorders; 
•    adoption of a healthier lifestyle; 
•    level of social cohesion and aggregation; 
•    skills and knowledge acquired; 
• awareness acquired on donation (in a broad sense) and volunteering; 
•    self-realisation and greater self-esteem. 

 

The following diagram (Fig. 11) shows (in absolute terms) the 
economic-social value generated in 2014 by each of the 4 Avis centres 
considered (Tab. 5 of Paragraph 9.3) and being the result of the process of 
valuation in monetary terms of the single impacts mentioned above. Such 
value, given the number of people involved in the change and the intensity 
of each benefit as perceived by donors and volunteers, varies between 
the 2,183,222.49 € produced by Avis A and the 7,547,605.83 € of 
organization F. 

 
Fig. 11 – The valuation of the social - health benefits generated per impact 
area 

 
 

The value – net of the inputs being necessary for its achievement and 
compared to them (Tab. 1 of Chapter 5) – gives, in all the cases considered, 
a positive SROI inde (Fig. 12), varying between the 1.70 € of organization 
A and the13.80 € of case B. 
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In other words, this means that, while in the first case each Euro invested 
in the association and collection activity generates 1.70 Euro of healthcare 
benefits, the second one reaches a good 13.80 (for specific reasons that will 
be explained in the next pages). 

 
Fig. 12 – Relative incidence of impact areas and SROI ratios2 
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At the same time it is worth noting that, although organization F is the 
one which creates a higher socio-economic value (as it is reasonable to  

 
2. To guarantee the comparability with analyses where the SROI is calculated by 

matching social benefits to costs, the ratios that would be obtained in this way are provided, 
and amount respectively to: 2.70 € (A); 14.80 € (B); 7.09 € (C); 4.69 € (F). 
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expect, since it is a Municipal centre of medium-large size, with a double 
number of members compared to the other ones, and therefore being able to 
have a positive incidence on the quality of life of a much higher number of 
people), the expression of such impact in relative terms (by matching it to 
the accounted costs and non-monetised inputs costs that contributed to its 
generation), gives a SROI ratio of 3.69 €. 

An analysis of the relative incidence of the various parts composing the 
social benefit produced by each Avis centre enables to obtain further 
information revealing analogies and differences in the strategies of 
interventions adopted by each centre, as well as in the downstream effects 
and consequences that such action can produce. 

It is possible to notice, in fact, that except for case B, the most significant 
impact is represented by the ability to induce members to adopt a healthier 
lifestyle and to abandon harmful consumption habits and risky behaviours. 

The percentage distribution of the socio-economic value produced by 
Avis centre B, instead, reconfirms something that was already visible in 
Figure 11: the impact generated in terms of adoption of a healthier lifestyle 
(being perfectly comparable, in absolute terms, with the one produced by 
organizations A and C), acquires in such case a relatively smaller weight, 
given the very strong contribution generated by Avis centre B on the side of 
health prevention (which is, as will be shown later, the main factor 
responsible for such a high SROI ratio). 

Other peculiarities which can be identified at first sight are represented 
by the greater ability of Avis centre C to increase the professional 
knowledge and skills of its members (the so-called “human capital”) or by 
the non-negligible impact of centres A, B and C in inducing their members 
to support, through monetary donations or volunteering activities, other 
non-profit organizations. 

 

 
 

6.3.  The single benefits in detail: a comparison between 
members and non-member donors 

 
While those just shown are the summary results − expressed both as 

absolute and percentage values − this paragraph is instead dedicated to the 
analysis and description of the single social and healthcare impacts which 
contribute to the determination of the SROI of each centre and, for each of 
the benefits considered, to a cross-cut comparison not only between the 4 
organizations involved, but also between Avis members and non-member 
donors. In particular, the benefits are described here below as divided into 
two large groups: health-related benefits and social-relational benefits. 
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In the first group (health-related benefits), the paragraph describes the 
benefits perceived and their valuation in terms of: 
• early diagnosis of pathologies; 
• adoption of a healthier lifestyle, in turn divided into different impact 

areas: diet, alcohol consumption, tobacco consumption, physical activity 
drug consumption, risky sexual behaviours. 

 

The second group (social and relational benefits) includes the benefits 
connected to: 
• the value of membership participation (social capital); 
• the value of learning and training (human capital); 
• the value of donation and volunteering (self-realisation and personal 

fulfilment); 
• the promotion of the culture of donation. 

 

For each impact, there is first a description of the level of benefit 
perceived by donors (based on the answers to the questionnaire 
administered) and then a valuation in monetary terms. 

 
 

6.3.1. Health benefits 
 

6.3.1.1. Early diagnosis 
 

The diagrams below (Fig. 13) enables to notice the crucial role played by 
the centres involved in the research in the execution of periodic diagnostic 
screenings on a significant share of population. 

As it is possible to see in each centre, in fact, a percentage of members 
ranging between 8.7% and 16.9% found out, in 2014, to be suffering from 
some pathology thanks to the biological qualification tests and to the 
medical-specialist visits taken before blood donations. The most frequent 
case concerns the diagnosis of anaemias and hypercholesterolemia, while 
the incidence of diabetes mellitus type 2 is relatively low (ranging between 
0.2% and 0.7%) and that of infectious diseases (such as HIV, hepatitis and 
syphilis) is completely absent. 

As an integration of the data collected for the monetization of the 
healthcare impacts related to the diagnosis of potential pathologies, it was 
deemed appropriate to collect information not only on the completeness and 
variety of the clinical-diagnostic examinations conducted (obviously in 
addition to those provided for by the law)3, but also on the degree of 
satisfaction of donors about such aspect of the service offered by the 
centres4. 

 
3. The data provided only come from Avis donors (active; inactive and donors/ 

volunteers) and are referred to the centre which, in that specific organizational-territorial 
context, is in charge of conducting such examinations. 

4. See the appendix (Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9 of Paragraph 9.3) for all the details on the  
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Fig. 13 – The pathologies diagnosed in 2014 in the 4 centres 
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As highlighted in Figure 14, there is an almost homogeneous use of 
electrocardiograms, while for the other types of examination, the percentage 
of those who declare having undergone one or more of the examinations 
described is relatively high in A and B (in the latter, both the reference CU 
and Transfusion Service carry out examinations on the donors who go to 
their facility), compared to the one in centres C and F, where the chest X-
ray and the urine test are becoming less frequent. 

 
 
 

evaluations expressed by donors on a broader range of aspects of the service, divided by 
reference collection centre. 
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Fig. 14 – Type of examinations offered by CU and/or TS and degree of 
satisfaction among donors (scale from 1 to 10) 
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Fig. 15 – Other types of examination offered 

 
 
 
 

What is interesting to notice is that the level of satisfaction expressed 
does not seem to be proportional to the variety of examinations offered (as 
proved by the fact that the highest score is obtained by F, which provides 
almost exclusively the ECG) and that, although Transfusion Services offer 
to donors a greater variety of clinical-diagnostic examinations, the 
judgements expressed on such service are relatively worse. 

Going back to the valuation of the impact generated, instead, this is 
focused, as anticipated, on some types of metabolic dysfunctions or 
disorders, often diagnosed through the blood tests performed at the moment 
of blood donation: diabetes mellitus type II, hypercholesterolemia and 
hereditary haemochromatosis. 
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Tab. 3 – The valuation of benefits: diagnosis of pathologies 
 

  

A 
(€) 

 

B 
(€) 

 

C 
(€) 

 

F 
(€) 

Diagnosis of pathologies 
Diabetes mellitus type 2 
Hypercholesterolemia 

8,963.26 
- 

8,963.26 

2,213,672.24 
- 

15,490.65 

14,578.55 
- 

14,578.55 

19,705.52 
- 

19,705.52 
Hereditary haemochromatosis - 2,198,181.59 - - 

 
As shown by Table 35, although in each organizational context there 

were diagnoses of diabetes (the incidence of the pathology is respectively of 
0.6%; 0.2%; 0.7% and 0.5%), in all cases not only a pharmacological 
treatment was not suggested after such diagnosis, but donors also declare 
that they would have anyway discovered they were suffering from diabetes 
within the typical asymptomatic phase of the disease (approximately 7 
years). Therefore, given the intention to conduct the analysis with a prudent 
approach, it was not deemed appropriate to include in the calculation of the 
index any monetary amount related to the prevention of the negative 
consequences typically linked to such dysfunction. However, one cannot 
deny that, in qualitative terms, it is important for individuals to become 
aware of a metabolic dysfunction which, if neglected, may significantly 
compromise their health state. 

Contrary to what has just been described, hypercholesterolemia turned 
out to be a relatively more common problem among the donors of the four 
centres  (with an incidence of: 6.15%, for A; 6.46%, in B; 4.08% in C and 
3.57% in F). Considering the share of those who were advised to start a 
treatment with hypolipidemic drugs, and applying to such sub-category the 
rate of compliance with the treatment to be probably expected, it was 
possible to calculate the reduction in the risk of stroke, heart attack and 
premature death, as well as the saving generated in terms of reduction of 
health costs and social costs connected to these potential events (whose 
amount varies between the 8,963.26 € of A and the 19,705.52 € of B). 

Lastly, as briefly anticipated in the introductory pages of the chapter, in 
the case of organization B an incidence of 0.45% was found for primary 

 
5. It is worth specifying that, in context A, such examinations are carried out by the 

reference TS, and this is why it was deemed appropriate to include in the calculation of the 
SROI ratio only 50% of the valuation. In context B, where such examinations are carried out 
both by the CU and by the Transfusion Service, the analysis took into account the 
distribution of donors by collection centre, including 100% of the impact for those who 
generally donated in the Avis centre and 50% for those who donated in the public facility. 
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haemochromatosis. However, only in 0.22% of cases respondents think that, 
if they had not discovered such dysfunction through the eligibility 
verifications carried out to enable the access to donation, they would have 
not had other possibilities to receive a diagnosis for such genetic pathology 
in the period generally preceding the occurrence of symptoms. In any case, 
the absence of diagnosis found in the other centres is perfectly consistent 
with the epidemiology of such disease, which is more widespread in Nordic 
regions, both European and Italian (Velati et al., 2003; Floreani et al. 2007). 
Anyway, regardless of the peculiar distribution of this specific pathology in 
the Italian context, the high value reached by the SROI of such organization 
(13.80 Euro) does nothing but reaffirm the importance, in terms of health 
prevention, of carrying out screenings on a very large share of the 
population, as in the case of a context where the biological qualification of 
the donor is often integrated with further tests and blood examinations 
aimed at increasing the safety of donations and transfusions. 

 
 

6.3.1.2. Adoption of a healthier lifestyle 
 

As anticipated, the modification of the lifestyle with a greater attention to 
one's own health state was the most significant impact in terms of scope of 
the socio-economic effects produced (with a relative weight that reaches 
66% of the value of the social benefit generated by A; 56% in C and even 
79% in F). Such figure is substantially in line with the qualitative evidence 
collected in the focus group (Appendix, Paragraph 9.2), which seems to 
show that the possibility to seize the chance of the donation to acquire 
information being useful to improve one's health, and therefore to adopt 
virtuous behaviours, was generally recognized by donors (at least with the 
intention to  prepare for the donation itself), while it was found less 
frequently – although it is not excluded a priori – among volunteers. 

In any case, although the data collected are already encouraging, it is 
essential to recall the role that the Association is playing and will have to 
play even more in health prevention and education among its members, to 
promote and be the “intermediary” of a change whose effects and 
importance are not to be interpreted only in a logic of good functioning of 
the Italian Transfusion System, but also in light of the intrinsic value that 
they acquire for the whole community of reference. The adoption of a 
healthier lifestyle is detailed below in its dimensions: diet, alcohol 
consumption, tobacco consumption, physical activity, drug consumption 
and risky sexual behaviours. 
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6.3.1.2.1. Diet 
 

One of the first aspects analysed in the attempt to value and quantify the 
impact of membership on the lifestyle adopted by donors and volunteers is 
represented by an improvement in the diet. 

The diagram below (Fig. 16) illustrates to which extent the respondents 
of each of the four centres considered, and the average of them, attribute the 
change in their diet to the very fact of being Avis donors/volunteers (for 
members) or simply of being donors (for non-members). For that reason, the 
phenomenon is defined as “attribution effect”. 

 
Fig. 16 – Attribution effect: diet 
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What it is possible to notice, at first sight, is that the “attribution effect” 
in this impact is one of the most common. In other words, the improvement 
in one's own dietary habits is largely attributed by respondents to the fact of 
being Avis members (for members) or donors (for non-members). 

Although the attribution is high in both sub-groups, through an analysis 
of the single answers given by members and non-members it is possible to 
observe that, on average, there is a greater recognition among members that 
the improvement in the diet is to be attributed to the fact of being Avis 
donors and volunteers. 

The diagram in the next page, (Fig. 17), instead, shows that the 
percentage of those who declare that if such change had not happened, they 
would have seen a specialist, is higher in the sub-group of non-members. 

The information which can be drawn by reading the two diagrams taken 
together must not be underestimated: the fact that a higher share of non-
member donors declare they would have seen a specialist suggests that, 
initially, there was a higher percentage of people with worse health 
conditions. 
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Fig. 17 – Beneficiaries of the change: diet 
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As for members, instead, the percentage of those who think they would 
have needed a medical-specialist support is smaller (and therefore, 
presumably, also the one of those who had damaged their health with wrong 
dietary habits), although the average number of potential visits avoided (Fig. 
18) is higher (and this proves that, although the share of Avis members with 
such social need was a minority, the problem was perceived more strongly 
among them). 

 
Fig. 18 –Potential need for specialist visits avoided 
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In any case, it is still crucial to underline that, regardless of the share of 
people who had wrong dietary habits and less optimal health conditions, 
both cases showed the presence of a pool of people who managed to change 
their behaviour (% is higher among non-members) and – above all – who 
thought such positive change was to be attributed to the fact of being Avis 
donors/volunteers or simply donors (this time, this is more common among 
members). 

In terms of monetization of the induced benefit, by contributing to an 
improvement in the dietary habits of its members and, therefore, by playing 
a significant role in preventing such problem from generating the need for 
medical visits, the Avis centres considered have generated, in 2014, a socio-
economic value of: 
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Tab. 4 – The valuation of benefits: diet 
 

A B C F 
 

Diet € 12,596.28 € 14,247.11 € 12,667.95 € 54,149.29 
 
 
 

6.3.1.2.2. Consumption of alcohol 
 

From the point of view of the consumption of alcohol, the evidence 
collected demonstrates the existence of different patterns. As shown by the 
following diagram (Fig. 19), in fact, in this case there is a slightly higher 
percentage of non-member donors who think that their reduced 
consumption is to be attributed to the fact of being donors (38.7% compared 
to 37.1% among members). 

 
Fig. 19 – Attribution effect: consumption of alcohol 
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Despite that, the diagrams here below seem to highlight two other 
factors: on one side, members are those who most experienced a positive 
change, as shown by the fact that a higher percentage of Avis members 
reduced their consumption between 2013 and 2014 (Fig. 20). 

At the same time, it is significant to notice (Fig. 21) that – initially – 
among members, habitual excessive consumptions were more frequent (they 
involved, on average, 4.1% of the members who answered the 
questionnaire). Even more importantly: while behaviours being potentially 
harmful for health are more and more widespread, 1.3% of members have 
abandoned such habits (Fig. 22). A change which is positive in itself, but 
which does not seem to have involved non-member donors, since no 
habitual excessive consumer among them reduced the consumption below 
the suggested thresholds6. 

 
6. Given the restrictiveness of the LARN parameters adopted by the Ministry of Health, 

the valuation took as reference the thresholds suggested by the WHO. 
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Fig. 20 – Beneficiaries of the change: respondents who reduced the 
consumption of alcohol 
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Fig. 21 – People who presented excessive consumptions (2013) 
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Fig. 22 – Beneficiaries of the change: respondents who abandoned excessive 
consumptions 
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Also in this case, therefore, data provide controversial evidence: there is 

no doubt that data highlight the greater presence of harmful habits among 
Avis donors and volunteers. Despite that, there is a larger share of habitual 
excessive consumers among members, but there is also a higher share of 
people who managed to change their consumption profile and became the 
protagonists of a socially desirable change, although the rate of attribution 
of such change to the fact of belonging to the Association is smaller than the 
one found among non-members, and suggests the need for a possible 
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strengthening of the role of Avis in educating people to a moderate and 
responsible consumption of alcohol. 

Notwithstanding these considerations, the expression in monetary 
language of the change generated took into account the smaller private 
expenditure in alcohol, as well as the social and health saving resulting from 
the reduced risk to incur the negative consequences of a habitual excessive 
consumption of alcohol. The results of such process are summarized here 
below: 

 
Tab. 5 – The valuation of benefits: consumption of alcohol 

 

 A B C F 
 

Alcohol 
 

€ 52,421.25 
 

€ 75,108.21 
 

€ 26,941.30 
 

€ 116,304.98 

 
6.3.1.2.3. Tobacco consumption 

 
Another dimension analysed is the influence of the experience of 

donation and/or volunteering on the reduction or abandonment of the 
habitual consumption of tobacco (cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, cut tobacco, 
etc.). 

What is possible to notice in this respect (Fig. 23) is, first of all, a higher 
percentage incidence of smokers and former smokers among non-members, 
which demonstrates a relatively higher diffusion of a harmful behaviour in 
the sub-sample of non-member donors. 

 
Fig. 23 – Smokers and ex-smokers among respondents 
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At the same time, Figure 24 allows to notice that there is a higher 
prevalence of consumers among non-members, but there is also a higher 
percentage of non-members who reduced their consumption between 2013 
and 2014 (Fig. 25) and a higher attribution of such reduction to the fact of 
being donors (with an average of 26.5%, against 24.7% for Avis members). 
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Fig. 24 – Respondents who reduced their consumption between 2013 and 2014 
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Fig. 25 – Attribution effect: consumption of tobacco 
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This data may suggest that, initially, the Avis members may have already 
been the target of an awareness-raising action which made the habit of 
smoking less widespread and therefore reduced the perception of the 
problem. 

 
Fig. 26 – Respondents who quit smoking 
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Moreover, it is necessary to underline that, although the reduction in 
consumptions concerned a slightly higher share of non-member donors 
(which is an undoubtedly positive factor), there seems to be a higher 
percentage of Avis members who completely abandoned such habit (24% 
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A 

 
B 

 
C 

 
F 

 

€ 621,287.12 
 

€ 670,864.40 
 

€ 329,513.28 
 

€ 1,497,857.81 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

of members, compared to 21.6% of non-member donors), with a significant 
return in terms of socio-economic impact generated (Fig. 26). It is worth 
reminding, in fact, that only for those who completely quit smoking it is 
reasonable to expect some positive medium-long term effects, with a 
reduction of the resources absorbed in terms of direct health costs and a 
longer life expectancy. 

In this respect, the population of members ultimately seems to have 
healthier habits and to be involved in a change that – rather than widespread 
– appears to be more deeply rooted and significant from the point of view of 
the healthcare impacts it induces, and which can be summarized as follows: 

 
Tab. 6 – The valuation of benefits: consumption of tobacco 

 
 
 

Smoking 
 
 

6.3.1.2.4. Physical activity 
 

Similar, but even more positive considerations hold true for the impact 
that being an Avis donor/volunteer or a non-member donor has on the level 
of physical activity practised. In this case, in fact, there is not only a 
significantly higher percentage of members who increased, in the years 
2013-2014, the minutes per week dedicated to physical activity and sports 
(Fig. 27), but also a higher attribution of the adoption of a positive 
behavioural model as the one here at issue to the fact of being an Avis donor 
and/or volunteer (Fig. 28). 

If such observation is in itself extremely promising (and also relevant 
from the point of view of the valuation of benefits, since each hour of 
additional physical exercise was given − in proportion to the attribution 
recognized by the members of each centre − a value of 16 Euros), an 
equally positive element is the evidence referred to people over 40 alone 
who, according to the repeatedly mentioned study by Moore et al. (2012), 
benefit the most from it from the point of view of quality of life and life 
expectancy. 

 
Fig. 27 – Respondents who increased their level of physical activity exercise 
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Fig. 28 – Attribution effect: physical activity 
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The data (Fig. 29) show in an unequivocal way that, also for this sub-
category of members or non-member donors, the percentage of people who 
positively modified their behavioural models is extremely higher among 
Avis members (18.4%, compared to 9% of non-members over 40 years of 
age). 

 
Fig. 29 – Respondents over 40 who increased their level of physical activity 
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Moreover, – as it is reasonable to expect in such conditions − there is 

also a much higher percentage of those who, by increasing their physical 
exercise or reducing their Body Mass Index7, set the basis for a longer life 
expectancy (Fig. 30). 

Given the positive nature of the evidence collected in this respect, it is 
undoubtedly less surprising to see the values in Table 7. These highlight the 
benefit resulting, on one side, from the generalized promotion of a positive 
habit within a significant share of members (26.2% on average) and, what is 
more, to a non-negligible extent (the average attribution effect is of 29.2%, 
which means that, according to the perceptions of respondents, the fact of 
being an Avis donor or volunteer explains such change in about 30% of 
cases), and, on the other side, from the involvement, in such change, also of 
the group of older members, being more at risk of a sedentary lifestyle and 
more interested by the returns of an appropriate level of physical exercise. 

 
7. For a short definition, see the Glossary. 
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Fig. 30 – Respondents over 40 who experienced a change of condition  
(weight or physical activity) 
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Tab. 7 – The valuation of benefits: physical activity 
 

A B C F 
 

Physical exercise   € 421,759.81 € 527,896.64 € 1,531,775.67 € 3,943,667.02 
 
 

6.3.1.2.5. Consumption of drugs 
 

Before analysing the issue, it is worth stressing once again that such 
situation represents a cause of non-eligibility for donation, as reaffirmed 
both by the literature in the field and by our regulations (Decree of the 
Ministry of Health of 2 November 2015). 

Given the evidence obtained on the use of drugs (cannabis, cocaine, 
heroin and other opiates) it is now essential to read the two diagrams below 
taken together. Indeed, while a higher number of non-members attribute 
(Fig. 31) the abandonment of drug consumption to the fact of being donors 
(given, in this specific case, a total attribution of such change to the 
experience of donation, observed in context B), at the same time it must be 
acknowledged that the percentage incidence of people who used drugs in 
the past is definitely higher among non-members (Fig. 32). 

 
Fig. 31 – Attribution effect: consumption of drugs 
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Fig. 32 – Respondents who stopped consuming drugs 
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This would seem to confirm once more that the population of members 
tends to be initially characterized by a smaller presence of harmful and risky 
behaviours, although the lower attribution by Avis members of the 
abandonment of such consumptions to the fact of being Avis donors and 
volunteers leads to identify another field where the educational intervention 
of the Association can focus its efforts in the years to come. 

Although, in qualitative terms, it is possible to say that the Association 
can make more efforts and play a more significant role in the process of 
change experienced by its members, given the seriousness of the problem 
and the extent of the potential negative consequences, the translation of the 
social benefits generated into monetary terms results in values which are 
anything but negligible, as shown in Table 8: 

 
Tab. 8 – The valuation of benefits: consumption of drugs 

 
A B C F 

 
Consumption of drugs   € 343,345.70 € 168,385.95 € 38,694.32 € 352,409.98 

 
 

6.3.1.2.6. Risky sexual behaviours 
 

Lastly, although this last aspect was not included in the valuation of 
benefits (for the reasons expressed in Chapter 4), it was decided to take into 
account – at least in qualitative terms – the potential impact on the 
abandonment of risky sexual behaviours. 

Similarly to what was observed in the consumption of drugs, also in this 
case there is a slightly higher attribution among non-member donors (Fig. 
33), although there is a higher percentage of non-members who declare they 
abandoned a behavioural model which represents a significant risk factor, 
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both for individual health and in a view to ensure maximum safety in 
transfusions (Fig. 34). 

 
Fig. 33 – Attribution effect: risky sexual behaviours 
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Fig. 34 – Respondents who abandoned risky behaviours 
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As underlined several times, such evidence shows two sides of the same 

coin: while it is undoubtedly positive that a larger share of non-members 
modified their behaviours and made them more suitable for the 
improvement and preservation of their level of health, the figure also 
suggests a previous larger diffusion (obviously expressed always in 
percentage terms) of wrong and potentially harmful habits. 

 
In conclusion, in a view to systematize the considerations made until 

now on the impact of the Avis centres involved on the modification of the 
lifestyle of their members, a cross-cut and systematic comparison with the 
declarations and statements expressed by the non-member donors of the 
same centres enables us to reclassify the 6 impact areas in a matrix (Fig. 
35), whose axes are given: 
• by the higher/lower initial spreading of the social-health problem 

(that is, by the higher or lower incidence of habits being unhealthy, if not 
actually harmful for one's health); 
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• by the differential of attribution, that is, by the higher or lower degree 
to which the members recognize the fact of being Avis donors/volunteers 
as cause of the positive change. 

 

The surface of the circle which includes the impact areas, instead, 
represents the average incidence of each of them on the overall socio-
economic value generated by the Avis centres: in other words, the areas 
with a bigger size are those which generate a higher socio-economic value. 

 
Fig. 35 – The relative position of the 6 impact areas (modification of lifestyle) 
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This representation enables to make some remarks based on the position 

of the different impact areas, which are disposed on three of the planes 
created by the axes. 

 
1)  Higher attribution for a less common need: the positive role of Avis 

This plane contains the impacts related to the improvement of the diet 
and to the increase in physical activity. The fact that the attribution here is 
higher than in the sub-sample of non-members suggests that the membership 
really seems to determine an incremental effect, which means − as 
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was repeated several times –  that for members, the positive change is better 
explained by the experience of donation/volunteering made within the 
Association. 

At the same time, in relation to such impact areas, the need is less 
widespread: this is the result of a lower percentage of members declaring 
that, without such change, they would have seen doctors (although, as 
already said, despite a less widespread need, the average number of visits 
that such people would have taken is higher than the one declared by non-
members, and this probably proves that the problem is less widespread but 
more rooted and therefore, requiring to be monitored). As for physical 
exercise, this represents, rather than a social-health problem, a virtuous and 
healthy practice: in that sense, the higher incidence of members (both under 
and over 40) who increased their level of physical activity and of members 
over 40 who experienced a transition between states (in terms of level of 
exercise or BMI) enables to state that among members, there is a larger 
share of people who succeeded in modifying positively their habits. 

In brief, these two benefits represent the fields in which the intervention 
of the Association is more perceived and in which there are situations being 
less problematic/more virtuous. 

These results turn out to be perfectly consistent with those of the 
research conducted within the framework of the project “AVISxEXPO. 
Nutriamo la vita!” (to which Box 1 is dedicated) and do nothing but confirm 
once more the effectiveness of the actions taken by the association network 
in the field of food education and of promotion of healthy lifestyles. 

 
2)  Lower attribution for a less widespread need: potential areas of 

improvement for Avis 
On the side of the reduction in the consumptions of tobaccos or drugs 

and of risky sexual behaviours, the previous evidence shows a higher 
presence of healthier behavioural models in the sub-sample of Avis 
members, although the contribution of membership to the determination of 
such positive change is lower than the one perceived by non-members. As a 
consequence, the strategies of intervention of the Association should aim at 
increasing education and prevention policies in a more targeted way. 

In other words, although starting from “privileged” bases (given the 
lower percentage incidence of wrong behavioural models), the efforts of 
Avis should be aimed at playing a more significant role among the causes 
which can induce the share of members who have not yet modified their 
behavioural models to abandon harmful and unhealthy habits. 
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3)  Lower attribution/more widespread problem: greater presence of 
Avis 
The last impact is that of the reduction in the consumption of alcohol, 

which seems to represent the main area of intervention in which the 
Association has to increase its presence, given the greater presence of 
habitual excessive consumers calculated and also given that, on average, 
fewer members attribute the social change to the fact of being Avis 
donors/volunteers. However, it is worth reminding that the evidence 
previously described also showed how a significant share of such consumers 
was able to bring consumptions below risk levels, thus suggesting the need 
to extend an effective approach to a larger number of members through the 
promotion of policies being able to represent an even more influential factor 
in the decision to moderate the consumption of alcohol. 

 
 

Box 1 – “AVISxEXPO. Nutriamo la vita!” 
 

The project “AVISxEXPO. Nutriamo  la  vita!”, promoted by the National 
AVIS together with the Regional Avis of Lombardy, the Provincial AVIS of 
Milan, the Municipal AVIS of Milan, the International Federation of Blood 
Donors Organizations (IFBDO) with the International Youth Committee, 
Nutrition Foundation of Italy, and the collaboration of Parco Tecnologico 
Padano and Cascina Triulza, was created to propose initiatives, activities 
and educational and scientific products aimed at drawing attention on 
nutrition and health. An important initiative within the framework of this 
project was the creation of a multilingual questionnaire as a tool to survey 
the knowledge of people (What do you know – What do you do – What did 
you do yesterday) on nutrition, lifestyle and health, and the relevant 
behaviours both of blood donors and of the population at large: the research 
was conducted with the collaboration of Nutrition Foundation of Italy by Dr. 
Franca Marangoni and Dr. Andrea Poli. 
From May 2015 to September 2015, the web page dedicated to the 
questionnaire on the specific website of the project (www.avisperexpo.it) 
collected 16,170 questionnaires. In general, donors stood out for the 
higher number of correct answers given in the first part of the questionnaire 
(named “What do you know...”). The donors who participated, in fact, 
showed a high level of knowledge on the topics proposed, moreover, 
women confirmed to be more prepared than men on the topic of correct 
nutrition. The analysis of the second part of the questionnaires (“What do 
you do...”) showed that the fact of being a woman, and even more a female 
donor, corresponds to a better lifestyle. By dividing the study sample by age 
groups (18-34, 35-49, 50-64, 65 and beyond) it was possible to notice that 
both the level of competence on nutrition and health, and the 
implementation of nutritional and lifestyle recommendations, are better  
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among donors in all the age groups considered. In terms of physical 
exercise, as well, donors do better than the reference population: in fact, 
they declared to walk, run and/or cycle regularly. The analysis of the 
answers given to the last part of the questionnaire (“What did you do 
yesterday”) provided interesting general information on the food consumed 
at breakfast and on the meals taken throughout the day. As for the habits of 
donors, the results are positive in terms of willingness to diversify the food in 
their diet, with only 4% of donors who declared to skip the good habit of 
breakfast. In the conclusive phase of analysis of the results, the 
investigation showed, despite its observational nature, that donors are those 
who have correct knowledge of the relation between lifestyle and health, 
and who demonstrate a better “practical application” of the information they 
have. These positive aspects concern mainly the female population, but 
also male donors, who reached, on the whole, higher scores than non-
donors. 

 
 

6.3.2. Social and relational benefits 
 

6.3.2.1. Social and relational capital 
 

While the previous paragraphs mainly dealt with the issue of the effects 
resulting from a better health, well-being and quality of life or life 
expectancy of donors, (be it pursued through the execution of diagnostic 
screenings or through the implementation of actions of health education and 
prevention), the next sections will analyse a series of impacts which concern 
more the social sphere of the intervention of the Association, first of all the 
promotion of a higher level of social cohesion, aggregation and integration 
on the territory. 

In this sense, it is legitimate to make a first essential remark: contrary to 
what was observed in the modification of the lifestyle of members and non-
member donors, with controversial evidence and differences between the 
two sub-samples which were not always clear, the assessment of the impacts 
generated in terms of facilitation in the establishment of relational networks 
seems to highlight the distinction between those who live their donation 
experience as Avis members and those who decide not to join the 
Association. 

Despite the results emerged during the focus group (which mainly 
emphasized how the active participation of member donors in the life of the 
Association is anything but obvious and is generally limited to a very small 
share of members8), the data collected through the questionnaire give a 
different, and probably more encouraging, representation. 

 
8. For more details on this aspect, see the appendix (Paragraph 9.2). 
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In fact, according to the evidence collected, all the organizational 
contexts have a non-negligible percentage of members (ranging 
approximately between 12% and 20%) who declare that they have 
participated in social gathering, promotion or awareness-raising events 
organized by Avis (Fig. 36), for an average of 3 events per year and a total 
duration of 10 hours per-capita dedicated to such activities (Fig. 37). As for 
non-member donors, instead, the frequency and intensity of their 
participation to such events remain – as it is reasonable to expect – 
constantly null. 

 
Fig. 36 – Respondents who participated in social gathering events 
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Fig. 37 – Frequency and intensity of participation in social gathering events  
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This is inevitably reflected in the very low number of non-member 

donors who answered the questionnaire declaring that they had established 
significant social relationships during their donation experience and thanks 
to it (Fig. 38). In fact, if such circumstance is found only in two 
organizational contexts and for a variable share of people (relatively high in 
the case of F and definitely more limited for non-members in A), the 
establishment of social relationships concerns at least 20% of members (one 
third, on average). 

A not less significant fact is that the average number of relationships 
established as well as the time dedicated by each respondent every week to 
such relationships are extremely different from those found among non-
member donors (Fig. 39). 
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Fig. 38 – Respondents who established social relationships 
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Fig. 39 – Extension and intensity of the relationships established 
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In short, the data mentioned above do nothing but unequivocally confirm 
once more the vital contribution of Avis in the creation and accumulation of 
social capital, as well as provide some ideas on the benefits of social 
aggregation in the Third Sector, an extremely complex aspect on which 
there is not a single point of view, neither theoretical nor methodological. 
The conversion of the data provided into the undoubtedly less poetic but 
more effective monetary language (according to the logics and approaches 
exposed in Paragraph 4.3.4), leads to a socio-economic value which is far 
from negligible, and is shown in the Table below (Tab. 9). 

 
Tab. 9 – The valuation of benefits: the social capital 

 
A B C F 

 
Social capital € 164,051.92 € 90,718.43 € 194,661.52 € 720,138.76 
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6.3.2.2. Human capital 
 

Similar considerations can be made for the function performed by the 
Association in terms of information and training of donors and − even more 
significantly− of volunteers. 

Indeed although in F there were conferences promoted by the 
Transfusion Service which involved non-member donors, the participation 
in educational or training activities organized by the Association is 
uniformly spread among members, although lower than for social gathering 
events, since the percentage of members involved in them is, on average, 
3.4% (Fig. 40), with a participation in about 2 initiatives per year and 7 
hours dedicated per capita (Fig. 41). 

 
Fig. 40 – Respondents who participated in training courses 
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Fig. 41 – Frequency and intensity of participation in training courses 
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However, as expected and shown also during the focus group (Appendix 

– Paragraph 9.2), the situation is definitely different if one limits the 
analysis to the volunteers of the Association. For their training, the 
investment of resources and organizational energies is higher, since it is 
crucial for a progressive “professionalisation” of the Association. 
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Compared to a previous survey, conducted in 2011 (Fiorentini and 
Anzivino, 2013, p. 277), the percentage of volunteers who declare having 
participated in training and refresher courses provided for free is slightly 
lower (43%, against the 48% previously found). At the same time, it has to 
be acknowledged that the penetration and the ability to involve volunteers in 
training activities is extremely variable, partly because of the different 
strategic value attributed to such function in different organizational 
contexts (Fig. 42). 

 
Fig. 42 – Volunteers who participated in training courses (2014) 
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In making such a consideration, anyway, it must be specified that for all 
the centres analysed, 2014 was an atypical year, in which the need to adjust 
to the requirements introduced with the accreditation caused the absorption 
of a non-negligible quantity of resources (Tab. 10 of Paragraph 9.3), with a 
consequent reduction of the ability to invest in ordinary association 
activities (including the training of volunteers). 

 
Fig. 43 – Topics of the training courses (comparison 2011-2014) 
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From the point of view of the topics (Fig. 43), in line with 2011, the two 
areas being mainly analysed are those of health and administration-
accounting (19% and 27% respectively). By contrast, there is less focus on 
the issues of event creation (8%), management of boards (4%) and public 
speaking (4%). It is equally interesting to notice that a non-negligible share 
of volunteers attended courses on engineering (19%) and fundraising and/or 
accounting (12%). This is a proof of the importance given to the future 
development of the ability to have access to economic resources and funds. 

Now that the context scenario has been reconstructed, the following 
diagrams enable an analysis of the process of assessment and monetization 
of the social benefits resulted from such activity. Figure 44 shows that, on 
average, in 68% of cases volunteers think their experience in the 
Association significantly increased their knowledge and − even more 
importantly − they recognize that such experience influenced in 60% of 
cases the obtaining of their job, with an average attribution effect of 41% 
(Fig. 45), and in 9% of cases the obtaining of a wage increase, which 
however no respondent was able to quantify. 

 
Fig. 44 – Beneficiaries of change: the human capital 
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Fig. 45 – Attribution effect: the human capital 
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These data do not only provide the basis for the calculation of the 
respective SROI ratios, but also show the extraordinary value that 
volunteering is acquiring, both for the individual who obtains from it a 
chance of personal and professional growth, and for the externalities it can 
generate for the whole community of reference. 

 
Tab. 10 – The valuation of benefits: the human capital 

 

  

A 
 

B 
 

C 
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Human capital 
 

€ 11,575.87 
 

€ 9,206.84 
 

€ 596,876.29 
 

€ 60,013.22 

 
6.3.2.3. The value of donation and volunteering 

 
One of the hypotheses that the research tried to challenge and test is that 

the very opportunity to perform an act of altruism − in the specific case, by 
donating blood and/or volunteering for Avis – represents in itself a social 
benefit, since it is possible to see in it a “return” – although intangible and 
immaterial – for the person who performs such actions. 

The evidence emerged from the analysis of the questionnaire seems to 
unequivocally confirm the contribution that an action of solidarity offers in 
terms of self-realisation, personal fulfilment and psychological-emotional 
well-being of the person who makes it, although the grounds which the 
research was initially built on − based on the testimonies collected with the 
focus groups – were definitely different. Figure 46 shows, in fact, that the 
percentage of those who perceive such benefit is extremely high: from the 
91% observed, on average, for donating members, to the 95% of non-
member donors, until the 100% of the sub-groups of donors/volunteers and 
Avis volunteers. Such figures show, first of all, that when volunteering 
activities are involved, the perception of such an effect is unanimously 
recognized (while the existence of such component is sometimes ignored if 
referred to blood donation). 

Figure 47, instead, provides an additional piece of information, namely 
the extent to which the return is perceived in terms of increase of individual 
self-esteem. 

A joint analysis of the two data provides another interesting suggestion: 
while among donating members there is a lower percentage of those who 
recognize such benefit, this is instead perceived more intensely by those 
who recognize it. Conversely, if among those who only do volunteering, all 
the respondents recognize such effect, this is instead generally perceived 
less intensely than it was observed among blood donors. 
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Fig. 46 – Beneficiaries of the change: self-realisation 

 
     

 
 
Fig. 47 – Attribution effect: self-realisation 

 
                   
 
 

 

An equally interesting analysis can be conducted on the reasons provided 
by those who, in some way, declared that the experience of donation and/or 
volunteering increased their sense of satisfaction and self-realisation9. 

The diagram in the next page (Fig. 48), indee, provides other 
suggestions: there is no doubt that the most recurring argument − both for 
members and for non-member donors − links the personal satisfaction 
perceived to the consciousness of having performed a “useful” action, 
which can help others and contribute to the well-being of those who are in 
need. 

At the same time, only the sub-group of members showed (in 7% of 
cases) a reference to the concepts of civic responsibility and restitution to 
the community. Lastly, it is worth stressing that in both sub-samples, about 
16% of respondents made explicit reference and gave greater emphasis to 
the well-being and increased self-esteem that they receive from performing 
an action of altruism. 

 
 

9. A significant benchmark is the study by Bani and Strepparava (2011). 
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Fig. 48 – Donation and personal fulfilment  
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A further element that was added (Fig. 49) – despite the awareness of the 

paradoxical nature of the question – is whether the individual was willing to 
make a direct payment to continue performing such action (of donation 
and/or of volunteering activities carried out besides donation). It is worth 
specifying that, in the next figures, for those who are both donors and 
volunteers, letter “D” identifies the answers referred to the experience of 
donation and letter “V” that of volunteering. 

 
Fig. 49 – Willingness to pay in order to donate or volunteer 

 
                                    
                                    

                  
 
 
 
As it is easy to expect, in all sub-groups the component of negative 

answers prevails, although the main motivation provided is represented by 
the conviction that such actions are, by their nature, gratuitous in both 
directions  (a point of view that is shared, for example, by a good 81% of 
the volunteers intercepted through the questionnaire). 
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The second possible point of view is definitely different, absolutely 
legitimate but in some ways more “egoistic”: in such case, respondents 
declare they are not willing to pay because they think that the contribution 
given with their donation/volunteering activity is already sufficient. In this 
respect, it is worth noticing that the percentage of non-member donors who 
share this statement (23%) is relatively higher than in the other groups. 

A more in-depth analysis of the motivations provided by that 5% of 
donating members who preferred giving an open answer (Fig. 50), instead, 
showed that 20% of them reaffirmed the principle of the total gratuitousness 
of the action; 16% declared they could not pay because of economic 
constraints; 33% said the contribution they gave was already enough; 27% 
completely disagreed with the hypothesis made. 

 
Fig. 50 – Other motivations for those who would not be willing to pay (n = 45) 
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Moving on to those who declared their willingness to pay to donate 
and/or volunteer (Fig. 49), instead, it is possible to notice that the point of 
view shared by most respondents is the willingness to pay only if this is a 
precondition to be able anyway to help others (with a percentage ranging 
between the 22% of donating members and the 32% of those who are both 
Avis donors and volunteers). The only exception is represented by the sub-
group of volunteers, where such answer falls dramatically to 5%. 

The second answer given refers directly to the initial hypothesis that the 
well-being obtained by performing an action of altruism acquires a value − 
even at a merely implicit level − for the person who performs that action. 
Such aspect was emphasized by a minor, but anyway relevant, share of 
respondents: 5% of donating members and 2% of non-member donors. 

Lastly, as for the analysis of the open answers given by the donors being 
 members of the Association (Fig. 51), it s worth noting that: in 27% of 
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cases, donors declare they are willing to pay, provided the expense is 
limited; in 27% of cases, they are willing to pay because they recognize that 
the examinations for the eligibility to donation give them the possibility in 
any case to monitor their health; in 30% of cases, they are willing to pay to 
contribute to cover the costs of collection, which include also those incurred 
for those examinations, perceived as a service to individuals. 

 
Fig. 51 – Other motivations for those who would be willing to pay (n=35) 
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Focusing the attention on the share of respondents who declared their 
willingness to pay, the evidence provided below (Fig. 52) enables to notice 
that – among those who accepted such hypothesis  – the “Willingness To 
Pay” is extremely high (12.02 €, on average). 

 
 

Fig. 52 – Willingness to pay among those who agree 

 
     Average 

 
Except for the answers which refer to the possibility to volunteer (and 

mentioning an average expense between the 10.33 € of donors/ volunteers 
and the 2.50 € of volunteers), it is possible to notice that the highest 
willingness to pay is shown respectively by donors/volunteers 
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(with specific reference, in this case, to donation) and by donating members, 
followed by non-member donors, who reach anyway the remarkable amount 
of 13.96 €. 

By adding to these values the answers of those who declared they are not 
willing to pay directly in order to donate or volunteer (and whose 
“Willingness To Pay” is therefore null), it is possible to make similar 
remarks, although referred to a much smaller share (Fig. 53. 

 
Fig. 53 – Average willingness to pay 

 

 
Average 

 
However, the figures provided above do not give an exhaustive 

description of the value attributed to the action of donation and volunteering 
in themselves: there is a whole series of indirect costs – monetary or 
convertible into monetary terms – that must be kept into account in order to 
reconstruct the cost personally incurred by the donor or volunteer to make a 
donation or work as a volunteer and for free. 

To understand the underlying logic, an example may be proposed: when 
a person decides to go to the cinema to watch a film, his/her behaviours 
reveal the value implicitly given to the experience, a value which includes, 
first of all, the cost of the ticket. For certain films, the experience will be 
considered satisfactory enough for the price paid; for others, one may think 
they are not worth it and may not be willing to spend the money required for 
the ticket. 

At the same time, the decision to go or not to the cinema presumes a 
physical displacement, which may imply further expenses (transport costs) 
and require time, which adds to the time one is deciding to dedicate to the X 
film, rather than to reading a Z book or to taking a walk with friends. In the 
end, it is a matter of choosing how to allocate limited resources, including 
time. 
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These two non-negligible factors, taken together, really provide a picture 
of the value people attribute to a certain experience. By applying the same 
logic to donation and volunteering, and given the answers provided by 
respondents, the values shown in the following diagrams were obtained 
(Figg. 54-58). 

 
 

Fig. 54 – The value of the donation experience (Avis active donors) 
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Fig. 55 – The value of the donation experience (active non-member donors) 
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Fig. 56 – The value of the donation experience (Avis donors and volunteers – 
referred to donations) 
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Fig. 57 – The value of the donation experience (Avis donors and volunteers – 
referred to volunteering) 
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Fig. 58 – The value of the volunteering experience (Avis volunteers) 
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As it is easy to perceive at a visual level, the most significant component 

becomes that of the time dedicated to the experience (in particular for 
volunteering). In fact, it is because of this element that the sub-group of 
Avis donors/volunteers (Fig. 57) shows the highest valuation (21.35 €, on 
average). This sub-sample reaches an extremely high value also compared 
to blood donation (19.62 € on average), which seems to suggest that there is 
greater sensitivity towards donation itself among those who are also 
volunteers being actively involved in the work of the organization. It is 
equally interesting to notice that, except for A (where the perceptions 
concerning donations and volunteering are relatively homogeneous), in C 
those respondents who are both donors and volunteers attribute a higher 
value to volunteering, while in organizational contexts B and F there is a 
certain imbalance in favour of donation (which would seem consistent with 
the smaller investment made, in these two centres, on the professional 
training and growth of volunteers). 
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Therefore, looking at the value attributed to donation, it is also important 
to compare donating members (Fig. 54) with non-member donors (Fig. 55), 
whose two sub-groups − despite the difference in size between the samples 
– show essentially aligned values, with a slightly higher valuation among 
donating members (except for case C) and higher (in a cross-cut comparison 
among centres) in case B, the only representative of Northern regions. 

The next pages will be dedicated to the analysis of two factors which 
were expressly referred to in the previous considerations: transfers and the 
time dedicated to donation. 

As for the first issue, referring to the process of valuation just described, 
it is possible first of all to analyse the average expense incurred by the 
donors of the 4 centres involved every time they go donating. As shown by 
the diagram (Fig. 59), the average expense is definitely higher among 
donating members (1.45 € per donation) than among non-member donors 
(0.16 €). 

 
Fig. 59 – Average transfer costs to go donating 
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From the point of view of the willingness to travel, instead, it is worth 
noting that, although the average kilometres travelled (Fig. 60) by member 
and non-member donors to go to the collection facility10 are equivalent (7.1 
and 7.2), a significantly higher percentage of Avis donors declares to be 
willing to travel even longer distances (Fig. 60). In this sense, the data seem 
to give full confirmation of the trends and evaluations already emerged in 
2011 (Calò and Fiorentini, 2013, p. 136). 

Lastly, while a lot has already been said on the importance gained by the 
time dedicated to donation, it is now worth highlighting another − not less 
relevant − aspect of the matter, by presenting the evidence collected on the 
balance between work commitments and, indeed, the time dedicated to the 
donation  activity. 

According to the data collected (Fig. 61), about 2/3 of donating members 
subtract time from work to donate, while the share falls to 1/2 among those 
who are both Avis donors and volunteers and among donors who are not 
members of the Association. Looking only at those donors with a profile as 

 
 

10. The figure is referred to the outward travel only.  
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Fig. 60 – Average travel (expressed in Km) and willingness to travel longer 
distances 
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 employed workers (having right to a remunerated day off after donation in 
accordance with Law 219/05), the percentages fall respectively to 48% of 
total donating members, 29% of Avis donors/volunteers and 30% of non-
member donors. However, as anticipated in Paragraph 4.3.3, it is worth 
stressing that the figure provided by INPS on the number of employed 
workers with at least one absence from work for donation, matched to the 
total of donors existing at a national level, gives a lower incidence, whose 
value is 20% in 2014. 

 
Fig. 61 – Donors who subtract time to work and use the paid leave 
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Among employed donors, except for the sub-sample of 

donors/volunteers, the majority uses the paid leave to go donating (in 
particular, 87% of Avis donors with a profile as employed workers and 
77% of non-members). 
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Moreover, as highlighted by the diagram below (Fig. 62) while among 
the 77% of non-member donors who use the leave, this happens every time 
the respondents go donating, among members there is a share of donors who 
use the leave only occasionally (9.2% of employed donors being members 
of the Association and 16.7% of employed donors/volunteers being 
members of Avis). 

 
Fig. 62 – Frequency of use of the paid leave  
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Among employed donors who do not use it (Fig. 63), instead, the 
majority of non-members (33%) declare that they do not have such 
possibility because it does not apply to their professional role (a situation 
which concerns 22% of Avis donors and 50% of donors/volunteers), while 
71% and 50% do not use the leave because they have preferred doing so 
(valid for 67% of non-members). A non-negligible minority of Avis donors 
(7%) declares instead, that the fact of not using the leave is the result of a 
non-approval by the employer. 

 
Fig. 63 – Motivations for non-use  
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Going back to the initial percentage, among those employed donors who 
subtract time to work in order to donate, a predominant share agrees the date 
of absence from work with their seniors and colleagues (76%, 83% and 
77%, respectively). 

 
Fig. 64 – Donors who agree the date of absence from work  
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A more in-depth analysis of the motivations given by both sub-groups 
(Figg. 65 and 66), instead, showed the following: among donating 
members, those who do not agree their absence from work (Fig. 65) do it 
mainly (52%) because it is not necessary (as in the case, for example, of 
self-employed workers), while among non-members this is true only for 
33% of respondents. 

 
Fig. 65 – The motivations of those who do not agree the date of absence  
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In this second case − among Avis donors/volunteers − a relatively higher 
weight is acquired by the share of those who go donating outside working 
hours or prefer going back to work right after the donation (18% of Avis 
donors, against 50% of donors/volunteers and 33% of non-member donors) 
and of those who, by contrast, prefer not sharing at work their choice to go 
donating, mainly for privacy reasons (33% of non-member respondents). 

As for the share of employed donors, instead, who agree with the 
employer the date of absence from work (Fig. 66), it is worth noting that in 
most cases − for members − and in 40% of cases − for non-members − there 
is a sense of responsibility in those who want to minimize the inconvenience 
caused by their absence, while about 1/3 of non-members do so simply 
because it is necessary (against 17% of Avis donors). 

 
Fig. 66 – The motivations of those who agree the date of absence 
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To conclude this digression on the balance between donation and work, 

the last evidence collected concerns the behaviour adopted by donors in 
case, contrary to what actually happens, they could no longer use the paid 
leave (Fig. 67). 

In such hypothesis, a predominant share of donors (especially among 
non-members) state that they would anyway go donating, and with the same 
frequency. A less encouraging fact is that a percentage between 30% (non-
member donors) and 26.7% (Avis donors), instead, declare they 
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would reduce the frequency of donation and that a small but not negligible 
share of donors and Avis donors/volunteers (8.2% and 16.7% respectively) 
declare they would even stop donating. 

 
Fig. 67 – With no paid leave, those who currently use it ... 
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6.3.2.4. Reinforcement of the culture of donation and volunteering 
 

The last dimension that the analysis wanted to consider and investigate 
concerns the possibility that the experience of blood donation (both for 
donating members and for non-members) or volunteering (for the non-
donating members of Avis) may have represented a chance to develop a 
greater sensitivity towards the organizations pursuing social goals, and 
therefore, a greater willingness to support other non-profit organizations 
through monetary donations or further volunteering activities. 

It is extremely interesting to see what emerged from the evidence 
collected on such hypothesis: as shown by the diagram below (Fig. 68), in 
fact, members think that the experience of donation and/or volunteering 
conducted within the Association explains for 32% the fact that they 
volunteer for other NPOs, and for 23% the fact that they make monetary 
donations to them. 

Conversely, the sub-sample of non-member donors recognizes, with a 
higher attribution (31%) the effect of the experience of blood donation on 
their willingness to support with donations other organizations, and 
attributes, to a relatively small degree (9%), the volunteering experiences 
conducted in other NPOs to the fact of being a blood donor. 
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This would seem to suggest that membership induces a greater 
willingness to explicit one's own support for NPOs in the form of 
volunteering, while a non-member donor, despite seeing in blood donation a 
stimulus to further forms of support to social causes, prefers monetary 
donation, which represents an essential contribution to the functioning of an 
NPO, but is generally characterised by a lower degree of involvement of 
those who make it. 

 
Fig. 68 – Attribution effect: promotion of the culture of donation and 
volunteering  
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The next two diagrams represent a further enrichment of the 
interpretation of the phenomenon: in fact, not only members perceive more 
this sort of “induction” effect in relation to the volunteering activities they 
carried out, but the percentage of those who really dedicate their skills and 
free time to other non-profit organizations is definitely higher than among 
non-member donors. Despite that, the data provided in Figure 69 seem to 
highlight a decreasing trend, compared to previous surveys: in fact, while 
the research by Calò and Fiorentini (2013, p. 129) found that 20% of donors 
was involved in other forms of volunteering, the percentage of members 
according to current evidence is now of 15% on average. 

Anyway, the imbalance observed between members and non-members is 
also reflected in the per-capita amount of volunteering hours offered every 
year (Fig. 70): 196 hours per year, on average, for a member, and 88 for a 
non-member donor. 
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Fig. 69 – Respondents who make donations or volunteer 
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Fig. 70 – Annual per capita amount of donations or voluntary work 
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As for monetary donations, instead, although there is a relatively smaller 

recognition among members of the influence of their experience in Avis on 
their willingness to make donations, what can be noticed is that the 
percentage of members who make such donations is almost in line with the 
one found among non-members (respectively 27% and 29%), as is the 
average monetary expense per year (167.80 € for a member and 165.17 € 
for a non-member donor). 

Given these circumstances, it should not be surprising that the benefit 
generated by Avis in terms of “stimulus” for other forms of support to Third 
Sector organizations leads to the generation of a surprisingly high value 
(whose only portion mentioned here is, by the way, the one which, 
according to the logic of the attribution effect, can be attributed to the 
intervention of the Association itself on the spreading and promotion of the 
culture of donation and volunteering among its members). 
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Tab. 11 – The valuation of benefits: reinforcement of the culture of donation an 
volunteering 
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reinforcement of            € 442,491.18   € 604,078.05   € 457,196.44  € 431,961.56 
the culture of   
donation/volunteering 
 

 
 

Many are the information provided in the chapter which lead to just as 
many implications and suggestions for reflection, for Avis, for the 
stakeholders being part of the “blood system” and lastly, in some respects, 
for the Third Sector at large. The next chapter will draw the conclusions of 
the analysis, showing both the strategic implications for Avis and the future 
developments of the research in that field. 
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  7   
Conclusions 

by Giorgio Fiorentini, Elisa Ricciuti and Maria Vittoria Bufali 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This short chapter serves as an epilogue to the whole study, and is aimed 
at summarizing the main evidence and at outlining a future path of analysis. 
Since the debate on the results obtained has been analysed in detail in each 
single chapter, this last one will only make a brief reference to the main 
messages. The first paragraph summarizes the legacy of the study in terms 
of methodological contributions and organizational learning, based on the 
long process of consultation of the stakeholders involved in the study 
(Paragraph 7.1), while the following two paragraphs provide details on the 
lessons learnt from cost analysis (Paragraph 7.2) and benefit analysis 
(Paragraph 7.3). Lastly, the closing section describes the limits of the study 
conducted, and the possible future scenarios of development (Paragraph 
7.4). 

 

 
 

7.1.  The legacy of the SROI analysis by Avis: involvement 
of stakeholders, organizational learning and method 

 
The assessment of the economic and social impact of Avis is the result of 

a long and sometimes tortuous process, which led to a significant synthesis 
of the many different experiences of donation. The most important legacy of 
the entire process is that it stimulated the association's network itself, in 
terms of redefinition and strengthening of its strategies, both to maximize its 
(organizational and systemic) efficiency in the management of the activities 
of collection of blood and blood components, and to be able to translate the 
intervention of the Association into social and social-health impacts being 
more extensive, intense and continuous. Like all the analyses based on the 
engagement of stakeholders, those who are most involved in the process of 
change – a direct listening through the initial focus group and the many 
meetings held on cost analysis, an indirect listening through the 
administration of the questionnaire completed anonymously by more than 
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1,500 people, among donors and volunteers − the involvement of 
stakeholders contributed to facilitate the analysis on the activity of the 
Association and on the benefits perceived by its members.  

In fact, looking at the details of the evidence produced by the research, 
these seem to confirm the theses of the extensive literature existing on the 
issue of evaluation (Harlock, 2013; NCVO, 2013; Millar and Hall, 2013; 
Maier et al., 2014), and claiming that one of the main qualities of the SROI 
analysis would indeed be its outstanding ability to fuel mechanisms of 
organizational learning, thus allowing a clear identification of the 
strengths and weaknesses of the model of intervention adopted (especially if 
applied within a cross-cut analysis comparing multiple organizations) and 
the implementation of consequent corrective actions aimed at maximizing 
its potential of organizational impact. Such opportunity, in fact, was fully 
exploited both in the execution of a comparative analysis of the efficiency 
showed by the Avis centres in collection activities, and in the identification 
of the impact areas where the organizations analysed can generate a higher 
socio-economic value, or where they have to double their efforts to 
guarantee greater effectiveness to the intervention of the Association (in its 
different meanings and forms). 

With this approach, the development of the analysis along the two 
complementary and integrated lines represented by the measurement of 
costs on one side and that of benefits on the other side, has in fact produced 
extremely information assets, providing a variety of suggestions for 
reflection which may − hopefully − trace some guidelines for the future 
strategic development of the whole association's network. The lessons learnt 
and the limits of both the lines of analysis will be described in the next 
paragraph. The intention here is to highlight the scope of the innovation 
and originality of the method adopted, not in absolute terms of method 
(since the SROI is a known and well-established methodology from a 
theoretical point of view and has already been tested in several sectors), but 
in relative terms, given that still today, the SROI analysis is clearly scarcely 
popular and applied in the Italian Third Sector1, just like Social Impact 
Evaluation processes in organizations working at different levels in the 
social-health sector. Moreover, going even more into detail, in literature 
there is almost no trace of the application of the method to assess the effects 
of the impacts on the activities promoted − in Italy and abroad − by blood 
donors Associations. In this sense, although the SROI methodology appears 
even as an enrichment of the more traditional cost-benefit analysis (given  

 
 

1. A description of some applications of the SROI analysis proposed in the Italian 
context is provided in Chapter 2, dedicated to the literature existing in the field. 
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the possibility to use financial proxies to express, in monetary values, a 
whole series of impacts concerning the psychological well-being of the 
individual and, therefore, being more difficult to monetize), its adoption in 
the health sector, as shown by the evidence emerged from the existing 
literature, is relatively recent and is becoming more and more established 
(Banke-Thomas et al., 2015). The specific sectors investigated by the SROI 
analysis described in this document fully include and cover the social 
impacts mentioned in the literature, thus providing a further proof of how 
research represents in all respects an innovative and experimental attempt to 
adjust the methodology to the analysis of little-explored fields of 
intervention and issues. 

Such remark is even more true considering the absence − both in the 
grey and scientific literature, both in Italy and abroad − of SROI or CBA 
analyses2 being explicitly aimed at valuing the effects of the interventions 
implemented by the Associations of blood donors on the fulfilment of 
specific membership functions and on the execution of collection activities. 

In this sense, the model proposed here, as well as the proxies adopted to 
monetize the social impacts analysed, will hopefully represent a reference 
point in all respects. This document may contribute, indeed, to the definition 
of assessment practices and standards whose application may be extended 
not only and not much to other centres belonging to the Avis network, but 
also to similar Associations of blood donors working in other European 
countries, as well as to a broader range of NPOs and SEs being active in 
completely different sectors, but promoting activities and programmes 
which can generate social impacts similar to those considered in the study. 

 
 

7.2. Lessons learnt from cost analysis 
 

By summarizing, first of all, the considerations suggested by the cost 
analysis, it is possible to see that these have involved a wide range of issues 
being extremely important for the organization of the current and future 
strategic-operational strategies of the Avis centres on the territory. Such 
issues are individually dealt with below. 

Comparison of the efficiency showed by organizations belonging to 
different associative models: the analysis is structured on the comparison 
between the full unit costs of CUs having different sizes (in terms of annual 
collection volumes) and belonging to the two membership models being 

 
2. The cost-benefit analysis has been sometimes used to assess more specific aspects of 

blood donation, such as, for example (Fischinger et al., 2010) the opportunity and cost-
efficiency of a potential replacement of the tests for hepatitis B carried out on the bags with 
antiviral vaccines to be administered to donors. 
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most common at a national level: Decentralized associative and Mixed 
associative. The main contributions offered by such analysis were to 
highlight first of all the existence of non-negligible scale economies in the 
procurement of the sole consumable materials used in collection activities 
(both for whole blood and for plasmapheresis procedures). Moreover, such 
differential was observed both in the ‘pure’ size analysis (“medium-small” 
Avis centres against “large” Avis centres), and in the division of units of 
analysis with the same size by model applied (Provincial “medium-small” 
compared to Municipal “medium-small”). In this respect, therefore, there 
would seem to be significant cost advantages for larger centres and − with 
equal volumes collected − for systems where the procurement function is 
controlled by the Provincial centre. However, it must be recognized that, 
given the size of the sample of centres analysed, the cost differentials 
observed may be partly determined by a series of concurrent causes and 
factors going beyond the mere production capacity of the single CU (for 
example, variables linked to the territorial context, different redistribution of 
the value among the various players of the supply chain, specific 
organizational forms and variables). Therefore, although it is known that, 
through the intervention of these external factors, the relation between the 
size of an organization and the efficiency achieved may be more indefinite 
and not always linear, the data obtained provide some evidence supporting 
the hypothesis that policies aimed at the centralization and merging of some 
functions − on procurement, for example − may be advantageous in terms of 
economic sustainability (without causing the challenges and criticalities 
being instead implicit in the reduction of Collection Units, which − by 
reducing territorial proximity and capillarity − may influence the ways they 
interface with donors, thus making it necessary to rethink them). When the 
analysis considered the full cost of a unit collected, instead, the advantage 
resulting from the volumes of activity and the application of a specific 
membership model disappeared for two specific points: the full cost per bag 
of whole blood in smaller Avis centres, and the cost per plasma unit in 
larger Avis centres. While, in the first case, that was reflected in the higher 
incidence of some costs (linked, in particular, to the supply of some services 
on behalf of the TS, to the investments in training made for accreditation 
purposes and to the expenses for administrative staff), in the second one, the 
cost observed opened an interesting analysis on the criticalities 
characterising the apheresis procedures, which, as already anticipated, 
impose the execution of a certain number of donor apheresis in order to be 
economically sustainable. 

Pros and cons of the first deferred donation: the research highlighted 
the analysis of the strategic value and of the contribution given by two 
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operational procedures (such as the first deferred donation and the 
scheduling of call activities) in terms of efficiency and sustainability of the 
blood system, on one side, and of quality and effectiveness of the service 
offered to donors themselves, on the other side As extensively shown 
through the matching of evidence provided both by institutional sources and 
by the survey conducted in this study, there does not seem to be strong 
evidence supporting the idea that the introduction of such practice could 
really have a negative effect in terms of attraction of new donors (and 
therefore, of productivity of the blood system) and of facilitation of 
opportunistic behaviours by new donors (aimed at taking advantage of the 
offer of screenings for free). By contrast, there seems to be a confirmation 
of the arguments underlining the potential benefits in terms of ‘rejection’ of 
candidates being potentially positive to diseases which can be transmitted 
by transfusion, and of higher quality and safety standards for the donation 
process, a factor that is positively perceived by those donors who answered 
the questionnaire. Therefore, the only counterweight on this balance seems 
to be represented by the cost associated to a more widespread introduction 
of such procedure, an aspect which was partially analysed in the study, 
although in this respect a first limit of the research must be pointed out: it is 
the impossibility to include in the collection of data the costs of the 
laboratory examinations conducted after the eligibility verification, and 
whose inclusion is crucial in case one intends to modify at a national level 
the operational methods for the functioning of the whole Italian collection 
system. Moreover, it is not possible to quantify the added value introduced 
by this procedure as a process having a high cultural value and increasing 
the awareness and retention of donors. Another factor to be considered, 
although it is not easy to measure − also because of the limited quantity of 
data – is the additional cost caused by the elimination of the units collected 
from donors during the first non-deferred donation. 

The systemic and experiential impact of the scheduled call: on this 
side, a first effort is represented by the identification of those characteristics 
whose simultaneous presence defines the so-called “scheduled call”. They 
include, on one side, the organization of call activities (and of the 
subsequent collection) according to the national, regional and local 
planning, so that the collection of blood and blood components is adjusted 
to the expected demand, and that no surplus is produced and then discarded; 
on the other side, they consist in the consequent introduction of systems to 
make appointments for donations, enabling a real connection with such 
forecast and an optimization of the experience of donors themselves. With 
regard to this last factor, in fact, the questionnaire attested not only to a 
general appreciation for the possibility to schedule the donation, but also to 
the presence of a limited but non-negligible share of donors who had 
incurred the inconveniences being typical of the lack of scheduling (or even 
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of call), and declared having reduced or suspended their donations, thus 
highlighting the need to pay the necessary organizational attention to the 
monitoring of this factor. 

Costs and effectiveness of the call: regardless of the level of adherence 
to the schedule (in its double form, “external” or “internal”), this 
membership function showed − with the due exceptions − a synergy 
between the investment in human resources dedicated to such task (of both 
economic and time nature) and a series of performance indicators, such as 
the activation and recruitment of donors, the increase in the number of units 
collected, of units collected per call and of the number of units per donating 
member. Such analysis seems to provide, therefore, some quantitative 
evidence supporting the idea − widely shared and acknowledged from a 
qualitative and ideological point of view − that the training and professional 
qualification of the operators in charge of the call (be they volunteers or 
employees) should be recognized a relevant strategic role, also in view of 
the growth and stability of the Italian blood system. 

 
 

7.3. Lessons learnt from benefit analysis 
 

As for the second dimension of the analysis, also the surveys conducted 
to measure and valorize the social and economic impact of the activities 
promoted by the centres provided a wealth of information, which is 
extremely important for the implications it has in terms of managerial 
decisions and intervention policies adopted by the organizations of the Avis 
network. The main considerations that it is worth summarizing and 
integrating are described below. 

The importance of the social value generated: the implementation of 
the SROI analysis showed that the resources invested by the system to 
support the activities of the association's network can generate an extremely 
high social and social-health value. Although the values of SROI indices are 
extremely variable, for the reasons described in the relevant chapter (the 
range is 1.70 € – 13.80 €), all the indices are positive: no situations were 
identified in which the absorption of resources was not justified by the 
generation of positive impacts, being therefore desirable for the whole 
community of reference and for the public funder itself. Since the intention 
is now to conduct a critical analysis on the robustness of the results 
produced, and since much space has already been given to the description of 
the motivations justifying such variability, it is now worth introducing a 
reference parameter indeed offered by the study by Banke-Thomas et al. 
mentioned above, (2015, p. 8), where the authors make a systematic 
comparison of 40 SROI analyses of organizations working in the field of 
health and psychological-physical well-being. The analysis they propose 
enables to verify the perfect consistency of the results presented here with 
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the minimum and maximum values of the SROI ratio of such organizations 
provided below (Tab. 1), and showing a great fluctuation within the range 
1.10 € – 65 €. 

 
Tab. 1 – SROI ratio of organizations being active in the health and social-health sector  

 

Public health area Min SROI  Max SROI  
 
Child health 

 
1.85 

 
65.00 

Environmental health 26.00 26.00 

Health management  1.98 7.00 

Health education 7.25 7.25 

Health promotion 1.10 11.00 

Mental health  1.57 11.91 

Diet 2.05 5.28 

Reproductive and sexual health 1.73 21.20 

Source: Banke-Thomas et al. (2015, p. 8).   

 
The comparison between the experiences of donating members and 

non-member donors: at the same time, the assessment of the effectiveness 
shown by the centres in inducing a positive change in the different impact 
areas considered, benefited in particular from the possibility to compare the 
experiences of Avis members and non-member donors, respectively. This 
aspect proved to be crucial for the identification of the dimensions in which 
the intervention of the Association produces an incremental value (one can 
think about the evidence of the generation of social and human capital or the 
differentials characterising the two groups in the modification of one's own 
lifestyle, in the willingness to support other NPOs with money or actions, 
etc.). By comparing the experiences of donating members and non-member 
donors it was possible to analyse and explicitate the attribution effect of 
Avis in the impact area being most relevant: the adoption of a healthier 
lifestyle. As shown in the previous chapter, the relative positioning of the 6 
impact areas included in the macro-area of the change of lifestyle can be 
used as a tool to enable the Avis management to draw some conclusions on 
its strategic position about the more or less effective awareness-raising 
activity − for any kind of stakeholder − on certain issues. 

The calculation of the benefits related to the social and relational 
dimension of the donation and volunteering experience: one of the most 
significant contributions of the research was that of trying to measure and 
monetize the “soft” dimensions concerning the donation and 
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volunteering activity and, more specifically, the value of the participation in 
the Association (social capital), the value of learning and training (human 
capital), the value of volunteering and the promotion of the culture of 
donation. From this point of view, being members of an Association gives 
benefits which, although to varying degrees, are generally recognizable and 
appreciated by the Avis donor or volunteer. This result, although 
preliminary, opens several implications, concerning both the strategy of the 
association network in the management of the relationship with its members 
(as well as in the constant attempt to recruit new ones) and in the possibility 
to extend such result to non-profit organizations of an association-like 
nature, although not strictly related to the health sector. In fact, the deep 
knowledge of the benefits perceived by its members and going beyond the 
core activity of an Association (in this case, blood donation) could turn out 
to be a powerful tool for recruitment and for the communication of its value, 
both to stakeholders and to the community at large (donors or funders, be 
they private or public). If it is true that such benefits are often recognized in 
the world of associations, it is also true that such recognition is still intuitive 
and often informal. The possibility to calculate such benefits, or at least to 
start a process of involvement and measuring leading to the goal of their 
calculation, enables to get out of an intuitive and informal approach and to 
become part of a debate on the measuring of value which has a completely 
different cultural, strategic and political scope, and it is useful to spread 
knowledge and to reproduce the experience in other contexts. 

 
 

7.4. Methodological limits of the analysis and 
future developments 

 
While the intention until now has been that of trying to list the strengths 

emerged from the SROI analysis, this section will highlight the limits 
identified in the way the analysis itself was conducted, as well as the 
inevitable weaknesses characterising some of its parts. The main limitations 
of the analysis will therefore be analysed, with the double goal of 
transparency and “caution”, in case the study is to be replicated in different 
contexts. Moreover, it is worth stressing that as is often the case, these 
limitations represent, in all respects, potential guidelines to further analyse 
and pursue the research, and in this sense, each limit is assigned a possible 
solution as a potential development of the research process itself. The limits 
of the analysis are described individually as follows. 

The information system and the burden of cost analysis. The most 
relevant operational difficulties in conducting the research were the result, 
on one side, of the need to adjust the ordinary accounting of the 
organizations to reallocate and reclassify the expenses according to specific  
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information purposes, and on the other side, of the need to create a real 
“parallel” accounting to put together, ex novo, an asset of information 
being crucial for the implementation of a SROI analysis. For example, it has 
been extremely difficult to obtain the data concerning the contribution given 
by the volunteers involved  –  with specific tasks  – in the activities of the 
centre, or the one related to all the inputs provided for free, which have not 
necessarily or not always been recorded in the existing accounting systems. 
Although the first phase has been difficult, such parallel information system 
could be anyway spread, expanded, improved, sophisticated, and essentially 
homogenized – while continuing to respect the organizational peculiarities 
of each centre – and used “at full capacity”. 

The time range. The time range selected for the analysis is one year, a 
time interval which could be considered too short for the challenges existing 
in the management of the “drop-off” effect (that is, the deterioration of the 
impacts over time). This study, in fact, included the calculation of an annual 
retrospective SROI, and for this reason no hypothesis or expectation was 
expressed on the level of impact that it will be possible to maintain in the 
near future. However, many of the proxies used in the monetization of 
impacts (for example, the reduction of direct costs resulting from the early 
diagnosis of diseases) have a “lifelong” duration, which means that they 
cover the overall benefit generated during the life of an individual. Such 
approach therefore required the introduction of a system of traceability of 
the answers collected through the questionnaire (compatibly with the 
protection of the anonymity and privacy of the respondent) in order to avoid 
re-calculating the same benefit for a specific respondent. Without such 
precaution, a potential replication of the SROI analysis would induce an 
overestimation of the impacts generated, because of the common error of 
“double counting” (Nicholls et al., 2012, p. 42). 

The potential value of associationism.  The inclusion in the analysis of 
a sample of donors not being members of Avis is an extremely relevant 
factor for a correct approach to the so-called “deadweight” effect and to be 
able to have a more accurate estimate of what could happen without the 
intervention of the Association (as per the “counterfactual” logic of such 
tool).  However, the surveyed sample of non-member donors is very small. 
As a consequence, the enrichment of the data collected among non-member 
donors would enable to completely distinguish the effect to be attributed to 
the membership from that resulting from the status of donor. This limit, 
which is often seen as one of the main weak points of the SROI analysis 
identified in the literature  (Banke-Thomas et al. 2015) is however the direct 
consequence of the reduced presence of non-member donors who donate in 
Avis CUs, (such as the centres that this study focused on). A solution to 
such limit is again represented by the possible inclusion in the study of 
public facilities – where the presence of non-members is sometimes 
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more significant - to pave the way to further analyses and perfections of the 
analysis. 

The involvement of stakeholders and the potential replicability of 
the study. The fact of having tested the analysis on a limited pool of 
centres, through an experimental application in which it was possible to 
include only two of the six organizational models identified in the White 
Paper of the Association, shows the need to regulate the trade-off between 
the level of analysis and the practical needs of data collection. The sampling 
strategies adopted were defined with the very aim of ensuring a certain 
representativeness of the Avis world (by operational and structural 
characteristics of the centres selected). Nevertheless, the possible 
generalization of results may become easier with a future increase of the 
number of centres involved in the analysis. In this case, it is necessary to 
consider the difficulties one may incur when applying this framework of 
analysis to those organizational models where the activities of the 
association – being the source of most of the impacts considered − are 
managed by multiple Municipal Avis centres which interface with only one 
collection centre (as in the case of the Mixed associative and Centralized 
associative models, or of those where the collection is managed by the 
public sector). In such case, the need to gather the information dispersed 
across many different organizations could make data collection extremely 
expensive. At the same time, a potential development of the study could 
have as a priority the involvement of Collection Facilities belonging to the 
so-called Decentralized public model – extremely widespread at a territorial 
level, especially in the regions of Central Italy − where collection activities 
are managed by the Transfusion Services. Such inclusion would offer the 
opportunity to increase the information value of the research, enabling an 
inter-organizational comparison on the management efficiency respectively 
shown by the association and the public body. 

As underlined several times, the potential of replicability of such study is 
high, given the nature of the method adopted. However, it is worth recalling 
here how important it is, in our opinion, that the decision to start a process 
of impact assessment be the result of an in-depth analysis carried out within 
the organization, but that it be as widely acceptable and shared as possible, 
on one side, and based on the awareness that resources −  first of all human 
− are needed, on the other side. If the cost of an assessment process is high, 
we hope to have explained clearly how high is the benefit in terms of 
organizational learning of a shared assessment carried out in the most 
rigorous way possible. Regardless of the methodology used, we hope this 
survey may represent an additional element for the promotion of the debate 
and exchange of experiences on the methods of Impact Evaluation in the 
Third Sector, an issue that − whether we like it or not − seems to have all 
the ingredients to continue to be for a long time at the centre of the 
academic, political and cultural debate in our country. 
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Afterword 
 

by Giancarlo Maria Liumbruno* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Italy, through Law 21 October 2005, No. 219 “New discipline of 
transfusion activities and of the national production of blood derivatives”, 
the Legislator recognizes the civic and social function and the human and 
solidarity-based values expressed by the voluntary, regular, responsible, 
anonymous and gratuitous donation of blood and blood components, and 
assigns a crucial role to the Associations and Federations of voluntary blood 
donors,which contribute to the institutional goals of the National Health 
Service through the promotion and development of organized blood 
donation and through the protection of donors. The absolute ethical, social 
and health importance of the donation is also confirmed by the inclusion, in 
the Essential Levels of Care (LEA), of transfusion activities, which also 
include the promotion of blood donation. Under the most recent regulation 
on transfusions (Ministerial Decree 2 November 2015 “Provisions 
concerning the quality and safety requirements for blood and blood 
components”), the Associations and Federations of voluntary blood donors, 
the Transfusion Services and the collection units have the responsibility to 
raise awareness and adequately inform donors on the value of voluntary, 
non-remunerated, conscious and regular donation, as well as to promote 
initiatives of health prevention and education based on the epidemiologic 
analysis and assessment of the data concerning donors and donations 

Donating part of ourselves represents a gesture of concrete solidarity and 
altruism, besides having an exceptional symbolic value. However, being 
able to quantify and monetize the value of altruism, generosity and 
solidarity towards others is far from easy, especially considering that it is 
difficult to find, in the literature, a clear and unequivocal definition of 
“social value”. In fact, the definition of social value is often linked to the 
tools that are used to measure it. 

 
 

* Head of the National blood centre 
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Among these, the most common among the organizations managing the 
activities of social utility is the SROI (Social Return On Investment). This 
tool enables not only to understand how some activities can generate value, 
but also to estimate that value in monetary terms, by measuring the quantity 
of value created compared to the initial investment; given its characteristics, 
therefore, this indicator also provides useful elements for the selection of 
investments, allowing to choose projects with a marked potential for change 
and improvement, as well as to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
model of intervention adopted, also with the aim of taking corrective 
actions, if needed. 

Within the Blood system, it is not less difficult to quantify and 
communicate the social and economic impact of the human and solidarity-
based values expressed through voluntary, regular, responsible, anonymous 
and gratuitous donation of blood and blood components without incurring 
the risk to make it appear as a mere methodological exercise with an end in 
itself. The System is characterised by the fact that all the players are 
involved in promoting the culture of voluntary, anonymous and non-
remunerated donation, also intended as a tool of social and health impact for 
the whole Italian population. 

In this context, the study conducted by Avis and aimed at assessing and 
communicating the social and economic impact generated by the activities 
of promotion of blood donation, is certainly a reference point in a sector 
which is still partially unexplored by those organizations of the world of 
volunteering whose goal is to produce goods and services for public or 
collective use. 
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Appendix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Outline of focus group with donating and volunteering 
members 

 
Clarification on the objective and on the “rules” of the focus group 
Thanking for the willingness to participate; Round of presentations 

(name, age, what do you do, how did your experience in Avis start, etc.); 
Explanation of the rationale of the research and of why the involvement of 
the participants is required. 

 
Topics for discussion to be used for opening the debate with possibility 

of free answers 
1)  Which have been your motivations for preferring this process to the 

alternative of making spontaneous donations, without joining Avis? In 
other words, what is the main benefit of being a donor with a 
membership in an Association of donors? 

2)  Instead, what does it mean, for you, to be an Avis volunteer? Also in this 
case, what pushed you to decide to dedicate your time and skills to the 
support of the activity promoted by Avis? Which are the main benefits 
you obtain from these experiences, at a personal and professional level? 

3)  Among the different aspects that emerged (if any), some also mentioned 
the possibility to make a gesture of altruism and solidarity towards 
others, as well as of ethical and civic responsibility This is a factor you 
certainly have in common. However, we would like to ask you one 
question in particular: would you be willing to pay to make a donation or 
to continue performing the duties and tasks you have as volunteers of the 
Association? And why? 

4)  Did the fulfilment and sense of self-realisation associated to the 
accomplishment of an act of altruism (like donating or volunteering) lead 
you to feel the desire to make donations or volunteer for other 
organizations? 

5)  Talking about your role as donors, one of the aspects which emerged is 
that one of the main benefits of being donating members is to be 
stimulated to donate regularly. We would like to analyse this issue more 
in detail. 
a)  Which are the advantages you see in the fact of receiving such calls? 
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b)  Do you think these calls are really effective in making you decide 
if/when to donate? Or would you go donating in any case and with 
the same frequency? 

c)  Is the call you receive useful to you also to fix the date of your next 
donation? 
i.   If yes, does this allow you to communicate your absence at work 

and to agree on the date you will be absent? 
d)  Has it ever happened to you to go donating and not be able to do that 

because there was no demand for blood of your blood group at that 
moment, or because the waiting times were too long? What were the 
consequences of that inconvenience? 

6)  Another aspect which emerged was that being member of an Association 
allows to take part in association events and/or to collaborate in their 
organization/realisation (e.g.: Festival of donors; congresses; 
conferences). 
a)  How do you live/perceive these events? 
b)  How often do you receive invitations to participate? 
c)  Which benefits do you draw from participating? 

7)  As for the relationship with the (medical and non-medical) staff of the 
Association, or the fact of being an integral part of an organization 
promoting certain values (attention to health, to one's own well-being 
and to that of others), instead, do you think this has influenced your 
lifestyle in some way? 

a)  Have the consultancy, information and practical advice received led 
you to modify your lifestyle in some way? 

b)  Have there been any modifications in your behaviours (in terms of 
reduction of alcohol consumption, decision to quit smoking or 
anyway abandonment of other habits or behaviours that were 
a source of risk for your health)? 

c)  As donors, have you ever discovered (or do you know someone who 
has discovered) to be suffering from some pathology thanks to 
the tests and visits carried out at the moment of the donation? 

d)  In this case, do you think you (he/she) would have discovered it 
anyway, within a short time? 

8)  Always as donors, when you started donating (or you returned donating 
after a pause of two years), did you take preliminary tests/examinations to 
decide when to return for the first donation? 

a)  If yes, which consequences did this request have? 
 
 

2. Highlights of focus group with donating and volunteering 
members 

 
The following grid synthesizes and summarizes the evidence emerged 

from the focus group, which involved 9 donating members and volunteer 
members. There is one column for each participant, while the symbols 
indicate if that specific aspect was explicitly mentioned/confirmed (✓), 
denied (✘) or if it raised some doubts (?). 
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Tab. 1 – Focus group evidence  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Donation 
Be followed in a more continuous and 
personalized way (both by the medical staff 
and through call)  
Acquire information being useful to improve 

 
✓ 

 
 

✘ ✓ 

 
✘ ✓ 

  
✓ 

  
 
 
 

✓ 

 
✓ 

 
 

?✓ 

 
 
 
 
✓ 

 
 
 
 

✓ 
my health 
Social capital (participation in events; 
meeting people who share  
certain values) 

To donate 
✘ 

   
✘ 

 
✘ 

 
✓ 

To donate   
✘ ✓ 

 
(3%) 

Human capital (gaining theoretical knowledge 
and practical competencies, skills and 
relational abilities) 
Being able to make a gesture of solidarity for 
the well-being of others 
Feel realised  

 

 
 

✓ 

 

 
 

✓ 

 

 
 
✓ 

 

 
 

✓ 

 

 
 

✓ 

 

 
 

✓ 

 

 
 

✓ 
 

✓ ✘ 

 

 
 
✓ 

 

 
 

✓ 
 

✓ ✘ 
 
Volunteering 

      Secondary  Secondary 

Being able to contribute to the 
mission of Avis 
Social capital 
(participation in events; meeting people who 
share certain values)  
Human capital (gaining theoretical 
knowledge and practical competencies skills 
and relational abilities) 
Internalize a series of values that have led 
me to adopt a helathier lifestyle  
Feel realised 

✓ 
 

✓ 
 
 

✓ 

✓ 
 

 
 
 

✓ 

✓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✘ 

✓ 
 

 
 
 

✓ 
 

 
 
 

✓ 

✓ 
 

 
 
 

✓ 

✓ ✓ 
 

 
 
 

✓ 
 
 

? 

✓ ✓ 
 

 
 
 

✓ 
 
 

✓ 

Willingness to pay 
Donation 

 
✘ 

 
✓ ✘ 

 
✘ 

  
✘ 

  
✓ ✘ 

  
✓ ✘ 

 
Volunteering 

 
✘ 

Emergency  
✘ 

   Emergency 
✘ 

 Emergency 
✘ 
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Tab. 1 – Continues  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Reinforcement of the cult. of donation/volunteering 
Donation for other NPOs 

     
✓ 

  
✓ ✘ 

  
Volunteering with other NPOs 

 
Benefits of the scheduled call 

✘ 
Lack of 

time 

✘ 
I already 

do 
enough 

  ✘ 
Lack of 

time 
 ✓ 

I already 
do 

enough 

 ✓ 

Remember to donate periodically 
Be able to agree the date of absence from work 
Reduce waiting times 

✓ 
 

✓ 

✘    ✓    

Optimize the time dedicated to the donation with the other 
personal and professional commitments  
Be aware that there was a real need in that moment 
(feel really useful) 
Have a periodic chance of contact with the Association 
(have the possibility to provide information on my 
health) 

✓ ✘   
✓ 

 
✓ 

  
✓ 

 
✓ 

 
✓ 

  

Negative effects of the absence of a 
scheduled call 
Discouragement (decision not to return donating or 
reduction of the frequency)  
Discouragement (decision to change collection centre) 
Adoption of precautions (call to verify the 
need/possibility to donate) 

         

Benefits of the first deferred donation 
Chance to discover causes of non-eligibility 

  
✓ 

     
✓ 

  
Reflection on the motivation for donating  
Acquiring information       ✓   
Negative consequences of the first deferred donation 
Stress associated to waiting times before results  
Sensation of annoyance and waste of time 

  
 

✓ 

     
✓ 

  

 
Discouragement (decision not to return  Because of 

ignorance      

✓   
donating, despite eligibility)        

Occasional   

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Supplementary tables and diagrams 
 
 

Tab. 2 – Criteria for the assessment of the degree of alignment with the 
external and internal scheduling 

 

Alignment with 
external scheduling 

Score Level of internal 
scheduling  

Score 

 
ND 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

+/- 30-20% 1 1-20% 1 

+/- 20-15% 2 20-40% 2 

+/- 15-10% 3 40-60% 3 

+/- 10-5% 4 60-80% 4 

+/- < 5% 5 80-100% 5 

 
Tab. 3 – Degree of alignment with the external and internal scheduling 

     Performance  
 % on tot. 

collection 
            Internal 

scheduling 
          External 

scheduling 

 
Organization A – Whole blood 

 
93% 

 
0% 

 
26.83% 

Organization A- Plasma 7% 100% 26.83% 

Organization B – Whole blood 100% 100% NA 

Organization C – Whole blood 79% 0% NA 

Organization C – Plasma 6% 0% NA 

Organization C – Other apheresis 14% 0% NA 

Organization D – Whole blood 100% 96% -15.20% 

Organization E – Whole blood 100% 0% -5.18% 

Organization F – Whole blood 62% 48% -0.63% 

Organization F – Plasma 24% 57% -5.05% 

Organization F – Other apheresis 14% 56% 6.85% 

Organization G – Whole blood 76% 65% 1.80% 

Organization G – Plasma 24% 100% NA 

Organization H – Whole blood 99% 40% -8.48% 

Organization H – Plasma 1% 100% -24.52% 

Organization I – Whole blood 100% 0% NA 
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Tab. 4 – Assignment of the score based on the degree of alignment with the 
scheduling 

 
Weighted      Score 

      Internal                     External                     Internal         External             Total  
                                 scheduling                scheduling           scheduling (40%)  scheduling (60%) 
 

 
A 

 
7% 

 
26.83% 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

B 100% ND 5 0 2 

C 0% ND 0 0 0 

D 96% -15.20% 5 2 3.2 

E 0% -5.18% 0 4 2.4 

F 51% -0.66% 3 5 4.2 

G 73% 1.38% 4 5 4.6 

H 41% -8.67% 3 4 3.6 

I 0% ND 0 0 0 

 
 

Fig. 1 – Return rate of new donors to which first deferred donation is applied 
(2015) 
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Fig. 2 – Return rate of donors being inactive since more than 24 months and to 
which first deferred donation is applied (2015) 
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Tab. 5 – The economic/monetary valuation of benefits 
 

 
A 

(€) 

 
B 
(€) 

 
C 
(€) 

 
F 

(€) 

 
Diagnosis of pathologies 
Diabetes mellitus type 2 
Hypercholesterolemia 

 
8,963.26 

– 
8,963.26 

 
2,213,672.24 

– 
15,490.65 

 
14,578.55 

– 
14,578.55 

 
19,705.52 

– 
19,705.52 

Hereditary haemochromatosis – 2,198,181.59 – – 
Adoption of a healthier lifestyle 1,451,410.15 1,456,502.32 1,939,592.53 5,964,389.08 
Diet 12,596.28 14,247.11 12,667.95 54,149.29 
Alcohol 52,421.25 75,108.21 26,941.30 116,304.98 
Smoking 621,287.12 670,864.40 329,513.28 1,497,857.81 
Physical activity 421,759.81 527,896.64 1,531,775.67 3,943,667.02 
Consumption of drugs 343,345.70 168,385.95 38,694.32 352,409.98 
Social capital 164,051.92 90,718.43 194,661.52 720,138.76 
Human capital 11,575.87 9,206.84 596,876.29 60,013.22 
Experience of donation/ 
volunteering  
Promotion of the culture 

104,730.10 

 
442,491.18 

347,223.35 

 
604,078.05 

270,491.08 

 
457,196.44 

351,397.69 

 
431,961.56 

of donation/volunteering     
Overall social benefits 2,183,222.49 4,721,401.23 3,473,396.41 7,547,605.83 

 
Tab. 6 – Satisfaction for the service (centre A) 

 
Avis donors (active,               Non-member donors 

                                                                                          inactive and donors/volunteers) 

 Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

CU of 
other 
Ass. 

Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

 CU of 
other 

    Ass. 
 
Competence of the reception staff 

 
8.3 

 
5.3 

 
8.0 

 
8.1 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

Courtesy of the reception staff 8.4 7.5 8.0 7.7 N/A N/A 
Competence of the medical 
and nursing staff 

8.8 8.2 9.0 7.8 N/A N/A 

Courtesy of the medical and nursing 
staff 

8.8 8.6 6.0 8.0 N/A N/A 

Competence of volunteers 
(if present) 

7.7 4.5 6.0 6.4 N/A N/A 

Courtesy of volunteers 
(if present) 

8.4 5.9 7.0 6.7 N/A N/A 

Accessibility of the facility 
(distance from home, parking 
available, etc.) 

9.1 7.7 8.0 7.2 N/A N/A 

Convenience of opening hours 9.2 3.9 9.0 8.5 N/A N/A 
Waiting times 7.5 3.0 7.0 6.9 N/A N/A 
Quality and  adequacy of refreshment 8.5 3.4 6.0 7.1 N/A N/A 
Completeness of check-ups 
and pre-donation tests 

NA 7.9 7.0 8.1 N/A N/A 

Quality of support during and 
after the donation 

8.6 7.0 8.0 8.9 N/A N/A 
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Tab. 7 – Satisfaction for the service (centre B) 
 

Avis donors (active,                   Non-member donors                 
                                                                                       inactive and donors/volunteers) 

 Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

CU of 
other 
Ass. 

Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

CUof 
other 
Ass. 

 
Competence of the reception staff 

 
9.0 

 
8.1 

 
9.0 

 
10.0 

 
9.0 

 
N/A 

Courtesy of the reception staff 9.2 8.1 9.0 9.3 9.2 N/A 
Competence of the medical 
and nursing staff 

9.3 8.3 9.0 9.3 9.0 N/A 

Courtesy of the medical and nursing staff 9.3 8.5 9.0 9.3 9.2 N/A 
Competence of volunteers (if present) 8.6 4.2 3.0 9.0 7.0 N/A 
Courtesy of volunteers (if present) 8.7 4.4 9.0 9.0 8.2 N/A 
Accessibility of the facility 
(distance from home, parking 
available, etc.) 

9.1 7.7 ND 10.0 8.2 N/A 

Convenience of opening hours 9.1 7.6 ND 9.5 8.5 N/A 
Waiting times 7.1 5.9 9.0 7.6 7.6 N/A 
Quality and  adequacy of refreshment 8.7 5.8 9.0 9.3 7.4 N/A 
Completeness of check-ups 
and pre-donation tests 

8.7 7.7 9.0 9.5 8.3 N/A 

Quality of support during and 
after the donation 

9.2 8.2 10.0 8.7 8.8 N/A 

 

Tab. 8 – Satisfaction for the service (centre C) 
 

Avis donors (active,                     Non-member donors  
                                                                                      Inactive and donors/volunteers) 

 Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

CU of  
other Ass. 

Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

CU of   
other 
Ass. 

Competence of the reception staff 7.8 10.0 9.0 6.8 N/A N/A 
Courtesy of the reception staff 8.4 10.0 9.0 7.4 N/A N/A 
Competence of the medical 
and nursing staff 

8.0 10.0 10.0 7.6 N/A N/A 

Courtesy of the medical and nursing staff 8.2 10.0 9.0 7.0 N/A N/A 
Competence of volunteers (if present) 6.5 10.0 9.0 7.2 N/A N/A 
Courtesy of volunteers (if present) 6.9 10.0 9.0 8.2 N/A N/A 
Accessibility of the facility 
(distance from home, parking 
available, etc.) 

8.4 6.0 ND 8.2 N/A N/A 

Convenience of opening hours 7.1 9.0 ND 9.2 N/A N/A 
Waiting times 6.5 7.7 6.0 6.6 N/A N/A 
Quality and  adequacy of refreshment 7.9 7.5 ND 6.6 N/A N/A 
Completeness of check-ups 
and pre-donation tests 

8.0 8.5 7.0 7.6 N/A N/A 

Quality of support during and 
after the donation 

8.4 ND 9.0 8.6 N/A N/A 
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Tab. 9 – Satisfaction for the service (centre F) 
 

              Avis donors (active,         Non-member 
inactive donors and donors/volunteers) 

 Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

CUof   
other  

   Ass. 

Avis 
CU 

Transfusion 
Service 

CU of   
other   
Ass. 

 
Competence of the reception staff 

 
9.2 

 
9.3 

 
N/A 

 
8.7 

 
10.0 

 
N/A 

Courtesy of the reception staff 9.2 9.7 N/A 8.6 10.0 N/A 

Competence of the 
medical and nursing staff 

9.4 9.3 N/A 8.9 10.0 N/A 

Courtesy of the medical and nursing 
staff 

9.2 9.7 N/A 9.2 10.0 N/A 

Competence of volunteers (if present) 7.3 8.0 N/A 8.3 10.0 N/A 

Courtesy of volunteers (if present) 8.0 6.0 N/A 8.4 10.0 N/A 

Accessibility of the facility 
(distance from home, parking 
available, etc.) 

8.6 8.0 N/A 8.7 10.0 N/A 

Convenience of opening hours 9.0 10.0 N/A 9.5 10.0 N/A 

Waiting times 7.1 7.7 N/A 8.3 10.0 N/A 

Quality and  adequacy of refreshment 8.9 9.3 N/A 9.2 10.0 N/A 

Completeness of check-
ups and pre-donation tests 

9.3 9.0 N/A 8.9 10.0 N/A 

Quality of support during and 
after the donation 

9.2 9.3 N/A 9.2 10.0 N/A 

 
 
 

Fig. 3 – Total resources used by provenance and incidence of the inputs 
granted for free by private subjects (collection activity) 
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3% 
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Note: in Figure 3, for Provincial centre D, only the resources required for collection 
activities are considered. 
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Fig. 4 – Total resources used by provenance and incidence of the inputs 
granted for free by private subjects (collection and membership activity) 
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Note: in Figure 4, for Provincial centre D, only the resources required for collection 
and membership activities are considered. 

 
 
 

Tab. 10 – Incidence of the expenses connected to Accreditation and introduction of 
Quality System 

 

  

Incidence (%) on total accounted cost 
(Including General and Functioning Costs) 

A 36% 
B 9% 
C 6% 
D 9% 
E 2% 
F 2% 
G 6% 
H 3% 

I 2% 
 
 

4. A close comparison: SROI and counterfactual methods 
 

This section proposes an examination of two specific evaluation 
methods, which can be considered, in some respects, antithetical: the Social 
Return on Investment and the counterfactual analysis. This needs result, first 
of all, from the verification of their widespread use – which allows to 
identify them as real best practices in the practice and research on 
assessment  – as well as, secondly, from the fact of having seen in them two 
potentially “rival” models in the approach to the research question which 
the study is based on. 
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What it is worth specifying, at this point, is that the Impact Evaluation 
does not represent a “method specific” discipline, being unequivocally 
linked to a specific methodology. In other words: “no single design or 
method can lay monopoly claim to the production of evidence for policy 
learning” (Stern et al., 2012, p. 5). This implies that the attempt to select the 
most appropriate method should be constantly guided by a preliminary 
identification of the type of question to which the analysis itself wants to 
answer. In that sense, it is possible to say that in this research field there is 
not a universally valid and generally preferable method: as a matter of fact, 
whether or not a design is more appropriate than another one must be 
assessed from time to time, in relation and according to the characteristics 
of the phenomenon being observed, to the dimensions to be investigated, to 
the type of interlocutor who will benefit from the outputs of the research. 

In accordance with the above, Stern et al. (2012, p. 9), in their attempt to 
introduce a critical approach to the methodological matter and to challenge 
any presumption of uncontested superiority of the experimental methods, 
state that: “The idea that there is a single superior method of producing 
evidence has also been widely challenged (Ravallion 2009, Deaton 2010). 
Rather it is generally understood that methods and designs are fit for 
different purposes and when well-executed all have their strengths and 
weaknesses – one of the justifications of so called ‘mixed-methods’. 
Furthermore the choice of methods (and overall designs) needs to follow 
from the kinds of questions that are being asked; whilst also taking into 
account the settings in which they are to be applied. ”. 

For these reasons, the main differences between the two methods 
identified will be now analysed, so as to introduce the consequent 
methodological choices made for the purposes of the research. 

 
1.  Type of research question: as pointed out by Martini (2006, p. 1), in 

fact: “the counterfactual approach is not relevant to any assessment 
problem whatsoever, but rather to one single type of assessment 
question, the one which asks to quantify the effect of a particular public 
intervention.” In fact, since the counterfactual logic is the basis of the 
processes of causal inference, the type of question it can answer to is: 
“Did the intervention or programme work? Did it cause the impact 
expected?”, thus allowing a “dichotomous” answer, represented by a 
single “yes/ no” (Stern et al., 2012). 
By contrast, it is equally significant and relevant to be able to reach a 
deep understanding of the mechanisms and conditions which enabled the 
intervention observed to generate certain results, and to be able to 
formulate some judgements on the potential ability to produce the 
impacts expected, as well as on the overall “magnitude” and scope 
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of the latter. This last aspect, which will be looked at more in detail in 
the following points, represents one of the main strengths of several 
types of analysis (in particular, CBA and SROI), based on the 
quantification and monetization of impacts: the possibility to obtain an 
estimate, being as much reliable as possible, of the social change 
generated at an aggregate level, and therefore of the value and of the 
differential contribution given by the activity of an NPO to the whole 
community of reference. 
In this sense, the explanatory effort becomes functional to generalising 
the results and to starting real learning processes. 

2.  Dimensions of analysis considered: the attempt to answer the question 
“did the intervention cause the impact expected?” implies a preliminary 
definition and identification of the impact expected and, therefore, of the 
causal relationship to be analysed. Following this approach, the 
definition of the impact considered as relevant determines, in a sort of 
“domino effect”, the dimensions one should focus on, the implicit 
conceptualisation of the idea of causality, the specific methods to be used 
to reach an estimate of the impact itself (research design), as defined by 
the researcher at the beginning of the analysis. 
This allows to specify that the selection of a counterfactual approach in 
the end defines, as a matter of fact, the scope of analysis of the whole 
study: in other words, its adoption would allow to analyse the existence 
of a causal link between the specific type of intervention applied by Avis 
− compared to the one offered by the public counterpart − and an interest 
variable being specifically defined (for example, the level of retention 
and satisfaction among Avis donors compared to the control group of 
non-Avis donors). In this case, the analysis would stop at the 
demonstration of a potential (positive or negative) effect on the 
individual behaviour of the donor, without allowing the researcher to 
estimate the value that such causal link can generate from a systemic 
point of view. 
By contrast, a possible additional step to be made while conducting an 
analysis of preparation to the calculation of the SROI index consists in 
saying:  given the intervention made by Avis – with its peculiarities and 
characteristics which distinguish it from the public intervention – what is 
the benefit and change generated in the life of X individuals? How was it 
generated? What is the value it acquires at an aggregate level? 

3.  Level of analysis: the considerations just made introduce another subject 
for reflection. The counterfactual approach does not lend itself easily, by 
its nature and structure, to the analysis of complex, multidimensional 
social phenomena determined by multiple causes, such as, for example, 
the performance of organizations or structures which − like Avis − have 
a national articulation and scope of action. 
In this respect, it is worth specifying that even the counterfactual study 
described in Paragraph 2.2, despite being a comparative analysis of the 
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performance of public and private schools (therefore, of organizations), 
defined the latter in terms of academic results obtained at an individual 
level (similarly to a possible study about the effects of the “Avis 
treatment” on the level of retention and satisfaction among its donors or, 
just to provide another example, about the effects of a training 
intervention in terms of wage level of its beneficiaries). If conducted at 
the organization level, instead, the analysis highlights what was 
previously defined as “non-observability of the counterfactual”. Indeed, 
it would become particularly difficult − if not totally impossible − to 
answer rigorously to the question: “what would have happened to the 
Italian transfusion system without the intervention of Avis?”. In this 
specific case, the (counterfactual) benchmark would be represented by a 
parallel, purely abstract reality, which could be conceived only in its 
basic characteristics (in fact, it is not possible to know how the Italian 
transfusion system would have looked like without the Association: 
would the national demand have been fully covered by the operational 
activity of the public body? Or would a “market partition” have 
occurred, more diversified and effective/efficient than the current one? 
Or – on the contrary – would the unmet demand have been covered 
through massive imports of whole blood, blood components and plasma 
derivatives, with inevitable consequences on the economic sustainability 
of the national transfusion system?). 
In light of such example, it is now easier to understand the traditional 
motivations provided by the methodological literature to justify the 
adoption of a counterfactual approach: 
a.  the will to investigate phenomena producing short-term effects, with 

causal mechanisms being as linear and clear as possible (Befani, 
2013); 

b.  the will to test the effectiveness of a pilot intervention (in which it is 
relatively easier to build the so-called “control group” and to ensure a 
random assignment of the units to groups) rather than that of already 
existing programmes and policies which have consolidated over time. 
As specified by some scholars, in fact: “Randomised designs are 
often best implemented in evaluating new pilot interventions rather 
than existing ones. This is because they require some control over 
how participants are recruited into the intervention being evaluated. 
This ‘control’ is often harder to achieve in existing programmes than 
in new interventions that are open to influence” (Morris et al., 2012, 
p. 12). 

4.  Purpose of the research: in a certain sense, the two methods can serve the 
same research purposes or goals – although to different degrees – for the 
following three dimensions: “comparison”; “legitimation” and “insight”. 
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As emphasized several times, the comparative logic is the basis of any 
counterfactual analysis, since: “In most applications, CIEs seek to 
compare the results of an intervention (a measure or an instrument) for 
those entities (persons, SME, etc.) that benefitted from it to a group not 
subject to the intervention.” (Morris et al., 2012, p. 6). In its basic logics, 
therefore, the counterfactual approach provides, to funders and decision-
makers, significant information in terms of “magnitude of impacts, their 
sign (whether positive or negative) and statistical measures of 
uncertainty.” (Morris et al., 2012, p. 6), thus allowing a rational 
allocation of the available resources among alternative measures. 
However, it must be acknowledged not only that the adoption of the 
SROI method allows − where an appropriate level of standardization and 
conformity of approaches exists − analogous operations of benchmarking 
and trend- analysis among the performances of various NPOs belonging 
to the same sector of intervention, but also that: 
a. the assessment itself can include multiple dimensions of the 

performance, thus integrating purely economic returns with an in-
depth analysis of the social and environmental margins of the work of 
the organization (while, as shown in the second point, the 
counterfactual approach is particularly suitable for the analysis of 
limited phenomena); 

b.  once the logics and procedures characterising such estimation method 
have been acquired, the SROI analysis can be internalized by the 
single organizations, so that the Impact Assessment can be replicated 
autonomously and constantly over time, thus leading to a 
maximization of the contribution offered in terms of organizational 
learning and to a progressive reduction of the investment required for 
its implementation1. 

In this way it is therefore possible to fully appreciate the contribution and 
the differential benefits which can be obtained through the adoption of 
the SROI method: given its processual and open-ended nature, it 
represents not only a chance to listen to all the parties involved in the 
social change (and therefore to know their perceptions, which can 
confirm or not the supposed symmetry between the results expected and 
those actually achieved), but also a useful tool to monitor over time the 
strengths and weaknesses of one's own model of intervention (especially 
in case it is possible to systematically compare it with alternative 
solutions and services) and to give back this wealth of information to all 
the players holding an interest in the activity being analysed. This last 
aspect is further supported by the potentials of the method in terms of 
communication, which will be analysed more in detail in point 6. 

 
 

1. Maier et al. (2014), in fact, highlight the presence of significant learning economies in 
the replication of such studies. 
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5.  Validity (internal/external): another aspect to consider concerns the 
different potentials of the two methods in terms of validity, in its double 
expression. 
Although counterfactual analysis represents a cornerstone of assessment 
research, it provides answers to “contingent, setting-specific causal 
questions ‘did it work there and then’ and cannot be used for 
generalization to other settings and timeframes […]” (Stern et al., 2012, 
p. 8). As specified by Befani (2013, p. 2) this happens because it “does 
not provide information on the ‘supporting factors’ which enabled the 
programme to work”. This essentially implies that randomised and 
controlled studies have  – if designed in a rigorous way  – a high internal 
validity, which however counterbalances a limited possibility of 
generalisation (external validity) of the results obtained: it is true that the 
use of experimental or nearly-experimental methods allows to produce 
empirical evidence proving the effectiveness of an intervention in giving 
the expected results, but at the same time, it only allows to show what 
works here, in this specific moment and under certain conditions, 
without any possibility of inference in the effectiveness of a model of 
intervention in different contexts. As reaffirmed by the author, in fact: 
“Another question to which the counterfactual approach does not answer 
is ‘how and why did it work’, while the more general concept of ‘making 
the difference’ allows to notice the qualitative differences which may 
have been obtained thanks to the programme, and that experimental 
approaches do not necessarily seize, since they are aimed at measuring a 
quantitative difference on a predefined indicator” (Befani, 2013, p. 2). 
There are, instead, a series of  “coping strategies” aimed at ensuring an 
appropriate level of external validity also to analyses generally 
considered as “qualitative”, which can reach, contrary to what is usually 
assumed, a degree of accuracy being sufficient to enable a generalization 
of the evidence collected (in particular, according to the process of the 
so-called “analytical generalization”). 
The strategies that researchers may use are described here below: 
a.  Studies on multiple cases with pairing of the units of analysis: a 

possibility which should not be neglected is to conduct a SROI 
analysis as part of the methodological framework of the case study. 
This method includes different advantages (first of all the possibility 
to integrate different sources, thus strengthening the assessments 
suggested by the quantitative data collected through interviews, 
consultations of archives, surveys, etc.). 
At the same time, it would be imprudent to ignore the criticalities and 
limits highlighted at a scientific level: as summarized by some 
theoretics (Singh, 2014, p. 80), in fact, “ The problem of single case 
single cases is limitations in generalizability  
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and several information-processing biases”. 
However, this does not mean that the adoption of the methodology of 
case studies implies necessarily to renounce to any claim of validity. 
The “multiple case study” approach allows, in fact, to limit the impact 
of such distortions and therefore to strengthen the external validity of 
the study. In other words: “Multiple cases add confidence to findings 
and strengthen the quality and reliability of case study research” 
(Singh, 2014, p. 80). A further consideration is then to be added, 
namely that a multiple case study allows to build the analysis on the 
logic of replication, thus enabling a comparative study between 
“matched” or “paired” units of analysis (which essentially consists in 
the pairing of the units of analysis according to a set of criteria being 
defined in such a way as to reflect some preliminary hypotheses 
guiding the research). Based on this logic, the selection of the units to 
be included in the sample is driven by the need to pair them according 
to specific criteria, defined in such a way as to allow the testing of 
some hypotheses which may be then validated or dismissed by 
empirical evidence. In other words: “selecting an appropriate 
sampling is crucial to enhancing generalizability. Case study research 
thus opts for a theoretically oriented sampling of cases in such a way 
that provides useful and valuable contributions for the constructs and 
variables in question (Eisenhardt, 1989). An embedded multiple case 
design seeking comparisons of patterns across cases strengthens 
particularly the external validity of a case study” (Singh, 2014, p. 83). 
What we want to underline here, for the moment, is how these 
peculiar characteristics, together with some strategies that the 
researcher must apply during data collection (for example, the 
triangulation among multiple sources), allow to state that − contrary 
to common beliefs − even a qualitative method of analysis, if 
structured correctly, is not necessarily subjective and self-referential 
and, therefore, the results it produces can be generalized in theoretical 
proposals, following the approach of the analytical generalization, “in 
which a previously developed theory is used to compare the empirical 
results of the case study” (Yin, 2003, p. 38). 

b.  Monetization practices and standards: another aspect which the 
reader should focus on is that the monetization procedures included in 
all SROI analyses , have been the object of a process of progressive 
standardization and coding, promoted by networks and communities 
of peers interested in creating some “good practices” and “gold 
standards” in SIE being as much shared as possible2. This is 
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obviously aimed at disseminating and sharing the results produced by 
the single users, at creating learning economies in the replication of 
the studies and  − above all − at ensuring a greater comparability of 
the evidence collected through the assessments conducted by the 
single organizations belonging to the same field of intervention 
(Maier et al., 2014). 
This, in itself, allows to affirm that the choices made by each 
researcher can constantly take as reference the consolidated 
procedures existing on the scientific international scene, and can find 
in them a point of reference, as well as a source of validation, that 
they can use to defend their analysis from any criticisms or 
objections. 

c.  Evidence-based assumptions: similarly, it is crucial – in order to 
ensure an appropriate level of transparency and consistency in the 
SROI model adopted – to link each assumption and claim supporting 
the analysis to some empirical evidence being as much irrefutable as 
possible. 

Moreover, as suggested by Nicholls et al. (2012, p. 51) it is necessary 
to keep into consideration the existence of a sort of hierarchy of the 
“proxies” (that is, estimates or approximations) which one can refer 
to. 
Indeed, they can contribute to the definition of a real classification 
reflecting the degree of credibility they have among their reference 
audiences: 
a.  estimates previously used by independent sources of proven 
credibility; 
b.  estimates based at least on research conducted by one's own 
organization; 
c.  comparisons with the market price (“market comparisons”): they 
are typically based on the question: “How much would the 
achievement of the same results have costed?”; 
d.  “working assumptions”, which shall be followed by the intention 
to make some improvements in the future. 

As specified by the authors, the use of the last two categories of 
estimates, although often indispensable, should be limited, given the 
lower degree of legitimation they have. 
d.  Retrospective analyses:  in order to ensure accuracy and reliability to 
the analyses conducted, the so-called “evaluating SROI” or 
“retrospective SROI” should be preferred, since – compared to a forward 
analysis – it has 

            undoubted advantages in terms of: 
a.  link to evidence: in fact, it is based on the measuring of actually 
achieved outcomes, therefore it minimizes the use of calculations 
based on arbitrary choices and mere hypotheses; 

 
2. An overview of the main database of indicators and metrics was provided in  

Chap. 2. 
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b.  efficiency of the process of monetization: especially in case 
appropriate information systems exist, a retrospective SROI is 
undoubtedly less demanding in terms of time and resources 
required for its calculation. 

e. Appropriate consideration of the deadweight, attribution, 
displacement and drop-off effect: according to the definition provided 
by the OECD-DAC Glossary (2002), in order to have a correct 
assessment, one should consider as impacts “positive and negative, 
primary and secondary long-term effects produced by a development 
intervention, directly or indirectly, intended or unintended”. 
For this reason, a careless assessment of the deadweight, 
displacement and drop-off effects as defined in Chapter 2 could 
translate into an over- or underestimation of the outcomes actually 
attributable to the scope of a project, with obvious consequences on 
the credibility and plausibility of the statement made. 

f.   Execution of sensitivity analyses: this additional methodological 
precaution implies a verification of the impact related to the choices 
made in building the model (in terms of estimates, key assumptions, 
calculation techniques; etc.). The ultimate goal is to acquire a full 
awareness of the incidence of each aspect on the result obtained, and 
to verify the overall “solidity” of the model. 

6.  Power and communication effectiveness of the tool: no less important 
is the assessment of the scope of each method and the multiple recipients 
it can address to. 
First of all, it must be noticed that both the SROI and the counterfactual 
analysis − as results of a specific cultural approach (the so-called 
“Evidence Based Policy” movement) – can offer a valid support in the 
attempt to communicate one's own value and effectiveness to those 
audiences being less sensitive and “receptive” towards a purely 
qualitative and  basically “emphatic” communication. 
This said, however, it is quite intuitive that the robustness and accuracy 
of the empirical evidence produced by a counterfactual analysis make it 
become a particularly interesting tool for restricted audiences 
characterized by a high profile in terms of competences and technical 
skills (decision-makers; financial suppliers with well-structured 
assessment processes; sector organizations; etc.). By contrast, given the 
undoubted complexity of such method, communication effectiveness 
could be poor  − if not null − towards a broader and more heterogeneous 
audience which does not necessarily have the interpretation tools and the 
elements required to appreciate the strengths of such studies and the 
accuracy of the empirical results they provide. 
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As a consequence, most of the literature in the field agrees that the 
appeal of a tool like the SROI lies probably in its ability to integrate a 
wealth of information (with qualitative-quantitative data) and to 
summarize and re-codify, in the conventional and extremely intuitive 
monetary language, the whole process of social change supported by an 
NPO, so as to be immediately comprehensible to a large number of 
interlocutors (without necessarily renouncing, moreover, to a high level 
of sophistication and to the use of empirical evidence, which may 
anyway be found at the beginning of the process for the calculation of 
the index,  according to the preferences, knowledge and skills of those 
who structure the model). 
Nevertheless, this potential – that is, the ability to concentrate the 
complexity of a social phenomenon in a single synthetic indicator and to 
enable, therefore, immediate comparisons in time and space - has been at 
the same time at the origin of one of the main arguments used by those 
who criticize the method. This is what Maier et al. (2014) refer to when 
dealing with the issue of the so-called “normative limits” of the SROI 
method, referring to the legitimate objections and perplexities of those 
who consider the monetization process as ideologically unacceptable, as 
well as substantially unable to represent social phenomena in their 
integrity and intrinsic complexity. In fact, although there is now a 
progressive spreading of more and more shared monetization  techniques 
and practices3, even when the quantification effort tries to reach the 
highest degree of accuracy and completeness, any pretension to express 
in monetary terms the total impacts generated by an organization with 
social purposes would be at least irresponsible, since they generally 
include extremely subjective and intangible aspects concerning the 
emotional and psychological sphere of the life of an individual. 
As an example to clarify this concept, one can think about the attempt to 
find an estimate which can express, in a minimally exhaustive way, the 
social cost resulting from the premature death of an individual in a car 
accident, that is the value associated to the non-contribution of an 
individual to the economic growth, for sure, but above all, to the social 
and cultural growth of the society he/she is part of. In such case, 
considering the income which can be earned by an individual during 
his/her life as a good measure of the “value” recognized to him/her by 
peers and by the whole society, would mean denying centuries of 
progress conquered at the price of hard − and not always purely 
ideological − political battles. Always from an economic point of view,  

 
3. Willingness to pay; Value-based monetization; Revealed preference; Stated preference; 

Avoided costs; Transfer costs, Hedonic prices; etc. 
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this would mean making a mistake being equivalent to considering the 
GDP as a reliable measure of the actual level of welfare of a country. 

7.  Inclusiveness: for the sake of completeness, it is deemed appropriate to 
mention also this last dimension, although, as will be soon explained, it 
is not fully pertinent to the case analysed here. 
Another difference between the two methods considered lies in the 
different degree of involvement of the players concerned by the change 
process. This has to do not only with the SIE process (it has already been 
stressed several times that a crucial prerequisite for the execution of a 
SROI analysis is represented by the identification and subsequent 
inclusion of the stakeholder being relevant to the measuring process), but 
also with the value creation process itself. 
This statement can be clarified using the synthesis by Morris et al. (2012, 
p. 12): “As has been made clear, implementing a randomised design 
requires that a fraction of the eligible target group is diverted away from 
the intervention to form a control group. This diversion takes place at 
random and is not at the behest of either the applicant or the 
intervention’s administrators. For this reason, policy makers often object 
to RCTs on ethical grounds before considering whether they are feasible 
from practical and analytical perspectives”. 
The ethical questions resulting from the need to exclude some 
individuals – being potentially eligible – from the administration of a 
“treatment” (often represented by a programme or intervention which 
can hopefully solve some social problems) should always be considered 
in the selection of the most appropriate assessment method, although 
some counter-arguments exist which can be summarized as follows: 
a.  in the case of pilot interventions, the assessor may be less sensitive to 

such concerns because there is no empirical evidence yet leading to 
consider the programme or intervention as really beneficial for the 
individuals involved in the experiment (in such case, the exclusion 
from the group being treated may not be necessarily negative); 

b.  when the lack of resources prevents the adoption of a universalistic 
approach in the administration of the “treatment”, the execution of 
experimental interventions may represent the only solution being 
actually possible to increase the well-being within the system 
(although such opportunity seems to be limited to a restricted share of 
individuals, at least initially); 

c. the creation of a counterfactual design does not always imply a 
selection process associated with problems of ethical nature (as in the 
case considered in the research, where a potential counterfactual 
approach would not imply the distribution of individuals between 
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treated and control group, but rather an analysis of data concerning 
the users of the services promoted alternatively by Avis and by 
facilities managed by public bodies). 

As a conclusion to this paragraph, it is worth proposing a chart (Tab. 11) 
summarizing the main points discussed in this systematic comparison 
between methods, which served as a preparation to the selection of the  
assessment method being most appropriate to deal with the research 
question and with the challenges that this research intends to face. 

 
 

Tab. 11 – Comparison of counterfactual and SROI  
 

 Counterfactual SROI 

Type of research 
question 

Demonstrate a causal link 
 

Did the intervention cause the 

Explain the process of creation of 
social impacts 
Did the intervention cause the effects 

 effects expected? expected? 
How? To what extent? 

Dimensions 
of analysis 
considered 

Focus on one dimension 
(e.g.: retention or 
satisfaction of donors) 

Organizational performance at an 
aggregate level and from a 
multidimensional point of view 
(economic, environmental and social) 

Level of analysis Micro 
(individual behaviours) 

Macro 
(organization and system) 

Purpose: 
Compare 

 
(++) > “one shot” (diff. to replicate) 

 
(+++) > can be introduced in multiple 

 Legitimize 
Learn 

(++) > only for some audiences 
(+) > focus on one dimension 

(+++) > tool of civic involvement  
(+++) > benchmark on multiple 
dimensions 

Internal/external 
validity 

Strong internal validity 
Generalization limits 

Lower internal validity 
Gretaer ability to integrate context-
related factors  

 
Coping strategies  ↓ 

a.  Studies of multiple cases with 
pairing of the units of analysis. 
Monetization practices and 
standards  
Assumptions and hypotheses 
supported by empirical evidence 
Retrospective analyses (“final SROI”) 
Deadweight, attribution, displacement 
and drop-off effect   
Sensibility analysis 
 

Communication 
power 

Limited to restricted 
audiences of stakeholders 
and extremely technical 
language 

Large audience (decision-makers; 
funders; donors; volunteers; 
employees; etc.) and 
intuitive/synthetic language  
Risk of aversion and resistance to the 
logic of monetization (regulatory limits) 

Inclusiveness Random selection and ethical  Mapping and involvement of the 

 matters stakeholders 
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5. The early diagnosis of infectious diseases 
 

HIV 
 

The introduction of the highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) in 
1996 radically changed the typical clinical course and the socio-economic 
burden of the HIV virus and of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, 
as well as the mortality and morbidity rates associated with it (Rizzardini et 
al., 2011). 

At the same time, there is wide consensus (Maggiolo  et  al.,  2015) over 
the fact that a correlation exists between starting the antiretroviral treatment 
in the phases preceding the development of Opportunistic Infections (OI), 
which are a symptom of  declared AIDS, and a significant extension of the 
life expectancy as well as an equally significant increase in the quality of 
life of the patient under treatment, that are the reasons why − although the 
overall direct health costs associated to an early treatment of the disease 
may be higher (as a direct consequence of the induced extension of the 
lifetime) − the social costs associated to it have progressively decreased. In 
other words, while in the past decades, because of the absence of suitable 
pharmacological treatments and of the poor knowledge of the disease, the 
pathology had a rapid and fatal progression, today HIV and AIDS can be 
considered in all respects, in those countries having advanced health 
systems, as chronic diseases which it is possible to live with, and enabling a 
life expectancy that is almost the same as in the general population 
(Guaraldi et al., 2014). As a matter of fact, this highlighted the importance 
of being able to reach a diagnosis of positivity and to start the 
pharmacological treatment in a timely fashion, a goal that, however, 
concerns still today only an extremely limited share of the individuals who 
contracted the virus: as shown by the data of the National Institute of Health 
(2015b, p. 28), in 71.5% of cases in 2014 the time passed between the first 
positive HIV test and the diagnosis of AIDS was shorter than 6 months. The 
figure confirms once again that most of the people infected reach the stage 
of declared AIDS while still ignoring their seropositivity and therefore, have 
no possibility to be treated and avoid exposing other people to the risk of 
infection. A further confirmation of the absolute urgency to strengthen  − at 
a global level  − the actions of prevention, awareness-raising and education, 
as well as the social-health interventions for the identification and 
management of the disease, came from the data provided by Unicef 
(UNICEF, 2016) during the World AIDS Day. According to such data, 
despite considerable advances in the fight against the disease, by 2030 an 
extremely significant increase of the infections is expected among 
teenagers. 

Despite the fact that– as shown extensively in Paragraph 5.2.1 – the 
anamnestic and clinical evaluations and the laboratory tests aimed at 
establishing the eligibility of donors must not be seen in any way as an  
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expedient to verify the outcome of certain risky behaviours of a donor or 
candidate donor, the execution of such examinations (especially in the 
presence of a first deferred donation) is crucial to ensure an appropriate 
level of transfusion safety, and contributes to the timely identification of 
potential infections which the individual is not yet aware of. 

Having said that, the  monetization  of the benefit resulting from an early 
diagnosis of HIV was conducted by comparing the two following scenarios: 
Early diagnosis and treatment: in this case (accounting for 28.5% of 
cases), the life expectancy considered was 5 years shorter, on average, than 
that of the Italian population (Guaraldi et al., 2014); with an overall direct 
health cost of € 290,476.604 , on average, and overall indirect costs of € 
104,267.305. 
Late diagnosis and treatment: in this second hypothesis, the probability of 
death at 5, 10 and 15 years from the occurrence of the first OI was 
considered (Fang et al., 2007), so as to obtain, from a comparative point of 
view, the life and work years regained in case the treatment was started with 
still a sufficiently high level of CD$ cells/μL. 

Following that logic, it is possible to quantify the current value of the 
labour incomes6 recovered thanks to the early diagnosis, as well as to value 
the collective benefit resulting from the fact of having avoided the 
premature death of the seropositive individual7. In addition to these impacts, 
there is then the delta between the direct health costs (Farnham et al., 2013) 
and the indirect ones (Liu et al., 2002) that would be present in the two 
different scenarios8. 

 
 

4. The estimates were taken from Farnham et al. (2013), converted in Euro and adjusted 
to inflation using the Istat monetary revaluation factors to be expressed as 2014 values. 

5. The estimates were taken from Liu et al. (2002), converted in Euro and adjusted to 
inflation using the Istat monetary revaluation factors to be expressed as 2014 values. 

6. The discounting took as reference the average labour income by age group provided 
by the Bank of Italy (2015, p. 58). Following the approach suggested by Istat (2014a), a real 
growth rate of 2.29% and a discount rate of 4.92% were applied, considering a retirement age 
of 64 years. Lastly, a weighted mean was calculated, considering the incidence of HIV and 
AIDS in the respective age groups (National Institute of Health, 2015b). A significant limit 
of the calculation provided consists in the heterogeneity of the age groups respectively 
adopted by Avis, Bank of Italy and ISS, which imposed a poorly reliable  − although 
inevitable  − division of the incidence rates of HIV and AIDS to level out the age groups 
considered. 

7. The life years regained were attributed a monetary value by taking as reference the 
difference in the average compensation for non-material damage provided by the Tables of 
the Court of Milan,based on the expected age of death in the different scenarios. 

8. In this respect, it is worth specifying that the indirect costs are included in the calculation  
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Tab. 12 – The overall direct health costs of HIV/AIDS 
 

Cost items considered            Overall direct health costs (Euro 2014)  
 Late treatment Early treatment 

Direct health costs (CD4 + ≤ 200) (CD4 201-350) (CD4 351-500) (CD4 501-900) 
 

Antiretroviral drugs 
(HAART) 
Health treatments 
Treatment of 
Opportunistic 
Infections (OI) 

 
 
€ 189,921.96 € 245,035.79 € 279,266.02 € 301,687.17 

Average                                              € 217,478.87                                         € 290,476.60 
Difference                                                                           € 72,997.72 

 
Source: processing of data on Farnham et al. 
(2013). 

 
 

Tab. 13 – The overall indirect costs of HIV/AIDS 
 

Cost items considered          Overall indirect costs (Euro 2014) 
  (CD4 201-350) (CD4 ≥ 500) 

 
Indirect costs 
Insurance premiums (health and life) 
Short- and long-term disability benefits 
Recruiting, hiring and training                                          € 220,801.33                          € 104,267.30 
Absenteeism  
Reduced productivity at work 
Difference                                                                                                  € 116,534.04 

 
Source: processing of data on Liu et al. 
(2002). 

 
Hepatitis C 

 

Although it is worth reaffirming that blood donation must not be 
interpreted as functional to the verification of one's own health state, the 
positive effects of a potential early diagnosis of positivity to the HCV virus 
when the donor is not yet aware of it are equally significant, also because 
such disease presents a particularly long asymptomatic stage, which can last 
for a period of 20-30 years (Ruggeri et al., 2013; Barth, 2015) and may not 
present events allowing to discover its presence. In other words, except for 
the case in which an individual receives a screening9, it is not uncommon to 
discover to be suffering from hepatitis C when the most serious 
complications of the disease start occurring (cirrhosis and 

 
 

as positive values, since in case of early diagnosis and treatment, they are much lower (thus 
representing a benefit which can be attributed to a diagnosis of positivity anticipated to the 
initial stages of the disease). 

9. The study conducted by Denniston et al. (2012) shows that of 30,140 individuals 
suffering from HCV, only 49.7% were aware of their condition before taking the serological 
test. 
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hepatocarcinoma). Since these are the cause of an irreversible liver damage, 
they are associated to non-negligible mortality rates and represent the main 
antecedents of liver transplantation. 

Also in this case, therefore, the collective benefits generated by the tests 
carried out at the moment of collecting blood and blood components are 
absolutely relevant, and can be obtained through the comparison of the two 
following scenarios: 
Early diagnosis and treatment: in this case, the efficacy rate adopted for 
the pharmacological treatment is 0.48 (Ruggeri et al., 2013), which means 
assuming that in 48% of cases a Sustained Virological Response (SVR) 
occurs, and is considered indicative of the eradication of the disease (Barth, 
2015. The virus is therefore eradicated before it can compromise the health 
of the individual, whose life expectancy is again in line with that of the 
general population. 
Diagnosis and treatment in the symptomatic stage: in this second 
hypothesis, the individual discovers the disease while this enters the 
symptomatic stage. The data allow to state that, on average, this happens 
around 60 years of age (Laffi e La Villa, 2000, p. 55), the mean age of 
diagnosis of hepatic cirrhosis. For this second group, it is estimated that in 
52%10 of cases, the treatment is not effective and the disease progresses to 
the various stages (Tab. 14), thus causing a reduction in life expectancy by 
15 years11. 

 
Tab. 14 – HCV progression rates   

 Progression    
rates 12 

Source 

Spontaneous remission 25% Barth, 2015 

Efficacy rate of HCV treatment 48% Ruggeri et al., 2013 

HCV patients who develop chronic hepatitis 75% EASL, 2012 

HCV patients who develop cirrhosis 25% EASL, 2012 

Annual mortality rate for cirrhosis 4% Ruggeri et al., 2013 

HCV patients who develop 
hepatocarcinoma (HCC) 

 
3% 

 
Ruggeri et al., 2013 

Probability of death within 12 months 67% Ruggeri et al., 2013 

 
 

10. As highlighted by Nicholls et al. (2013), the efficacy of the antiviral treatment for 
this second sub-group is lower. However, since there are no certain data, the same efficacy 
rate was adopted (conservative hypothesis). 

11. http://www.natap.org/2013/IDSA/IDSA_31.htm. 
12. When the source provided a range of values, the mean value between the two 

extremes was mentioned and used in the calculations. 
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As for the expenses for health treatment, the cost items were taken from 
Ruggeri et al. (2013), adjusted to 2014 values and weighted to the incidence 
of the disease in the different age groups 13, as well as to the age of Avis 
donors14. 

 
 

Tab. 15 – HCV direct health costs 
 

Level of analysis 
 

   Overall average direct    
health costs per patient  

 

Δ Overall 
average 

direct health 
  Screening/ No screening/ per patient 

 Early diagnosis Late diagnosis (Euro 2014) 

35-44 € 31,041.24 € 27,563.59 €   3,484.61 

45-54 € 27,688.07 € 19,704.13 €   7,999.91 

55-64 € 23,540.91 € 11,859.92 € 11,704.35 

> 65 € 19,525.23 €   4,261.80 € 15,293.96 

Mean € 25,341.07 € 15,661.57 €   9,698.86 

Source: Ruggeri et al. (2013). 
 
 

Since the lengthening of life expectancy produced by an early diagnosis 
of HCV does not translate into years of work regained, the benefit does not 
include the current value of labour incomes but only the valuation of the 
extension of life expectancy15. However, it was deemed appropriate to 
recognise the differential value of the indirect costs (loss of productivity at 
work) for the 4 years between the occurrence of the first symptoms and the 
retirement age. Unlike direct health costs, indirect costs (Vietri et al., 2013) 
are included in the calculation of the benefit as positive values, since in case 
of an early treatment, it is possible to assume a healing which realigns the 
individual treated with a healthy individual. 

 
 

13.Data by SEIEVA (2014), available on the website: 
http://www.iss.it/binary/seie2/cont/SEIEVA_ Tassi_2014.pdf. 

14. As in the case of the analysis dedicated to HIV and AIDS, a significant limit of the 
calculation provided consists in the heterogeneity of the age groups respectively adopted by 
Avis, Bank of Italy and SEIEVA system, which imposed a poorly reliable - although 
inevitable - division of the incidence rates of the infection to level out the age groups 
considered. 

15.  The life years regained were attributed a monetary value by taking as reference the 
difference in the average compensation for non-material damage provided by the Tables of 
the Court of Milan,based on the expected age of death in the different scenarios. 
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Tab. 16 – HCV annual indirect costs 
 

Cost items considered Average annual indirect Δ Annual costs 
(Euros 2010)       average  

                                              Indirect cost (Euro 2014) 
Individuals  Individuals  
with HCV without HCV 

 

Indirect costs  
Absence from work € 2,038.63 € 1,253.43 € 841.73 
Reduced productivity at work € 5,493.91 € 3,298.06 € 2,353.95 
Total € 7,532.54 € 4,576.29 € 3,195.69 

Source: processing on Vietri et al. (2013). 
 

Hepatitis B 
 

Although Law No. 165 of 27 May 1991, by establishing the compulsory 
vaccination against viral hepatitis B for newborns, set the basis for a 
significant prospective reduction of the socio-economic burden connected to 
the spreading of the disease, the importance of a timely diagnosis is 
confirmed also when there is positivity to the HBV virus, in which case the 
situation that may arise is perfectly similar to the one described in the 
previous point. 

In such case, assuming a healing rate from antiviral treatments of  20-
30%16, it is possible to estimate that about 75% of the subjects treated after 
the first symptoms progresses to the next stages according to the rates 
provided in Table 17: 

 
Tab. 17 – HBV progression rates  

  

Progression    
rates 

Source 

HBV patients who develop symptomatic 
acute hepatitis  

30.00% Miriti et al. (2008) 

Percentage of deaths from acute hepatitis  1.00% Miriti et al. (2008) 
HBV patients who develop chronic hepatitis 6.00% Hoerger et al. (2013); 

Miriti et al. (2008) 
Percentage of deaths from chronic hepatitis  2.90% Wiens et al. (2013) 
Chronic HBV patients who develop cirrhosis  

 
23.89% Wiens et al. (2013) 

Percentage of deaths from cirrhosis 5.00% Wiens et al. (2013) 
Chronic HBV patients who develop 
hepatocarcinoma (HCC) 

1.50% Wiens et al. (2013) 

Percentage of deaths from HCC 50% Wiens et al. (2013) 
 

 
16. Source: http://www.hepch.ch/pdf/3_Handbuch/i_HepC_Handbuch_Kapitel_I.pdf (p. 21). 
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Also for HBV, the extension of life expectancy determined by the start 
of the treatment in the initial stages of the disease – by approximately 3 
years (Wang, 2009) – does not translate into a recovery of years of work 
activity. However, it is possible to include the monetary counter-value of an 
avoided premature death, considering the differential value for the average 
compensation of the non-material damage caused by death at the different 
ages estimated. The delta of direct health costs is taken from Wiens et al. 
(2013), as shown in Table 18. 

 
 

Tab. 18 – HBV overall direct health costs 
 

Level of analysis      Overall costs per patient Average overall cost 
($ 2011) per patient 

  (Euro 2014) 
    All patients   
(HBeAg + and –) 

 
 
TDF 

 
$   4,664.00 

 
€   3,771.39 

ETV $   5,896.00 €   4,767.61 
LAM $   5,919.00 €   4,786.21 
ADF $   9,511.00 €   7,690.76 
LdT $ 13,639.00 € 11,028.73 
IFN-a $ 42,141.00 € 34,075.94 
PEG-INF-a $ 28,817.00 € 23,301.92 
Average of treated 

ti t  
$ 15,798.14 € 12,774.65 

Non-treated patients $ 19,063.00 € 15,414.67 

Source: processing of data on Wiens et al. (2013). 
 
 

The loss of productivity per capita was taken from Miriti et al. (2008)17 

and amounts to € 4,944.92 per year, discounted for the period between the 
occurrence of cirrhosis from hepatitis B – 51 years on average (Laffi and La 
Villa, 2000) – and the retirement age. 

 
Syphilis 

 

The verification of eligibility executed on each donor before the 
collection also includes the implementation of the serological test to check 

 
17. Since the calculation hypotheses made by the authors were not available, the estimate 

was obtained by matching the overall loss of productivity to the total of new infections 
(Miriti et al., 2008, p. 510), then it was converted in Euro and adjusted to inflation to be 
expressed in 2014 values. 
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a potential positivity to “LUE”, also known as syphilis. This disease (mainly 
attributed to the macro-category of “STIs”: Sexually Transmissible 
Infections) was analysed in many studies, conducted to estimate the socio-
economic benefits which could be obtained – at system level – from the 
activation of prevention and/or screening programmes, as well as from the 
administration of the health treatments required to fight the infection and 
avoid its further transmission. Syphilis, indeed, can progress for long 
periods without evident clinical signs of the pathological state and, if not 
adequately treated, can determine the occurrence of absolutely serious 
complications, such as damages to the nervous, cognitive and circulatory 
system, as well as the death of the infected individual. The many studies 
that tried to investigate the socio-economic consequences of a non-treatment 
or late treatment of therapeutic nature, also include the study by Chesson et 
al. (2008), which provided the estimates18 concerning the saving that the 
eradication of the disease produces in terms of: 

 
 

Tab. 19 – LUE direct and indirect costs 
 

2014 (€) 
 

Direct cost of the complications avoided thanks to the treatment               € 524.80 
 

Indirect cost avoided thanks to the treatment                                              € 102.76 
 

Source: processing on Chesson et al. (2008). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18. The values were converted in Euro and adjusted to inflation through the monetary 
revaluation factors provided by Istat. 
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Regulatory framework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Decree of the Ministry of Health of 28 June 2016 
Measures for the development of the production and use of human blood or 
plasma-derived products coming from voluntary and non-remunerated 
donations 

 
Law No. 106 of 6 June 2016 
Delegation to the Government for the reform of the Third Sector, of the 
social enterprise and for the regulation of the universal civil service 

 
Agreement of 14 April 2016 between Government, Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano 
Revision and update of the State-Regions Agreement 20 March 2008, 
concerning the stipulation of covenants between Regions, Autonomous 
Provinces and Associations and Federations of blood donors 

 
Guide for the preparation, use and quality assurance of blood components. 
Recommendation No. R (95) 15. 18th Edition. European Directorate for the 
Quality of Medicines & HealthCare. 

 
Decree 18 November 2015 
Programme of national self-sufficiency for blood and blood products for the 
year 2015 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 02 November 2015 
Provisions on the quality and safety requirements for blood and blood 
components 

 
Agreement of 20 October 2015 between Government, Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano 
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Unit price for the transfer, between Health units and between Regions and 
Autonomous Provinces, of units of blood, blood components and plasma-
derived drugs 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 05 December 2014 
Identification of the centres and companies of fractioning and production of 
blood-derived products authorized to stipulate covenants with regions and 
autonomous provinces for the processing of the plasma collected on the 
national territory  

 
Agreement of 25 July 2012 between Government, Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano on the document concerning 
the “Guidelines for the accreditation of transfusion services and blood and 
blood components collection units” 

 
Decrees of the Ministry of Health of 12 April 2012 
• Standard model of covenant between Regions, Autonomous Provinces 

and companies producing blood-derived drugs for the processing of the 
plasma collected on the national territory 

• Instructions for the presentation and assessment of the applications 
aimed at obtaining the inclusion among the centres and companies 
producing blood-derived drugs and being authorized to stipulate 
covenants with the Regions and the Autonomous Provinces for the 
processing of the plasma collected on the national territory. 

• Temporary instructions for the marketing of blood-derived drugs 
produced from the human plasma collected on the national territory. 

• Provisions on the import and export of human blood and its products. 
 

Opinion on the draft decree of the Ministry of Health concerning 
“Instructions for the presentation and assessment of the applications aimed 
at obtaining the inclusion among the centres and companies producing 
blood-derived drugs...”  
Document approved by the Permanent State-Regions conference during the 
meeting of 19 January 2012 

 
Opinion on the draft decree of the Ministry of Health concerning 
“Temporary instructions for the marketing of blood-derived drugs produced 
from the human plasma collected on the national territory” 
Document approved by the Permanent State-Regions conference during the 
meeting of 19 January 2012 

 
Opinion on the draft decree of the Ministry of Health concerning 
“Provisions on the import and export of human blood and its products” 
Document approved by the Permanent State-Regions conference during the 
meeting of 19 January 2012 
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Understanding on the draft decree of the Ministry of Health concerning 
“Standard model of covenant between Regions, Autonomous Provinces and 
companies producing blood-derived drugs for the processing of the plasma 
collected on the national territory” 
Document approved by the Permanent State-Regions conference during the 
meeting of 19 January 2012 

 
Agreement of 13 October 2011 between Government, Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano concerning the 
characteristics and functions of the Regional Coordination Facilities (SRC) 
for transfusion activities 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 26 May 2011 
Creation of a national list of assessors for the transfusion system, for the 
execution of verification visits in the transfusion services and the units 
collecting blood and blood components  

 
Agreement of 16 December 2010 between Government, Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano concerning the minimum 
organizational, structural and technological requirements for the health 
activities of transfusion services and collection units 

 
Law No. 96 of 4 June 2010 – Art. 40 
Transposition of directives 2005/62/EC and 2001/83/EC. Provisions on 
blood derivatives, adjustment to the Europena pharmacopeia and provisions 
on the position of the factories for the fractioning process in European 
Union countries 

 
Circular letter 8/2008 Ministry of the Public Administration 
Clarifications on law 104 and blood donors being public employees 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 27 March 2008 
Amendments to annex 7 of decree 3 March 2005, concerning compulsory 
examinations at each blood donation and periodic controls 

 
Agreement of 20 March 2008 between Government, Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano 
Agreement on the document concerning “Definition of the standard model 
for the stipulation of covenants between Regions, Autonomous Provinces 
and Associations and Federations of blood donors” 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 21 December 2007 
New discipline of transfusion activities and national production of blood 
derivatives 
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Legislative Decree No.261 of 20 December 2007 
Revision of legislative decree 19 August 2005, No. 191, concerning the 
implementation of directive 2002/98/EC setting out quality and safety 
standards for the collection, control, processing, storage and distribution of 
human blood and blood components 

 
Legislative Decree No.207 of 9 November 2007 
Implementation of directive 2005/61/EC applying directive 2002/98/EC 
concerning the prescription on the traceability of blood and blood 
components intended for transfusions, and on the notification of adverse 
reactions and serious incidents. 

 
Legislative Decree No.208 of 9 November 2007 
Implementation of directive 2005/62/EC applying directive 2002/98/EC 
concerning the community regulations and specifications on a quality 
system for transfusion services 

 
Legislative Decree No.191 of 6 November 2007 
Implementation of directive 2004/23/EC on the definition of quality and 
safety standards for the donation, procurement, control, processing, 
preservation, storage and distribution of human tissues and cells 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 26 April 2007 
Creation of the National Blood Centre 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 18 April 2007 
Instructions on the statutory purposes of the associations and federations of 
voluntary blood donors 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 5 December 2006 
Amendment of ministerial decree 3 March 2005, concerning «Protocols for 
the verification of eligibility of donors of blood and blood components» 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 10 November 2006 
Regulation of the methods for the representation of the Associations and 
Federations of voluntary blood donors at the Steering Committee of the 
National Blood Centre 

 
Law 219 of 21 October 2005 
New discipline of transfusion activities and national production of blood 
derivatives 

 
Legislative Decree No.191 of 19 August 2005 
Implementation of directive 2002/98/EC setting out quality and safety 
standards  
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for the collection, control, processing, storage and distribution of human 
blood and blood components 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 3 March 2005 
Protocols for the verification of eligibility of donors of blood and blood 
components 

 
Decree of the Ministry of Health of 3 March 2005/1 
Characteristics and methods for the donation of blood and blood 
components 

 
Agreement of 24 July 2003 between Ministry of Health, Regions and the 
Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano 
Updating of the unit sales price of blood and blood components between 
public health services 

 
Legislative Decree No.460 of 4 December 1997 
Reorganization of the tax discipline of non-commercial entities and non-
profit organizations of social utility - (Coordinated and integrated with 
subsequent laws and M.D.) 

 
Ministerial Decree 14 February 1992 
Obligation for volunteering organizations to insure their members against 
accidents and diseases connected to the performance of  the volunteering 
activity, as well as for the civil liability for damage to third parties 

 
Law No. 266 of 11 August 1991 
Framework law on volunteering 

 
Law 584 of 13 July 1967 
Right to a day off work for employees who donate blood and blood 
components  
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List of websites of Avis centres 
 

 
 
 
 

Name of the centre Address Post 
Code 

City Prov. Website 

Comunale di Acate Corso Indipendenza, 265 97011 Acate RG www.avisrg.it/acate 
Comunale di Acireale Corso Savoia, 134 95024 Acireale CT www.avisacireale.it 
Comunale di Acquasparta Piazza del Mercato, 17 05021 Acquasparta TR www.avisacquasparta.it 
Comunale di Acqui Terme “Dasma” Via Antonio Gramsci, 26 15.011 Acqui Terme AL www.avisdasma.it 
Comunale di Adria Via Badini, 44 45.011 Adria RO www.avisadria.it 
Comunale di Agnadello Via Marconi, 6 26.020 Agnadello CR www.aviscomunaleagnadello.it 
Comunale di Agropoli Viale Lombardia, 53 84.043 Agropoli SA www.avisagropoli.it 
Comunale di  Aiello Calabro Via Macchia, 33 87.031 Aiello Calabro CS www.aiellocalabro.net/avis 
Comunale di Alassio Via Paganini, 16 17.021 Alassio SV www.avisalassio.it 
Comunale di Alba Via Margherita di Savoia, 10 12.051 Alba CN www.avisalba.it 
Comunale di Albaredo d‘Adige Piazza Aldo Moro 37.041 Albaredo d‘Adige VR www.avisveneto.it/albaredodadige 
Comunale di Albiate Piazza Conciliazione, 42 20.847 Albiate MB www.avisalbiate.it 
Comunale di Alessandria L.go Tanaro San Martino, 4 15.100 Alessandria AL www.avis.al.it/ 
Comunale di Alessandria di Rocca Via Manzoni, 2 92.010 Alessandria della Rocca AG www.alessandriadellarocca.com/avis 
Comunale di Alimena Piazza Regina Margherita, 21 90.020 Alimena PA www.avis.alimenaonline.it/ 
Comunale di Allerona Via della Stazione, 11 05.014 Allerona Scalo TR www.avisallerona.it 
Comunale di Altamura Corso Umebrto I, 128 70.022 Altamura BA www.avisaltamura.it/ 
Comunale di Altopiano Asiago VIa Martiri di Granezza, 42 36.012 Asiago VI www.avisveneto.it/altopiano-di-asiago 
Comunale di Amandola Via Biondi, 64 63.857 Amandola FM www.avissibillini.it 
Comunale di  Amatrice Corso Umberto I, 104 02.012 Amatrice RI www.avisamatrice.it 
Comunale di Ambivere Via Dante Alighieri, 2 24.030 Ambivere BG www.avisambivere.com 
Comunale di Ancona Via Tiraboschi, 36/F 60.131 Ancona AN www.avis.it/ancona 
Comunale di Anguillara Via Rossini, 1 00.061 Anguillara Sabazia RM www.avisanguillara.it 
Comunale di Anzio - Nettuno Piazza R. Palomba Stazione Anzio 00.042 Anzio RM www.avisanzio.it 
Comunale di Arbon Alemannenstrasse, 10  CH - 9320 Arbon  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/arbon.html 
Comunale di Arbus Via Cavallotti, 103 09.031 Arbus VS web.tiscali.it/avis_arbus 
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http://www.avisalba.it/
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Comunale di Arce Via Stazione, 42 03.032 Arce FR www.avisarce.it 
Comunale di Arcola Via L. Valentini, 222 19.021 Arcola SP www.avisarcola.org 
Comunale di Arcole Via Vicenza, 3 37.040 Arcole VR www.avisveneto.it/arcole 
Comunale di Arcore Via Via Falck, 4 20.043 Arcore MB www.avisarcore.it 
Comunale di Assemini Via 2 Agosto 1980 09.032 Assemini CA www.aviscomunaleassemini.it 
Comunale di Asti Corso Dante, 202 14.100 Asti AT www.avisasti.it 
Comunale di Atessa Via Madonna del Carmine, 35 66.046 Tornareccio CH www.avisatessa.it 
Comunale di Avezzano Via Fontana, 2 67.051 Avezzano AQ www.avisavezzano.com 
Comunale di Avola  96.012 Avola SR www.avisavola.it 
Comunale di Baden Sonnenbergstr.,  23  CH - 5408 Ennetbaden  www.avisbaden.ch/avisbaden/ 

     home.html 
Comunale di Badolato Marina Via G. Scuteri, 65 88.060 Badolato Marina CZ www.avisbadolato.too.it 
Comunale di Bagheria Via Pietro Mascagni, 13 90.011 Bagheria PA www.facebook.com/Avis.Comunale. 

     di.Bagheria 
Comunale di Barberino di Mugello P.za Frà G. Ughi, 29 50.031 Barberino di Mugello FI www.avisbarberino.it 
Comunale di Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto Via del Mare, 51 98.051 Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto ME www.avisbarcellona.it 
Comunale di Barengo Via Paola Bellini, 34 28.010 Barengo NO www.avisbarengo.com 
Comunale di Barletta Piazza Conteduca, 32 76.121 Barletta BT www.avisbarletta.it 
Comunale di Barrafranca Via Sicilia, 21 94.012 Barrafranca EN www.avisbarrafranca.it 
Comunale di Basilea Postfach, 2139  CH - 4002 Basel  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/basilea.html 
Comunale di Bedollo Via Massenzi, 1 38.043 Bedollo TN www.bedollo.com/avis/ 
Comunale di Beinette Via Vecchio Cuneo, 29 12.081 Beinette CN www.avisbeinette.it 
Comunale di Belfiore d’Adige Via P. Crosara, 15 37.047 San Bonifacio VR www.avisminotrevisoi.it 
Comunale di Bellano Via Loreti, 9 23.882 Bellano LC www.avisbellano.it 
Comunale di Bellona Via Aldo Moro, 67 81.041 Bellona CE www.avisbellona.too.it 
Comunale di Bergamo Via L. Da Vinci, 4 24.123 Bergamo BG www.avisbg.it 
Comunale di Besana Brianza Via Manzoni, 21 20.045 Besana Brianza MB www.avisbesana.it 
Comunale di Besenzone Via Villa, 130 29.010 Besenzone PC www.avisbesenzone.it/ 
Comunale di Biandronno «Whirlpool» Via Aldo Moro, 14 21.024 Cassinetta di Biandronno VA www.avis-whirlpool.it 
Comunale di Biassono Via Don Minzoni, 2 20.046 Biassono MB www.avisbiassono.it 
Comunale di Biella Via Orfanotrofio, 35 13.900 Biella BI www.avisbiella.it 
Comunale di Boara Pisani Piazza Athesia, 4 35.040 Boara Pisani PD www.avisboarapisani.it 
Comunale di Bolzano Via del Ronco, 3 39.100 Bolzano BZ www.avisbz.it 
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Comunale di Borgo San Lorenzo Piazza del Mercato, 25 50.032 Borgo San Lorenzo FI www.avisborgosanlorenzo.it 
Comunale di Borgo San Martino Via Roma, 2 15.032 Borgo San Martino AL avisborgosanmartino.netau.net 
Comunale di Borgo Tossignano Via Roma, 77 40.021 Borgo Tossignano BO www.comune.bortossignano.bo.it/ 

     avis.htm 
Comunale di Borgomanero Corso Sempione, 1 28.021 Borgomanero NO www.avisborgomanero.it 
Comunale di Bovisio Masciago Corso Milano, 2 20.030 Bovisio Masciago MB www.avisbovisiomasciago.it 
Comunale di Bra Via Vitt.Emanuele, 1 12.042 Bra CN www.avisbra.it 
Comunale di Bresso Via Villoresi, 61 20.091 Bresso MI www.avisnordmilano.it 
Comunale di Brindisi Piazza A. di Summa 72.100 Brindisi BR www.aviscomunalebrindisi.it/ 
Comunale di Briosco Via Pasino, 28 20.040 Briosco MB www.avisbriosco.it 
Comunale di Broni Via Emilia, 351 27.043 Broni PV www.avisbroni.it 
Comunale di Brugherio Via Oberdan, 83 20.047 Brugherio MB www.avisbrugherio.it 
Comunale di Bucine Via Vitelli, 3 52.021 Bucine AR www.avisbucine.it 
Comunale di Buggiano Via dei Martiri del 16 marzo 1978, 2/4 51.011 Borgo a Buggiano PT www.avisbuggiano.it 
Comunale di Buscate Piazza della Filanda, 8 20.010 Buscate MI avis-buscate.myblog.it 
Comunale di Bussero e Uniti Via S. Francesco, 4 20.060 Bussero MI www.avisbusseroeduniti.it 
Comunale di Bussolengo Via S. Valentino, 36 37.012 Bussolengo VR www.avisbussolengo.com 
Comunale di Busto Arsizio -Valle Olona Via A. da Brescia, 1 21.052 Busto Arsizio VA www.avisbusto.it/ 
Comunale di Campobello di Licata Via Quarto, 7 92.023 Campobello di Licata AG www.aviscampobellodilicata.it 
Comunale di Campobello Mazara Piazza CB35, 6 91.021 Campobello di Mazara TP www.aviscampobello.it 
Comunale di Campodoro Via Torrerossa, 1 35.010 Campodoro PD www.bevadoro.org/pagine_ 

     associazioni/avis.php 
Comunale di Cantù Via Alciato,3/A 22.063 Cantù CO www.aviscantu.it 
Comunale di Capaci Via Kennedy, 7/A 90.040 Capaci PA www.aviscapaci.it 
Comunale di Capistrello Via S. Andrea, 3 67.053 Capistrello AQ web.tiscali.it/aviscapistrello 
Comunale di Caprino Veronese Piazza Stringa, 41 37.013 Caprino Veronese VR www.avisveneto.it/caprino 
Comunale di Capurso Via Madonna del Pozzo, 109 70.010 Capurso BA www.aviscapurso.it 
Comunale di Carlentini Piazza Diaz, 33 96.013 Carlentini SR www.aviscarlentini.altervista.org 
Comunale di Carloforte Via Gramsci, 45 (c.p. 44/a) 09.041 Carloforte CI web.tiscali.it/aviscarloforte 
Comunale di Carnate Vicolo P. Beretta, 2 20.866 Carnate MB www.aviscarnate.org 
Comunale di Carpi Via Nuova Ponente, 24 41.012 Carpi MO www.aviscarpi.it 
Comunale di Carrara Via Monterosso, 1 54.033 Carrara MS www.aviscarrara.it 
Comunale di Casale Monferrato Via S. Giovanni Bosco, 4 15.033 Casale Monferrato AL www.aviscasalemonferrato.it 
Comunale di Casalecchio di Reno Via Porrettana, 254 40.033 Casalecchio di Reno BO www.aviscasalecchio.it 
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Comunale di Casalnuovo di Napoli Via Verdi, 16 80.013 Castelnuovo di Napoli NA www.aviscasalnuovo.it 
Comunale di Cascina V.le Comaschi, 46 56.021 Cascina PI www.aviscascina.it 
Comunale di Caserta Via Roma, 148 81.100 Caserta CE www.aviscaserta.it 
Comunale di Casier Via Santi, 2 31.030 Dosson di Casier TV www.aviscasier.com 
Comunale di Casoria Via Galliano, 10 80.021 Afragola NA www.aviscasoria.it 
Comunale di Cassano Magnago Via Buttafava, 15 21.012 Cassano Magnago VA www.aviscassanomagnago.it 
Comunale di Cassina dé Pecchi Via Mazzini, 26 20.060 Cassina dé Pecchi MI web.tiscalinet.it/aviscassina 
Comunale di Cassino Via A. Aligerno, 71 03.043 Cassino FR www.aviscassino.it 
Comunale di Castel Maggiore Via Bondanello, 16/B 40.013 Castel Maggiore BO www.aviscastelmaggiore.it 
Comunale di Castelfidardo Via Matteotti, 19 60.022 Castelfidardo AN www.aviscastelfidardo.it 
Comunale di Castelfiorentino Piazza Gramsci, 20 50.051 Castelfiorentino FI www.aviscastelfiorentino.it 
Comunale di Castell’Alfero Piazza Castello, 4 14.033 Castell Alfero AT www.castellalfero.net/avis/ 
Comunale di Castelluccio Inferiore Via Roma, 490 85.040 Castelluccio Inferiore PZ www.aviscastelluccio.it/ 
Comunale di Castell’Umberto Via Nazario Sauro, 23/25 98.070 Castell’Umberto ME www.castellumberto.it 
Comunale di Castelnuovo di Porto Piazza Dante Alighieri, 4 00.060 Castelnuovo di Porto RM www.aviscastelnuovo.it 
Comunale di Castiglione del Lago Via XXV Aprile, 35 06.061 Castiglione del Lago PG www.aviscastiglione.it 
Comunale di Catania Via Carini, 36 95.126 Catania CT www.aviscatania.it 
Comunale di Cavallino-Treporti Piazza Santa Maria Elisabetta 30.013 Cavallino Treporti VE www.aviscavallinotreporti.it 
Comunale di Cavarzere Via Nazario Sauro, 30 30.014 Cavarzere VE www.cavarzere.it/avis/aferesi.asp 
Comunale di Cavriago Via Aspromonte, 4 42.025 Cavriago RE www.aviscavriago.it 
Comunale di Ceccano Via Del Boschetto, 1 03.023 Ceccano FR avisceccano.altervista.org 
Comunale di Cento Via Ponte Remo, 15 44.042 Cento FE www.avis100.it 
Comunale di Cernusco sul Naviglio Piazza Matteotti, 8 20.063 Cernusco sul Naviglio MI www.aviscernusco.it 
Comunale di Cervia Via Ospedale, 17 48.015 Cervia RA aviscervia.altervista.org 
Comunale di Cesano Maderno Via F. Borromeo, 13 20.031 Cesano Maderno MB www.avis.web.cesano.com 
Comunale di Cesate Via Venezia, 31 20.020 Cesate MI www.aviscesate.it 
Comunale di Ceva Via XX Settembre, 3 12.073 Ceva CN www.avisceva.it 
Comunale di Chiaramonte Gulfi Via V. Emanuele III, 5 97.012 Chiaramonte Gulfi RG www.avischiaramonte.it 
Comunale di Chiaravalle Via Rinascita, 8 60.033 Chiaravalle AN www.avischiaravalle.it 
Comunale di Chiari Via G.Mazzini, 39 25.032 Chiari BS www.avischiari.it/ 
Comunale di Ciampino Via della Folgarella, 88 00.043 Ciampino RM www.avisciampino.it 
Comunale di Cilavegna Via Cavour, 16 27.024 Cilavegna PV www.aviscilavegna.it 
Comunale di Cinisello Balsamo Via G. Marconi, 50 20.092 Cinisello Balsamo MI www.avisnordmilano.it 
Comunale di Cislago Via C. Battisti, 825 21.040 Cislago VA www.cislagoinsieme.it 
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Comunale di Cisterna di Latina Largo Donatori del Sangue, 1 04.012 Cisterna di Latina LT www.avis-cisternadilatina.it/ 
Comunale di Città di Castello Piazza della Repubblica, 1 06.012 Città di Castello PG www.aviscittadicastello.it 
Comunale di Clusone Via Somcvico, 2 24.023 Clusone BG www.avisclusone.it 
Comunale di Coccaglio Via Padre O. Marcolini, 7/9 25.030 Coccaglio BS www.aviscoccaglio.it 
Comunale di Codigoro Via Prampolini, 5 44.021 Codigoro FE aviscodigoro.agiresociale.it 
Comunale di Codogné Via Karol Jozef Wojtyla, 3 31.013 Codogné TV www.aviscodogne.it 
Comunale di Collecchio Via San Prospero, 15 43.044 Collecchio PR www.aviscollecchio.it 
Comunale di Collesalvetti Via Umberto I, 19 57.014 Collesalvetti LI web.tiscalinet.it/avisintercomunale 
Comunale di Cologna Veneta Via Cavour, 72 37.044 Cologna Veneta VR www.cittadicologna.it/avis/index.htm 
Comunale di Comiso Via Roma - Piazzale Sac A Guastella 97.013 Comiso RG www.aviscomiso.it 
Comunale di Concordia Sagittaria Via Roma, 56 30.023 Concordia Sagittaria VE www.avisconcordiasagittaria.it 
Comunale di Concordia Sul Secchia Via Donizetti snc 41.033 Concordia MO avisconcordiass.altervista.org/ 

     index.php 
Comunale di Conegliano Via Brigata Bisagno, 6 31.015 Conegliano TV www.avisconegliano.it 
Comunale di Conversano Largo Conciliazione 70.014 Conversano BA www.avisconversano.it 
Comunale di Copparo Piazza del Popolo, 17/1 44.034 Copparo FE www.assvolsanguecopparo.191.it 
Comunale di Corato Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, 23 70.033 Corato BA www.aviscorato.it 
Comunale di Corchiano Piazza del Bersagliere, 1 01.030 Corchiano VT www.aviscorchiano.it 
Comunale di Corleone Via Guardia, 108 90.034 Corleone PA www.aviscorleone.it 
Comunale di Correggio Viale Veneto, 34/B 42.015 Correggio RE www.aviscorreggio.191.it 
Comunale di Cosenza Viale Trieste, 5 87.100 Cosenza CS www.avis.cs.it 
Comunale di Crema Via Monte Di Pietà, 7 26.013 Crema CR www.aviscrema.it 
Comunale di Cremona Via Massarotti, 65 26.100 Cremona CR www.aviscomunalecremona.it 
Comunale di Cressa Piazza Matteotti, 1 28.012 Cressa NO www.aviscressa.it 
Comunale di Cuneo Via Bartolomeo Bruni, 15 12.100 Cuneo CN www.aviscuneo.eu 
Comunale di Cusano Milanino Cormano Via Zucchi, 1 20.095 Cusano Milanino MI www.avisnordmilano.it 
Comunale di Decimoputzu Via San Francesco, 2 09.010 Decimoputzu CA www.avisdecimoputzu.it 
Comunale di Delemont Casella Postale 2037  CH – 2800 Delemont 2  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/delemont.html 
Comunale di Desenzano del Garda Loc. Montecroce 25.015 Desenzano del Garda BS avisdesenzano.altervista.org 
Comunale di Desio Via Gramsci, 18 20.033 Desio MB www.aviscomunaledesio.it 
Comunale di DietliKon Postfach, 3  CH-8305 Dietlikon  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/dietlikon.html 
Comunale di Dolcé Via Trento, 698 37.020 Dolcé VR www.avisveneto.it/valdadige 
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Comunale di Domodossola 

 
Piazza Vittime Lager Nazi Fascismo, 1 

 
28.845 

 
Domodossola 

 
VB 

 
www.avisdomo.it 

Comunale di Dronero Via Pasubio, 5 12.025 Dronero CN www.avisdronero.it 
Comunale di Erba Via Clerici, 62 22.036 Erba CO www.aviserba.org 
Comunale di Fabriano Via Mamiami, 43 60.044 Fabriano AN www.avisfabriano.it 
Comunale di Fano Via S. Francesco, 53 61.032 Fano PU www.avisfano.it 
Comunale di Ferentino Via Jerone, 14 03.013 Ferentino FR www.avisferentino.it 
Comunale di Fermignano C.so Bramante, 36 61.033 Fermignano PU avisfermignano.altervista.org/ 
Comunale di Fermo Via S. Andrea, 21 63.900 Fermo FM www.avisfermo.it 
Comunale di Ferrandina Via Mentana 75.013 Ferrandina MT avisferrandina.wordpress.com 
Comunale di Fiano Romano Via Roma, 4 00.065 Fiano Romano RM www.avisfianoromano.it/ 
Comunale di Fidenza Via XXIV Maggio, 22 43.036 Fidenza PR www.avisfidenza.it 
Comunale di Finale Ligure Via Pertica, 24 17.024 Finale Ligure SV www.avisfinaleligure.it 
Comunale di Firenze Via Borgognissanti, 16 50.123 Firenze FI www.avisfirenze.it 
Comunale di Fiuggi Piazza Martiri di Nassiria 03.014 Fiuggi FR www.avisfiuggi.it 
Comunale di Fiume Veneto V.le della Repubblica, 34 33.080 Fiume Veneto PN www.avisfiumeveneto.it 
Comunale di Floridia Via F. Turati s.n. 96.014 Floridia SR www.avisfloridia.it 
Comunale di Foggia Via Nazario Sauro, 1 71.121 Foggia FG www.avisfoggia.it 
Comunale di Foiano della Chiana Via Ferdinando Redditi, 2/A 52.045 Foiano della Chiana AR www.avisfoiano.it 
Comunale di Foligno Via dei Molini, 4 06.034 Foligno PG www.avisfoligno.it 
Comunale di Fondi Via San Magno 04.022 Fondi LT www.avisfondi.it 
Comunale di Fontanafredda Via B. Stringher, 2 33.074 Fontanafredda PN www.avisfontanafredda.com 
Comunale di Forlì Via G. della Torre, 1 47.121 Forli’ FC www.avisforli.it 
Comunale di Formia Piazzetta Municipio 04.023 Formia LT www.avisformia.it 
Comunale di Formigine Via Sassuolo, 4 41.043 Formigine MO www.avisformigine.it 
Comunale di Fossano Via Roma, 94 12.045 Fossano CN www.avisfossano.it 
Comunale di Fossombrone Piazza Dante, 26 61.034 Fossombrone PU www. avisfossombrone.it 
Comunale di Francavilla Fontana Piazza Mar. Dimitri, 2 72.021 Francavilla Fontana BR digilander.libero.it/avis.francavilla 
Comunale di Francavilla Mare Via Adriatica, 62/C 66.023 Francavilla CH www.avisfrancavilla.it 
Comunale di Frauenfeld   CH - 8500 Frauenfeld  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/frauenfeld.html 
Comunale di Frosinone Via Giuseppe Mazzini, 70 03.100 Frosinone FR www.avisfrosinone.it 
Comunale di Fusignano Via Santa Barbara, 2 48.010 Fusignano RA www.perglialtri.it/avisfusignano/ 

     home.php?Lang=it 
Comunale di Gallarate Via Bonomi Ang. Via Fogazzaro 21.013 Gallarate VA www.avisgallarate.it 
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Comunale di Gangi Via Repubblica, 83 90.024 Gangi PA www.avisgangi.it 
Comunale di Garda Piazza Donatori di Sangue, 2 37.016 Garda VR www.avisgarda.it 
Comunale di Genga Via Corridoni 60.040 Genga AN www.avisgenga.com 
Comunale di Genova Via Passaggi, 45 R 16.131 Genova GE www.aviscomunalegenova.it 
Comunale di Genzano di Lucania Via G. da Procida snc 85.013 Genzano di Lucania PZ www.avisgenzanobanzi.it 
Comunale di Genzano di Roma Via Enrico Mattei, 14 00.045 Genzano di Roma RM www.avisgenzano.it/ 
Comunale di Geraci Siculo Via S. Salvatore, 12 90.010 Geraci Sicula PA www.avisgeraci.it 
Comunale di Giarratana Via F. Crispi, 2 97.010 Giarratana RG www.avisgiarratana.it 
Comunale di Giarre Riposto V.le Don Minzoni, 1 95.014 Giarre Riposto CT www.avisgiarre.it 
Comunale di Ginevra   CH - 1211 Ginevra 13  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/ginevra.html 
Comunale di Giungano Via San Giuseppe, 16 84.050 Giungano SA www.avisgiungano.it 
Comunale di Glarona Postfach 19  CH-8750 Glarus  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/glarona.html 
Comunale di Goito Strada Pedagno, 120 46.044 Goito MN www.avis.mantova.it/goito.htm 
Comunale di Gorgonzola Piazza Giovanni XXIII, 6/A 20.064 Gorgonzola MI www.avisaidogorgonzola.it 
Comunale di Grenchen Postfach, 151  CH - 2540 Grenchen  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/grenchen.html 
Comunale di Grosseto Via Varese, 12 58.100 Grosseto GR www.avisgrosseto.it 
Comunale di Grottaglie Piazza del Donatore, 1 74.023 Grottaglie TA www.parrocchiacarminegrottaglie.it 
Comunale di Illasi Via Broletto, 4 37.031 Illasi VR www.avisveneto.it/illasi 
Comunale di Imola P.le Giovanni dalle Bande Nere, 11 40.026 Imola BO www.avis.it/imola 
Comunale di Isnello Via Fiume D’Italia, 11 90.010 Isnello PA www.aviscomunaleisnello.it 
Comunale di Ispica Via Ugo Foscolo, 71 97.014 Ispica RG www.avisrg.it/ispica 
Comunale di Ivrea Via Cappuccini, 16 10.015 Ivrea TO www.avis-ivrea.it/ 
Comunale di Jesi Via dell’Asilo, 1bis 60.035 Jesi AN www.avisjesi.it 
Comunale di Jolanda di Savoia Via J.F. Kennedy, 2 44.037 Jolanda di Savoia FE members.xoom.it/avisjol 
Comunale di La Spezia Via Carlo Caselli, 19 19.126 La Spezia SP www.avissp.it 
Comunale di Ladispoli Via Pisa, 1 00.055 Ladispoli RM www.avisladispoli.blogspot.com 
Comunale di Lagonegro Piazza Armando Casalini, 5 85.042 Lagonegro PZ www.avislagonegro.it 
Comunale di Lainate Via Caduti di Nassiriya, 11 20.020 Lainate MI www.avislainate.it 
Comunale di Lamporecchio Piazza IV Novembre, 28 51.035 Lamporecchio PT www.croceverdelamporecchio.org 
Comunale di Landriano Via Verdi, 06 27.015 Landriano PV www.avislandriano.it 
Comunale di Latina Corso G. Matteotti, 238 04.100 Latina LT www.avislatina.it 
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Comunale di Lazise 

 
Viale Roma, 3 

 
37.017 

 
Lazise 

 
VR 

 
www.avislazise.it 

Comunale di Legnago Via Gianella, 1 37.045 Legnago VR www.avisveneto.it/legnago 
Comunale di Legnano Via Girardi, 19/G 20.025 Legnano MI www.avis-legnano.org 
Comunale di Lentate sul Seveso Via Via Cesare Battisti, 12 20.823 Lentate sul Seveso MB www.avislentate.it 
Comunale di Lentini Piazza Duomo, 8 96.016 Lentini SR www.avislentini.it 
Comunale di Lesmo Piazza Dante, 6 20.050 Lesmo MB www.avislesmo.it 
Comunale di Limbiate Via Filippo Meda, 1 20.051 Limbiate MB www.avislimbiate.it 
Comunale di Linguaglossa Piazza A. Garaffa, 3 95.015 Linguaglossa CT web.tiscali.it/avislinguaglossa 
Comunale di Lissone Via Spallanzani, 37 20.035 Lissone MB www.avislissone.it 
Comunale di Livorno Viale Carducci, 16 57.124 Livorno LI www.avislivorno.it 
Comunale di Locri Piazza Re Umberto 89.044 Locri CR: www.avislocri.it 
Comunale di Lomazzo Via A. Manzoni, 3 22.074 Lomazzo CO www.avislomazzo.it 
Comunale di Loria Via Roma, 30/A 31.037 Loria TV www.avisveneto.it/loria 
Comunale di Lucera Piazza Salandra, 25 71.036 Lucera FG www.avislucera.it 
Comunale di Luco dei Marsi Via del Municipio, 2 67.056 Luco dei Marsi AQ www.avisluco.it 
Comunale di Lugo Corso Garibaldi, 116 48.022 Lugo RA www.avislugo.it 
Comunale di Lumezzane Via Marconi, 33 25.065 Lumezzane BS www.avislumezzane.it 
Comunale di Lungo - Lago di Zurigo Bahnhofstr, 50  CH - 8712 Stafa  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/lungolago.html 
Comunale di Lupia Via Chiesa, 7 36.066 Sandrigo VI www.vicenza.avisveneto.it/lupia 
Comunale di Lusia Piazza Papa Giovanni XXIII, 381 45.020 Lusia RO www.avislusia.it 
Comunale di Macerata Via Oreste Calabresi, 5 62.100 Macerata MC www.avismacerata.it 
Comunale di Magliano Sabina Largo F. Crispi, 1 02.046 Magliano Sabina RI avismaglianosabina.weebly.com 
Comunale di Maiolati Spontini Via Cavour, 3 60.030 Moie di Maiolati Spontini AN www.avismoie.it 
Comunale di Mantova  46.100 Mantova MN www.avis.mantova.it/mantova 
Comunale di Maranello Via S. Luca, 30 41.053 Maranello MO avismaranello.altervista.org 
Comunale di Marconia Piazza Elettra, 10 75.020 Marconia MT www.avismarconia.it 
Comunale di Margherita di Savoia Via Africa Orientale, 36 76.016 Margherita di Savoia BT www.avismargherita.it 
Comunale di Marsala Via G. Bruzzesi, 30 91.025 Marsala TP www.avismarsala.it 
Comunale di Marsciano Via Bruno Buozzi, 21 06.055 Marsciano PG www.cronos.it/avis 
Comunale di Martina Franca Via Pergolesi, 48 74.015 Martina Franca TA www.avismartinafranca.it 
Comunale di Maser Via Monte Grappa, 4 31.010 Maser TV www.avismaser.it 
Comunale di Massa Marittima V.le Risorgimento, 43 58.024 Massa Marittima GR www.avismassamarittima.it 
Comunale di Matera Piazza Sedile, 6/9 75.100 Matera MT www.avismatera.it 
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Comunale di Meda Via Confalonieri, 4 20.036 Meda MB www.avismeda.it 
Comunale di Mede Lomellina Viale dei Mille, 23 27.035 Mede Lomellina PV www.avismede.it 
Comunale di Medesano Via Rastelli, 3 int. 2 43014 Medesano PR www.avismedesano.it 
Comunale di Melzo Viale Olanda, 5 20.066 Melzo MI www.avismelzo.it 
Comunale di Menfi C.so G. Volpe, 5 92.013 Menfi AG www.avismenfi.com 
Comunale di Mentana Piazza della Repubblica, 22 00.013 Mentana RM aviscomunalementana.blogspot.com 
Comunale di Messina Via Ghibellina, 150 98.123 Messina ME www.avismessina.it 
Comunale di Mestre - Marghera Via L. Einaudi, 74 30.174 Mestre VE www.avismestre.it 
Comunale di Milano Via Bassini, 26 20.133 Milano MI www.avismi.it 
Comunale di Milazzo Via On. G. Martino, 1 98.057 Milazzo ME www.avismilazzo.it 
Comunale di Minturno Via Appia, 260 04.026 Minturno LT avisminturno.aletervista.org 
Comunale di Modena Via Livio Borri, 40 41.122 Modena MO www.avis.it/modena/ 
Comunale di Modica Via Aldo Moro 97.015 Modica RG www.avismodica.it 
Comunale di Mola di Bari Via F.lli Rosselli, 11 70.042 Mola di Bari BA www.avismola.it 
Comunale di Molfetta Via Adele Cairoli, 48 70.056 Molfetta BA www.avismolfetta.it 
Comunale di Mondolfo Via F.lli Rosselli, 35 61.037 Mondolfo PU www.avismondolfo.it 
Comunale di Monopoli Via M. Sforza, 47 70.043 Monopoli BA www. avismonopoli.it 
Comunale di Monselice Via Marconi, 19 35.043 Monselice PD avisveneto.it 
Comunale di Montale Via XXV Luglio, 5 51.037 Montale PT www.avismontale.it 
Comunale di Monte San Biagio Via Roma, 6 04.020 Monte San Biagio LT win.avismontesanbiagio.it 
Comunale di Monte San Giusto Via Vittorio Emanuele, 35 62.015 Monte San Giusto MC www.avismontesangiusto.it 
Comunale di Monte San Vito Via Gramsci, 2 60.037 Monte San Vito AN www.avismontesanvito.com 
Comunale di Montecatini Terme Via Manin, 22 51.016 Montecatini Terme PT www.avismontecatiniterme.it 
Comunale di Montefiascone Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, 9 01.027 Montefiascone VT digilander.libero.it/avis.montefiascone/ 
Comunale di Montefiore dell’Aso Piazza Antognozzi 12 63.010 Montefiore dell’Aso AP www.avismontefiore.it 
Comunale di Montegiorgio Via Piazzale Avis 63.833 Montegiorgio FM www.avismontegiorgio.it 
Comunale di Montemarciano Via San Pietro, 1 60.018 Montemarciano AN www.avismontemarciano.org 
Comunale di Montenero di Bisaccia Via De Gasperi, 7 86.036 Montenero di Bisaccia CB www.avismontenero.it 
Comunale di Monterosso Almo Corso Umberto, 129 97.010 Monterosso Almo RG www.avisrg.it/monterosso 
Comunale di Montevarchi Via dei Mille, 2 52.025 Montevarchi AR www.avismontevarchi.it 
Comunale di Monza Via Marsala, 5 20.052 Monza MB www.avismonza.it 
Comunale di Muggiò Via Ricostruzione, 3 20.053 Muggiò MB www.avismuggio.it 
Comunale di Muravera Via Sardegna, 52 09.043 Muravera CA www.avis-sarrabus.it 
Comunale di Nichelino Via Damiano Chiesa, 12 10.042 Nichelino TO www.avisnichelino.it 
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Comunale di Nogara 

 
Via Palmino Sterzi, 6 

 
37.054 

 
Nogara 

 
VR 

 
www.verona.avisveneto.it/nogara 

Comunale di Norma Via Frumale, 2 04.010 Norma LT digilander.libero.it/avisnorma/ 
Comunale di Nova Milanese Via Oberdan, 17 20.834 Nova Milanese MB www.avisnova.altervista.org 
Comunale di Novara Corso Mazzini, 18 28.100 Novara NO www.avisnovara.it 
Comunale di Novoli Via Pendino, 30 73.051 Novoli LE www.avis-novoli.it 
Comunale di Odolo Preseglie Via IV Novembre, 2 25.076 Odolo BS www.avisodolo.it 
Comunale di Offanengo Via Babbiona, 12 26.010 Offanengo CR www.avisoffanengo.it 
Comunale di Oggiona Santo Stefano Via San Giovanni Bosco, 1 21.040 Oggiona Santo Stefano VA www.avisoggionasantostefano.org 
Comunale di Oleggio Via Gaggiolo, 11 28.047 Oleggio NO www.avisoleggio.it 
Comunale di Olginate Piazza Roma, 4 23.854 Olginate LC www.avisolginate.it 
Comunale di Olten Postfach,114  CH - 4614 Hagendorf  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/olten.html 
Comunale di Omegna Via Mazzini 28.887 Omegna VB www.avisomegna.it 
Comunale di Oppeano Via Roma, 15 37.050 Oppeano VR www.avisoppeano.it 
Comunale di Oppido Lucano Via Unità d’Italia, 33 85.015 Oppido Lucano PZ www.avisoppidolucano.tk 
Comunale di Ornago Via Eroi, 2 20.060 Ornago MB www.avisornago.it 
Comunale di Orosei Piazza Mercato, 5 08.028 Orosei NU aviscomoro.spaces.live.com 
Comunale di Orta Nova Via Kossut, 7 71.045 Orta Nova FG www.avisortanova.it 
Comunale di Osimo Via G. Matteotti, 56 60.027 Osimo AN www.avisosimo.it 
Comunale di Osio Sopra Vicolo Castello, 6 24.040 Osio Sopra BG www.avisosiosopra.it 
Comunale di Osio Sotto Via Industrie, 2/A 24.046 Osio Sotto BG www.avissulmona.it 
Comunale di Ostiano Piazza Cavour, 11 26.032 Ostiano CR www.avisostiano.it 
Comunale di Ostra Via Gramsci, 16 60.010 Ostra AN www.avisostra.it 
Comunale di Ostuni Corso Mazzini, 2/4 72.017 Ostuni BR ostunibravis.weebly.com 
Comunale di Pachino Via S. Mallia, 21 96.018 Pachino SR www.avispachino.it 
Comunale di Paderno Dugnano Via della Repubblica, 13 20.037 Paderno Dugnano MI www.avispaderno.org 
Comunale di Palagonia Via Bologna, 40 95.046 Palagonia CT www.avispalagonia.it 
Comunale di Palestro Piazza Marconi, 3 27.030 Palestro PV www.avispalestro.it 
Comunale di Parabiago Via del Monastero, 46/48 20.015 Parabiago MI www.avisparabiago.it 
Comunale di Parma Via G. Mori, 5/A 43.126 Parma PR www.avisparma.it 
Comunale di Pavia Via Taramelli, 7 27.100 Pavia PV www.avis.pv.it 
Comunale di Petilia Policastro Via Alcide De Gasperi 88.837 Petilia Policastro KR www.avispetilia.it 
Comunale di Petralia Sottana Corso Paolo Agliata, 104 90.027 Palermo PA avispetralia.altervista.org 
Comunale di Pianoro Viale Resistenza, 201 40.065 Pianoro BO www.avispianoro.it 
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Comunale di Pinerolo 

 
Piazza Guglielmone, 1 

 
10.064 

 
Pinerolo 

 
TO 

 
www.avispinerolo.it 

Comunale di Piombino Via della Repubblica, 48 57.025 Piombino LI www.avispiombino.it 
Comunale di Pionca Via Piave, 56 35.010 Pionca di Vigonza PD xoomer.virgilio.it/vigonza/avispionca/ 

     index.htm 
Comunale di Piovene Rocchette Viale Vittoria 36.013 Piovene Rocchette VI www.avisveneto.it/piovenerocchette 
Comunale di Pisa Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, 18 56.125 Pisa PI www.avispisa.it 
Comunale di Pisticci Via Cirillo, 6 75.015 Pisticci MT avispisticci.wix.com/Avis-Pisticci 
Comunale di Poggibonsi Via Dante, 39 53.036 Poggibonsi YES www.avispoggibonsi.it 
Comunale di Poggio Imperiale Via Cadorna, 2 71.010 Poggio Imperiale FG www.avispoggio.blogspot.com 
Comunale di Pontirolo Nuovo Via Merini, 6 24.040 Pontirolo Nuovo BG www.avispontirolo.com 
Comunale di Porrentruy Casella Postale 220  CH - 2900 Porrentruy 2  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/porrentruy.html 
Comunale di Portomaggiore Piazza Giuseppe Verdi, 22/A 44.015 Portomaggiore FE www.avisportomaggiore.it 
Comunale di Postioma Via G. Corazzin, 2 31.038 Postioma TV www.avispostioma.it 
Comunale di Potenza Via Volontari del Sangue 1 85.100 Potenza PZ www.avispotenza.it 
Comunale di Pozzallo Via Studi, 18 97.016 Pozzallo RG www.avisrg.it/pozzallo 
Comunale di Pratteln Postfach, 1005  CH - 4133 Pratteln 1  avis-pratteln.jimdo.com/ 
Comunale di Quarona Via L. Zignone, 24 13.017 Quarona VC avisquarona.altervista.org/index.htm 
Comunale di Quarrata Via Bocca di Gora e Tinaia, 67 51.039 Quarrata PT www.avisquarrata.org 
Comunale di Quartu Sant’Elena Via Sant’Antonio, 114 09.045 Quartu Sant’Elena CA www.avisquartusantelena.it 
Comunale di Racconigi Via Fiume, 22 12.035 Racconigi CN www.avisracconigi.it 
Comunale di Ragusa Via Vitt. E. Orlando, 1/a 97.100 Ragusa RG www.avisragusa.it 
Comunale di Ramacca Via G. Carducci, 3 95.040 Ramacca CT www.avisramacca.it 
Comunale di Reggio Calabria Corso Garibaldi, 585 89.127 Reggio Calabria CR: www.avisrc.it 
Comunale di Rho Piazza Libertà, 8/Bis 20.017 Rho MI www.avisrho.it 
Comunale di Ribera Viale Garibaldi, 10 92.016 Ribera AG www.avisribera.it 
Comunale di Rieti Via Cervellati, 3 02.100 Rieti RI www.avisrieti.com 
Comunale di Rimini Via Settembrini, 2 47.923 Rimini RN www.aviscomunalerimini.it 
Comunale di Ro Ferrarese Piazza Umberto I, 6 44.030 Ro Ferrarese FE www.avisro.it 
Comunale di Robegano Via XXV Aprile, 61 30.030 Robegano VE www.avisrobegano.it 
Comunale di Rocca di Papa Via Campi d’Annibale, 135/b 00.040 Rocca di Papa RM www.avisroccadipapa.it 
Comunale di Roma Via Imperia, 2 00.161 Roma RM www.avisroma.it 
Comunale di Romagnano Sesia Via Passerella, 4 28.078 Romagnano Sesia NO www.avisromagnano.org 
Comunale di Romanshorn-Amriswil Hermannstrasse,  24/a  CH - 8570 Weinfelden  www.avissvizzera.ch/712.html 
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Comunale di Romentino 

 
Via G. Don Bosco, 14 

 
28.068 

 
Romentino 

 
NO 

 
www.avisromentino.it 

Comunale di Ronco Briantino Piazza Dante, 1 20.050 Ronco Briantino MB www.avisroncobriantino.it 
Comunale di Rosate Viale Rimembranze, 24 20.088 Rosate MI www.avisrosate.it 
Comunale di Ruvo di Puglia Via Francesco Rubini, 9 70.037 Ruvo di Puglia BA www.avisruvo.org 
Comunale di S. Felice a Cancello Via Clemente Ladaresta, 1 81.027 San Felice Cancello CE www.avissanfeliceacancello.it 
Comunale di Sale Via G. Bruno, 13 15.045 Sale AL www.avis-sale.it 
Comunale di Salemi Via Leonardo Da Vinci, 2 91.018 Salemi TP www.avissalemi.it 
Comunale di Salerno Via Pio XI, 1 84.125 Salerno SA www.avissalerno.it 
Comunale di Sambuca di Sicilia Via Guido Rossa, 2 92.017 Sambuca di Sicilia AG www.avissambucadisicilia.it 
Comunale di San Benedetto dei Marsi Corso Vittorio Veneto 67.058 San Benedetto dei Marsi AQ www.radicchio.it/marsica/ 

     sanbenedetto/avis 
Comunale di San Benedetto del Tronto Via Fileni, 1 63.074 San Benedetto del Tronto AP www.avissbt.it 
Comunale di San Bonifacio Via C. Battisti, 7 37.047 San Bonifacio VR www.avisveneto.it/san-bonifacio 
Comunale di San Buono Via Cesare Battisti 66.050 San Buono CH sites.google.com/site/sanbuonoavis 
Comunale di San Cono Via S. Gennaro, 75 95.040 S. Cono CT utenti.lycos.it/avissancono/ 
Comunale di San Felice al Circeo Via Sabaudia snc 04.017 San Felice al Circeo LT www.avissanfelicecirceo.it 
Comunale di San Ferdinando di Puglia Via Libertà, 2 76.017 San Ferdinando di Puglia BT www.avis-sanferdinando.it 
Comunale di San Germano Chisone Via delle Scuole 10.065 San Germano Chiosone TO www.avissgermanopramollo.it/ 
Comunale di San Giorgio Piacentino Via Campo Sportivo, 6 29.019 San Giorgio Piacentino PC www.comune.sangiorgiopiacentino.pc.it/ 

     pagina.asp?ID 

     pag=89&idbox=29&idvocebox=126 
Comunale di San Giovanni Lupatoto Via XXIV Maggio, 77 37.057 San Giovanni Lupatoto VR www.avisveneto.it/sangiovannilupatoto 
Comunale di San Giovanni Valdarno Via Giovanni da San Giovanni, 25 52.027 San Giovanni Valdarno AR www.avis-gdsvaldarno.it 
Comunale di San Michele al Tagliamento Piazza Galasso 30.028 San Michele al Tagliamento VE www.avisveneto.it/ 

     sanmichelealtagliamento 
Comunale di San Pietro all’Olmo - Piazzetta dell’Olmo, 2/b 20.010 Cornaredo MI www.aviscornaredo.it 
Cornaredo      
Comunale di Santa Croce Camerina Via Settembrini, 16 97.017 Santa Croce Camerina RG www.avis-scroce.it 
Comunale di Santa Croce di Magliano Largo della Fiera 86.047 S. Croce di Magliano CB www.santacroceonline.com 
Comunale di Santa Maria Capua Vetere Via Aldo Moro, 135 81.055 Santa Maria Capua Vetere CE www.avissmariacv.it 
Comunale di Santa Ninfa Piazza Fleming, 1 91.029 Santa Ninfa TP www.avissantaninfa.it 
Comunale di Sant’Antioco Piazza Italia, 16 09.017 Sant’Antioco CI www.avissantantioco.it 
Comunale di Santarcangelo di Romagna Via Pedrigone, 3 47.822 Santarcangelo di Romagna RN www.avis-santarcangelo.it 
Comunale di Sante Marie Via Stazione, 1 67.067 Sante Marie AQ web.tiscali.it/avissantemarie 
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Comunale di Sant’Elpidio a Mare 

 
Piazzale Marconi, 16 

 
63.019 

 
Sant’Elpidio a Mare 

 
FM 

 
www.Avis-Sem.it 

Comunale di Santo Stefano Ticino Piazza della Costituzione della 20.010 Santo Stefano Ticino MI www.avis-santostefanoticino.it 

 Repubblica Italiana, 12     
Comunale di Sassoferrato Via Garibaldi, 6 60.041 Sassoferrato AN www.avissassoferrato.it 
Comunale di Sassuolo Via Decorati al Valor Militare, 14 41.049 Sassuolo MO www.avissassuolo.it/ 
Comunale di Savona Via Famagosta, 22/r 17.100 Savona SV www.aviscomunalesavona.it 
Comunale di Scafa Corso I Maggio, 157 65.027 Scafa PE www.avisdiscafa.it 
Comunale di Schio «Altovicentino» Via S.C. de Lellis, 1 36.015 Schio VI www.avis-schio.it/ 
Comunale di Sciacca Via Raso, 15 92.019 Sciacca AG www.avissciacca.it 
Comunale di Scicli  97.018 Scicli RG www.avisscicli.it 
Comunale di Scordia Piazza Umberto I, 12 95.048 Scordia CT www.aviscordia.it 
Comunale di Seregno Via Giuseppe Verdi, 143 20.831 Seregno MB www.avisseregno.it 
Comunale di Seriate Via Colombo, 6/B 24.068 Seriate BG www.avis-seriate.it 
Comunale di Sermoneta Via Norbana, 5 04.013 Sermoneta LT www.avissermoneta.it 
Comunale di Sesto San Giovanni Via Giardini, 32 20.099 Sesto San Giovanni MI www.avisnordmilano.it 
Comunale di Sestu Via Piave, 1 09.028 Sestu CA www.aviscomunalesestu.it 
Comunale di Settimo Torinese Via G. Verdi, 8 10.036 Settimo Torinese TO www.avis7.com 
Comunale di Seveso Largo Volontari del Sangue, 2 20.030 Seveso MB www.avis-seveso.it 
Comunale di Siena Via P. A. Mattioli, 8/a 53.100 Production. YES ospiti.comune.siena.it/avis-si 
Comunale di Soncino Via Tinelli, 11 26.029 Soncino CR www.avissoncino.org 
Comunale di Soresina Piazza Marconi, 11 26.015 Soresina CR www.avissoresina.it 
Comunale di Sovico Piazza Fratte, 2 20.845 Sovico MB aviscomunalesovico.wix.com/infoweb 
Comunale di Spinetoli-Pagliare Piazza Marini 1 - Fraz. Pagliare del Tronto 63.036 Spinetoli AP www.avisspinetolipagliare.org 
Comunale di Spoleto Via F.lli Cervi, 19 06.049 Spoleto PG www.avisspoleto.it 
Comunale di Statte Via delle Sorgenti 74.010 Statte TA aviscomunalestatte.it/ 
Comunale di Stresa Via De Martini, 28.838 Stresa VB www.avistresa.it 
Comunale di Susegana Via Chiesa, 8 31.058 Susegana TV www.avissusegana.it 
Comunale di Taverne e Arbia Via Principale, 56 53.100 Taverne D’Arbia YES www.avistaverne.org 
Comunale di Termoli Piazza Padre Pio 86.039 Termoli CB avistermoli.wordpress.com 
Comunale di Terracina Via Firenze, 1 04.019 Terracina LT www.terracinavis.it 
Comunale di Terrossa Viale dell’Industria, 12 37.030 Roncà VR www.avisveneto.it/terrossa 
Comunale di Torino Via Piacenza, 7 10.126 Torino TO www.avistorino.it 
Comunale di Torre de’ Passeri Via San Rocco, 7 65.029 Torre de’ Passeri PE www.avistorredepasseri.it 
Comunale di Torre di Mosto Via Xola, 5H 1/A 30.020 Torre di Mosto VE www.avistorredimosto.it 
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Comunale di Torremaggiore 

 
Viale Giuseppe di Vittorio, 8 

 
71.017 

 
Torremaggiore 

 
FG 

 
avistorremag.altervista.org 

Comunale di Trani Corso Imbriani, 209 70.059 Trani BT www.avistrani.net 
Comunale di Trecenta Piazza San Giorgio, 30 45.027 Trecenta RO www.avisveneto.it/trecenta 
Comunale di Treviglio Piazza Cameroni, 1 24.047 Treviglio BG www.avistreviglio.com 
Comunale di Trezzano sul Naviglio Via Boito, 7 20.090 Trezzano sul Naviglio MI www.avistrezzanosn.com 
Comunale di Trieste Strada Vecchia dell’Istria, 5 34.148 Trieste TS www.avistrieste.net 
Comunale di Trivero Fraz. Gula, 3 13.835 Trivero BI www.avistrivero.it 
Comunale di Turate Piazzale Chiesa, 4 22.078 Turate CO www.avisturate.it 
Comunale di Uri Via Sassari, 28 07.040 Uri SS www.avis-uri.it/ 
Comunale di Uster   CH - 8610 Uster  www.avissvizzera.ch/uster/ 
Comunale di Valguarnera Via Sebastiano Arena, 150 94.019 Valguarnera EN www.avisvalguarnera.it 
Comunale di Valmadrera Via Fatebenefratelli,  6 23.868 Valmadrera LC www.avisvalmadrera.it 
Comunale di Valsolda Via Lugino, 2 22.018 Porlezza CO www.avisvalsolda.it 
Comunale di Varazze Via Carducci, 11 17.019 Varazze SV www.avisvarazze.org 
Comunale di Varedo Via Donizetti, 3 20.039 Varedo MB www.avisvaredo.it 
Comunale di Varese Via Cairoli, 14 21.100 Varese VA www.avisvarese.it/ 
Comunale di Vedano al Lambro Via S. Stefano, 71 20.057 Vedano al Lambro MB www.avisvedanoallambro.org 
Comunale di Vedano Olona Via Sirtori, 3 21.040 Vedano Olona VA www.avisvedano.it 
Comunale di Velletri V.le B. Buozzi, 2 00.049 Velletri RM www.avisvelletri.it 
Comunale di Venaria Viale Buridani, 23 10.078 Venaria TO www.avisvenaria.it 
Comunale di Verbania Via De Marchi, 16 28.922 Verbania Pallanza VB www.avisverbania.it/ 
Comunale di Verona Via Ponte Aleardi, 1 37.121 Verona VR www.avisverona.it 
Comunale di Vetralla Piazza Umberto I, 171 01.019 Vetralla VT www.avisvetralla.it 
Comunale di Viagrande Piazza S. Mauro, 37 95.029 Viagrande CT www.avisviagrande.it 
Comunale di Viareggio Via Garibaldi, 171 55.049 Viareggio LU www.avisviareggio.it 
Comunale di Vigevano Corso Milano, 19 27.029 Vigevano PV www.avisvigevano.org 
Comunale di Vignola Via Caduti sul Lavoro, 660 41.058 Vignola MO www.avisvignola.it 
Comunale di Villanovetta - Verzzuolo Piazza Willy Burgo, 1 12.039 Villanovetta CN www.avisvillanovetta.it 
Comunale di Villarosa Via Crema snc 94.010 Villarosa EN www.villarosani.it 
Comunale di Villasor Via Roma, 30 09.030 Villasor CA www.avisvillasor.it 
Comunale di Villorba Via Centa, 90 31.020 Villorba TV www.facebook.com/Avis.Villorba 
Comunale di Vimercate Via Luigi Ponti, 15 20.871 Vimercate MB www.avisvimercate.it/ 
Comunale di Viterbo Viale Trento, 32 01.100 Viterbo VT www.aviscomunaleviterbo.it 
Comunale di Vittoria Via Garibaldi 97.019 Vittoria RG www.avisrg.it/vittoria 
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Comunale di Vittorio Veneto Via Forlanini, 71 31.029 Vittorio Veneto TV www.avisvittorioveneto.it 
Comunale di Vizzini Via Roma, 35 95.049 Vizzini CT www.vizzinionline.it/avis.htm 
Comunale di Volongo Via Sorelle Agazzi 16 26.030 Volongo CR digilander.libero.it/avisvolongo 
Comunale di Zogno Piazza Marconi, 7 24.019 Zogno BG web.tiscali.it/aviszogno 
Comunale di Zugo Gewerbestr, 8  CH - 6330 Cham  www.aviszug.ch/ 
Comunale di Zurigo Erismannstr., 6  CH - 8004 Zurich  www.avis-svizzera.ch/home/sezioni- 

     in/zurigo.html 
Di Base Pablo Via Gramsci, 31 43.126 Parma PR http://avispablo.iobloggo.com 
Di Base Università Parco Area delle Scienze, 95 43.100 Parma PR avisunipr.it 
Equiparata Comunale di Bassano Via Dei Lotti, 40 36.061 Bassano del Grappa VI www.avisveneto.it/bassanodelgrappa 

     del Grappa «Santa Croce» 
Equiparata Comunale di Brognoligo Via San Brizio, 4 37.032 Costalunga Brognoligo VR www.avisveneto.it/brognoligocostalunga 
Costalunga      
Equiparata Comunale di Buscoldo      
di Curtatone Via Maggiolini, 12 46.010 Curtatone MN www.buscoldo.it/AVIS/AvisBuscoldo.html 
Equiparata Comunale di Gazzolo Via Motte Rossini, 23/b 37.040 Gazzolo D’Arcole VR www.avisveneto.it/gazzolo 
Equiparata Comunale di Lobia Via G.Borga, 14b 37.040 San Bonifacio VR www.avisveneto.it/san-bonifacio 
Equiparata Comunale di Locara Via A. Malesani, 17 37.047 Locara di San Bonifacio VR www.avisveneto.it/locara 
Equiparata Comunale di Prova Via Antonio Pigafetta, 6 37.047 San Bonifacio VR www.avisveneto.it/prova 
Equiparata Regionale Alto Adige - Sudtirol  Via del Ronco, 3 39.100 Bolzano BZ www.avis-altoadige.it/ 
Equiparata Regionale Trentino Via Sighele, 7 38.100 Trento TN avistrentino.org/ 
Intercomunale Arnaldo Colombo Via Piacenza, 7 10.127 Torino TO www.avisinterac.it 
Provinciale del Verbano Cusio Ossola Via Selasca, 40/A 28.823 Ghiffa VB www.avispiemonte.it 
Provinciale di Alessandria Viale Vicenza, 60 15.048 Valenza AL http://www.avisprovincialealessandria.it/ 
Provinciale di Ancona Via Tiraboschi, 36/F 60.131 Ancona AN www.avisprovincialeancona.it/ 
Provinciale di Ascoli Piceno Via dei Cappuccini, 26 63.100 Ascoli Piceno AP www.avisprovap.it 
Provinciale di Brescia Piazzetta Avis, 1 25.124 Brescia BS www.avisprovincialebrescia.it 
Provinciale di Brindisi Piazza A. di Summa 72.100 Brindisi BR www.avisprovincialebrindisi.it/ 
Provinciale di Cagliari Via Talete, 8 09.131 Cagliari CA www.avisprovincialecagliari.it 
Provinciale di Catania Via Don Minzoni, 1 95.014 Giarre CT www.avisprovincialect.it 
Provinciale di Catanzaro Contrada Profeta snc 88.050 Caraffa di Catanzaro CZ www.avisprovincialecatanzaro.it 
Provinciale di Chieti Via Istonia, 37 66.033 Castiglione Messe Marino CH www.avischieti.it 
Provinciale di Cremona Via Massarotti, 65 26.100 Cremona CR www.avisprovincialecremona.it 
Provinciale di Crotone Via 1° Maggio, 39 88.900 Crotone KR www.aviscrotone.it 
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Provinciale di Ferrara 

 
Corso Giovecca, 165 

 
44.121 

 
Ferrara 

 
FE 

 
www.avis.it/ferrara 

Provinciale di Forlì Via G. della Torre, 7 47.121 Forli’ FC www.avis.it/forlicesena 
Provinciale di Frosinone Viale Mazzini, 3 03.100 Frosinone FR avisprovincialefrosinone.blogspot.it 
Provinciale di Genova Corso Europa, 183 16.132 Genova GE www.avisprovincialegenova.it 
Provinciale di L’Aquila Via G. Di Vittorio 67.051 Avezzano AQ www.avisprovincialelaquila.it 
Provinciale di Lecce Piazza Bottazzi, 1 73.100 Lecce LE avisprovincialelecce.weebly.com 
Provinciale di Lecco Viale Montegrappa, 8 23.900 Lecco LC www.avisprovincialelecco.it 
Provinciale di Lodi Via Cavour, 45 26.900 Lodi LO www.avisprovincialelodi.it/ 
Provinciale di Macerata Via Oreste Calabresi, 5 62.100 Macerata MC www.avispromc.it 
Provinciale di Milano Via Bonaparte, 2 20.051 Limbiate MB www.avisprovincialemilano.it 
Provinciale di Modena Via Livio Borri, 40 41.122 Modena MO www.avis.it/modena/ 
Provinciale di Monza e Brianza Via Marsala, 5 20.900 Monza MB www.avismonzaebrianza.it 
Provinciale di Padova Via Trasea, 10/12 35.131 Padova PD www.avisprovincialepadova.it 
Provinciale di Parma Via Giuseppe Mori, 5/a 43.126 San Pancrazio PR www.avis.it/parma 
Provinciale di Pavia Viale Taramelli, 7 27.100 Pavia PV www.avisprovincialepavia.it 
Provinciale di Perugia Via Caduti del Lavoro, 31/A 06.124 Perugia PG http://www.avisprovincialepg.it/ 
Provinciale di Piacenza Via Taverna, 49 29.100 Piacenza PC www.avis.it/piacenza 
Provinciale di Pistoia P.za San Lorenzo, 29 51.100 Pistoia PT www.avispistoia.it 
Provinciale di Prato Via Sant’Orsola, 19/a 59.100 Prato PO www.avis.prato.it 
Provinciale di Ragusa Via della Solidarietà, 2 97.100 Ragusa RG www.avisrg.it 
Provinciale di Reggio Calabria Via Benassai, 15 89.123 Reggio Calabria CR: www.avisprovincialerc.it 
Provinciale di Reggio Emilia Via Brigata Reggio, 32 42.124 Reggio Emilia RE www.avisre.it 
Provinciale di Rimini Via Coriano, 10/b 47.924 Rimini RN www.avis.it/rimini 
Provinciale di Roma Via Imperia, 2 00.161 Roma RM www.avisprovincialeroma.it 
Provinciale di Sassari S.V. Taniga - San Giacomo Medas - 07.100 Sassari SS www.avisprovincialedisassari.it/ 

 Loc. San Camillo     
Provinciale di Siracusa Via A.Von Platen, 40 96.100 Siracusa SR www.avis-sr.org 
Provinciale di Sondrio Via Maffei, 40 23.100 Sondrio SO www.avisprovincialesondrio.it 
Provinciale di Torino Via Piave, 54 10.044 Pianezza TO www.avisprovincialetorino.it 
Provinciale di Trieste Strada Vecchia dell’Istria, 5 34.100 Trieste TS www.avistrieste.net 
Provinciale di Varese Via Cairoli, 14 21.100 Varese VA www.avis.it/varese 
Provinciale di Verona Strada dell’Alpo, 105 37.136 Verona VR www.avisverona.it 
Provinciale di Viterbo Viale Trento, 32 01.100 Viterbo VT www.avisprovincialeviterbo.it 
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Regionale Abruzzo C.so Vitt. Emanuele, 10 66.100 Pescara PE www.avisabruzzo.it 
Regionale Basilicata Via Giovanni XXIII, 59 85.100 Potenza PZ www.avisbasilicata.it/ 
Regionale Calabria Loc. Profeta Zona Industriale 88.050 Caraffa di Catanzaro CZ www.aviscalabria.it 
Regionale Emilia Romagna Via dell’Ospedale, 20 40.133 Bologna BO www.avis.it/emilia-romagna 
Regionale Friuli Venezia Giulia Via Montereale, 24 33.170 Pordenone PN www.avisfriuliveneziagiulia.it 
Regionale Liguria Corso Europa, 183 16.132 Genova GE www.avisluguria.it 
Regionale Lombardia Largo Volontari del Sangue, 1 20.133 Milano MI www.avislombardia.it 
Regionale Marche Via Tiraboschi, 36/F 60.131 Ancona AN www.avismarche.it/ 
Regionale Molise Via Contrada Colle delle Api 86.100 Campobasso CB www.avismolise.it 
Regionale Piemonte Via Piave, 54 10.044 Pianezza TO www.avispiemonte.it/ 
Regionale Puglia Corso Cavour, 184 70.121 Bari BA avispuglia.weebly.com 
Regionale Sardegna Piazza Galilei, 32 09.128 Cagliari CA www.avisardegna.it/ 
Regionale Sicilia Viale Regione Siciliana, 246 90.129 Palermo PA www.avisregionalesicilia.it 
Regionale Svizzera   CH - 8610 Uster  www.avis-svizzera.ch/ 
Regionale Toscana Via Borgognissanti, 16 50.123 Firenze FI www.avis.it/toscana/ 
Regionale Umbria Via Caduti del Lavoro, 31/A 06.124 Perugia PG www.avisumbria.it 
Regionale Valle D’Aosta Via S. Giocondo, 16 11.100 Aosta AO www.avis.vda.it/ 
Regionale Veneto Via dell’Ospedale, 1 31.100 Treviso TV www.avisveneto.it 
Zonale Massa Carrara Equiparata Via Monterosso, 1 54.033 Carrara MS www.aviszonalems.it 
Provincial      
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Glossary and acronyms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Apheresis: procedure to obtain, from a donor being eligible as per the 
applicable law,  a selection of one or more blood components from whole 
blood through the use of a cell separator. The non-requested components are 
re-infused into the donor during or at the end of the procedure. (Ministerial 
Decree 2 November 2015, Annex I) 

 
Organizational Branches: see the definitions of “Transfusion Services” 
and “Collection Units”. 

 
Candidate donor: a person who expresses the will to donate, who has 
never donated blood/blood components before, or who has not donated for 
more than 24 months, and who undergoes a medical, clinical, and laboratory 
diagnostic assessment aimed at establishing the eligibility to donation. 
(Ministerial Decree 2 November 2015, Annex I) 

 
Body Mass Index (BMI): it is a simple index matching weight and height, 
commonly used for the classification of conditions of underweight, 
overweight or obesity in adults.  It is obtained by dividing the body weight 
in kilograms by the square height in meters. 
(Adaptation from the website of the World Health Organization) 

 
Scheduled call: on one side, it implies that the activities of call of donors 
are planned according to the national, regional and local scheduling to meet 
the actual demand for blood and blood components; on the other side, it 
implies the booking of the collection session. 
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Donor at first deferred donation:  candidate donor declared eligible and 
making the first donation on a date other than the first access (Ministerial 
Decree 2 November 2015, Annex I) 

 
Donor at first non-deferred donation: person who expresses the will to 
donate, candidate donor who has never donated blood/blood components 
before, or who has not donated for more than 24 months, and who, upon 
eligibility confirmed in compliance with the applicable regulation, makes 
the donation directly, without following the preliminary diagnostic and 
waiting procedure applied to candidate donors. 
(Ministerial Decree 2 November 2015, Annex I) 

 
Multiple donation of blood components by apheresis (multi- component 
apheresis): procedure where two or more blood components are collected 
from one single donor by cell separator. 
(Ministerial Decree 2 November 2015, Annex I) 

 
Attribution and “deadweight” effect: share of impact not attributable to 
the intervention of the organization considered (because it is due to the 
intervention of other players/organizations or because it would have 
occurred in any case). 

 
Blood components: therapeutic component of whole blood produced by the 
transfusion service through the fractioning of whole blood by simple 
physical means or by apheresis. 
(Ministerial Decree 2 November 2015, Annex I) 

 
Erythrocytoapheresis: apheresis procedure (see above) aimed at the 
collection (or therapeutic removal) of red blood cells only. 

 
Decentralized associative organizational model: in this model, the 
awareness-raising, retention and blood collection activities are fully 
managed by the municipal centres of the Association; also in this case, the 
collection can be performed in Collection Units and in organizational 
branches or Bloodmobiles, if any.(Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b, p. 172) 

 
Mixed associative organizational model: this model includes all the cases 
where awareness-raising and retention activities have been activated on the 
territory and are managed by the Municipal centres at a territorial level, 
while collection is managed by the provincial centres in collaboration with 
the Transfusion Services; the collection may be carried out in Collection 
Units and in organizational branches or Bloodmobiles, if any. (Calò and 
Fiorentini, 2013b, p. 172) 
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Centralized associative organizational model: in this model, retention and 
blood collection activities are fully managed by the provincial centres of the 
Association, while awareness-raising activities are managed at a local level; 
also in this case, the collection can be performed in Collection Units and in 
organizational branches or Bloodmobiles, if any. (Calò and Fiorentini, 
2013b, p. 172) 

 
Decentralized public organizational model: in this public model, 
awareness-raising and call activities are managed by municipal centres, 
while collection is completely, or almost completely, managed by public 
facilities; in this case, the collection can be carried out in hospitals or in 
their organizational branches or in Bloodmobiles, if any. (Calò and 
Fiorentini, 2013b, p. 172) 

 
Mixed public organizational model: in  this model, awareness-raising and 
retention activities are managed by the provincial centres, which work on 
the territory supporting the municipal centres, while collection is 
completely, or almost completely, managed in public facilities; in this case, 
the collection can be carried out in hospitals or in their organizational 
branches or in Bloodmobiles, if any. (Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b, pp. 172) 

 
Centralized public organizational model:  in  this model,  awareness-
raising activities are managed by the Avis centres of the territory, while 
retention and collection are mainly managed in the public facilities 
supported by local centres; in this case, the collection can be carried out in 
hospitals or in their organizational branches or in Bloodmobiles, if any. 
(Calò and Fiorentini, 2013b, p. 172) 

 
Person Responsible (of Collection Units): person holding a university 
degree in medicine and surgery and having a post-university practical 
experience of at least two years in units collecting blood and blood 
components. (Legislative Decree 20 December 2007, No. 261, article 6, 
paragraph 1) 

 
Platelet apheresis: apheresis procedure (see above) aimed at the collection 
(or therapeutic removal) of platelets only. 

 
Plasmapheresis: apheresis procedure (see above) aimed at the collection 
(or therapeutic removal) of plasma only. 

 
Plasma-platelet apheresis:  apheresis procedure (see above) aimed at the 
multicomponent collection (or therapeutic removal) of plasma and platelets. 
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Proxy (financial): estimate calculated to attribute a value to an outcome 
having no market/monetary value. (Adaptation from The Social Value 
Portal) 

 
Transfusion Services: the facilities and relevant organizational branches, 
including those for collection activities, set out by the applicable regulation 
according to the regional organizational models, and being responsible in all 
respects for the collection and control of human blood and blood 
components, whatever their destination, as well as of the processing, 
storage, distribution and assignment when these are intended for 
transfusion. 
(Legislative Decree 20 December 2007, No. 261, article 2, paragraph 1, 
letter e) 

 
Member: individual who joined a Municipal, basic or equivalent Avis (art. 
4, par. 3 of the Articles of Association) and who periodically donates blood, 
or who has stopped donating for age or health reasons and participates with 
continuity to the activities of the association, or who does not donate but 
holds with continuity non-remunerated functions recognized as valid within 
the association (art. 6, par. 2 of the Articles of Association). 

 
Collection Units: the facilities in charge of collection, upon authorization 
by the competent Regions or Autonomous Provinces, managed by the 
recognised Associations and Federations of blood donors established under 
the applicable law; Collection Units, which can be managed individually or 
in an aggregate form by the Associations/Federations mentioned before, 
work under the technical responsibility of the reference transfusion service 
and can have organizational branches on the territory of their competence. 
(Legislative Decree 20 December 2007, No. 261, article 2, paragraph 1, 
letter f) 
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Acronyms 
 
 
 

ARD Alcohol-Related Diseases 

AU Alcohol Unit 

BACO      Best Available Charitable Option 

BMI Body Mass Index   

CBA Cost-benefit analysis   

CCNL Contratto Collettivo Nazionale di Lavoro [National Collective Bargaining 

Agreement] 

CEA Cost-effectiveness analysis  

CER Cost Effectiveness Ratio  

CNS Centro Nazionale Sangue [National Blood Centre] 

COI          Cost of Illness  

CU Collection Unit 

CUA Cost-utility analysis  

DPA Dipartimento Politiche Antidroga [Antidrug Policy Department] 

ECG         Elettrocardiogram 

FT First-time tested (donor) 

GIIRS       Global Impact Investing Rating System  

HBV         Hepatitis B Virus  

HCV         Hepatitis C Virus  

HDL High Density Lipoprotein  

HH Hereditary Hemocromatosis 

HIV          Human Immunodeficiency Virus  

ICER Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio 

IRIS          Impact Reporting & Investment Standards 

LARN Livelli di Assunzione di Riferimento di Nutrienti ed energia per la 

popolazione italiana [Recommended Energy and Nutrient Intake Levels 

for the Italian population] 
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LDL Low Density Lipoprotein  

LUE Syphilis 

MET Metabolic Equivalent of Task  

NA             Not available 

N/A            Not applicable 

NPO Non-Profit Organization 

NPV Net Present Value 

PM Performance Management 

PSA Prostate Specific Antigen (testing) 

QUALYs  Quality Adjusted Life Years 

RT Repeat tested (donor) 

RCTs Randomized Controlled Trials  

SE            Social Enterprise 

Ser. T Servizi per le Tossicodipendenze [Services for Drug Addictions] 

SIE Social Impact Evaluation 

SISTRA Sistema Informativo dei Servizi Trasfusionali [Information System of 

Transfusion Services] 

SROI Social  Return  on  Investment  

STI           Sexually Transmitted Infections 

TBC Tuberculosis 

ToC Theory of Change  

TS Transfusion Service  

WHO World Health Organization 

WTP Willingness To Pay  

WUSV Welfare Universalistico a Sussidiarietà Variabile [Variable Subsidiarity 

Universalist Welfare] 
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